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Foreword-

This volume is the product of a World Bank project on macroeconomic policy that
reviewed the recent experience of eighteen countries as they attempted to maintain
economic stability in the face of international price, interest rate, and demand
shocks or domestic crises in the forms of investment booms and related budgetary
problems. The project paid particular attention to the 1974-79 period (which in-
ciuded the first and secorid oil price shocks), the 1980-82 period of worldwide re-
cession and extemal debt problems for many developing countries, and the 1983-
90 period of adjustment to economic difficulties and the resumption of growth.

The objective of the project was to glean instructive lessons by analyzing the
stabilizadon and adjustnent policies pursuedby these countries and assessing the
outcomes. The authors of each country study were asked to deal with a common
set of questions concerning the nature of the shocks or crises: their origin and de-
gree of seriousness; the fiscal, monetary, exchange rate, and tade policies adopted
in hopes of preventing permanent harm to the economy; and the results of the
policies.

No single computable macroeconomic model was used in the project, but the
framework of the open-conomy macroeconomic model was followed to ensure
consistency in generalizng about results. This intensive study of many episodes
generated ideas and suggested relationships showing the cause and effect behind
policies, the nature of the shocks and crises, and the governmental response to
them. The overall findings of the project are presented in a synthesis volume by
L ML D. Little, Richard N. Cooper, W. Max Corden, ard Sarath Rajapatirana-
Boom, Crisis, and Adjusment: The Macoronodc Experience of Developing
Countries.-

The-Indonesian economy did very well in the 1965-90 period. Per capita in-
come growth averaged 4.3 percent a year despite four economic crises: hyper-
inflation in 1965 and 1966, the 19 75 defaultby Pertamina (the state oil company),"
the serious weakening of Indonesia's nonenergy tadable sector by "Dutch
disease" between 1973 and 1978, and the post- 1982 fall in the price of oil, one of
Inddnesia's chief exports. All four crises were handled competently and had no
adverse consequences for long-term growt.:

Of special interest are the results of the strucnural adjustment programs imple-.
mented to cope with the first and fourth crises. The quick subduing of hjperinfla-
tion in 1965-66 was followed by substantial and immediate economic growth.

it



x Foreword

The post-1982 adjustment progamm involved an increase in investment as a share
of expenditures and reoriented the economy toward the manufacturing sector
while raising the income of the poorest segments of the population.

Indonesia's experience challenges two conventional views about macroeco-
nomic management. It challenges the claim that "announcement effects" makeP
price stabilization easier when a credible program is undertaken by the govem-
ment. E5conomic agents in Indonesia waited two years before revising downward
their expectations of future inflation. The Indonesian case also suggests that the
customary recommendations about the optimal sequencing of economic refornns
may be flawed. Indonesia reversed the recommended sequence but stil reaped
benefits fom the ralistc exchange rate tat had to be adopted in light of its open
capital account.

Publication of this study was made possible in part by a generous grant from
SA, the Swedish Intemnational Development Authority.

Sarath.Rajapa:irana
Director, "Macroeconomic Policies,,Crisis, and Growth

in the Long Run" Research Project
- .Chief, Trade, Finance, and Private Sector Development

Tecdmicad Department
Latin America and the Caribbean Reicgion
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Chapter One

The Indonesian Growth Experience,
1965-90

The twenty-five year span covered by this study began with a two-year period of
political turnoil and high inflation that was followed by a dramatic revival of the
Indonesian economy. Real gross domestic product (GDP) per capita grew at an an-
nual average rate of 4.3 percent, causing income per capita to almost triple (see
table 1.1). Agricultural activities decLined in importance, dropping from 59 per-
cent.rtfGDP in 1965 to 24 percent in 1989. The activities that expanded the most
were the mining and refining of oil and liquefied natural gas (LNG), 12 percentage
points; nonoil and non-LNG manufacturing, 7.6 percentage points; and services, 7
percentage points.

'hbere is litle disagreement thathigh growth in the 1970-80 period (when per
capita income grew 5.7 percent a year) was driven by the development of the oil
and LNG industries and the Organizat;on of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
pric inceases in 1973 and 1979. Eamings from exports of petroleum products and,
LNG went from 5 percent of GDP in 1970 to 14 percent in 1975 and 21 percent in
1980. This translated into $0.4 billion, $53 bfllion, and $12.9 billion, respectively.

k reflected well on polikywalding that much of the oil and LNG revenue went
into investments. Gross domestic investnent-was 13.2 percent of GD? in 1970,
20.0 percent in 1975, and 24.3 percent in 1980.

--The most intriguing part of the Indonesian experience was its growth in the
1980s. TWo other economies with similar structure and circumstances, Mexico and
Nigeria, also experienced oil booms in the 1970s, but their growth rates weakened
far more than Indonesia's after the price of oil began declining in 1982 (table 1.2).

Indonesia's 6 percent increase inreaI GDP-percapita betweer 1981 and 1985
was unimpressive by its own past standard but was a success compared with the
experiences of other populous low-income oil-exporting countries. Even more
noteworthy was Indonesia's continued growth after the prce of oil dropped sharp-
ly in 1986, to half of its 1985 level.

.1 



2 Macroeconomic Policies, Crises, and Grmwth in Indonesia

Table Li Sources and Distribution of GDP by Sector, Selected Years,
196089
(percent)

item 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1989

cmwin 1983 prices
billonofrapiahs) 21.1552 23310.9 30,956.4 45 2 66,672.0 85,082.0 114.940.8

Index of income per
capita (1960 100) 100.0 972 113A. 1472 198.2 2272 276.1

Sector shae ofGDP
Agricular. foresaky

fisheies and livestock 539 50.7 47.2 31.7 24.0 232 24.1
Miing and qunying 3.7 2.5 5.2 19.7 23.0 14.0 11.6
Manufwactuing 8.4 7.6 9.3 8.9 13.0 16.0 185

(OihmndLnoreflnung) - - - .6) (4.4) -3.3
EMectricity, gas, and water 03 - 04 0.6 0.5 0. 0.6
Conmetion 2.0 1.8 3.0 43 53 5.5 SD
Transportand comnumicadons 3.7 2.2 2.9 4.1 4.5 6.3 5.8
Odiermukces 28.0 272 32.0 305 29.8 34.7 34A4

Diu fCbPion o Gop
Privazeconsumpton 791 882 70 68.1 523 -59.0 53.4
Gaven eatconsumpdan 11.6 5.6 8. 9.1 10.5 112 9.4
Gra domestc ivcstment 79. 6.7 132 20.0 243 28.0 34J7

Fixed investmnt - - - - 21.6 23.1 27.4
Invetory ivetmet - 2.7 5.0 73

Exprts of goods and
nonfactor soviets 13.3 53 12.4 22.6 33.0 22 . 25.6

(t4nfoilnonu- expons) (10.0) (3.0) (7.7) (8.4) (IL4) (1t.1) '(18.)
knm of goods ansd. 

lrr sv ces 12.6 5.7 153 21.9 202 20.4 23.1

Souare: World Bank data.

Table 1.2 Annual Real GDPl Growth Rates, ndonesia, Mexico, and Nigeria,
1973-85
(percent)

Country 1973481 1982 1983 1984 1985

Indonesia 7.7 I-03 3.3 6.0 ,2.4

Mexico 6.8 -0.6 -5.3 3.7. 2.8
N-igeria 3.0.1 -. -6.3 -5.2, 5.3

a. 1973-80.
Source: : (varios yen).



Chaptr One 3

Despite.the extemal negative shock of falling oil prices that began in 1982
and intensified in 1986, the poorest segments of Indonesia's population continued
to experience a rise in income, and the distribution of income continued to im-
prove. The consumption share of the bottom 20 perent of the population went
from 6.9 percent in 1970 to 7.7 percent in 1980 and 9.2 percent in 1987. These fig-
ures on consumption are consistent with the drop in the number of people below
the official poverty line (54. milion in 1976,42 million in 1980, and 30 million in
1987) and with the increases in the real wage (with a value set at 100 in 1983, the
agricultral real wage was 117 in 1990 and the industrial real wage was 122 in
1989).1

Furthermore, Indonesia's nonoil and non-LNG manufacturing sector surged
dramatically in the 1980s. The sector's share of output went frm 8.5 percent of
GDP in 1980 to 15.9 percent in 1989, and its exports rse from $42 billion in fiscal
1981 to $15.5 billion in fiscal 1990.

This book attempts to explam why Indonesia's economic performance during
the period far surpassed that of countries endowed with similar assets and subject
to the same shocks. It emphasizes the role of macroeconomic policies in influenc-
ing economic growth and transformation-especially the iesilience of the Indone-
sian economy to the external shocks of the 1980s. While this study is prmarily an
assessment of macroeconomic management, it also assesses trade and finaal
policies because of their importance in shaping the response of the economy to
macroeconomic policies and to nonpolicy disturbances.

Chapter 2 discusses the characteristics of the country (such as resource en-
dowment and ethnic composition), the organization ofthe economy (for exiample,
the role of state-owned enterprises and the policymaking process), and the work-
ings of key markets. Chapter 3 provides a brief history of Indonesia up to the tn-
multuous events of 1965 that led to significant and long-lasting changes in
economic philosophy. Chapter 4 reviews macroeconomic developments in the
1965-90 period, and chapterS explains the political constrints on economic policy-
making arising from the strength of key interest groups.

Chapters 6 through 9 explore the four episodes of crisis management in the
1965-90 period: the economic stabilization:program of 1966, the extemal debt
crisis sparked by Pertamina's default in 1975. the profit squeeze experienced by
the tradable sector because of the overvalued exchange rate that prevailed from
1974 to .1978, and the structurl adjustment programs enacted since 1982..

The first crisis episode (chapter 6) is tŽ;e story of how the New Order gov-
ermnent of President Soeharto cut, its teeth on the economic stabilization and
rehabilitation program of 1966. Per capita income had declined steadily over the
1960-65 period, and the annual inflation rate had exceeded 100 percent since
1961. The central plank of the stabilization component of the program was an un-
eqwvocal commitment to end the prnting of money to finance government bud-
get deficits; the focus of the rebabilitation component was to allow market forces
a greater role in resource allocation.



4 Macroeconomic Policies. Crises, and Growth in Indonesia

To understand the origins of the second, ffird, and fourth crises, it should be
rememnbered that the history of macroeconomic management in Indonesia since
1970 has been mainly the history of adjustments to changes in the price of oil. For
the 197241 period, a figurative picture of Indonesia might show an economy
skidding on an oil slick, with policymakers gleeful at the speed but trying hard to
control the direction of movement and maintain political stability. The post-1981
image would also be one of harried policymkers ttying to control the direction of
motion and maintain political equilibrium while putting on a pair of skates-one
skate marke- "agricultural exports" and the other "manufactured exports." The
second and third crisis episodes show how Indonesia managed to maintain its bal-
ance while skating over the oil slick; the fourth crisis episode shows how balance
was kept while leaving the slick.

The second crisis (chapter 7) was the default on an extemral loan by the state
oil company, Pertamina, in February 1975. There are two analytically different
parts to the Pertamina affair, each with a different time horizon, and each with
ramifications for different objectives in economic management. The main part of
the crisis came prior to the default, aperiod when Pertnina became an unofficial
and largely unsupervised development agency that used its oil earigs and exf-
nal loans to fund a wide range of lare commercial projects. The default itself was
less significant, even though the government and the intenational banking com-
munity were worried that one of the creditors would invoke a cross-deftclause 
and hence unravel the settIement of the pre-1966 externa debt.

The third crisis (chapter 8) was the erosion of the nonoiI tradable sector be-
tween 1973 and 1978 as a esult of real exchange rate appreciation-a malaise
known as the Dutch disease. The oil boom caused inflation to jump fm 6.4 per-
cent in 1972 to 31 percent in 1973 and to stay at the two-digit level untl 1977.
Since Indonesia kept its nominal exchange ra fixed throughout this perod, the,
nonoil tradable sector experenced a profit squeze because the pnces of its output
were restrained by external competition while the prices of its inputs (especially
wages) rose with inflation. The government responded to the distress of the agri-
cultural sector m November 1978 by devaluing the rpiah by 50 percent, even
though its stock of nongold reserves was at a historical high.

The fourth crisis (chapter 9) was the specter of a balance of payments crsis
caused by the fall inte price of oil after l982. The breadth and depth of thepolicy
response were impressive. The govetimplemented fiscal austerity currency
devaluations, financial sector deregulation, tax reforms, and trade iberalizton to
head off potential debt-servicing difficulties and to rstore growth.

In chapter 10 we analyze how macroeconomic and exchange rate manage-
- ment during each of the four crises influenced the long-term growth rate, and we

simulat a macroeconomic model to help us assess the effects of fiscal and mone-
tary policies in the 1973-10 period. Chapter 11 s marzes Indonesian experi-
ence with nmacroeconomic management, points out lessons for other countries,
and raises some general questions.

r -.



Chapter Two

A Profile of the Indonesian Economy

Indonesia is demogrbically the fifth largest nation in-the world; in 1990 it had
an estimated populaioa of about 182 mllion. Geographically. Indonesia is an ar-
chipdago of about 13,000 islands that extnd over 3,000 miles along the equatm
from 95 to 140 degrees east longitude, and its 735,268 square miles of territory
make it the world's thirteenth largest country in area. About 3,000 of the islands
are inhabited. Because of the proximity of Malysian and Sinports and
financial centers and the difficulty of patrolling so many islands, strict control of
trade and financial flows is impossiblei Geography has made Indonesia a tmly
open economy.

Natural Resources

The island of Java is the heart of lndones It and nearby Madura had a population
of£more than 100 million in 1986, maldng the islands two of the most densely pop-
ulated areas in the world, with about 800 people per square kilometer No other
large island in the archipelago approaches these demographic magnitudes. Java
has always been heavily populated, in part because it has more land sutable for
intensive wet rice cultivation than any of the other islands and in part because the
Dutch colonialists concentrated the production of agricultural export commodities
(for example, rubber and coffee) on Java and on Sumatra to the west.

Western Indonesia receives abundant rainfall (60 to 90 inches in most areas),
reasonably well distributed throughout the year. Thus, the soil is leached and thin
except where volcanic activity orrunoff from volcanic slopes has restored natural
fertility quickly. The islands of eastem Indonesia are-relatively arid, have poorer
soils, and are much less densely inhabited-

The archipelago is endowed with significant resources. Fish, particularl
from the Java and Banda seas, are abundant, and there arel arge forested regions,

:- -- X - :5



6 Macroeconmc Policies. Crises. and Growth in Indonesia

particularly in Kalimantan (the Indonesian part of Borneo). The Oil and GasJour-
nal Databook (1993) has estimated that in 1991 the petroleum reserve amounts to
6.6 billion barrels and natural gas reserve to be 64.8 trillion cubic feetL (However,
the estimate for petroleum reserves at the end of 1990 was 11.8 billion barrels. No
explanation was given for this big downward adjustment in 1991.) Domestic de-
niand for oil has been rising at a rapid mre, and oil exports are expected to decline
rapidly at the end of the century. Production of crude oil is largely the province of
foreign firms, who pay a premium for the privilege.

While oil and natural gas overshadow other type of mineral production, in-
donesia is a major exporter of tin (primarily from the islands of Banka and Billi-
ton) and copper (from Irian Jaya). Commercially significant nickel deposits also
exist (in Sulawesi and Irian. Jaya), and coal of mediocre quality is mined in
Sumatra. Gold and a variety of other mineral resources have also been discovered
in modest quantities.

Thus although the phrase "the fabulous wealth of the Indies" was an exag-
geration at the time of the early European explorations, it is nevertheless true that
Indonesia's physical resource base is sufficient to sustain econonic growth at a
high level. LOng-term success in economic development will therefore depend on
proper management.

Human Resources

The population of Indonesia grew at a rate of 2.3 percent a year betwee 1973 and
1984. As a result, 40 percent of the population was under the age of 14 in 1984.
Labor force growth was as much as 0.3 percent a year higher than population
grwth, implying a need to create jobs for more than 2.4 milion people annually.
A growing proportion of the new entrants to the labor force was born in the cities
and educated to the middle school level.1

The occupational distnrbution of the labor force is given in table 2.1. Indone-
sia was still predominantly an agricultural nation in 1985, with more thn half of
the labor force employed in agriculture, forestry, hunting, and fishing. However, a
good deal of structural transformation had taken place since the L960s, when more
than 70 percent of the labor force was employed in those activities. The wholesale
and retail trade sector employed 15 percent of the work force in 1985 and the man-
ufacturing-construction sector 13 percent, both up about 5 percentage points from
1971.

The general educational level of.the Indonesian labor force is low, despite a
large and sustained effort by the government to strengthen schools and universi-: 
ties. TBe nation's education problem is in some measure the legacy of Dutch co-
lonialism, since the Dutch government provided few educational opportunities for
non-Dutch residents of the colony. Forutely, the minority that did have access
to schools and universities prior to World War II received good schooling. This:
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Table 2.1 Employment by Sector, Selected Years, 197145

1971 1980 1982 INS
Sector Mitlios Pet M! ot Pnc Millions Peen MM&=ior Perw

Agricultre. rorestry .
hundg. and fishing 265 642 28D .54.8 . 31.6 54.7 34.1 54.6

Mining and quasying 0.1 02 0.4 0O7 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7
Manufating 2.7 65 4.4 8.5 6.0 10.4 £.8 93.
Electuiity. gas, and water 0.0 (L1 0.1 02 0.1 0.1 01 0.1
Conszucdon 0.7 1.6 .L6 3.1 22 3.7 2.1 3.4
Wholesale and ecil- '

careandresaurants 4.3 103 6.6 12.9 8.6 14.8 9.4 15.0
Transpon, stoWrag,

and comnmumcadons 1.0 2.3 1.5 2.9 1.8 3.1 2.0 3.1
Fmanc inswrnce. real

estate, and businss servces 0.1 02 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 04
Public sevices 4.1 10.0 7.7 15.1 7.1 12. 3 133
Other 1.9 4.6 0.7 14 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

Total 42.3 100.0 512 100.0 57.8 100.0 62.5 100.0

Sowrc Ccntral Bueau of Statisdics.

provided dtin but very high quality leadership for the new republic in 1945, when
independence was declared.

Adult literacy was 64 percent in 1986, up from 39 percent in 1960. Great em-
phasis has been placed on the'expansion of the school and university system, but
rapid expansion has come at the expense of quality- The education system has
grown much more swifly thm the supply of well-trained teachers. In 1986 only 7
percent of the university-level age group was in institutions of-higher education,
compared with 17 percent for lower-middle-income countries as a group. The ed-
ucation gap remains large even in comparison with Indonesis poorerneighbors.
Thailand and the Philippines.

Ethnicity

The domninant ethnic group is the Javanese, who are concentrted in Cental and
East Java. West Java is predominantly iabited by Sun , another large pop-
ulation group with unique linguistic and cultural characteristics. The varety of
other Malayo-Polynesian groups throughout the islands is astonishing. There are
more than 300 ethnic groups, with at least 250 distinct languages.

Although Indonesia's Chinese minority accounts for only about 3 percent of
the total population, it holds a disproportionate share of economic power A recent
estimate was that 70 percent of a31 corporate assets were owned by Chinese
Indonesians.3 As a result, the period since Indonesia gained its independence in,
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1949 has been characterized by the enactment of measures intnded to assist the
aeconomiclay weak," a euphemism meamnig "indigenous" Indonesians (pribwni
is the official term). These measures have included the granting to thepribwmi of
spei import licenses, cheap credit, and trade manu ng monopolies.
Although these measures have been sidestepped ia varying degree, they still have
significant market-distorting effects.

ReUlgon

The nation has a variety of religious beliefs. The firt of the five prnciples of thE
state ideology, knownL as Pancasda, is belief m God. Tlhs means that some profes-
sion of religion is expect of alt Indoesians. But it has also meant that Indonesin
govermments have respeted religious varety and have resisted the demands of fun-
damerualist slmc groups. Probably 90 percent of all Indonesians declare tm-
selves to be Muslims The res tae animists, Chrsas, Hindus, and Buddhists.

The main religious tension is between the abaPzgan Muslims and the samri
Muslims. Abhmgan Muslims are nominal Muslims who subscribe to ancient Jav-
anese beliefs (tebatnan) and live mostly in West and East Java, while the sri
Muslims are more orthodox Muslims who live in northenJava and the Outer Is-
lands. The abangmafntri distinction appoximatly follows the ethnic cleavage
of JavaneselOuter Islandes The Darul Islam rebellion to establish a fundamen-
alist Musii state, lasted from 1949 to 1965; it embodied the political rivalky be-

tween the abangan and the santi::
Although te Soeharto government has managed to avoid political crses as-

sociatd with its policy on the relationship betwe religion and state, it has not
been able to avoid occasiona outbries of religion-inspired opposition. Muslim
oppositionwas asignificatfarormintheprotests againstsocial and economicpol-

icy n the 1973-74 peod which clminated in the Maari riot. More recently, on
September 12 1984, a group of Muslim youths engaed m a batle with state po-
lice in Tanjumg Priok (the port aea of Jakarta) which resulted in the dats of 28
people The incident led to instructions to Muslin educators to avoid giving ther
religious teaching political corZent-

The economic significance of this regious variety is cotroer and is of-
ten exaggerated Sievers (1974), for example, has argued that the mystical beliefs
of the dominantJavanese would ultimately doom cncil developmentbecause
of their supposed incompatbility wit economic rtionality. Of lte, there have
been calls to set up Islamic banks-banks that neither charge interest on loans nor
pay interest on deposits.
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State-Owed Enterpris

Dirigisme has been a strong force in Indonesia since independence, and state par-
ticipation in business is enshrined in the Indonesian constitution. Article 33 states
that the economy should be organized as a "family-like endeavor" and that the
state should control those branches of production that affect the lives of most peo-
ple. The cooperative is specified as the institutional vehicle for implementing the
"economy as a family" ideaL At the moment, however, the cooperative movement
is weak; only the stae firms are of economic importance.

At the end of 1987 Indonesiaes central govemment owned 214 enterprises, in-
cluding 23 financial instiituions. These enterprises spanned a wide range of activ-
ities: manufacturing, mining, logging, plantation agriculture, trawsportaon. wade,
insurance, and public utilities?} One leason for this diversity is that many of the
enterprses were Dutch companies nationalized in the 1950s. Some of these enter-
prises were set up to prevent Chinese domination of the corporate sector; some,
such as the aerospac company, were established for infant industry reasons; and
some were created when the state took over fauled private enterprise (for exam-
ple, rr Indocement, a cement company, and PT CRML a cold-rolling steel mill).
5My of these government enterrises are monopolies. The most fiequendy cited
example is Krakatau Steel Corporation, which, uwil the promulgation of a new
policy package in May 1986, was able to impose a umof as much as 40 per-
cent over the world price on sales to domestic users of steel products.

The biggest and best-known of the state enterprises is the oil company, Pertam-
inas It is the r',ovemment's agent in contracting with fotign oil- and gas-producmg9
frms, and it acts as the govenment's tax collectorin the oi seo 4 It also has a mo-
nopoly on domestic sales of petroleum products. The domestic pries of oil gaso-
line, and oherpetroleum sectorproducts have been kept below international !evels.

Ther is no reliable information on financial flows between the central gov-
ermnent and state enterprises dming most of the study period. The budget figuprs
were undeme, smce many ofthe activities of the enterprises were financed
by loans from state banks. World Bank data on stat enteprises for the fist half
of the 1980s are given in table 22

The stagnancy of capital inflows to state-owned enterprises duing the
1981-85 period probably reflects the shortage of ievenue caused by the fall in oil
prces ratherthm a change in governent attitude oran ement in enterprise
performance. The low rates of eturm to assets suggest that most state enterprises
were less efficient than either private enterpises in Indonesia or privately owned
countaparts in other countries. Lack of competition may be the primary reason.

Anotherreason for the low profitabiit of many sta enteprises was that the
government sometimes ordered them to cary out unsuitable functions. For exam-
ple, state enterprses under the Department of Industry were ordered to become
bapak angkat (foster father) to small and medium-size private firms in their local-
ities. rr Semen Padang, a state cement plant in West Sumatra, was assigned the
task of developing markets for the cinnamon produced by local farmers rr Pupuk.
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Table 2.2 Financial Data on State Enterprises, 1981-46
(trilifoas of rupioiw)

irem 1981-82 1983-84 1985486

Total assets 19.9 34.6 44.S
Invesxmcnt funds from goverment

budget 0.5 0.5 0.4
Total sales 13.4 20.9 27.7
Invesutent funds from govenmsent

budget (pcentage of GNP) 0.8 0.7 0.4
Pretax profit per unit sale (percent) 6.1 4.1 4.3
Pretax profit per unit asset (percent) 4.1 2.5 2.7

Source: Worlkt Rank (1988).

Iskandar Muda, a state fertilizer firm in Nordt Sumatra, was to create markets for
local handicrafts.

The Private Manufacturing Sector

Large-scale manufacuring companies in the private sector were heavily protected
and regulated during most of the period of this study. Automobile manufacturing,
for example, was protected by aban on the import of fully assembled automobiles
and of many auto parts.

Private investment decisions are made under the guidance of the Badan Koor-
dinisasi Penanaman Modal (Investment Coordination Board), which establishes
investment priorites and licenses all investment in the formal sector This organi-
zation has been the target of much critcism. In its earliest years, when its objective
was seen as expediting investment, the board was criticized for c ss in eval-
uating investment proposals. At one point a sample of appmved projects was ex-
amined, and more than half were judged by conventional project evaluation
standards to have negative value added. More recently, criticism of the board has
shifted toward the time-consuming nature of the review process and a general un-
wilingness to allow foreign compettors access to markets where domesfic firns
might be hurt by competition.

In some cases, the heavy involvement of govemment officials in privat sec-
tor firms has obscured the distinction between government and private enterpnse-
Examples can be found in private bankng, automobile manufacte, importation
of cloves and wheat, flour nmig, and hotels. No systematic study of the social
costs of these enterprses has been undertaen, but the validity of theirposition has
repeatedly been called into question because of Indonesis problems in meeting
intemational competition in the post-oil-!boom period.
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The Role or Economic Planning

Although there were planning efforts in the pre-Soeharto period, the present sys-
tem of five-year plans went into effect in 1969 with the introduction of the first
Five Year Plan (Repelita 1) for the period 1969-70 through 1973-74. Since then,
plans have been issued at regular five-year intervals. The plans have been essen-
tialy indicative, in that they have primarily been detailed statements of aggregate
and sectoral objectives. Very few mechanisms have been created to monitor plan-
ning targets. The Planning Council staff has screened the invrestment plans of the
govemment (including those of the provincial planning councils), but that has
been primarily a rudimentary form of project evaluation.

The lack of a genuine planning and enforcement structure has, not surprising-
ly, led to there being little relationship between targets and achievements. Table
2.3 shows that the average deviation from 1969 to 1989 was 43 percent. It should
be noted, however, that unanticipated shocks in each of these periods made it dif-
ficult to guide the economy toward the targets of the five-year plans.

The Annual State Budget

Of far greater importance than the five-year plans, both as an indicator of what
govemment was doing and of how ie.was being done, are the annual budget doc-
uments, especially the Nota Keuangan (Fmiancial Note) . Although there have
been many anomalies in the budgeting process, it is clear that the Soeharto gov-
ement's capacity to command real resources has risen over the years. Govem-
ment expenditure, which was only 8 percent of GDP in 1965, grew to 13 percent in
1969 and 25 percent in 1985. (Real GDP grew 2-5 times over the twenty-year

Since 1968 all -budgets have been "balanced" in that planned expendintes:
have been paid for with a combination of taxes and extemal borrowing. The posi-
tion of the president and his cabinet has been one of adamant insistence on the in-
violability of this approach, to the point of assering that it is a constitutional
constraint (Thorbecke 1991). Since the government has always had access to ex-
ternal financial markets, this procedure has not restrained govemment spending.
This "balanced budget practice constitutes in essence a ban on the creation of
money to finance govermment expenditure.

Government Employment

AftefSoeharto formally replaced Soekamo as president in 1967, the govemment's-
role as an employer decreased dramatically. The government employed 4 percent
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Table 23 Plan Targets and Actual Outcome, 1969-89
(percent)

PlIa (1969-74) (197479) (197984) (19849)

GDP.
Target 5.0 7.5 6.5 5.0
Realized 8.0 6.7 5.9 2.7

Inflation
Target 8.0
Realized 19.4 15.2 143 6.8' 

Agiculnture
Target - -4.6 3.5 3.0
Realized 4.3 2.9 4.2 -

Mining
Trget - 10.1 .8 2.4
Reaized 12.8 4.0 -2.3 -

Taet .-- 13.0 11. 95.
Realized 12.8 12.3 8.3 -

Tronsportation ad
conmmuications

Target - - 10.0 52
Realized 12.0- 13.3 . 7.4 -

Construction
Target 9.2 - 5.0
Realized 20.6 113 6.5 -

Investment
Target - 13.0 9.7 19.1
Realize 162 105 1.9 -

&ports..
Target - 10.5 -112 10.0
Realized 132 .4.6 -4.3 - -

a. Estimated-
Source: Bank Indonesia.

of the aggregate labor force in 1980, or approximately 2 million persons. This em-
ployment was concentrated in urban areas. Although governmentjobs were secure
and nominal government wages were sticky downward, the real wages of goved-
ment employees rose less rapidly than those of workers in the urban private sector
in the 196585 period Some part of the wages paid to government and military
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employees was made in kind, and to that extent real wages were sticky downward.
Virtually all govemment employees in the lower grdes of the civil service re-
ceived a rice ration, and many higher-echelon employees also received subsidized
housing and transportation. This may be the reason why private firns in manufac-
turing also paid wages partly in kind.

The Foreign Debt Situation

ft is the standing policy of the Soeharto government to avoid borrowing in the do-
mestic capital market, with the modest exception of sales of Central Bank certfi-
cates. The proportion of development expenditures financed externally ranged
from 25 to 69 percent in the 1976-87 period. This caused outstanding disbursed
external debt to grow at an annual rate of 13 percent a year (see table 2.4). Public
sector (long- and intermediate-term) external debt reached $41.3 billion in 1987,
with the ratio of debt-to-GDP standing at 63 percent and the ratio of debt service-
to exports at 28 percent

Although these figures do not mean that.Indonesia was approaching a.debt
service crisis by 1987, external debt was clearly a burden. In fiscal 1988 interest
on the external debt-was the largest item in the routine budget, at 6.8 trilon rupi-
ahs (45 percent of all expenditures). Debt service payments exceeded disburse-
ments of aid finds between 1985 and 1988. As will be shown in chapter 10,
however, Indonesia's debt management saved it from the debt-induced problems
experienced by many other developing country bofrowers in the 1980s.

The Banling System

When the Soekamo government invaded Dutch-held New Guinea in 1958, it also
nationalized the Dutch-owned banks that dominated the Indonesian financial sys-
tem. When budget deficits began soaring in the 1960s as the result of disastrous.
economic policies, the government merged all state-owned banks into one institu-.
tion, Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI), to facilitate the financing of the deficits.

The New Order government of President Soeharto dismantled this monolic
structure thrwugh the enactment of Banking Act No. 14 of 1967 and the Central
Bank Act No. 13 of 1968. The complex BNI was split into four parts: a Central
Bank (Bank Indonesia), with no commercial banling functions; five state-owned
commercial banks; a state-owned savings bank; and a state development bank.
Each of the five state commei banks was assigned a sector for lending activi-
ties: BanLk Rakyat Indonesia (Bim) was given rurl development and small-holder
agriculture; Bank Bumi Daya, estate agriculture and forestry; Bank Negara Indo-
nesia, industry; Bank Dagang Negara, mining; and-Bank Ekspor-Inpor, export

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~* .



Table 2.4 Public Sector External Debt, 1976-49

(millions of dollars)

Item ~~~~~~~~~~~1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Disbursed andoutstanding debt 10,002 11,670 13,150 13,218 14.971 15.870 18.514 21.654 22,355 26,863 32,851 40,908 41,241 41,092
Bilateral and multilateral 5,910 7,073 8,389 84509 9.504 10,05911111.9 12,318 15,191 18,729 24,788 26,552 28,256
Odher 4,092 4,597 4,761 4,769 5.465 5,8 11 7,403 9,657 10.037 11,672 1422 16,120 14,689 12,83

Tobtal debt outstanding, including
Uindisbursed 14,575 16,197 19,031 21,202 22,452 27,210 32,226 35,567 36,587 42,493 49,769 60,448 60,016 59.715

*Bilateral and multilateral 8,828 10,636 12,835 14,199 16,677 17,966 19,561 20,849 21,776 25,557 29,65 37,334 38,984 41,454
Other 5,747 5,~61 6,202 7,003 5,775 9,244 12,65 14,713 14,311 16,936 20,104 23,114 21.093 19,261

Commnitments 3,133 1,721- 3,285 4,101 .4,277 5,266 7,014 5,723 4.780 4.183 4,081 5,992 6,088 7,166
Bilatera and multilateral 1,698 1,383 14590 2,247 2,640 2,472 2,610 2,344 2,737 2,405 2,048 4.791 4,779 5,752
Other ' 1,435 338 1,695 1.854 1,638 2,795 4.464 3,379 2,042 1,778 2,034 1,20 3,306 1,413

Gross disbursements 2,332 1,959 2,215 1,587 2,551 2,673 4,391 4,929 3,04 3,615 4,119 5.463 6,423 6,472
Bilateral and multiltgeral 920 867 935 826 1,130 1,363 1,835 1,709 1,865 1,699 1.988 3,694 4,287 4,26
Other 1,412 1,09 1,280 1,062 1,421 1,310 2,356 3,220 1,939 1.916 2.130 1.769 2.136 2,206

Net dlsburscments . 1.898 1,138 667 559 1,615 1.621 3,09 3,642 2,192 1,268 1,784 2M07 1.985 2,036
Bilateral and multilateral 834 151 732 560 810 968 1.370 1,159 1,280 1,063 1,074 2,543 2,952 2,89
Other 1,064 381.465 -1 805 633 1,720 2,433 912 205 711 -486 -966 -854

Netresource trAmnfers 1,572 698. 153 -212 792 626 1,945 2.387 564 -376 -260 -216 -540 -465
Bilatemaland multilatfeal 734 592 506 263 499 652 963 686 698 353 124 1.462 1,643 1,495
Other 837 106 -353 -475 293 -26 981 1,701 -134 -728 -.348 -1,671 -2,133 -1,960

Public debt service. 761 1,262 2,062 2,099 1,759 2,047 2,246 2,542 3,240 3,991 4,319 5.679 6.963 6,936
AmortIzadion 636 821 1,54 1,328 935 1,052 1,102 .1,27 1,613 2.347 Z.334 -3.40 4,438 4.435

[necrest . ~~~~~~~~327 441 .514 771 823 994 1,145 1,255 3,628 1,644 2.044 2,273 2,525 2,501

Public debt s'ervice 761 3,262 2,062 2,099 3,759 2,047 2,246 2,542 3,240 3,991 4,319 3,679 6963 6,936
Bilateral and multilateral 186 276 429 563 631 710 372 1,023 1.167 1,34 1I86 2.232 2.645 2,770
Other .'. 515 986 1,633 1,536 1,128 1,337 1,374 1,519 2,0`74 2,644 2,514' 3,447 4,319 4,166

Source:, World Dank, World Debt Tables (various years), and Dank Indonesia.
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Table 2.5 Credit by Source, 1974483
(billions of rupiahs)

Source 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Bank Indonesia
(direct credits) 231 894 1,212 1,229 1,935 24163 2,454 2,649 2,771 2,356

State commercial
banks 1.136 1,602 2,007 2,267 2,832 3,270 4,295 5,881 8,031 9,787

National private
banks 89 133 197 257 366 493 711 1,081 1,554 2,294

Foreign banks 117 122 150 184 262 342 414 548 666 862

Total 1,573 2,750 3,566 3,937 5,394 6,269 7,880 10,159 13,022 15,299

Source: Nota Keuangan (various years).

The state barks dominated the banldng system (see table 2.5) through the cen-
tml bat's use of credit ceilings and selective credit allocation in the 1974-83 pe-
iod. Because every bank had to be assigned a specific credit quota, entry into the

banking system was minimized in order to make it easier for the Central Bank to
administer the credit ceilings. Selective credit allocation consolidated the domi-
nance of the state-owned banks because they were used as the vehicle for disburs-
ing oil revenue. Bait Indonesia not only gave direct credits to certain enterprises,
it also gave "liquidity credits" to the banking system (mainly to the state-owned
banks) to promote targeted activities. The result was that Bank Indonesia and the
state-owned banks supplied 86 to 90 percent of all bank credits during the 1974-
80 oil boom.

Table 2.6 sunmarizes the sectoral allocation of Central Bank credits over
time. One troubling feature of nonmarket credit allocation in Indonesia was the
tendency for the coverage to increase; see appendix table A21. This tendency
came from political difficulties in insulatigthe process of discretionary credit al-
location from interest group pressures. The sugar, estate, and contractor Thbbies
gained access to liquidity credits in 1980; the education lobby, in 1982; and the
; consultants who prepare feasibility reports for investment projects, in 1987.

The liquidity credit system has three notable features: the interest rate that a
state-owned bank can charge on a loan is regulated; the proportion of the loan that
a state-owned bank can rediscount with the Central Bank is regulated; and the re-
discount rate for any particular credit program is regulated. Another result of the
inability to shut off interest group pressures was the tendency for the terms of a
program to become more generous over time.

Beginning in January 1978, contractors for some government projects had
their borrowing rate lowered from 21 to 135 percent, the proportion of their loans
that could be rediscounted by the Central Bankrose from 20 to 70 pcent, and the
rediscount rate was reduced from 10 to 6 percent Although it is quite usual in the
East Asian context to subsidize exports, Indonesia went one step further, it extend-
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Table 2.6 Credits Supplied by Bank Indonesia, 1969-84
(billions of rupiahs)

Liqudity credits

Agriculture
and Invest- Manufac- -

primary ment turng Directcredts Total
Year Total products credits industry Total Mining Trade credits

1969 80 60 6 3 87 0 72 167
1970 113 67 26 6 97 0 62 210
1'71 143 67 . 56 3 104 0 60 247
1972 150 63 73 2 127 0 89 278
1973 195 10 . 73 3 155 0 118 349
1974 294 181 82 4 235 0 193 529
1975 565 321 88 106 894 726 143 1,459
1976 640 372 12 90 1212 1,020 167 1.852
1977 682 322 183 123= 1,229 1,042 176 1311
1978 946 414 173 169 1,935 1,679 238 2781
1979 1,129 419 277 278 2,163 1.875 248 3,292
1980:. 1,722 418 419 449 2,454 1,849 507 4,176
-1981 2,548 535 829 625 2,649 1,644 809 5.197
1982 3,742 908 1,226 688 2,771 1,402 994 -- 6.513
-1983 4,365 801 1,685 695 2,356 720 ,nO: 6,721 :
1984 6,938 2,320 2,165 819 870 169 - 7,808

Sowce: Odano4 Sabiin, and Diwandono (1988).

ed credit subsidies to oover import actvities. Importers saw their borrowing rate-
decline from 24 to 18 percent mi 1978, and banks fincing import activites could
begin rediscounting 40 percent of these loans with the Central Bank at 6 percent

The major credit schemes include the following:

Ordinay inmstment credits (Kredit Ibvestasi Bisa program). The Kredit
Investasi Biasa (Kuc) began in April 1969. It provided investment credits
which had a (maximu ) ten-year maturity if issued through the state-
owned banks and the national private banks and a (mximum) fifteen-year
maturity if issued thogh the national development bank, Bapindo. The
borower had to pledge colateral worth 150 percent of the loan amount
and to provide at least 35 percent of project cost in equity contributions. If
the loan exceeded 200 million nzpiahs, the borrower also had to submit a
feasibility report, which normaly cost fe borrowerS to 10 percent of the
loan amount
Small-scale investment credit and perment workng 'capitd credit pro
grams (Kredit Investasi KecillKredit Modal Kerja Permanen). It soon be-
camne obvious that very few of the Kn loans were going to small-scale
indigenous (opbumi) entrepreneurs. TheKreditrnvestasi Kecil(UK) and
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Kredit Modal Keja Permanen (KMKP) programs were started in December
1973 to address this pmblem. They differ from the xU in that (a) the
natonal pnrvate banks were not eligLble to participate; (b) the collatual re-
quiremenet was the project itself and a maximum of 50 percent of the loan;
(c) the maximum loan amount was 10 million mipiahs; (d) the maximum
matriy was ten years for a IUK loan and te years for a KMKP loan; and
(e) no minimum eqmity contribution was required.
BIMASIINMAS agricduaral credit progras. The IMAS program
(launched in 1965-66) was the first large-scale credit progmm of the New
Order govenmnent. The credits were an attempt to increase rice production
by allowing famers to buy high-yielding seeds, fcrtilizex and pesticide.
Over time the BIMAS program broadened its coverge to other crops. The
INMAS program was meant to provide only extension services and subsi-
dized inputs, but it expanded in 1977-78 to include credits for fertilizer
purchases. Bank Rakyat Ixoesia was put in charge of dispensing these
credit BEm would Iend to farmers at 12 percent and could rediscount Xt

entire loan with Bank Indonesia at 3 percent. This generous interest rae
differential was felt to be necessary w compensate BRI for setting up
branch offices in every village unit cooperative (which may consist of two
or more villages) and to induce it to be aggressive in extending loans.

The bankdng system has been greatly drgulated since 1983. State banks are
now free to set deposit rates on virtually all matutities, and the credit ceilings bave
been eliminated. With the near-total abolition of geographic constaints on the ac-
tivities of foreign and domestic private banks, the banking system seems certain
to be transformed during the 1990s.

*~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~4 ,,t 

The Jakarta Stock Market

The Jakarta stock market was established in 1952 but was closed in 1958 because
of political and economic instbility and did not reopen until August 1977. In Sep-
tember 1986 there were only twenty-four equity stocks and dtree bonds listed on
the exchange. Sixteen of the companies issuing equity certificates were foreign
companies, and eight were private dometc firms. The three bonds were issued by
public ente8sesi t -

Most of the listed-shares pnor to 1987 were issued in the 1981 84 perod,
when many foreign companies were required to "go public" to comply with the
"Indonesinition" process.Through Wir ovrseas netwok, thes foreign com-
panies had access to intemational capital markets and did not really need to raise
money in the smaUl Indonesian capital mart. Going public was, in other words,
similar to paying an entrance fee to become a part of the Indonesian market.
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Another reason for the burst of equity issues during 1981-84 was that com-
panies received generous tax concessions for going pubic-so generous, in fact,
as to actually exceed the value of the shals issued. These tax concessions were
quickly rescinded.

iFmancial deregulation heightened the level of activity in the Jakarta stock
market after 1987.The value of trade in thelasttwo months of 1988 wasmore than
six times greater than in 1981. The nunber of companies listed on the stock ex-
change jumped from 24 in 1987 to 132 in 1990, dte value of listed shares went
from 133 billion rupiahs to 8,034 billion rupiahs, and the share price index soared
from 93 to 41R.

Informal Credit

The loan criteria of the KKKMKP programs were too strict for most small and me-
dium-size enterprises. This demand for credit and the tolerance of the Soebarto
govermment (unlke the Soekaamo govemment) toward informal credit institutions
have allowed many such institutions to appearthroughout the archipelago. But the
costs of informal credit are high. Rural banlk in the late 1970s charged interest
rates two andhalf times those of urban commercial banks, and loanr'ates of private
moneylenders were as much as six times more.

The degre to which hese informal credit transactions were integrted across
maturities and reions is difficult to ascertain. Survey evidence frm Yogiakara
in Java suggests that the informal credit allocation there was efficient in the sense
that the interest rate accurately reflecd the risk characteristics of the borrower,
see McLeod (1980 and 1984). The interest rate premiums charged by the infornal
credit institutions steLnmed from at least three factors: the small and medium-size
entepne were inherendy more risky than large enterpises; the informal crdit
institutions had higher inrmediation costs; andthe informal institutions had local
monopoly power. Since available evidence cannot show that the last twoafactors
wer negligible, we cannot say that the informal credit institutions have bee efi-
cient.

The Foreign Exchange Market

The foreign exchange market has been largely free of regulation since the early
year of the Soeharto government. Not all banks are free to deal in foreign ex-
change, but those that do have many branches andI the licensing of money chang-
ers has been liberal. Exchange rates have been kept at levels that were sufficiently
close to market equilirium to make it possi'ble for the Central Bank to administer
rates through market intervention rather-tha through rationing ~As the later dlis-
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cussion will show, exchange rate and foreign exchange market policies have been
bright spots in the Soeharto govemment's macroeconomic policy patten

The Labor Market

Overall unemployment in the 1980s ranged from 2 to 3 percent, while urba un-
employment ran as high as 6 percent (0dlb 1988). This marked difference indi-
cates that rural wages (partcularly in nonagiculural employment) were more
flexible and that labor mobility in rural areas was high.

Wage data for Indonesia are weak Any attempt to analyze the structure and
behavior of wages must rely on very incomplete information, such as plantation,
public employees, and public works wages, or family expenditure surveys. The
only comprehensive set of time-series data by sectral category presents only
"maximumn' and "minimum" wages

Tables 2.7 and 2.8 and figure 2.1 provide infonnation on wage changes over
the 197646 period. The nine sectors named inthe tables accounted for44 percent
of total employment in 1980, with the most obvious omission being employment
in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries.

Wages in Indonesia generally have notbeen so rigid as to hinderlabormobil-
4ty Rucker (1985:89), for example, sttes that

Indonesis labonariets can be viewed as a multiplicity of intercon-
necing markets with varying ease of entry depending on the specific
markets between which labo flows occurn Labor mobilty appears
greatest within the urban informal, the rumral off-farm, and the
unskilled labor markets and between the urban informal and nrual la-
bor markets as a whole and the agricultral labor and rural off-farm
niarkets. Labor mobility appears lemt between the skilled labor mar-
kets, the urban formal and urban infonnal markets, the urban formal
and rual markets and the inter-island labor marcets. Nevertheless, al-
though labor mobility is not perfect4 with the possible exception of the
relative immobility between inter-island markets, the fncdtioning of
Indonesian labor markets does not appear to be a major factor contib-
uting to the eistence of an employment problem.

The overall record of stable or declining unemployment and the shift of near-
ly 10 percent of the labor force froai agriculu to the nonagrcultural sectors in
the last two decades support the view that labor is highly mobile both occupation-
ally and geographically.



TIble 2.7 Minimum Wage, 1976-
(rup&ahs per nwnth)

Sector 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Plantations 9,101 10,932 12,993 14,919 17,606 21,877 25,485 27,207 31,974 38,688 43,861
Mining 37,187 41,061 44,118 46,826 60,069 64,510 69,423 72,540 83,421 95,896 102,999
Industry 28,589 29,178 34,720 36,255 42,137 46,299 57,278 65,570 75,405 83,291 92,072
Constructlon 20,655 24,498 25,881 26,381 29,015 29,893 ,025 . 36,718 50,290 53,129 78,837
Elecricity 14,262 14,262 17,318 20,494 21,050 27,279 33,843 40,121 48,039 60,901 80,608
Trade, banking, and Insurance 25,782 29,754 32,914 34,681 42,112 53,245 63,009 67,283 77,735 90,117 136,121
Communications 23,114 27,051 35,128 36,116 41,972 50,517 60,662 69,475 79,896 85,724 110,756
Services 29,158 29,158 29,158 30,977 33,270 39,391 50,972 56,491 64,965 71,597 71,957
Govemment and miscollancous 14,300 16,280 16,280 16,280 26,500 32,400 32,400 32,400 35,760 46,327 55,500

Averge 22,461 24,686 27,612 29,214 34,859 40,601 47,566 51,978 60,832 69,519 85,857

:: ~~~~Source: Nova Knuangan(varaus yemn)



Table 2.8 Average and Real Wages, by Sector, 1976-86
(ruplahs per manth)

Average
annual
change

Seclor 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 (percent)

Plantations
Average 73,658 80,577 92,762 95,478 104,509 142,2P9 126,407 158,308 167,926 179,834 266,890
Average real 126,342. 124,539 132,516 113,125 104,509 126,826 102,853 115,217 110,696 113,174 158,674 2,3

: MJblning
Average 123,507 155,120 162,228 178,177 254,397 307,268 312,199 346,370 367,316 393,022 545,863
Average real 211,847 239,753 231,754 211,110 254,397 273,857 254,027 252,089 242,133 247,339 324,532 4.3

* Indus try
Average 162,914 181,413 221,983 239,606 269,438 301,324 364,968 389,868 411,589 440,985 636,594
Average real 279,440 280,390 317,119 283,893 - 269,438 268,559 296,963 283,019 271,318 277,523 378,474 3.0

Construction
Average 97,123 115,138 156,524 160,431 200,005 242,659. 272,023 280,557 300,452 344,544 391,229
Average ral 166,591 177,957 223,605 190,084 200,005 216,273 221,337 204,190 198,057 216,830 232,598 3.3

Electrickiy
Average 51,929 74,654 83,757 t20,163 126,385 173,789 192,783 252,821 256,780 289,287 316,209
Average real. 89,071 115,385 119453 142,373 126,385 154,892 156,862 184,003 169,268 182,056 187,996 7.5

(tabte continues on next page.)



Table 2,8 continued
(ranplahs per nonth)

Average
anmale
chlange

Sector 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 (percent)

Trade, banking, and iesurance
Average 107,406 140,085 165,305 177,740 201,683 246,874 297,578 361,980 383,623 407,250 568,007
Average real 184,230 216,515 236,149 210,592 201,683 '220,030 242,130 263,449 252,882 256,293 337,697 6.1

Commsnicallons
Average 97,767 116,289 141,767 152,326 212,319 271,571 294,012 312,054 331,130 349,158 421,827
Average real 167,696 179,736 202,524 180,481 212,319 242,041 239,228 227,113 218,279 219,734 250,789 4.0

Services
Average 128,197 128,955 128,955 153,105 177,805 199,213 216,025 224,952 239,024 256,405 324,197
Average real 219,891 199,312 184,221 181,404 177,805 177,552 175,773 163,720 157,563 161,362 192,745 -1.3

Government and miscellaneoNs
Average 49,500 128,740 128,740 128,740 159,000 169,900 169,900 169,900 171,580 207,604 212,190
Average real 84,906 198,980 183,914 152,536 l59,000 151,426 138,242 123,654 113,105 t30,650 126,153 4.0

Note: Monthlywagesdeflaledbyconsumerpriceindcx 1980-=10.
Source; Nota Keuangan.
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Figurm 2.1 Index of Real Wage, 9 Sectors
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Agricultural Markets

Markets for agriculural products in Indonesia are highly compettive, as would be
expected for a sector dominated by smallholders and tenant farmers and for an
economy so open to smuggling to and from Malaysian and Singaporeanports.The
one exception to this genealization about competiton is the rice market, where
prices are determined by the National Logistics Board (Badan UrusaLogistic, or
BULOG). Although BULOG bas the authority to operatin other food commodity
markets, it focuses its attention on rice, the chief staple in Indonsia.

BULOG has three objectives with regard to rice. The first objective is to sup
pOrt domestic prices at levels that prMvide incentves to farmers to undertake pro-
duction using new varieties and adequate fertiliz The second is to ensue that
domestic consumers and employers are not unduly burdened by high prices
brought on by variations in inteational prices or in domestic production. The
third is to keep regional variations in price within acceptable bounds (Mears and
Affif 1969).

Rice production iose om 153 million tons m l974 to 25.8 illion tons in
1984, making Indonesia a self-sufficient rice producer, but the cost was high. For
example, fertilizer subsidies: for rice cultivation totaled $369 million in fiscal
1981, and BUTLOG's rice storage losses (those costs of storage not recovered in su-
LOG'S selling prices) were estimated by the World Bank to be between $8 million
and $15 million. The wbsidies amounted to approximately 263 billion rupiahs, or
nearly 3 percent of the contribution of the food crop sector to GDP in 1982. More-
over many other types of costs were involked in the rice intensification program,
such as subsidies for pesticides and sprayers, farm machinery, agricutural re-
search and extension, and irrigation.



Chapter Three

The Chaotic-Years: 1949-65

Indonesia had a "revolving-door" system of government during the 1949-57 pe-
riod of constitutional democracy (Feith 1962). Eight coalition govements were
formed and felL The longest survived two years and the shortest only six months,
see appendix table A. 22. Although political turmoil brought frequent cangess in
the economic policy regime, these short-lived governments maintained reason-
able fiscal discipli The budget deficits averaged only 1.5 percent of GDP in the
1951-57 period, with none exceeding 3 percent (see table 3.1). In comparison
with the anual average budget deficit of 5 percent of GDP during the 1958-65 pe-
rod, the deficits ofthe 1951-57 govenmen wer remarkably smal even though
admis ions were under constant pressure to dispanse m or-
der to hold on to power.

Duing the constitutional democracy period the govemment was preoccupied
with survival, and the andquated tax system inherited from the Dutch was left in-
tact Trade taxes continued to be the chief source of revenue. An increasing need
for revenue led to the imposition of various devices, such as multiple exchange
rates and export surcharges on the export sector. Since most export idustries are
sitad in the Outer Islands, the trde taes were perceivedby the Outer Islanders
as oppression by the Javanese majority. The weak state of the central govement
nually invited regional recalcitrance.

In 1956, two big export regions (Central Surnatra and North Sulawesi)
stopped forwding their foreign exchange earnings to Jakarta. The upshot was
that in February 1957 the foreign excbenge reserves of the Central Bank fell below
20 percent of short-term liabilities, or less than required by the Bank of ndonesia
Act of 1953. The government reacted to the foreign exchange crisis by invalidat-
ing neady all import censes. Such a blanket curtiling of imports was. of course,
not sustainable. In June, a "certificate of urgency" system was created to allow im-
portant industries to obtain esential inputs.

The impending secessionist action, the economic crisis, and the geneal frus-
tration of the populace with the pofitical intrigues of the coalition govemments

.24
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Table 3.1 Fiscal Policy, 19S(1-.6
(billons of old rupiaksfor 1950-66, billions of new n7;aksfor 1967-71- 

Balac'e

Gross Gross Parnage Parentage
Year revenue expendiur of expendiure of G;DP

1950 7.0 8.7 -195 -3.4-
1951 11.8 10.6 11.3 1.5
1952 12.3 15.0 -18.0 -2.8
1953 13.6 15.7 -13.4 -2.0
1954 12.5 15.4 -18.8 -2.6
1955 142 16.3 -12.9 -1A
1956 19.2 20.8 -7.7 -09
1957 20.6 25.6 -19.5 -2.5
1958 253 35.5 -28.7 -4.8
1959 305 44.3 -312 -4.7
1960 49.8 583 -14.6 -2.2
1961 622 885 -29.7 -5.6
1962 75.0 12270 -38S -3.5
1963 162.0 330.0 -509 -5.2
1964 283.0 681.0 -584 -5.6
1965 960.8 2,5263 -62.0 -6.6
1966 13,142.0 29,433.0 --553 -52
1967 602 87.6 -312 -32
1968 149.8 1853 -192 -1.7
Jan-Mar 1969 45.9 5-.6 -21-7
196917G 251.6 342.7 -26. -3A
19701 354.7 467.8 -21.0 -3.5

Sonrr: WoddBankda I ncwrupiah = 1.000old rupiahi.

promnpted Soekarno to declare in 1957 that Indonesia would thenceforth be a

"guided democracy" The elected parlament was Teplaced by appointed repes-
taives offunctional (for example, peasants', fishers', and woMen's) groups. To di-
vert attention from domestic problems and to muster national unity, Soekarn
embarked on his first military adventure-t liberation of West New Guinea
(now known as Mian Jaya), the last Dutch colony.1 The pressing need to finance
an unprecedented budget deficit of S billion rupiabs thogh money creation
caused the government in May 1957 to enact Emagency Law No. 14, which lifted
the 20 peent foreign exchange reserve r ent The money supply inaeased
by 41 percent in 1957, compared with less than 10 percent in the two preceding
years. The result was an inflation rate i 55 percent in 1957. This emphasis on

"nation-building" also meant less money for economic service and govermet
investment, see table 3.2.

Blaming Indonesia's economic ills on the ideology of fee-fight [untram-
meledl capitalism," Soekarno announced that the "guided democracy" would
have a "rationally guided economy." Foreign exploitation was eliniated by
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Table 3.2 Components of Government Expenditures, 1951-66
(percenf of total)

Other
Economnic Social currenr

Year Defense services serices expenditres Invesanent

1951 30.8 2.9 9.7 503 63
1952 20.2 . 11.7 9.6 51.4 7.1
1953 24.9 10.1 8.0 51.1 6.0
1954 22.0 12.2 9.5 48.9 7.5
1955 24.1 9.1 9.6 50.9 6.3
1956 20.4 4.9 10.6 58.2 5.9
1957 23.6 4.2 9.1 589 4.2
1958 31.4 4.0 8.2 52.8 3.7
1959 31.7 4.3 7.0 52.5 4.4
1960 38.5 52 8.7 41.1 6.6
1961 46.5. 6.9 7.8 30.9 7.9
1962 46.6 4.6 55 39.7 3.7
1963 29.7 16.3 7.0 143 32.8
1964 287 6.0 6.1 21.3 38.0
1965 40.0 7.7 4.3 14.0 34.1
1966 . 9.3 -75.5 -. 15.2

Sourwc: Word Bank data.

nationalizing Dutch enteprises. These were turned over to the army, parly as PD-
litical patronage and partly as a way to help finance the Iridan Jaya military adven-
tu Domestic exploitation was curbed by forbidding Chinese Indonesians fom
engaging in theirtraditional retai activities innaral areas. Both "anti-expoitation"
measures created severe dislocations within the economy at the same time that the
fiscal imbalance was destabilizing the economy. -1

Djuanda Kartawidjaja. appointed rime mister of a nonpardsan cabinet to
focus on the "business of governing," sought to reduce the budget deficit by re-
placing import quotas with triffs, and to improve the balance of payments and
thwart the secession movement by devaluing the exchange rate for exporttaosac-
tions by 48 percent and removing almost all export taxes. These measures came
too late, however. Portions of Sumatra and Sulawesi declared their independence
in March 1958. The consequent ise in miitary spending caused the budget deficit
to soar from 5 billion rupiahs in 1957 to 10 billion rupiahs in 1958. Government
investment spending asa share of governmentexpenditure plunged to 3.7 percent.

The Years of Living Dangerously: 1959-65

The army was able to crush the regional rebellions very quickly; the fight was over
within a year Claiming a need for strong leadership, Soekamo imposed presidential
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rule in June 1959. A few years later he appointed himself president-for-life. His
assunption of direct administrative power removed the last vestiges of techmo-
cratic control over the budget process. From 1959 until 1966 many ministries were
given supplementary budgets the existence of which was not publicly acknowl-
edged. The president himself controlled the Revolution Fund, which was financed
from undisclosed nontax sources. The use of this Revolution Fund was not dis-
closed. During the last years of the Soekamo regime the govemment did not even
bother to submit budget proposals to parliament for approval. Furtermore, the
Central Bank was ordered at the begining of 1961 to cease publication of its
weekly, monthly, and annual reports in order to restrict information on the disin-
tegrating economy?

It is appropriate to point out here some of the elemnents that helped to shape
Soekarno's "guided economy" agenda. When Indonesia obtained independence
from the Netherlands, it agreed to respect existing Dutch economic interests. This
was a major concession that turned out to be unworkable. The independence
agreement left in place an economy dominated in many sectors by Dutch
monopolies.

An unfotnate semantic confusion occurred at that time. The sorry state of
the economy was descnbed as the consequence of economic liberalism, and eco-
nomic libealism was inerpreted to mean a bands-off attitude toward the monop-
olies. This is why the term "free-fight capitalism" stil amse negative feelings in
Indonesia today. Soekarno's idea of a "guided economy"met with little resistance
because its first item of business was the nationalization of the Dutch firms. That
theest of the "guided economy" agendawas unspecifiedmade criticism difficult.

Given the socialist rhetoric that cloaked most nationalistic movements, many
Indonesians had come to see their country's economic sitiation as a result of
exploitation by international monopoly capital. The economic nationalism that
accompanied political nationalism thus naturally supported autarkic industializa-
tion. The Indonesian proclivity for import-substifting industriization (IS) was
reinforced not only by argumcnts from leftist economists such as Paul Bara 
(1957) but also by the writings of respected bourgeois economists such as Gunnar
Myrdal (1957) and Ragnar Nurkse (1967). (It is interesting to note in retrospect
that Baran predicted tha only Myanmar and Indonesia, which were pursuing iso-
lationist economic policies, had any chance of sustained growth.) Myrdal hailed
isi as an appropriate way to breakfree from the cycle of poverty, while Nmkse was
pessimistic about dhe tolerance of the advanced capitalist counties toward manu-
factured exports f-om the developing world.

Under these ccumstances, Soekarno found it expedient to blme Indonesia's
social and economic problems on neocolonial (NKOLIM) forces seelkng to subju-
gate Indonesia. Evidence of U.S. complicity in the 1958 regional revolts helped to
bolster xenophobic economic nationalism.

The "guided economy' programn meant expanding state control over the
means of production, using quantitative restictions and multiple exchange rates
to address balance of payments deficits, favoring autarkic policies to promote
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industrialization, and printing money to finance budget deficits enlarged by ex-
travagant showcase projects and the militry buildup. The budget deficits in the
1958-65 period avemged 5 percent of GDP, and the resulting money creation
caused the inflation rate to stay at the triple-digit level from 1962 to 1966.

Dirigiste economic policies reached new heights after 1959. The floating ex-
change rate device (proof of export, or Bukil Ekspor) introduced by Djuanda in
1957 to promote exports was ended. Quantitative restrictions became the pre-
fered instrument for dealing with the trade deficits generated by the macroco-
nomnic imbalance.

Indonesia also sought to confront neocolonialismn (NEKOUIM) on the interna-
tional stage. Western domination of intenational forums had to be ended, in
Soekamo's view, by setting up a new set of institutions. The United Nations was
to be replaced by the Conference of the Newly Emerging Forces (CONEFO) and the
Olympic Games by the Games of the Newly Emerging Forces (GANuo). Besides
undertaldng construction of CONEFO and GANEO facilities, Indonesia embarked
on an ambitious program of erecting national symbols4 The rise in govenment
investment spending to more than 30 percent of government expenditure between
1963 and 1965 camne from building these onamental monuments and not fom
bulding infastru projects.

In the 1963-65 penod the military made greater demands on domestic re-
sources. When Britain advised its colonies of North Borneo and Sarawak to join
Malaya in a poLitical union, Soekarno launched in 1963, a "'confrontation"
(KONFRONTARSI) campaign against the new country of Malays;a. The armny was
insructed to prepare for a full-scale imvasion, and the business community was
banred from using the two Malaysian ports (George Town and Singapore) through
which most of Indonesia's trade was conducted. Since the latter action reduced
export revenue at the same time that the fonner demanded more of it, the budget
deficit continued to climb rapidly (see table 3.1). Soekamo soon broadened his
campaign to include most Western countries. All freign enterprises were nation-
alized. The large-scale mbezzlement that followed tumed these businesses from
being taxpayers to being recipicnts of subsidized credit. Fron 1961 onward (with
the exception of 1962). the budget deficit was over 5 percent of oDP.

Indonesia also began cutting itself off from foreign resources, withdrawing
from the United Nations, the World Bank, and the Intemational Monetary Futnd.
Meanwhile, Soekaro embraced isolationist berdikari policiesY As the public sec-
tor began to place more demands on domestic resources, economwic management
became more diffused, and the Supreme Council of Economic Operations
(KOToE) was established in late 1964 to coordinate decisionmaking. But this Co-
hesiveness in maagement did not last, and in September .1965 a Self-Reliance
Council (KOTAR) was founded to implement berdikari policies.

The domestic economic situation becane so bad that in an August 1964 In-.-
dependence Day speech Soekamo said. 1965 would be "tbe year of living danger-
ously.- This unforately turned out to be one of Soekamo's few successes at
prediction.



Chapter Four

An Overview of Macroeconomic
Developments: 1965-90

The year 1965 was a watershed in Indonesian politics. The inflation rate was soar-
ing, the nominal value of exports had dropped by 24 percent since 1959, and for-
eign exchange reserves had fallen from $267 million (6.7 months of imports) to
$17 milon (0.29 months of imports). Debt service obligations wumr $530 million,
whereas export earnings were only $527 million. Real GDP growth in 1959-65 had
averaged only 1.8 percent a year, while population had grown 2.5 percent a year
Overt unemployment was estimated to be more than 2 million.

It was in this chaotic economic situation that a Communist-inspired coup was
attempted in September 1965. Quick suppression of the coup by the army estab-
lished General Soeharto as a rival to Soekaamo. Economic and polical conditions
continued to worsen and Soekarno was compelled to hand over executive power
to General Soeharto in March 1966. (Soekamo continued to be the titular head of
the governent until the spnrng of 1967, when he was forced to retire.) The eco-
nomic team of Soeharto's New Order governent consisted of professional econ-.:
omists with a neoclassical orientaion. The key figures in the team remained in the
govemment throughout the period of this study, and this continuity proved valu-
able when Indonesia encountered other cnses.

The new team did not unveil its stabiization program until it had reached an
agreement with Westem creditors in September 1966 on debt relief and new loans.
Presidential decrees were then promulgated to reinstate bank reserve require-
ments, raise interest rates, stop automatic Central Bank credits to state entrprises,
end subsidies for "key" consumer goods, abolish all quantitative restrictions on
imports, and devalue the rupiah. Shortly after the implementaion ofthese mea-
sures, the Westem credits forned the Inter-Governmental Group for Indonesia
(icio) to provide new concessionary loans to ease the dislocations caused by the
structural adjustments.

29
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As will be clear from our detailed analysis of this episode in chapter 6, austere
budget and credit policies played prncipal roles in bringing inflation down from
635 percent in 1965 to 6 percent in 1970. Budget deficits averaged 3.4 percent of
GDP in the 1967-70 period, compared with 5.7 percent in the 1963-66 period.
Since the smaller budget deficits were entirely financed by foreign loans and au-
tomatic credits were no longer av ailable to state enterprises, money growth in
1970 was only 36 percent, as against 763 percent:in 1966.

The changes in the exchange rate and trade systems incrased exports not
only trough the usual incentive effect but also by redirecting exports from illegal
trade channels. The export surge helped relieve the balance of payments and fiscal
imbalances. Export eamings (measured in U.S. dollars) went up by about 10 per-
cent every year during the stabilization period, and trade tax revenues (measwued
in constant 1966 prices) jumped from OA billion rupiahs in 1965 to 6 billion rupi-
ahs im 1966 and 13 billion rupiahs in 1967.

The most remarkable aspect of the 1966 stabiization program was that the
drop in inflation was accompanied by economic expansion rather than contrcion.
Real GDP in 1967 (the first year of the program) was actually 2 percent higher than
in 1966.1 This unusual phenomenon of growth under a stabilization program with
tight fiscal and monetary policies was the result ofincreased productivity achieved
through better allocation of resources, an increase in exports induced by devalua-
tion, and foreign aid, which reduced inflation by maing imported consumer
goods available and by increasing the output of domestically produced goods
manufactured with imported capital good. 

Output expanded by 11 percent in 1963 and7 percent in 1969, provingtat:
the 1966 program had succeeded in geneating sustained econormc growth. A case.
can be made that more than that was accomplished. The changes were of such
depth that they probablyraised the trend growth rate as welL The lbralization of
capital account trmnsactions lowered the risk of investing in rupiah-denominated
asset. Meanwbile, interest rates were raised to eliminate negative real rates in the
formal mark&t This adjustmet Ied to a rapid increase in banldng intermediation.
Moreover, the elimination of the ban on informal financil markets lowered the
transaction costs of financing agricultural activities. And the eimination of the
thicket of regulations created by the Soekano government increased production
efficiency and raised the rate of return on investment.

A new policy of making direct subventions to local govemment was success-
ful in expanding basic infrastructurebridges, farm-to-market roads, and pro-
cessing facilities for farm products. These subventions were made directy to the
village level as well as to the subdistrict, district, and provincial levels. Such a pol-
icy, as opposed to one in which decisions about investments by local govermments
were directed through central planning, raised the probability that local invest-
ment would yield a high social raze of retur.
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The Inflation of 1972-73

By 1971 the inflation rate was less than 5 percent, exchange rate unification and
substantial trade liberalization had been achieved, the dollar value of exports had
increased by 70 percent since 1967, and real GDP per capita bad grown more than
5 percent a year. Butpoorrainfall caused a decline in rice production in 1972, by

:sJre than 500,000 tons from the previous year, or 4 percent. The domestic short-
age of rice was compounded by delays in the placing of import orders by BuLOG
and a tight world market. Between June and December 1972 the price of rice in
Jakarta jumped from 44 rupiahs a kilogram to 98 rupiahs a kilogram, a rse of 123
percent Meanwhile, the Jakarta cost of living index rose 26 percent in 1972 and
27 percent in 1973. It is hence quite understandable that this inflation was inter-
preted by many as a "rice-push" phenomenon, since rice was the principal wage
good.

But there were thre other contributing factors. First, there was a sharp mi-
crease in money growth. Second, the prices of many traded commodities rose rap-
idly in 1972 and 1973 (Amdt 1973). Third, the rupiah (which had been pegged to
the U.S. dollar) was implicitly devalued in Februay 1973, when the dollar depre-
ciated 11 perent agais the SDR-

An econometric analysis of the link between the price of nrce and the general
price level found a direct relationship between them, suggesting an induced accel-
eration of nonrice price increases (Amang 1984). However, the contribution fiom
the increasem inthe rice price to the rise in the general price level was smal com-
pared with the contnrbution from the increase in the money supply. The heart of'
the problem was the monetization of the rapid inflow of foreign assets. There was
a rapid rise in the value of exports: export volume rose 42 percent in 1971-73, and
export uLit value rose 75 percen In addition, capital inflow was stimulated by
high interest rates on time deposits.

The Frst Oil Shock, 1973-74

In 1971, Minas light crude (Indonesia!s benchmark grade) sold for an avenage
pnce of $1.70 a barrel. By July 1, 1974, the price had risen to $12.60. This in-
crease, together with an expansion in production, caused the value of Indonesia's
crude petroleum exports to rise from $834 million in 1972 to $4.7 billion in 1974.
The macroeconomic impact of this bonanza was enormous. Oil company taxes
were paid in dollars which were sold to the Central Bank in exchange for increases
in the government's rupiah account. This change in denomination did not, in itself,
necessitate an increase in the money supply. Had the additional rupiah revenue re-
mamed deposited as idle funds at the Central Bank, the money supply would not
have increasedL The govermment, however, had concluded that it was politically
impossible (given the extent of poverty) not to expand development expenditures
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in proportion with the increase in oil revenue. This additional spending automati-
cally injected new reserves into the baning system.

Open-market operations to sterilize these new reserves were not possible in
1973 because the bond and equity markets were vitally nonexistenL The chief
instrument of monetary oDntrol was direct Central Bank credit to state and private
enterprses. Since these credits were extended for a contractually fixed period of
time, there was no way to reduce domestic credit quickly, and the money supply
(MI) went up by more than 40 percent in 1973. In April 1974 the governent re-
acted to the situation by imposing credit ceilings on the banks. We will document
in chapter 8 that this method of monetary control did not cut the link between fis-
cal policy and monetary policy.

The Pertamina Crisi of 1975

Even before the oil shock of 1973-74 had expanded Pertamina's cash flow to gar-
gantuan proportions, the corporation had taken advantage of its position by begin-
ning to build a conglomerate complex which would eventually include 2,600
filling stations, a fleet of tank wagons, a steel plant, several office buildings, a data
processng center, a tanker fleet, a tourist resort, a fertlilzer factoiy, an airline, and
several rice plantations. Pertmina became, in effect, an mdependent development
agency. In an attempt to contrl its activities, the technocrats argued suycssfuly
for he issuance of a presidential decree that requred state enterprises to obtain the
approval of the minister of finance and the govemor of the Bank of Indonesia be-
fore negotiating medium- and long-term loans from intemational financial sowc-
es. Pertanina responded by switching to shcort-term loans to finance its capital
expenditures. thereby sowing the seeds of its downfalL When the growth of oil
revenues began to subside in the latter half of 1974, Prnamina found itself caught
in a financial bind and unable to roll over a short-term $40 million loanThe gov-
ernment was then obliged to take responsibility for Penamina's liabilities to en-
sure Indonesia's continued access to external financizi markets.

Our analysis of the Petamina crisis in chapter 7 suggests that the episode did
nothave many negative short-run macroeconomic consequences. In chapter 10 we
argue that this incident yielded beneficial long-run macroeconomic effects by re-
storing the technocrats as the primary economic managers.

The 1978 Devaluation

The performance of the balance of payments was very impressive throughout the
1970s. thanks to the rapid development of the petroleum and 1MG sectors and the
fourfold oil price increase at the end of 1973. It was therefore a surprise to many
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when the govermment devalued the rupiah by 50 percent in November 1978. The
prmary reason for the devaluation was to prevent the nonoil tradable sector from
shrinking because the real exchange rate was overvalued. The oil boom caused in-
flation to average 24 percent a year in the 1973-77 period, and this rate of inflaton
under a fixed exchange rate system eroded the competitiveness of the nonoil trad-
able secLoL Our analysis in chapter 8 suggests that the production disincentive for
the wadable sector increased by about 26 percn in the 1973-78 interval This
squeeze on the nonoil tradable sctor is known as the Dutch disease.

Another indication that the tradable sectr was suffering from Dutch disease
was its poor growth performanc compared with that of Malaysia, which exported
similar products, also had an oil boom, and, like Indonesia, kept its curencyyzr-
tually fixed to the dollar The big difference was that Malaysia's zwerage annual
inMation rat was 75 percent compared with Indonesia's 21.6 percent The anial
growth rates of nonoil exports over the 1973-78 period were 32 percent for Ma-
laysia and 16 pert for Indonesia.

Adjusting to Low Oil Prices, 1982-0

When world Gm growth dropped fmm 3 pent in 1979 to 2 percent in 1980 and
in 1981. the drop in exports caused Indonesia7s growth raze to fall to -0.3 percent
in 1982 and the curent accountdeficitto risefrom ito 6 percent. The go t
then brought forward an austere budget in January 1983. Nominal government x-
pendit was to be only 6 percet above the level of the previous year, even
tough the inflation rate was expected to be about 10 percent The construction of
four major public sector projects (costing $5 billion) was stopped, and many
projects were put under rview, an effective postponemenL Monetary policy was
also tightened. Ibe money stock (M1) grew only 6 percent in 1983, compared with
10 percent in 1982. On March 30, 1983, the rupiah was devalued by 38 percent to
bring the real exchange rate back to the level set by the 1978 devaluation. New
export incentives were introduced, and import barriers in the form of quantitative
restrctions were raised.

Resource mobilizatan was also stessed as a way of reducing pressue on the
balance of payments. -i June 1983 the credit ceilings in effect since 1974 were re-
moved, and the regulatons governing the finacial system were drastically re-
lazedin order to narow the gap between savings and investment and discourage
capital flight Most of the Central Bank credits given to state banks for disburse-
ment to targeted groups were discontinued. In retur, the state banks were free to
set their own interest rates so that they could compete with private banks, which
had been exempted from interest rate regdations. Exceptions to that sweeping
change were made for a number of special programs in which interest subsidies
wer considered to be necessary, such as agricultural credit and smal business
credit.
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In December 1983 the tax system was reformed to raise revenue more effi-
ciently. The reform included a self-reporting income tax system and a simpliSca-
tion to three tax rates-15, 25, and 35 percent To make enforcement easier, the
cutoff point for taxable income was doubled, reducing the proportin of the pop-
ulation subject to income tax to only 10 to 15 percent. In April 1985 the compli-
cated sales tax system was replaced by a flat value added tax of 10 percent.

The seriousness of the attempt to increase economic efficiency was exempli-
fied by Inpres (presidential instruction) No. 4, promulgated in Aprl 1985. It dras-
tically reduced and simpLified administrative procedurs for impomts and exports,
allowed greater use of foreign vessels in intemational cornmerce, reduced port
charges, and extended loading and unloading operations at the port to a twenty-
four-hour day. Even more dramatically, import tansacions in excess of $5,000 in
value were taken out of the hands of the customs service (where delays in order to
extract bnbes were notorious) and placed with the Soci6td GEndral de Surveillance
(sGs), a privately owned Swiss firm2

New extemal shocks appeared after 1985. The price of oil took a steep slide
in 1986, and the depreciation of the U.S. dollar after 1985 hit Indonesia particu-
larly hard because 60 percent of the country's external debt was denom nated in
nondollar currencies. The govemment responded with additional adjustmentmea-
suies. On May 6, 1986, apolicy package was introduced to neutralize the unfavor-
able impact of domestic protection on expore' costs. Exporters were allowed to
import "necessary inputs if domestic suppliers could not provide them at interna-
tionally competitive prices- The rupiah was devalued by 45 percent in September
1986, the development of a domesfic capital market was speeded up, and restic-
tions on diect investent by foreigners were relaxed. The trade regime was fur-
ther degulated in 1988 and 1990. -

Preliminry evidence inicates that the adjustment packages implemented by
the govemment during the 1980s succeeded in maintaining extemal balance and
restoring growth.



Chapter Five

The Political Economy of Policym g
in the New Order Government

Since economic policymaking is seldom a straightforward exercise in uncon-
strained optimization, one response of the economics profession is to extend the
paradigm of rfional, self-interested (self-serving) maximizers to encompass non-
market collective decisionm&aking. This chapter makes this public choice problem
exlcicit by laying out the political context within which the economic sategie's of
the New Order government have been formulated. This public choice framework
provides an additional thread of intellctual coherence in our analysis of Indone-
sia's crWs episodes.1

The Nature of the Ilndonesian State

Since Soeharto's election as preident in March 1967, the only serious chalenge
to his rule has been the Malari riots of January 1974. There is lite disagrcement
that Indonesia is an authoritarian statre To the extent that Indonesia can be thought
of as having democratic traits-elections for Parliament are held every five or six
yeas-they are more of the consutiiative than the plebiscitary variety. Of the 500
pardiamentay seats, 100 are reserved for presidential appointees. The People's
Consultative Assembly, which meets for a fortnight evey five years to elect a
president, consists of all members of Parlament and 500 appointed representa-
tives of different:interest groups.

Parliament is dominated by the government party, GOLKAR, an umbrella or-
ganization of labor unionis, tade associations, and youth, peasant, veteans' and
women's groups, which is, in turn, dominated by Soeharto.2 GOLKAR does not for-
mulate the national agenda. The opposition parties are in such disarray that they.
receive anual govemment subsidies. Their plight may be as much a result of their

- ; - ~~~~~35 
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squabbling during the 194957 period of Western-style liberal pluralstic democ-
racy as of government indmidation.

The Variables in the Economic Poicymaking Equation

The New Order government might have began as an army state, but it has evolved
into an implicit corporatist state in which President Soeharto serves as chairman
of the board; the army and the bureaucratic elite serve as senior partners; and in-
digenous capital, the rural sector, and regional interests are junior partners. These
groups have won themselves a place through being essential to the functioning of
the state (the bureaucrcy) by being an important source of discretionary funds
(indigenous capital), or by reason of a history of belligernce that threatened the
existece of the state (the rural sector and regional iDerests). May actions of dte
state are determined through presidential brokering of com is among the
prncipal social groups. That Soeharto has won an increasing proportion of the pop-
uar vote over the years suggests thate has been successful im balancing secoxa

concerns. IWth Soeharto at the head of the ticket, GOLEAR won 62 percent of the
votes castin 197162 percentin 1977, 64permentin 1982, and73percentin 1987?

Our discussion of decisiommaking is organied around the reaction functon,
which specifies theconstraints on the set of possible outcomes as thenright-hand-
side variablesf4 The chief variables in the policymaking equation of the Indone-
sian corpoatist state are the institutional memory of Soekarno's disastrous eco-
nomic- policies, agrarian radicalism, the history of secessions, economic
nationalsm and pribum-ism, the use of politcal patronage, and certain personal
traits of President Soeharto.

Variable . .The Inrtinsional Memory

Indonesia's ecomic stagnationprio to 1966 was inevitable, given the existence of
many microeconomic distortions and huge macroecomic imbalance An over-
valued exchange rate had caused decline among exportmdustres, the mostproduc-
five sector of the economy. One of the first acts of the New Order govermentwas:
to devalue the cunrency from 10 rupiabs per dollar to 100 nabs per dollar5

The effects of the devaluation m the rual areas were d Agricultural
production in 1968 was 13 percent above the 1965 level,;and nonpetroleumn ex-
ports (in dolars) rose 14 percent in the same period. Smallholders benefited more
from the export boom than the estates, whose production increased only margin-
ally in the 1965-68 period. The tibuional aspec of the devaluation were
clear Since the prices of commodities were set in dollars, devaluation of the rupi-
ah taslated directly into increasedincome for small agricultural producers. Since.
then, competitive exchange rate managent has been one of the constnts in eco-
nomic policymakidng'
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The other ODnSant in economc policymaking has ben the "balanced budget
principle." Hyperinflation in the last years of the Soekarno regime impressed the
ruling elite of the New Order government so thorougbly that it forewor the print-
ing of money to finance filture budget deficits.

Variable 2. Agrarian Radicalism

One of the New Order's chief concems has been to prevent economic conditions
favorable to the resuscitation of the Communist Party of Indonesia (Partai Kom-
munis Indonesia, or PUa). In 1965 Indonesia had "the strongest communist party
outside the communist bloc, with a membership of ovrer 3 million and affiliated
mass organizations of farmers, workers, women, and students that claimed over
20 million followers" Wake 1973:1-2). The fact that the party membership con-
sisted largely of landless peasants in Centrl and East Java indicates that any pro-
longed impoverishment of the nural heardtand could lead to a resurgence of the PxL
The political implication is clearn the specter of communism can be exorcised only
by improvements in the lives of the rural population.

This fear ofecommunism in official circles may reflect awareness that agrarian
radicalism has a long tradition in Java-6 There is a widespread millenarianistic be-
lief that a Javanese messiah, Ratu Adil, will eventually emerge and lead the peas-
ants to the creation of an ideal society after a violent confrontation with the forces
of oppression. Immediately after the killing of half a million Communists in the
1965-66 aftermath of the abortve leftist coup, the government crushed two mil-
lenarianistic movem6nrsj In 1976 a Javanese mystic, Sawito Kartowibowo, de-
lhcarexhimself the messiah predicted by folkdore and asked Soebarto to step down.

While thit action may seem comical and the resulting eight-year jail sentence dra-
coman, it is aoteworthy that a manifesto written by Sawito was signed by the first
former vice-president, the head of the.Roman Catholc church in Indonesia, the
leader of the Indonesian Protesutt Church Council, the head of the National Is-
lamic Scholars' Council, and two retired generals.

Millenarianism in the guise of communism may be what the Soeharto govem-
ment has been fundamentally concerned about. Or perhaps the official attitude to-
ward the rural areas may have been based on fear of the proletaranization of the
peasants if they were to move into the cities In any case, whether the problem is
seen as communism, millenarianism, or proletarianizarion, it has been undersuod
that the correct political response was to raise the standard of living in the nrual
areas.

Variabkl 3. Regionalism, Ethniciy and Religion

The ethnic diversity of Indonesia resulted in numerous secession attempts in the
1950s. The sense of alienation felt by Outer Islanders has not been helped by the
fact that the inner circles of the government have been dominated by Javanese
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ever since independence in 1949. It was hence necessary to assuage feelings of
discrimination among the non-Javanese by delivering tangible economic benefits
to them. The government had to do more than raise living stadards, as it did in
rural Java; it also had to make it clear that interisland (regional) equity was a pn-
mary goal of the govemment

The specter of separatism has meant that spending for regional development
has been a high prionrty. That has reinforced Soeharto's readiness to devalue the
cunency. Most of the import-substintuion industries, whose products were practi-
cally nontradable because of cost, were located in Java, and a devaluation would
always turn the regional tenns of trade in favor of the agricultural commodity-
exporting Outer Islands.

Variable 4. EconomicNaionalism

There is widespread popular sentiment and significant intelectual support for the
rapid development ofalarge and diversified industrial base The president himself
is sympathetic to this view. Soeharto, like most members of the 1945 generation
who foughtin thewarforindependence, is influencedby an economicnationalism
which is related to Indonesian nationalism. Colonial Dutch economic policies
were seen as designed (a) to impose a plantation economy on Indonesia to serve
the needs of Dutch manufactuing industries for raw materials and (b) to drain
Indonesia of its weaIth through profit repatriation. Indonesians regarded industri-
alization as the key to economic prosperity because technological advances were
supposedly less likely to occur in the agricultural sector. They saw the repatriation
of profits to the Netherlands as effectively rulng out the possibility of investment
m manufactuing.

htis therefore undersdable that economic nationalism in postolonial lndo-
nesia took the form of state support for industrialization programs-and intolerance
toward foreign ownership of capital (except in exactive industries in the Outer
Islands, where the capital requirements are imnmense). Economic nationalism
translatedinto policy in the form of high trade barriers to cusbion the development
of a manufacuring sector and foreign investment laws which are still stricter than
those of neighboring countries. It is Soeharto's economic nationalism that ex-
plains the vacillating attitude toward laissez-fir. The simultaneous intoduction
in 1983 of liberalzing measures such as financial deregulation and interventionist
measures such as additional nontariff barriers illustrates this ideological influence.

Variable 5. Pribumi-ism

Economic nationalism in Indonesia is strongly tinged by pribumi-isn. Many in-
digenous Indonesians resent the fact that Chinese Indonesians wicld economic
power disproportionate tc their share of the population. It is widely felt that this
state of affairs originated from the victmization of the indigenous1Indonesians by
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Dutch colonial policies. Resentment against the Chinese has led to occasional
mob destruction of Chinese proprty.

Many Indonesian intellectuals have been pessimistic about the possibility that
laissez-faire will reduce economic inequality. They have proposed that Chinese
domination be reduced through the establishment of large state-sponsored enter-
prises, each headed by one of the small number of talented pribumi entrepre-
neurs. If these Indonesian zaibatsu were regarded as holding their capital in trust
for indigenous Indonesians, indigenous ownership of capital would increase very
rapidly. Since this zaibarsu method of defusing racial tension gives patronage
power to the government, it has received enthusiastic support from economic
nationalists.

It is important to stess that supporters of economic nationaism and pribumi-
ism have not been concemed about whether industrialization is inward oriented or
outward oriented. If the only political factors had been agrarian radicalism and re-
gionalism, there would have been a strong export bias, given the outward orienta-
tion of the agricultural sector (except for rice). Under these circumstances
industrializadon would also have been export oriented.

Variable 6. PoIidcal Patronage

Outward-oriented indrion did not occur, however, because of the politi-
cal need for resources to reward supporters of the Soeharto regime and to co-opt
opponents Import-substituting industialization has provided Soeharto with a
convenient way to distribute political patronage. Former generals who have fallen
out with the president are offered dirtorships on the boards of state and private
enterprises on condition that they refrain from criticizing the administration
(Jenlins 1984).

The legacy of the past may have been equally important in explaining the re-
liance on protectionism. During the war for independence the various army units
were necessarily self-supporting, and in the Soekamo years army generals were
expected to continue supporting their troops by raising outside revenue. Joint
business ventures involving senior army generals and the private sector became
common. This practice has been expanded under the Soeharto regime, which has
sought to justify the use of anny personnel in business management by a doctine
of dwifingsi.

The imposition of trade banier served to support e army's economic na-
tionalism, reward political supporters, and provide addiiornal funds to the anned
forces. These last two purposes explain why manufacturing industries are oriented
toward intemal markets. Competition in extemal markets might make the indus-
trial sector more efficient, but it would also -make funding for the army more*
uncertain.
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Variable 7. The Personal Element

President Soeharto has never downplayed his peasnt origin. 1 On the contrary,
he has consistently emphasized the need to improve rural living standards. Even
if one were to dismiss as political opportunism Soeharto's avowed desir to aTle-
viate mral poverty, it must be conceded that his firquent expressions of interest in
the topic suggest that he does place importance on rural development

Soeharto's style of economic management reflects his military background.
He sees the bureaucratic proclivity for detailed accountability to be a drag on the
pace of development. The result is the appointment first of General Ibnu Sulowo,
and then of Technology Minister Habibie, as the czar of industializan To use
the parlance of Indonesian government documents, the industilization czar was
to be a "dynamizee'-a capable and dedicated individual who could quickly for-
mulate and decisively implement programs that would hasten economic develop-
ment. Since quick actions dictate that the dynamizder be unconstrained by the
usual bureaucratic checks, the outcome of some of IndonesiaWs development
schemes was a drain on the public treasury. The most well-known case is the fi-
nancial rescue operation in 1975 when the unwieldy conglomerate headed by Su-
towo brought the state oil company, Peramina, to the brink of bankruptcy in the
middle ofan oi boon.

Political Interests and the DecisionnaIng Process

Indonesia has frequently pursued a contradictory mix of liealizing and protec-
tionist policies because the varables discumssed above are filtered through two
groups of economic advisers: the technocrats (the "economists) and the techni-
cians (the "engineers").

The technocrats are mosty economists with more neoclassical leanings who
work at the Ministry of F;nance and the National Planning Body (Bappenas).
Their acceptance of the comparative advantage principle has led them to empha-
size the development of nonoil export industries, partcularly agricultural com-
modities and labor-intensive manufactured goods. This has meant favorable
treatment for the agricultural sector, which supplied 82 percent of Indonesia's
nonoil exports in 1970 and 75 percent in 1980. Exchange rate devaluation rather
than the removal of trade barriers on imported inputs has been used to promote ex-
ports because the technocrats have controlled the ministries in charge of macro-
economic policies but not the ministries that have the authorty to set quotas and
grant import licenses. The technocrats are not free-market ideologues, however,
and have not been averse to state intervention to promote other objectives besides
economic efficiency. They practice neoclassical economics in the sense that they
believe that some methods of intervention (especially those that are market-com-
patible) yield better results than others.
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The technicians include technicians-turned-managers, military advisers, and
econoomists with structuralist inclinations, united by their belief in the general va-
lidity of the infant industry argument and a dislie of foreign ownership of capitaL
The technicians have generally been allied with members of the intelligentsia who
have viewed state enterprises as the way to balance Chinese domination of the pri-
vate corporate sector.

The technicians' control of the Ministry of Trade, the Ministry of Industry,
and the National Investment Coordinating Board has allowed them to promote do-
mestic production of manufactured goods, including airplanes. Furthermore, their
support for import-substituting industrialization won them the support of the rent-
seeking coalition composed of indigenous capitists, army officials, and civilian
bureaucrats. Thanks to the dwifungsi doctrine, the expansion of state enterprises
produced additional manaal positions that were filled by senior military
personneL It must be noted that since most of the import-competing industies
have been set up in urban lava, the higher prices of manufactured goods represent
an implicit tax on the residents in the runl sector and in the Outer Islands.

Unlike the technicians, the technocrats do not have a large domestic constit-
uency outside the universities. They have, however; been influential with the pres-
ident One reason for this has been their proven competence, as show.n- by their
implementation of the 1966 stabilization program, the restructuring of Pertami-
na's debt in 1975. and their professionalism in economic management in general.
They have also found favor with the president because their more neoclassical
economic programs have addressed his concern for political stability (the agrarian
radicalism variable and the regionalsm variable) and his commintent to rual de-
velopment (the personal element variable). The World Bank, the Intemational
Monetary Fund, and the rGoG helped in the early years of the Soeharto regime to
confirm the role and power of the technocrats by agreeing to their proposals for
foreign concessionary loans.12
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The First Crisis: Restoring
Stability and Growth

The year 1961 marked the beginning of a period of increasing economic instability
that was finally ended by the 1966 stabUization program. Govenmment expendi-
tures increased by more than 50 percent in 1961, causing the budget deficitlGNP
ratio to increase 2.5 times. The budget deficit of 26 billion rupiahs in 1961 was
financed by 23 billion rupiahs of credit from the domestic bankdng system (see ta-
bles 3.1 and A. 23). This strong stimulus to aggregate demand caused inflation to
reach the unprecedented rate of 77 percent, and output to grow almost 6 percent

But the economy quickly adjusted to the increased fiscal imbalance, and fur-
ther increases in the budget deficit and the money supply in the 1962-65 period
produced only high inflation and meager growth. The annual infladon rate in
1962-65 averaged 250 percent, while the annual growth rate averaged only 1 per-
cent (see tables A1 and A.2). To be fair, the large budget deficits were not the only
cause of accelerated money growth. The public enterprise sector created by the na-
tionalization of foreign businesses meant significant expansion of Central Bank
credit from 1962 on. The govemment regarded the economic contribution of the
state enterprises to be so significant that the Cental Bark was ordered to extend
credit to them without checking for creditworthiness. Mismanagement of the state
enterprises meant that about one-fifth of the money created annually was wasted.

It is instructive to note that the authorities devalued the exchange rate steadily
in response to the rising domestic pnce level, but these devaluations were gener-
ally not undertaken in a straightforward manner because of the state's growing apm
petite for revenue. The usual method was to require exporters to tun in their
foreign exchange eaniings at the (seldom changed) official export exchange rate
and receive foreign exchange certificates (FEcs) in addition to the rupiah payment.
The FECs had a face value equal to an officially determined percentage (5 to 100
percent) of the foreign currency turned in. They endtled the holder to buy foreign
currency at the slightly higher official import exchange rate. The FECs had to be
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sold within a specified time period (normaly less than thme months) to licensed
importers. The price of FECs was occasionally decontrolled, especially when the
government had to stimulate exports to improve the balance of payments. Hence,
a devaluation under the FEc system involved at least four separate decisions: what
percentage of export eamings was to be sold to the private sector, how long the
maturity of the FEC ought to be, whether the certificates should be valid only for
some classes of imports, and whether their price should be market determind.

A large jump in the effective exchange rate-from 17 rupiahs per dollar in
1957 to 30 rupiabs per dollar in 195-reflected an attempt to dissuade the export-
oriented Outer Islands from seceding (see table A.5). The fact that econoniic mat-
ters took a back seat under the Soekarno govemment can be gleaned from the ratio
of the free (black market) exchange rate to the effective exchange rate. The black
market versus effective exchange rate ratio went from the 23 range in 1951-58 to
the 4:8 range in 1959-65. The result of this increasing overvaluation was that ex-
port eamings droppedfrom $766 million in 1961 to $634 milion in 1965. Corre-
spondingly, the net gold and foreign exchange holdings of the Central Bank
dropped from $112 million in 1961 to $73 million in 1965.

The response to dwidling foreign reserves was to increase import substitu-
tion and to borrow more frm abroad. The only sources of funds, however, were
governments hoping to influence Indonesia's foreign policy. The willingness of
these countries to provide funds declined as it became clear that unsustainable pol-
icies were undermining the Soekarno regime.1 The gradual dryin up of foreign
loans was an important reason for the downward trend in impor from $1,056 mil-
lion in 1961 to $736 million in 1962, $602 million in 1963,5590 million in 1964,
and $609 million in 1965. A reduction in 'solidarity" credits from socialist countries
also contributed to the acceleraon of import-substitution industalization policies.

-nspection of the components of aggregate demand during 1962-65 confirmn
that the economy was caught in a downward spiral (see table A. 24). Exports, in-
vestment, and government consumption provided minimal stimulus to growth
Real government consumption fell because the dirigiste economic policies eroded
the tax base, and the military buildup and the construction of prestige projects ab-
sorbed whatever funds were available. It is clear that the predominance of the ag-
ricultural- sector made it the most important factor in determining the overall
growth rat Since almost all the products of the agricultral sector were tradable,
it is plausible to attnbute a large part of the sluggish growth of the period to the
grossly overvalued rupiah.

As a consequence of the fall in government consumption, government em-
ployees became grossly underpaid. A survey conducted in mid-1966 found the
following daily wage rates: auto mechanic, 70 rupiahs; child newspaper vendor,
20 rupiahs; cigarette vendor, 35 rupiahs; automobile guard, 55 rupia's; civil ser-
vant, class E U, 4 rupiahs; civil servant, class F V, 17 rupiahs; bricklayer, 100 ru-
piahs; black market ticket seler, 125 mipiahs; baber, 40 rupiahsz and doctor, 300
rupiahs.
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These figures help to explain why the administaive infrastructre was virtu-
ally nonexistent by the end of 1965. All regulations could be avoided with appro-
priate side payments. Pitt (1991:76) went so fr as to suggest that the result of this
"guided economy" might have been a Parto-optimal situation:

It is conceivable that the chaos and corruption that characterized the
last. half of 1965 resulted in something aki to a liber trade regime
becau of the magnitude of transactions that took place illegally. Ob-
viously, if all quzntative rtrictions and distortionary taxes art ig-
nored by all ecOnomic agents with impunity (that is, without cost),
then all the resulting prices and resource allocations are those that
would exist in a free tade economy. Relative prices for tradables dif-
ferd from intenational Ivices as a result of the additional costs in-
curred by illegal tansactions ... Real costs of illegal trade were 
probably small. .. [because] corruption-was so rampant thatthose of-
ficials of the state with authoity overpotenially profit-making activ-
ities would compete away much of the rents Cm the forn of bribes)
associated with the authority.

Pin is correct inthat quantitative restrictions were nonbinding, and that exten-
sive black market activities helped t liberlize Xt economy. However, it is an ex-
aggertion to claim that the resulting situation was even a gross app n of
a laissez-faire outcome. Enforcement of trade barriers is only one part of the many
functions peformed by any government The public security and adjudication ac-
tivities of the stat are public goods that greatly lowerthe transactioncosts among
agents. No private institutons ever emerged in Indonesia during the chaos to al-
low agents to imsure against nou mentof contracts.

Another reason to doubt that the resource alocatio approimated afree mar-
ket allocation was that the bnrbes at each step of a transaction constued an arbi-
trary tax system. There is no reason to believe that the tax ratc for each economic
-activity would be similar unless bureaucrats were able to bid compeively to be
transfiered to different ministries. It is hence unlikely that the tax rates were equal:
or that they somehow canceled ouL

Even if we-abandon the "public goods" and "arbitrary tax system" consider-
ations, the outcome would have at best been one of static efficiency- and not-one
of dynamic (intertemporal) effidency. While the existing imstability was obvious-
ly temporry, agents could not know how long it would last or wbat its replace-
ment would be. The rsult of this unertinty was perversion of savings and
investment behavior.

It was in this aosphere of economic disorder that the Communist-inspired
coup attempt of September 30, 1965, took place. The restoration of political order
by the anmy gave General Soeharto a pdlical status which rivalled that of Presi-
dent Soekarno.
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Stabiliztion and Rebabliation, 196-70

October 1965 to Ma 1966 was a transition period, with great uncertainty over
the outcome of the struggle for political ladsip. The decisionmaing proce
was overhauled in November:, when KMOE and KOTARI were replaced by Karl

(Supreme Opeaons Conwaamd), with Soekaro as Great Commander and Soe-
harto as Chief of Staff. But it was inevitable that politica instituns could not be
long-ived in the face of consta bapining over political po.KOM was super-
seded in February 1966 by KoGAM (Crush Malaysia Command). Atempts at eco-
nomic stabilizaton wer mainly limited to policy announcements: the budget for
1966 would be balanced, state enteprises would no longer be subsidized and tax
coLlecton would be more dtoroug. The most dramac cosmetic measre was a
curency reform in December 1965 that established a rate of 1 new rupiah for
1,000 old rupabs.

In Decembr 1965, the value of the old rupiah was changed from 45 rupiahs
per US. dollar to 10,000 iabs per U.S. dollar. This big devaluation did not
-cuse a cofsponingy large impoveme in the adeaccount, possibly becase
the orign ebange ctfict (FEC) system (called Sua Penrong Produi
SP. in this incaaton) had been tminated in November 1965, and the devalua-
tion merely eplaced the lost incentve 32 In Februiay 1966 the govement intro-
duced a new iEC systemn cal Bonus Ekspor (BE) to boost exports.

These new ecofomic policies were regaded as temporary because of the
widespread perception that the uneasy political reladonship of Sodcmo and .Soe-
harto cou not endue. Soekmo behaved as if he were still in charge. l Novem-
ber 1965, for example, he issued a decree giving de sae fte exusive 1ighto
import and distibute tules e fact that OGAM scd KO in Fabruary
1966 appeared to conrm that Sodemo was still seting natina"' pdorities.

Given the absence of concmte pokcy implementtion,h te economic chaos
continued. The CDmmunistbloc suspended its aid following the large-scale mas-
sa=re of Commmnist sympates after tbaempted coup. Indonesia then de-
fauhed on its exral debt, and this was followed by a drastic drop in inports. The
subsequent deline in the availability of many goods cLused iflaon to rch an
anual rate of 1,000 prent duing the frst quarter of 1966. These economic dif-
ficulties produced increasigy frequent, inceasing wd and increasing-
ly lae studen do demanding refrm

It was in this crisis atmospheme that Soekamo was compelled to yield bis re-
mainin p to Generl Soehato in March 1966. Soearto ed his ad-
ministation the New Order government and appointed.Hamengkubuwono to be
the dey premier in chage of economic .1IHamengkubuwono's fist ma-
jor speech on ecoomic mnagement, he declared that he pria sector was not
an enemy of the state and would be couaed to expnd, and thatIndonesia
would welcome foreign investment (Panglayldm and Arndt 1966). He also caled
for a meeting. of Idonesia's non-Communist credtors to discuss-debt
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rescheduling and announced that Indonesia would rejoin the International Mone-
tary Fund (IMF).

After successfully obtaining promises from its Westem creditors in Septem-
ber 1966 to reschedule debt and to grant new credit, the New Order government
launched a comprehensive economic stabilization and rebabilitation program on
October 3, 1966. Soeharto's commitment to economic development has been ex-
plained by Sundhaussen (1982:97) as follows:

[Soeharto's legitimacy] ... as chief policYmaker was seen to depend
on his ability to improve economic conditions. The question for Soc-
harto was which path to follow. Sukno's radical nationalistic, anti-
Westem, anti-capitalist 'conoepts' .. were thoroughly discredited
and anathema to him [Soeharto] and his followers. Soeharto, whose
concern for the economy did not blind him to the fact that he would
be unable by himself to find the cures for Indonesia's economic ils,
tumned to the leading economists: in thee universities. These mainly
Anerican-trained academics, soon kno. 'n as the "Berkeley Mafia,"
advised the government that the only solution to the economic prob-
lems of the country was to obtain foreign aid on a large scale.

Sundbaussen-overted the foreign aid component of the Berkeley Mafia's
program. The progran also called for correcting the fiscal imbalance, restruc-
ing the financial system, impvg the exchange rate mechanism, and reforming
the trade sector. But there is no denying that foreign aid was important. By reduc-
ing te inevitable adjustnent costs of the austerity progm, foreign aid helped
make possible public acceptance of the stabiization program. Foreign aid by itself
was no silver bullet, as proved by the substantial aid that Soekao received in the.
last seven years of his reign.

Managing External Resource Flows

The New Order government inherited an extemal public debt of $2.4 biElion. The
bulk ofthe debt (60 percent) was owed to the Communist bloc. G;the $1.4 bfllion
"solidarity" credit, $0.9 billion had been used to buy military hardware. Faced
with debt payments (including arrears) of $530 million for 1966 (an amount
equivalent to 70 percent of GDP and 132 percent of exports), Indonesia requested
ameeting with its Westem debtors to reorganize its debt.

The result of the rescheduling meetings in Tokyo (September 1966) and in
Paris (December 1966) was that the major Westem countries gave Indonesia-

100 percent relief from principal and interest payments on credits
of more tan 180 days,- related to -contracts effective prior to July 1,
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1966, [and which were due in 1966 and 1967J. The new schedule of
payments [was] to start January 1. 1971. after a four-year grace peri-
od, and the rescheduled or refinanced amnount twas] to be repaid over
a period of eight years on an ascending scale starting at 5 percent in
1971 and reaching 20 percent in 1978 ... The Pais meeting also reaf-
firmed that, in respect of the interest rate on the rescheduded payments,
interest during the respective grace periods (moratorium interest)
should not exceed 4 percent per annum; that this interest should not
be payable during the gace periods, and when paid, should not be
compounded. (World Bank 1968:54-55)

Given the desperate situation of Indonesia and the existence of a credible sta-
bilization package, the Western countries established the IGGI to draw up a long-
tenrt plan of official assistance and to coordinate the aid to maxinize its effective-
ness. To ensure maximum institutional flexiblityO iGi was not given formal sta-
tus The terms of iGGr lendincg were kept as soft as possible: a repayment period of
twenty-five years, including seven years of grace, and an interest rate of 3 percent
iowas also generous in the amount of official assist itgrantect 1967, $1673
milion; 1968, $361. mion; 1969170. $507.7 million; 1970/71, $609.7 miion;
197 1/72, $633.7 million; and 1972/73, $670.0 million. Indonesia's actual borrow-
ins from IGGI ding these years were much less than the authorized maximums
(see table A. 25).

Foreign aid accounted for over 30 percent of government expenditur in
1967, 19 percent in 1968, 27 percent in 1969, and 24 percent in 1970. Most of the
program aid consisted of credit to finance private sector inputs and PL 480 food
aid. Project aid consisted of loans tied to specific infrastucture investnents.
Roughly speaking, program aid helped stablization by makdng imported consun-
er goods available and expanding the amount of domestically produced goods
whose production rquired imported intermediate and capital goods. Foreign aid
wa aS o the principalreason ft -tnPp%lj1J¢iiun in mport frm $596 mil
lion in 1966 to $805 million in 1967.

The revival of domestic production was also helped by dte easing of restic-
tions on direct foreign investment. The Foreign Investment Law passed in 1967
made the usual hard-to-keep promise that the government would not nationalize
without due compensation and gave imnediate benefits in the form of tax holidays
to pnvate firms. The upshot was that pivate capital inflows increased dmatically
in 1967, according to bodt the official balance of payments data and the revisionist
estimates of Rosendale (1978); (see table A. 26). While the exact size of the in-
creased inflows may be debatable, the self-sustaining nature of the inflow is not.
Of particular interest is Rosendale's finding that most of the Indonesian capital
that was repatriated from abroad occurred in the very first years of the stabilization
program This finding does not necessarily imply that the private sector perceived
as early as 1967 that the October 1966 stabilization program was economically
wise or that the government was politically committed to it. The repatriation of
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capita may have been due to a more prosaic reason-a rise in real interest rates in
Indonesia. In other words, the shortage of working capital caused by the govern-
ment's tight money policy forced Indonesian entrepreneurs to bring back some of
their finds stashed abroad.

-Most of the foreign investment was in the raw resources sector (forstry, min-
ing, and quarrying) and in the manufacturing sector (see table A. 25). Foreign in-
terest in the manufacuring sector was only partly aroused by the recovery of
domestic purchasing power and the tax holidays. A more important factor may
have been the heavy protection enjoyed by this sector3

Trade and Exdcange Rates

The entire system of quantitative restrictions was abolished in October 1966. For
major exports, the proportion of eamnings paid in foreign exchange certificats was
raised to 50 percent from the 20 percent set in May 1966.* The certificates were
also made freely negotiable during their three-month life span.

The new rues also eased restrictions on the use of "complementary freign
exchange (Devisa Pelangkap. or DP). The DP market had existed ever since a
"checkpriceloverprice" mechanism had been set uv in 1961 to encourage exports.
The "checkpricelbverprice mechanism was a compromisebetween toleranc of
private holdings of foreign exchange and the official attitude that all foreign ex-
change earnings ought to be surrendered to the government. The "checkprice" was
the price used by the govenment to calculate the foreign currenc value ofe
(that is, the amount of foreign currency to be surendered to the state). The "over-
price" was the amount of foreign exchange reained by exporte because the
checkprice was set below the acmal export price 5 This retained foreignexe
could be sold in the DP market.

Because: DP excharge,- uDliEa BE exchange, cd be used to iMport "non-
essential consumer itm andbecaue inports purchased with DP exchange didnotre-
.qUieninpo4tliense,tfeDPexChangeratewas.higherdatheBEexchanger The
checkprice/ovprice mechaism, by allowing legal undwinvoicing of exports, was ac-
tually another channel for stimulating the incentive effects of a cureny devaluation.

The government consistently "devalued" trough the checkprice/overprice
mechanism. The overprice margin rose from 15 percent in 1965 to 17 percent in
1967 and 36 percent in 1969. One result of this legal underinvoicing was that the
official export figures were understated. The level of nonoil exports was understat-
ed by 20 percent in 1968 and by 40 percent in 1969.:

Exchange rate realignment and unification continued after October 1966. In
July 1967 the BE percentage was raised to 100 percent, and to ah increasing degree
the BE exchange rare was determined by market forces. The BE market was unified
with the DP market in Aprl 1970 at the DP exchange rate of 378 rupiahsperl U.S.
dollar In August 1971 the rupiah was devalued to 415 rupiahs per US. dollar
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While the dismantling of the multiple exchange rate system was umswerving,
the same could not be said of the elimination of trade baiers. Although a big step
forward occurred in October 1966 with the abolition of the import licensing sys-
tem, the trend toward lower tarffs was slowed in April 1967 and came to abalt in
April 1968. Effective tariff rates had gradually fallen after October 1966 bpcause
the import exchange rate used for calculating tariff charges remained fixed at 75
rupiahs per U.S. dollar while the actual import exchange rate decated over
tint The remonstrations of domestic industries led to the rate being raised to 90
rupiahs in April 1967.130nmpiahs in July 1967, and 240 rupiahs in January 1968.

Protectionist pressures culminated in the tariff revisions of April 1968. The
tariffrate was increased for 1=92 items and mgnally lowered for43 "essential"
items. The unweighted average tariff rate rose from 58 to 65 percent The "good
news" was that the govement did not impose any new quantitative restrictions.

The depreciation of the exchange rate incased ports not only through the
usual incentive effect but also by rdirecting exports from illegal to legal trade
channels. Export eamings went up by about 10 percent every year during the sta-
bilization period (1966-70).

T1he export surge helped to relieve both the balance of payment imbalance
and the fiscal imbalance.7 In real tenns (that is, 1966 prices), trade tax revenue
jumped from OA biElion rupiahs in 1965 to 6 billion rupiaks in 1966 and 13 billion
rupias in 1967. These translated into increases of 1,300 percent in 1966 and 100
pcrc--s in 1967. Trade taxes rose frm 6 percent of total government revenue in
1965 to an average of 44 percent in 1966 and 1967. The proprtion fell in 1971-
72 because of continued reductions in export taxes and increasingly large amounts
of oil revenue.

Monetary and Fiscal Reforms

The October 1966 program changed both the conduct and stance of monetary pol-
icy. State enteprises no longer4received command credits on demand and were
forced to compete with private enterprises for credit on an equal footing.

There was also a general tightening of Central Bank credit Official interest
rates were raised from 26 to 53 percent a year to 72 to 108 percent a year, and cred-
its for imports were banned. Long-term credit was available ony to thefood pro-
duction and export sectors, and for the distribution of nine basic consumer goods.
Overdue credits carried a penalty rate of 50 percent above the normal rate, and
overdrafts were charged 1 percent each day.

The immediate rsut was that money grwth in 1967 slowed to 132 percent
from 763 percent in 1966 and 281 percent in 1965 (see table 6.1). The year 1967
was the first tine since 1955 that moecredit was extended to the private sector
than to the government The private sector received 25 billion rupiahb in new cred-
it, compared with 8.3 billion rupiahs frthe govemment and zer forpublic enter-
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Table 6.1 Macroeconomic Indicators, 1950-70
(biltions ofi 966 rapihs)

Change in Change in
real nominal

money Real money
Real Real stock,M1 wage Veocity stock M

Year revene expendfntw Balance (percent) index of money (percent)

1950 62.1 77.2 -15.1 382 - 9.6 302
1951 63.6 57.1 65 Z7.1 154.1 14.4 16.9
1952 62.5 763 -13.7 33.6 1955 12.0 31.0
1953 655 75.6 -10.1 36.0 203.4 11.9 13.3
1954 56.6 69.7 -13.1 50.2 136.9 9.2 48.4
1955 47.6 54.6 -7.0 40.9 136.9 11.9 9.9
1956 65.3 70.8 -5.4 45.6 143.3 109 9.8
1957 452 562 -11.0 415 147.0 -129 41.0 -
1958 47.1 66.1 -19.0 54.7 1284 9.4 55.6
1959 502 72.9 -22.7 57.4 1153 9.1 187
1960 68.3 80.0 -11.7 655 117.2 82 37.0
1961 43.7 62.2 -185 47.7 103.7 11.9 42.1
1962 20.6 335 -12.9 37.2 - 155 99.3
1963 19.4 39.6 -202 31.6 75.4 17.8 94.7
1964 14A4 34.7 -20.3 34.4 - 169 156.3
1965 7.1 186 -L5 189 - 31.2 281.0
1966 13.1 29.4 -16.3 22.2 100.0 27.2 763.1
1967 28.4 41.3 -12.9 24.3 102.6 25.4 132.0
1968 382 47.3 -9.1 29.6 888 23.7 125.6
1969 58.4 79.5 -2Ll 42.5 1086 17.2 57.8
1970 77.3 102.0 -24.7 545 129.9 14.3 -36.4

Note: Velocioncted by using M,. CP.ancrea!GDP.
Soure: Amdt (1978); Gsvillc (1977); Word BDk dat Papanek (1980).

prises (see table A.23). The decline in the money grovth rate continued. The
practice of not favoring state enterpises remained in force throughout the stabili-
zation period, and the private sector obtied an increasing proportion of new
credit each year.

Subsidies were reduced dtough ines in the prices of essential consumer
goods (for example, soap and sugar), tan tion ea, and some public utility
ch'arges. The govenmaent showed a c tment to raising unrealistically [ow
pnces, even when they were the prices of politically sensitive items. When the
price of gasoline was raised from 4 old rupiahs to 10,000 old mpiahs in December
1965, there was so much protest that the government cut the price to 5,000 old ru-
piahs. But in February 1967 the govemment increased the price of gasoline to
40,000 old rupiahs and did not reat despite many objections.

In Deember 1966 the govenment presented a UbaYlance budget for 1967
(which italmnost achieved). The Soekarno-empractice of each ministry having an
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additional "special' budget funded through undisclosed means was forbidden.
The budget has always been "balanced" since then The foreign borroing used
to balance the budget is caled "development revenue in official budget docu-
mentL In the years before 1972, the balanced budget practice put a limit to gov-
enment expenditure because of the inelastic supply of official foreign credit. But
with the development of the oil sector and the opEc price icreases, Indonesia be-
came a low-risk country in the cyes of the international banking community. The
easy availability of private foign credit meant that the balanced budget principle
did not exercse effective control over state spending after 1972.

The Effectiveness of the Stabilization Program

The is no doubt that the austere budget and tight credit policies played principal
roles in ending Indonesia's high inflation. The budget deficits of 3.4 percent of
ODP in tie 1967-70 penod represented a pemanent shift away from the destabi-
lizing fiscal imbalances that began in 1958 with the onset of guMied democracy
and guided economy (see table 3.1). The fact that real govenment expendintres
in 1967 and 1968 were bigher tan those inthe preceding five year does not refie
our conclusion that govemment spending was reined in.

First, the average (real) 44 billion rupiabs expendite in 1967-68 was less
than real goverment expendire in every year throughout 1950-61. Second, the
inflow of foreign goods financed with foreign aid mea that absorption of domes-
ticayproduced outbytbegovemmentwas only 28 billionrupiahsin 1967,38
billion runpiahs in 1968, and58 billionpias in 1969. Underthis cteria, onlythe,
1970 expe res could be oDnsidered hi.

The drstic cut in money gowth deserves equal crdit for the success sta-
bilization of prices. Although the velocity of money fell sigificantly, from 27 in
1966 to 14 in 1970, it would be wrong to see velocity as having an independent
effect on the inflation rate.

Itis inconrect to view the decline in the inflation rate as the joint outcome of
an exogenous (policy-determined) fall in the money supply and an exogenous nse
in the money demand function7 The amount of money demanded was not inde-
pendent of the rare at which the money supply was being expanded. The higher
the money growth rate, the higher the expected inftafion rate and the lower the de-
mand for money.8

If we assume that the trend nominal mcney growth rate during times of high
inflation was an adequate proxy forte expected infation rate, theory predicts that
both the real money stock and the velocity of money would be inversely correlated
with the nominal money growth rate. These two predictions are supported by the
data in table 6.1. The nominaI money growth rae was 99 percent in 1962,763 per-
cent in 1966, and 36 percent in 1970. For these years, the respective real stocks of
money were 37 billion rupiahs, 22 billion rupiahs, and 54 bion rupiahs; the ve-
locity of money in these years was 16, 27, and 14.
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The rtional expectations view is tbat inflation can be stopped quicldy and rel-
atively costlessly if the goverment promises a permanent shift to a noninflation-
ary policy regine. The reason is tlat on announcement of a new policy regime,
agents will lower their ecpectations of inflation and become more willing to hold
money instead of goods. This quick haltD the "rush out of money" will bring in-
flation abrupdy down to the lower expected leveL In short, the view is that a dra-
conian tightening of the money supply to stop high inflation will not cause a sharp
recession because of the "announcement effects."

Indonesian history provides a good opportunity to assess this "hearing is be-
lieving"view of stopping inflafion, forthere was a permanent shift inthe monetary
regime in October 1966. We am able to assess the contrbution that expectations
played in the moderation of inflation because, theory suggests, the velocity of
money is a positive function of the expected inflation rate. This allows us-to use
velocity duing the period of high inflation as a proxy of expected inflation. (The
implicit assumption is ta changes in the real inteest rate were negligible com-
pared wit changes in the iflation rate.)

Prior to the stabiizadon program, changes in velocity were in line with theo-
ry. Until 1962 the direction of change coincided withthat of the inflation rate.
There were no synchrnized changes in the diections of velocity and inflation in
1963-66, but their broad movements were consistent-wfit theory. Velocity
reached its highest levels in 1965 and 1966, which were also fte years when ina-
don reached its highest levels.

The noteworthy development is that velcity did not come down noticeably
when inflation fell precipitously in 1967 and 196& Velocity changed only margin-
ally fromi27 in 1966 to 24 in 1968, while inflationdrpped from 635 to 85per-
cent Only when inflation continued its downward trend did agents revise their
expectaions drastically enough to bring velocity down to 14 in l970 This sug-
gests that it took two years before pnvate agents were convinced that a permanent
shift in policy regime had occured. Our evidence thus supports the moderate
proposition that "seing is believing" rather than the ational expectaons propo-
sition that "hearing is believing."

The evidence on the cost of the stabilization program in terms of lost output
is contary to the usual stabiantion experience. The huge drop in inflation from
1966 to 1967- was accompanied by an increase in output level, regardlss of
whether GDP is measured at 1960 prices or 1973 prices. The only cost was a drop
in the growth rate fom2.8 percent in 1966 to 1 percent in 1967 when GDP is
masured at 1960 prices. Thee is no drop in the growth rate when GDP IS mea-
s-rd in 1973 prices (see tables A. and A.24).

But since the rice harvest was particularly low in 1967 and nce accounts for
abig portionof farmoutput, itis difflactolmow howmuchof thedeclinein the
1967 growth rate (as mesured in 1960 prices) was attributable to austere macro-
economic policies. If agriculiral output in 1967 had remained at the 1966 level,
real GDP (in 1960 prices) would have increased 2.3 percent instead of 1.4 percent
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(see table A.24). It therefore appears that the 523 percentage point reduction in in-
flation in 1967 came at the cost of a 05 percentage point drop in the growth rate.

Given the lag in the decline of velocity, we conclude that the small cost in
terms of output came from the extreme flexibility of the labor market rater than
from the "hearing is believing" view. The fact that the real wage index coudd drop
from a value of 196 in 1952 to 75 in 1963 indicates that real wage resistance was
absent

The low cost of economic adjustment in the first year of the stabilization pro-
gram was not the only-remarkable outcome of the program. Equally remarkable
was the alacrity with which the economy rebounded despite the continuation of
austere macroeconomic policies. In the second year of the progam, output grew
at 11 percent. Foreign aid doubtless played a crucial role by allowing the govern-
ment to once again make infrastructure investments and to relieve supply bottle-
necks in the manufacturing sector.

The 5 percentage point contnbution of the agricultural sector to growth in
1968 could not have been the result of a nonnal rice harvest alone. Part of the
growth spurt may have been attributable to the eimination of excess capacity in
the tradable agricultural sector achieved through the trade and exchange rate mea-
sures. Cooper and Glassburner (1973) has documented that during 1967 to 1970,
the exchange rate was continuously adjusted to maintain a stable real exchange
rate in order to preserve the incentive to keep production of tradables at capacity
level.

The economy continued to improve. Domestic capitaI formation contributed
2.2 percentage points to the 1969 growth rate, while the expansion of manufactur-
ing activities added 1.2 percentage points. The 1969 and 1970 growth rate of 7
percent was confirmation thtthe 1966 stabilization had succeeded in rejuvenat-
ing econonic growth. It very likely also put the economy on a higher growth path.
The ingredients of success were the implementation of balaced microeconomue
policies and market-oriented microeconomic policies, and the inflow of extemal
resources.
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The Second Crisis: The Pertamina Affair

The resuscitation of the Indonesiant eCOnOmy in the last half of the 1960s was led
by the growth of te domestic oil sector. Expansion of oil sector capacity by 74
percent in the 1967-71 period, along with foreign aid, relieved the fiscal pressure
that had caused the pre-1966 explosion of the money stock and the depletion of
foreign res. The economic pictue in 1971 was rosy, and most commentators
were optmistic about Indonesia's future.

Each succeeding year made the picmre look rosier (see table 7.1). The price.
of oil rose 58 percent in 1972, 33 p in 1973, and 300 percent in 1974. In re-
sponse to this exogenous price increase, intensified exploration activity raised oil
production 54 percent higher in 1974 than in 1971. The oil sector had become the
engine of growth. In 1974 it accouned for 22 pecent of GDP, 70 percent of export
eangs, and 55 percent of total government revenue. The forecasts of asironom-
ical oil prices in the immediate aftermath of the first opEc shock created grounds
to believe miat great prosperity was just aound the corner for Indonesia.

It was therefore a surprise to the interatioa financial community when the
stat oil company, Pertanina, defaulted on a relatively small debt in Februry
1975. This shock threatened to unravel the external debt arraments of the 1966
stabilization program Panic is perhaps the right word to descrbe the reaction at
that time in Jakaa, London, Washington, and Zurich.

The Origins of Pertamina

Successful commercial exploitation of Indonesia's oil wealth began in north
Sumatra in 1885. That early success led to the founding of the Royal Dutch Oil.
Company five years later. By the beginning of the twentieth century, oil was being
mined in north Sumatra, south Sumatra, central Java, east Java, and northeast
Borneo. By the 1930s three multinational oil companies (Caltex, Shell, and.

- : ~~54 :--:- 
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Table 7.1 Oil Sector Index, 1967 and 1970-78
(1975 = 100)

Item 1967 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Volume of crude
oil production 39.1 65.4 682 832 102.5 1052 100.0 115 129.1 125.2

Volumeofoilexports 343 45.1 51.0 627. 83.3 102.9 100. 113.7 130.4 132.4
Price toil in dollas 5.3 52 5.7 9.0 12.2 37.4 41.1 41.7 43.9 44.1
Pricc of oil in unilsof

imports from indus--
uializcdcountries 26. 27A 253 36.7 412 1013 10-tD 101.8 99.1 883

Shareofcc(pcrcrnt) 2.7 52 8.0 10.8 12.3 22.0 19.6 18.9 18.3 153
Shar ofexport

earnings(perenl) 36.1 403 45.8 51.4 5I. 702 74.8 702 67.2 63.9
Share of govenment

revenue (prent) 0.0 28.0 32.0 39.0 39.5 54.6 55.7 563 55.1 54.1

Meaowrandum items
Revenuc fwm oil sector

(bplicns of ruiabs) - 903 1303 208.1 3443 813.5 1.1753 1.5385 1,870.4 2.218.7

Sorce: Nota Keungan (variousyears).

Stanvac) dominated the Indonesian oil industry. The Big Three resumed their oil
operations after World War II, and in 1948, on the eve of Indonesian indepen-
dence, they signed "let-alone" agreements on the exploitation of oil with the
Dutch colonial governmenL The goverment gave the three oompanies the exclu-
sive rights to explore, develop, process, and market Indonesian oil, in return for
less than 50 percent of the profits.

in its independence agreement with the Netherlands, Indonesia promised to
hoonor the existing contracts of the colonial govemment This was unrealistic.
Many Indonesians accused the oil companies of exaggerating their costs in order
to keep profits low. The chainan of the Indonesian Committee on Tade and In-
dustry "stated that the Big Three were actually earning five times as much as they
reported," citing "an offer by aJapanese group to pay 950 rupiahs per ton of crude,
compared to the 100 rupiahs per ton the compames were reporting for tax purpos-
es" (Bardett and others l972.109-110). So, in August 1951, the Indonesian par-
liment postponed the grnting of any new concession and exploration pemits
until the newly established State Commission on Mining could formulate a na-
tional oil policy. Meanwhile, the govemment started new negodations with the
Big Thre

The State Commission on Mining was originally given three months to com-
plete its work Prolonged debate within the commission over the role of foreign
capital, however, delayed the submission of a draft of a proposed mining law to
parliament until 1956. The division of opinion witfin the commission was repli-
cated on a larger scale in parliamen which remained deadlocked until October
1960, when Soekarno used emergency powers-granted hin under the Guided
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Democracy program to put into effect a new oil and mining law (No. 44). The law
stated at "the mining of oil and gas shal only be undertaken by the State ...
[and] mining undertakings of mineral oil and gas are exclusively carried out by
State Enterprises."

Since no new mining permits had been issued during the decade-long formu-
lation of a national oil policy, the oil industry was moving from stagnation into de-
cline. By the end of the decade Stanvac was, like Shell, importing crude oil fom
abroad in order to continue the operations of its refinery The new law reflected
both the need to push oil development in order to prevent revenues from collaps-
ing and the bravado of economic nationalism.

Because of the confiscation of Dutch enterprises in 1957, Indonesia had three
small indigenous -private" oil companies in 1960 when the new law was promul-
gated. The army ran two of them-r Pernina in north Sumatra, and Pr Nglobo
in east and oentral Java. The third was a Shell/government joint venture, Pr Per-
mindo, with oil wells in south Sumatra and northeast Borneo. These three fims
became state-owned enterprises in 1961. PT Pemiina became PN Pentina, aPr
Nglobo becme PN Permigan, and Pr Permindo became PN Pertmin. Generl
Ibnu Sutowo, the head of Permina since 1957, was appointed chainran of the
General Management Board (Badan Pimpinan Umum, or BPU) that coordinated
the policies of the three companes.

It took thre yer of negotiation before the Big Three relinquished their:
rights under the "let-alone" agreements and became contractors to the state oil
companies. The contractors received twenty-year work contracts on their former
concessions and thirty-year work contracts on the new areas. The profit split was
changed from 50-50 to a 6-40 split in the govermnent's favor, and the three com-
panies withdrew from refining and domestic marketing activities.

In the immediate aftermath of the aboiveCommuist-nspired coup in 1965,
PemTigan (which was situated in the beardand of the Communist party and hence
hadamore radical workforce) was absorbed into Pennina.

Sutowo was appointed minister of oil and gas afairs in February 1966 while
remaining presdent-director of Perriina. One of his first actions was to put al ex-
ploration and-production activities wider the Jurisdiction of Permina. A few
months later Sutowo stepped down as minister-so that he could focus on reshaping
Indonesia's relationship with the Big Three. He proposed shifting the oil industry
from a work-contract system to a production-sharing system. In the production-
sharing system, the state oil companies would have management control (if they
chose to exercise it) and the split in profits between the state and the foreign com-
panies would be based on production output:

Sutowo's proposal did not win the support of his successor at the M£inistry of
Mines, however, and in the second half of 1966 Sutuwo was signing producion-:
sharing agreements with foreign oil companies while his supervisor (te minister
of mines) was issiuing direcdves ta the work-contract system be continued. This'
conflict was resolved in January 1967, when Soeharto removed the oil and gas
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division from the Ministry of Mines and placed it under presidential supervision.
About a year later Pertamin and Pennina were merged to form Pertamina.

The Pertana Crisis

The conventional view is that the Pertamina crisis occurred in February 1975, when
Pertamina was unable to roll over a short-term loan of $40 million. Tensions ran
high in intrnational and comnercial banldng circles because of fear that one of the
banks would declare Pertamina to be in default, automatically invoking the cross-
default clauses in the numerous internaionai agreements made to reschedule the
1965 debt There was a scramble to amange new credit to bail out Patamina.

But a more significant crisis had occurred before the potential default. Eco-
nonic policymaidng had been rendered schizophrenic by the implementation of
two very different economic programs. One was a relatively orthodox develop-
ment program associated with the Ministry of Finance and Bappenas. The other
was the dirigiste Pertanina program promoted by General Sutowo. The-former
was financed by govement revenue and concessionary fosign loans, the latter
by retained oil earnings and commercial bank loans. Pertamina's pro was in
ascendancy. Had it not been for the 1975 emergency, Perammina's import-substi-
buting industrialization program and its freewheelinig management style would
have crippled Indonesia's long-term growth.

The financial rescue was accomplished rather easily. Indonesia had to pay no
unusual premIUm above the London interbank offered rate (LIoR) for its new
commercial loans. This is because the problem was a liquidity crisis brought on
by inept financial management and not a solvency crisis based on the fact that the
net present value of the firm was negative. Competent managemcnt -prevented
the debt-servicing difficulties from escalating into a balance of payments crisis.

The Pertamina affair illusates the policymaking equation identified in chap-
ter 5. The alignment of rural and Outer Island interests behind the technocrats and
the coalescing of forces representing economic nationalism, indigenous capital,
and political patronage behind the technicians produced a protracted struggle over
the control of economic policy. The controversy ended with the ascendancy of the
technocrats over the technicians.

Roots of the Pertamina Crisis

General Sutowo had lived up to Soeharto's belief that Pertamina's chief shouIdbe
a "dynanizer." Under his supervision, oil production rose from less than half a
million barrels a day in 1966 to 1.4 million barrels a day in 1973. Furthermore, it
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was widely agreed that Sutowo had driven a hard bargain with the foreign oil com-
panies, obtaining termns more favorable than those gained earlier by the Saudis.

Sutowo's ability to "get dtings done," albeit many times by paying a high pre-
mium,, resulted in his being asked by the president to take over lagging projects.
Partly by allowing himself to be volunteered to take over the management of more
and more state projects, and partly because of his desire to play a pioneering role
in development, Sutowo turned Pertamina into a development agency parallel to
but independent of Bappenas. Pertamina improved harbors, managed a hotel
chain, ran a tanker operation, developed residential and commercial estates, built
roads and hospitals, and established insurance subsidiaries in Hong. Kong, Los
Angeles, Singapore, and Tokyo. Table 7.2 is only a partial listing of the activities
engaged in by Pertamina, which by February 1975 was the largest corporation in
Asia outside Japan.

Despite Pertamina's success, Sutowo did not lack for critics. Some of the crit-
icism pertained to Peramina's unaudited and often secretive spending, and some
of it was directed at Sutowo's own lavish lifestyle. Already known for his pen-
chant for high-priced suits and air-conditioned limousines, Sutowo became even
rmore of a targetfor govermment critics after the extravagant wedding of his daugh-
ter m 1969.

Later that year a series of newspaper articles appeared alleging corruption in
high places throughout the government, including Peramina. The giant oil com-
pany was accused, among other things, of having failed to pay any taxes in certain
years and of seriously underpaying its taxes at other times. Another charge was
that Pertamina had failed to pay, as required by a 1960 law, 55 percent of its profits
to the nation's Development Fund. Large expenditures by Peramina had not been
explained, and foreign exchange earnigs had been deposited in foreign bankslin-
stead of Bank Ixnonesia. Sutowo himself was accused of having given away oil
leases which the recipients had sold at a handsome profit

Public pressure forced Soeharto to appoint a commission m January 1970 to
investigate these and other charges, and the commission's report issued later that
year confirmed many of them. But Sutowo, still backed strongly by Soeharto, lost
neither his job nor his ambition.

The rise of Pertmina was due to more than Soebarto's predilection for quick
results. Political patronage was perhaps an even more important factor The huge
revenue generated by rapid development of the petroleum sector was very impor-
tantto the Soeharto govemment in its early days because it obviated the unpopular
step of raising taxes to pay forroutine gov,rment expenditure. Since the Ministry
of Finance had no firm knowledge of the amount of oil revenue which P' .anina
had collected on the minisy's behalf, Pertaina was able to withhold some of its
revenue for extrabudgetary activities.

These activities helped to consolidate Soeharto's power base by channeling
resources to key constituents. It is highly likely that the armed forces, whose offi-
cial budget was capped in order to convince extemal aid donors of the govern-
ment's commitnent to development, was a big recipient of extrabudgetary,



TIble 7.2 Pertamina Subsidiaries and Joint Ventures and their Activities

Wholly owned subsidiaries In Indonesia
rr Electronika Nusantara (Elnusa) Services for marne, land, and offshore operatlons

rr Palembang Rice Estate Large-scale ricc project in south Sumatra

pr Patra lasa Prvision of facilities to oil and service contractors (offices, housing,
and land transpor)

Pr Pelite Air Service Air services

Pertamina Gulf Industrial Processing Packaging of fertilizer and other chemical products.

rr Pertamina Tongkang Operation of nonve$sei tankers

Wholly owned subsidiartes outside Indonesia
Ocean Petrol Ltd. (Hong Kong) Operamton and management of ocean-going tankers

Joint ventures in Indonesia
Pr Awn Natural Gas Liquefaction Co. Prcressing and sale of LNo produced in Ach
(Peramina, 55 percent; Mobil, 30 perce r lilco, 15 percent)

-Pr Badak Naniral Gas Liquefaciion Co. Processing and safe of LNO prduced in East Kalimantan
(Pcrtamrna, 55 percent; Huffco, 30 percent; JIlco, 15 percent)

Pr Brown and Root Indonesia Manufacture of components and appurtenances for offshore constucons;
(Peilamina, 20 percent: Brown & Root U.S.A., 80 percent) concrete coating of steel pipes; design and constmction of pmcessing plants

and engineering works for oil and gas; procurement and stomage of materials
Pr Chicago Bridge and Iron indonesia Furnishing of metal plate, processing facilities equipment, and constmction
(Pcmnmina, 51 percent; Chicago Bridge and Iron Co., U.S.A., 49 percent) servIces throughout Indonesia for goventnent agencies of Indonesiaand

comnpanies operating In Indonesia

- r Dresser Magcobar Provision of mud for drilling
(Pena aina, 10 percenl; Dresser Magcobar, U.S.A., 90 percent)

(table conadas on nex page.)



Table 7.2 (continued)

Pr Indonesia Chemical Co. Production of 100,000 tons of peruvele and 120,000 tons of dimadhyl
(Petamina, 60 percent, Pr Sompurma, 10 percent; Tcijin Ltd,. telethalate (DM) annually in routh Sumatra
and Toyo Menka, 30 percent)

rr Krakatau Steel (Inftastimcure) Rehabilitation and operation of the abandoned Soviet steel mill project
(On behalf of the aol $6 million) at Ciletgon

Pr Kuda Laut Batam Island Supply of frozen and dry foodstuff and equipment
(Pertamina, 50 percenl; Interagencles Hong Kong, 50 percent)

Pr Nippon Steel Construction (Nisconi) Pmvision of support for the oil and gas industry, including fabricatLon,
(PertamIna, 10 percent; Nippon Steel Japan, 90 percent) assembling and consituction of steel structures; coaling of gas and oil pipes,

supply, storage and servicing

tPr Patra Vickers Batam -Heavy engineering facilities to service the oil, mineral processing,
(Pertamina, 50 percent, Vickefs Ruwolt Australia, 50 percent) extraction, and other manufacturing industries

Pir Penniko Engineering and Construction Fabrication, coating, assembly, lnstallsion, and construction of pipelins
(Pertamina, 10 percent; Nippon Kokan KK and Mitsubishi, 90 percent) and steel stiuctures for oil and gas exploration, drilling, production, and

distribution; supply of services Including design, Inspectlon and testing,
repairing and surveying for gas and oil, storage and lease of goods and
equipment related to thcse

Pr Pcttafenikki Engineedng consulting
(Pertamina, 30 percent; Japan Ossoline, 60 percent; Far East Tiding Co., 10 percent)

Peixa Oil Co. Oil exploration onshore, south and east Kalimantan
(Petnina, 25 percent; Plexa Oil Co., 75 percent)

Pr Burna Bina indonesia Engineering consulting
(Pertamina, S1 percent; Bechtel Inc., 49 percent)

P'r Sankyu Jinterational Fabricatlion, asseinbling, Installation, and construction of pipclins
(Pearamina, tO percent; Sankyu Tokyo, 90 percent) and steel structures



Pr Toyo Kanctsu Engineering consulting
(Periamina, 51 percent; Toyo Kanetsu, 35 percent; Nissho Iwal, 14 percent)

Joint ventures outside Irdonesia
Par East Oil Trading Co. Ltd. (Japan) Madketing or crude oil in Japan
(Pertamina, 50 percent; various lapanese companies, 50 percent)

Indonesia Enterprise Ltd. (U.S.A.) Promotion of tourism in the United States
(Pertamina, 50 percent; various companies, 50 percent)

Japan-Indonesia tNo Import Co. (ILco) Supervision of importation into Japan of Indonesian LNG
(Pertamina, IS percent thmugh Far East Oil Trading Co.; five Japanese companies,
5 I percent; Tokyo Electric and Tokyo Gas, 4 percent; Industrial Bank of Japan,
6 percent; Nisano Iwal, IS percent; other trading companics, 9 percent)

Japan tndonosian Oil Kabushiki Supply to Japan or low sultrr crude oil and handling of other
(Peramina, 50 percent; Toyota Motor Sales Co., The Tokyo Electric Power Co., associated matters
The Kansal Electric Power Co., The Chubu Electric Power Co,, Mamzen Oil Co.,
Daikyo Oil Co., Idemitsu Kosan Co., total 50 percent)

Pera Oil Co. (U.S.A.) Transport and marketing of Indonesian crude oil
(Petamnina, 50 percent: United States Intemational Investment Corp., 50 percent)

Tugu Insurance Co. Ltd. (Hong Kong) Insurance
(Pertamina, 40 percent; private Investors, 60 percent)

Source: Bullelin of Indonesian Economic StudIes (July 1974).
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allowances from Pertamina. Given these extra functions, it was no surprise that
Sutowo adopted a management style which "ensured that few people apart from
himself even had a rough overall picture of the finances of operations of the com-
pany" (McCawley 1980:5). Nothing illustrated this attempt at obfuscation better
than the fact that Pertamina had six uncoordinated accounting departments.

Three widely held beliefs helped to boost the political legitimacy of the
Pertamina conglomerate. The first was that effective containment of Chinese
economic strength demanded the creation of capable indigenous pribumi entrepre-
neurs to head large state enterprises modeled after the Japanese zaibatu (pribami-
ism). The second was that only gigantic enterprises could reap the economies of
scale and thus sustain the short-term losses of an infant industry (industrialism).
The tiird was that only the existence of domestic zaibatsus could prevent the pen-
etration of exploitative multinational corporations (economic nationalism). Suc-
cessful competition against the multinational corporations, it was argued, required
the establishment of nationally integrated economic units (NlEus)?3 The ideal N[EU
was a self-contained firm; it would be so thoroughly integrated vertically that it
would not be required to buy any significant amounts of inputs from other firms.

Sutowo's initial and much-heralded success seemed to confim not only the
viability of zaibats-type economic nationalism but also the entrepreneurial abil-
ity ofpribumis. It was thus only natual that the comparatively orthodox economic
program of the technocrats came under beavy attack in the 1972-75 period.

Pertamina Is Brought under Control

Although many of the activities of Pertaina intruded on the economic policy-
making of the technocrats, they were unable to exert much domestic pressure to
reverse this state of affairs. Indeed, Soeharo had ignored the recommendation of
his commission on cotruption that Pertamina be placed under the supervision of
the Ministry of Finance4:

This conflict between the technocrats and the technicians was not only over
jurisdiction but also over style of economic management and choice of develop-
ment strategy. The nature of the clash was well su ize by the magazine
Ekpres, which was identified with the military advisors to the president:

One [path of economic development] leads via the Bappenas techno-
crats to a free-fight and laissez-faire pattemr of development in the
Westem and American fashion. Another [path] takes the form of co-
operation with Japan on the basis of one's own strength without loans
from the iGGi, the mw and the World Bank with Pertamina as guaran-
tee. [January 18, 1974. Quoted in the Far Eastern Economic Review,
February 4, 1974, p. 12]
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Since the technocrats could not muster domestic pressure to curil Peitami-
na's activities, they resorted to external pressure. In Marh 1972 the minister of
finance chose to enter into a standby agreement with the IMF, even though the mF
had concluded that Indonesia's proposed fiscal and credit policies, a depreciation
in the effective exchange rate, and a substantial increase in net receipts from crude
oil exports would make it possible to achieve a higher rate of economic growth,
relative price stability,- and an increase in net intenational reserves without any
IMF assistance.

The standby agreement set a ceiling of $14 milion on meditun-term external
borrowing for 1972-73. Given this ceiling, a decree was issued requiring all state
bodies to seek approval from the Mlnistry of Fnance before borrowing abroad.

Peamina ignored this decree. The agency borrowed $350 million in short-
and medium-term debt in 1972 without informing the Ministry of Fmance. When
this transgion came to the attention of the United States (the biggest aid do-
nor), Anerican economic aid was suspended. The Indonesian government then
agreed to an unusual subceiling on Pertamina borrowing in the 1973 IMP standby
agreement This unusual clause stated that Petmina would not contract any more
loans with a maurity of between one and fifteen years. Permmina responded to
this restriction by switching to short-term (less than twelve-month) loans to fi-
nance its long-term projects.

It was borowing in the short-term market that precipitated the 1975 emergen-
cy. Short-term rates had risen dramatically after the first OPEC price increase be-
cause the central banks in the industralized countries wanted to dampen aggregate
demand to offset supply-side price pressures. At the end of 1974 the short-term
discount rate was 7.8 percent in the United States and 9 percent in Japan, com-
pared with 1972 rates of 4.5 parent and 4.3 percent.

It was also arotmd that time that the international banking community was
shocked into greater cautiousness by the failures of the Frankln National Bank
and the Herstatt Bank as a result of foreign exchange speculation. The fact that
Pertamina had to borrow more in order to meet the increased st payments
caused by the higher interest rates caused the banks to reevaluate the corporation's
creditworthiness.

The bankers were alarmed that they had extended so much (it turned out to be
$10.5 billion) credit to Pertamina without having seen a full statement of Pertam-
ina's finances, and that Pertamina was showing imcreasing signs of mismanage-
ment5 They were further troubled by an increase in the nunber of nonoil projects
being undertaken by Pertamina and by a drop in the agency's revenues because of
recession in the industral countries.

In the face of these development the banks refused to automatically roll over
existing debts unless they were given more information about Peatmninas finan-
cial position. Pertamina then effectively defaulted in February 1975, when it could
not make a $40 milion payment Given the cross-default clauses in loan contricts
which applied to all external sovereign debt, the Indonesian government
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announced that it would assume responsibility for Pertmina's debt to prevent any
contagion effects.

It was subsequently revealed that Pertmina had about $10.5 billion in com-
mitted loans, of which $1.5 billion was short term. The total debt consisted of $2.5
billion in civil engineering and commercial contracts, $1.9 billion for oil and gas
related projects (for example, pipelines and fertilizer plants), $2.1 billion to qua-
druple the capacity of the Krakatau steel mill, $3.3 billion for tanker hire-purchase
contracts, and $0.8 billion for other contracts.

Pertamina's accumulated debt exceeded the government's entire budget of
$85 billion in 1976. In reviewing the debt, the government discovered many cases
in which the "contractors were selected before tenders were called and official
contract prices exaggerated" (Robison 1986:256). Pertamina had bought oil tank-
ers for a sum of$ 150 milion from General Dynamics when equivalentNorwegian
tankers would have cost only $100 million. lime magazine reported that "most of
PertaminaWs contacts were padded by as much as 40 percent, and that most oil
shipping contracts contained a 30 percent 'idcker' clause, providing a substantial
private tribute for officials of the company."6

The rescue operation obligated the Indonesian government to undertake its
t big borrowing in the extemal private credit market since the 1960s. The Per-

tamina crisis was solved by a combination of repayments, rolling over of existing
debt into longer term instruments, cutting contracted prices (by 50 percent in some
cases), and cancellation of contracts.

Impact of the Pertamina Crisis on Extrnal Borrowing

The steady rise in Indonesia's gross stock of international reserves after 1968 was
brought to a halt by the Peramina debacle. The reserves fel from $1.5 billion at
the end of 1974 to $0.6 billion at the end of 1975 (see table 7.3). Meanwhile, the
foreign liabilites of the Central Bank jumped from 0.1 billion rupiahs to 540 bil-
lion rupiahs. This brought its net foreign reserve position from $1.5 billion to a
deficit of $0.7 billion.

The decline in foreign reserves prompted the govenument to promote exports
by eliminating the tax on 116 export products, reducing the 10 percent export tax
to 5 percent for 39 otherproducts, andreducing the cost of export credits for many
goods from 15 to 10 percent- The net foreign reserve position retumed to positive
only in the first quarter of 1977. The net foreign reserve position in the second
quarter of 1977 was the same as in the fourth quarter of 1972, but inflation meant
the reserve could support only 2.7 weeks of imports in 1977, compared with 12
weeks of imports in 1972.

Since detailed information on the Pertamina rescue operation has never been
released, any estimate of how much of the government's $2.0 billion<extemal pub-
lie borrowing in 1975-76 (as revealed by the balance of payments account) was
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Table 7.3 Reserves before and after Pertamina Rescue
(bilions of rupiaks unkss odierwise nored)

Resenes 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 197r

Gross intenational reseves
(millions of dollars) 187.0 574.0 807.0 1,492.0 586.0 1,499.0 2,071.0

Centml Bank
Foreign assets 853 246.6 342.1 619.7 252.9 628.0 866.6
Foreign liabilities 62.5 483 9.7 0.1 539.8 6943 669.2
Net foreign asset position 22.8 1983 332.4 619.6 .-286.9 -663 197.4-

Centil Bank net foreign asset
position (millions of doUllan) 549 477.8 801.0 1,493.0 -691.3 -159.8. 475.7

Memorandum items
Unit value of eport fom industrial

countries (1980- 100) -31.3 67.7
imports 8620- 3,817.0

a. Scond quarte
Source: nwcFIniernadonol rF andaStaiscs(vious yean).

Pertmina-related is necessarily speculative. It could be argued tha the Pertamina
affir accounted for only 40 percent of the borrowing because $1.2 billion was re-
quired to finance the budget deficit On the other hand, Pertminh had collected
$819.0 millon in oil tax revenue on behalf of the Ministry of Finance but had kept
it for its own use- If this revenue had been forwarded to the government, only
$365.6 million would have been needed forbudgetay reasons. This seems to sug-
gest that more than 80 percent of Bank Indonesias large extemal borrowing in
1975-76 was a resu of the mismanagement of Pertamina.7

The size of the Pertamina rescue operadon is indicaed by the jump in the
debt-to-export rio from 85 percent in 1974 to 114 pect in 1975; the ratio re-
tumed to the 85 percent level only in 1979 (see table A- 26). The government pro-
portion of private credit to total crditjumped by an unprecedented 10 percentage
points. It is clear that most of Pertamina's debt bore variable rates becuse the per-
centage of variable interest rate loans almost trebled between 1974 and 1975.

At the time of the default, public enterprises accounted for 33 percent of the
extemal Iong-term debt ofthe total public sector. If Pertamina's $1.5 billion short-
term debt had been included, the public enterprise share of total public sector debt
would have risen to 45 percent The debt nrse of 1975-76 was etaordainry com-
pared with the preceding two years; the $1.9 billion increase was more than three
times the size of the increases in 1973-74 and 1974-75. If Penamina had not been
prevented from furter borrowing, it might well have accumuhlatd by 1982 a
foreign debt comparable to the $20 billion debt of PEMEX, the Mexican state oil
company.
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In the wake of the Pertamina default, two prudential measures were inple-
mented. The first was that official borrowing in the short-term market was disal-
lowed, and th second was that all extenal borrowing by the state and state.

Table 7A Debt Structure: Indonesia, Mexico, and Brazil, 1978-82
(percent, unkss otherwise noted)

Debt categmies 1978 1980 1981 1982

Short-term debtiunports
Indonesia 14.0 143 12.7 17.9
Mexico 33.5 48.9 SS. 76.7
Bra 32.8 37.3 39.3 43.8

Proportion of shorn-term debt atribuable to official borrowing'
Mexico 58.2 70.7 77.3 76.7
Brazil 573 61.7 67.7 59.1

Proportion of total official debt that is short term
Mexico 102 25.3 31.1 28.1
Brazil 11.8 173 18.8 17.1

Level of debt service (mfllions of dollars) if Indosia's officia debt had
Actu maturity structume 2062.1 1,7SB5 20472 2,246.6
Mexicanmtity structure 3,3155 6,24339 8,293A 8,595.7
Brazilian maturity structuc 3,548.0 4,5213 5,246.4 5,610.6

Total official debt as percentage of GNP
Indonesia 26.6 20.0 17.7 20.5
Mexico 28.2 25.0 27.0 46.1
Brazil 16.8 1939 20.9 22.4

Total official and private debt as percentage of NP.
Indonesia 36.3 27.9 25A 29.4.
Mexico 355 31.9 34.0 555
Brazil 26.2 28.9 30.2 33.9

Total official debt aspercentage ofeports -
Indonesia 116.3 67.4 63.7 87.1
Mexico 248.6 183.1 203.9 - 257.6
Brazi 236.8 207.1 204.5 256A

Totat official and private debt as percentage of exports
Indonesia 158.8 94.1 912 124.6
Mexico - 312.8 233.2 2575 310.6
Brazil 369A. 300.7 296.2 387.6

a. Assuming tat Indonesis shma-wrm debt-to-impozt rdo refics normal tr financing.
Sorce: World Bank WorldDebtTables (various yars).
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enterprises had to be approved by the Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance.
Indonesia's emphasis on sound management of its debt maturity structure can be
seen in the ratios of short-term debt to imports for Indonesia, Mexico, and Brazil
in table 7.4. During the 1978-82 period Indonesia's ratio never exceeded 20 per-
cent, while Mexico's never fell below 40 percent and Brazil's never fell below 30
percent Since the short-tenn interest rate was usually below the long-term rate,,
there was a constant temptation to opt for lower interest payments at the risk of
future upward movement in the short rate. Idonesia's refusal (after the Pertamina
experience) to do so was the reason for its low ratio of short-temi debt to exports.

The proportions of Mexico's and Brazil's short-term debt attributable to offi-
cial bomowing were estimated by assuming that Indonesia's short-term debt re-
flected normal trade financing. In 1981, on the eve of the debt crisis, 77 percent of
Mexican short-term debt and 68 percent of Brazilian short-tenn debt had been in-
curred by the state. This made short-term loans 31 percent of Mexico's total offi-
cia external debt and 19 percent of Brazil'sY If Indonesia had adopted the
Mexican view on management of the maturity structure, its official debt service
would have been 305 percent higher, if it had adopted Brazil's, debt service would
have been 156 percent higher

Impact of the Pertamina Crisis on Short-Term Macroeconomic Performance

Arndt (1982:7) reflected the conventional view on the impactof the Pertaninacri-
sis on macroeconomic performance:

however deplorable the waste involved in some of the vast Peramina
project and purchases and the damage to Indonesia's international
credit standing inflicted by the Pertamina crisis... there could hardly
have been a more anti-inflationary use of the additional oil earnings
dLan repayment of Peamina's external debts. It partly explains why,
after reaching a peak of 33 percent, the annual inflation rate, far from
rising farther, was brought down to 14 percent in 1976 and to 8 per-
centin 1978.

Amdt's conclusion is based largely on the events that followed the Pertamina
default. Indonesia's GDP growth rate in 1975 and 1976 was the lowest since 1968,
while the inflation rate in both years was half the rate in 1974. This made it tempt-
ing to attribute the drop in -aggregate demand to the across-the-board cancellation.
of Pertaaina's numerous investments and the diversion of government investment
funds to repay Pertamina's debts. Given this diagnosis, the conventional view is
that the Pertamina crisis had salutary mnacroeconomnic effects in the short run but
had deleterious effects on long-run growth because of the cutback -in government
investmuent.
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But the fact that the government assumed Pertamina's debts does not neces-
sarily mean that there was a rechanneling of funds from investment programs to
debtrepayment. The government couldhave obtained new long-term loans to pay
off a part of Pertamina debt and then obtained additional loans to expand its in-
vestment program to counteract the deflationary effects of reductions in Pertamina
investnents. Furthernore, thde later reducdon in government investnent may have
been a deliberate (and rational) response to the recovery of private investment.

Examiination of the data (see table 7.5) shows that absorption contributed 8.3
percentage points to the 1975 growth rate, while the trade sector subtracted 3.3
percentage points from it. The chief reason why GDP growth slowed from 7.6 per-
cent in 1974 to 5.0 percent in 1975 was not the fall in investment spending but the
abrupt slowdown in private consumption growth. The drop in private consump-
tion's contribution to GDP gowth from 10.3 percentage points in 1974 to 2.7 per-
cerntage points in 1975 constituted a negative 7.6 percentage point shock to the
GDP growth rate.

The fact that private consumption declined more than investment does not by
itself disprove Arndt's view. The relative sizes of the changes in investment and
consumption were in line wihi the predictions of simple multiplier analysis. An
exogenous fall in invesent is capable of generating a much bigger fall in
consumption.

But even denying any exageneity to the large fall in consmption, we see that
the investment shock was only one-third the size of the export shock in 1975. Of
the 2.6 percentage point drop in the aggregate growth rate, 1L8 percentage points
were attributable to change in the export sector and only 0.5 perentage points to
change in the investment sector. The negative 0.5 percentage point change in total
investment was the result of a 0.3 percentage point rise in government investment
and a 0.8 percentage point fall in private investment. This makes it difficult to be-
lieve that the Perramina crisis had a negative effect on govemment investment
The 1975 increase in govemment investment was 29 percent, only margialy
lower than the 31 perceat increase in 1974.

Govemment investment spending increased by 31 percent in 1976. This does
not suggest that the government was slowing the implementation of development
projects. The increases in public invements in 1975 and 1976 (when private in-
vestment was falling) were likely to have been a conscious attempt at macroeco-
nomic stabilization. This stabilization interpretation is corroborated by reductions
in govenment investment in the following two years. when private investment
rebounded.

Govemmentinvestment contributed 2.1 percentage points to the 1975 growth
rate and 2.8 percentage points to the 1976 rate. The contribution of private invest-
ment was 0.8 and -1.5 percentage points in those respective years. In the recovery
phase, when private investments contributionJiunped to 1.2 percentage points im
1977 and 2.8 percentage points in 1978, the government's contributions were 2.2
and 0.7 percentage points. Govemment investment, in short, went up rather than
down in the immediate aftermath of the Pertmina cnsis.



Table 7.5 Aggregate Demand and Terms of Trade, 1970-78

Consumption and investment 1970. 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Expenditure level in constant 1973 prices, billions of rupiahs
Private consumption 3,905 4,088 4,324 4,804 5,502. 5,699 6,154 6,400 6,880
Govemment consumption 484 518 561 716 641 836 896 1,044 1,228
Gross domestic Investment 715 867 1,032 1,208 1,440 1,650 1,749 2,027 2,333

Govemment investment 260 297 298 405 532 688 903 1,084 1,144
Private liivestment 455 570 734 803 908 962 846 943 1,189

Exports of goods and nonfactorservices 834 943 1,143 1,356 1,445 1,410 1,650 1,806 1,824
Imports of goods and nonfactor services 756 871 993 1,331 1,759 1,964 2,293 2,395 2,698
G ODP 5,182 5,545 6,067 6,753 7,269 7,631 8,156 8,882 9,567

C/rangefom preceding year (percent)
Private consumption 3.0 4.7 5.8 11.1 14.5 3.6 8.0 4.0 7.5
Govemment consumption 16.9 7,0 8.3 27.6 -10.5 30.4 7.2 16.5 17.6
Gross domestic investment 33.0 21.2 19.0 17.1 19.2 14.6 6.0 15.9 15.1

Govemment investment 10B.6 14.3 0.4 35.9 31.3 29,2 31.3 20.1 5.4
Private investment 10.2 25.1 28.7 9.4 13.1 6.0 -12.1 11.4 26.2

Exports of goods and nonfactor services 11.8 13.1 21.2 18.6 6,6 -2,4 17.0 9.5 1.0
Imprts of goods andiduonfactor services 13.1 15.2 14.0 34.0 32.2 11.7 16.8 4.4 12,7
ODP 7,5 7.0 9.4 11.3 7.6 5.0 6.9 8.9 7.7

(table continues on net page.)



Table 7.5 (continued)

Cons?enmptron and invesimeitt 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Contribution of each component to GDP growih, in percentage points
Private consumption 2.3 3.5 4.3 7.9 103 2.7 6.0 3.0 5.4
Govemment consumption 1.5 0.7 0,8 2.6 -1.1 2.7 0.8 1.8 2.1
Gross domestic investment 3.7 2.9 3.0 2.9 3.4 2.9 1.3 3.4 3.

Government investment 2.8 0.7 0.0 1.8 1.9 2.1 2.8 2.2 0.7
Private investment 0.9 2.2 3.0 1.1 1.6 0.8 -1.5 1.2 2.8

Exports of goods and nonfactor services 1.8 2.1 3.6 3.5 1.3 -0,5 3.1 1.9 0.2
Imports of goods and nonfactor services -1.8 -2,2 -2.2 -5.6 -6.3 -2.8 -4.3 -1.3 -3.4

8 Terms of erade
Overall terns of trade index 73 80 85 100 160 144 143 155 155
Nonoil temns of trade I 0 0 0 100 94 79 99 111 111
Nonoil terns of trade lI 78 73 76 100 84 64 82 97 92

Memorandum hems
Exports in current pnrces 429 530 754. 1,354 3,105 2.851 3,430 4,466 4,935
Government budget deficit as percentage of GDP 2.6 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.3 2.7 3.4 2.5 2.0

Nate: lndexes were derived as follows: overall terns of trade Index, by dividing export price index by import price index; export (Impo) price index, by dividing
exports (imports) in current prce, by exports (imports) in 1973 prices; nounil tenms of trade 1, as foroverall kemis of trade index but In tenns of fiscal year, nonoil terms
of trade 11, from imF raw agricultural materials price index divided by iMP export unit value Index of Industrial countries. he bmakdown of gross domestic investment
by government and private sector is from Kobayashi, Tampubolon, and Ezaki (1985). The government budget deficil Is calculated as expenditure minus all debt service
(including debt service transfers to Pertamina) minus total revenue. This construction is a proxy for fiscal stimulus.

Soarec: ImIp, International Financial Stotistics (various years); Bank Indonesia.'
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However, the stance of fiscal policy cannot be judged by the level of govem-
ment investment expenditure alone. We also need to consider how tax revenues
changed. On the more general issue of whether the fall in aggregate demand in
1975-76 was caused by tight fiscal policy (for example, tax increases), we suspect
that it was not. The overall fiscal policy posture replicated the countercyclical path
of development spending. The budget deficit jumped from 1.3 percent of GDP in
1974 to 2.7 percent in 1975 and to 3.4 percent in 1976 (memorandum item in table
7.5). It then declined with the recovery of the economy in 1977 and 1978.9

We now examine whether the Pertamina crisis lowered capital fonnation, as
conventionally believed. Since Pertamina's projects were classified as private in-
vestment, it would be tempting to attribute the lackadaisical performance of pn-
vate investment in 1975 and 1976 to the reduction in Pertamina's investmenL But
because these were years of depressed global economic activity, it is important to
diffeentiate between the decline in investment in the exportable sector attnrbut-
able to accelerator effects and the decline in general investnent caused by the Per-
tamnina cutbacks.10 The evidence suggests that the accelerator effect from external
demand is quite large. When the industrial countries were at the nadir of a reces-
sion in 1982, private fixed investment in Indonesia grew only 8 percent, compared
with 20 percent in the 1980-81 period.

To quantify the amount of private investment decline attnbutable to the Per-
tamina cutbacks, we used the following investment equation estmated by Koba-
yashi, rampubolon, and Ezaki (1985) firom 1970-S0 data.

log%JPR) -0.6 + 2.35 'log(GDPR(-l)) -1.49 * log(KR(-l))
(0.0) (3.8) (1.8)

+0.13 * log [(CRPMS - CRPMs(-1))/PGDP]

(1.6) Adjusted = 0.92
Durbin-Watson statistic = 1.77

where
IPR = real gross domestic pdvate capital formation
GDPR(-1) = real gross domestic product, lagged once
KR(-I) = reaI total capital stock, lagged once.
CRPMS = amount ofcredit supply to private sector by monetary system
PGDP = GDP deflator.

Since this specification is "a variant of stock adjustment investment; func-
tions," with no explicit treatment of Pertamina's role, we treat te error ums in this
equation for the 1975-78 period as indicators of the impact ofPeraniina's cutbacks
on private cpital formation. The eror tenn from the simulation is reported below
in the form of the difference between the fitted value and the actual value, ex-
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pressed as a percentage of the actual value. A positive number would support the
proposition that the Pertanina reorganization caused private investment to fall:

Investment shortfall
Year (percentage of actual level)
1975 -5.72
1976 15.59
1977 6.68
1978 0.81

Given the dangers of damwing a structural interpretation from residual terms,
it appears that 1976 is the only year in which Peramina cutbacks undoubtedly
reduced private investment. In other words, it does not appe that the Pertamina
default in February 1975 caused a sustained fall in private investment.

The global recession in 1975 was so severe that it caused Indonesia's export
eanings in nominal terms to fail (memorandum iten in table 7.5). Real export
earnings decrnased 2.4 percents and nonoil terms of trade plummeted at least 16
percent, to their lowest value in the entire 1959-89 period. As a result of negative
extenal developments the export sector was directly responsible for a 1.8 percent-
age point decrase in fte 1975 growth rate. To the extent that people blieved that
*this sharp drop in the tenns of trade portended a prolonged period of adverse terms
of trade shock, they reduced their consumption-another direct negative effect on
aggregate demand.' I This addition to the multipl ier effect which operates via con-
sumption may be the reason why the decomposition shows consumption having
such a negative effect on income growth Anticipation of a prolonged negative
terms of trade shock would also have reduced investment in the exportable
industries.

Condusion

The fact that public capital formation moved countercyclically is evidence against
the conventional view that public capital formation was crippled by the need to fi-
nance Peramina's extemal debts. It is not plausible to maintain that the slowdowm
of govemment investment in 1977 and 1978 was the result of sericing Pertami-
na's debts when govermment investment in both 1975 and 1976 grew about 30 per-
-cent, the same iate of increase as in 1974. The prinary reason for the drop in
aggregate demand in 1975 and 1976 was not the Pemina crisis but depressed
conditions in external markets.

Our simulation of the Kobayashi-Tampubolon-Ezald investment equation
found no evidence of a sustained drop in private capital formation. We attribute
most- of the-weakness in private investment in 1975 and 1976 to the collapse in
investment in the exportable sector caused by the negative terms of trade shock.



Chapter Eight

The Third Crisis: The Dutch Disease

Indonesia's exchange rate was pegged at 415 rupiahs to the U.S. dollar from Au-
gust 1971 to October 1978. The strength in Indonesis balance of payments
throughout this period meant that the government could leave the exchange rate
unchanged (see table 8.1). The lagest current account deficit (3.6 percent) during
the period occurred in 1975, when the rosy economic prospects induced by the oil
boom caused both private and publc spending to soar. The proportion of national
income from current account receipts, which averaged 15 percent from 1970 to
1972, leaped to an average of 24 percent during 1973-78. There was no fear with-
in the government of a balance of payments crisis. Nongold reserves, measured as
the number of weeks reserves could susain existing import levels, consistently
exceeded the 4.8-weeks average of the 1967-69 period as wel as the -12-weeks
average of the 1970-72 peniod. -

Nonetheless, speculation about the possibiity of a revaluation began to be
heard in mid-1978. This speculation arose because of rapid depreciation' of the
U.S. dollar against the Gennan mark and the Japanese yen. Some poticymakers
raised the question of whether the dollar's slump should be allowed to threaten

Table 8.1 Financial Conditions, 1971-78

Item 197! 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Cunmt account balmce
as pecentage of GDP -4.0 -3.0 -2.9 2.3 -3.6 -2.4 -0.1 -2.7

Curent account receipts
as percentage of GDP 14.8 17.2 20.7 29.1 23.1 23.6 23.9 22.0

Nongoid reserves
(millions of dollars) 185.7 572.3 804.4 1,489.6 584.3 1,496.7 2,509.0 2,626.8

Nongold rerves4imports - :
(in weeks) 8.7 19.1 153 20.2 6.4 13.7 20.9 20.4.

Soure: . P.Intue.nadonal Financid Stadstis(various ye).
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domestic price stability and erode the real price of oil (for example, Merdeka, May
5, 1978; and the Far Eastern Economic Review, July 21, 1978).

Hence, the devaluation of the rupiah by 50 percent in November 1978 was a
surpnse to most observers, including those who understood that devaluation
would be necessary at some time in the future to boost nonoil exports.2 The gen-
eral expectation had been that devaluation would only be resorted to after most of
the country's oil reserves had been drawn down. Devaluation was not thought to
be likely because there were no signs of a deterioration in the balance of payments.
Although the current account balance had climbed from 0.1 percent of GDP in
1977 to 2.7 percent of GDP in 1978, this was not seen as a cause for special concem
since the deficit had been 2.4 percent in 1976 and 3.6 percent in 1975.

The Basic Theory of the Dutch Disease

In order to understand the arguments for the devaluation and the origin of the po-
litical pressures that led to devaluation, it is necessary first to unJerstand the basic
theory of the Dutch disease. We shall argue that the conventional analysis is inad-
equate because it ignores the intertemporal distortion that was generatd by distri-
bution of the oil revenue.

The curve A-A' in fig=e 8.1 represents Indonesias production possibility
frontier before the sharp rise of the oil sector3 By abstracing from growth and
assuming that the economy is initially at a long-run equilibrium, the production
possibility frontier also becomes the consunption possibility frontier of the econ-
omy-that is, the net saving of this constant population is zero. The slope of the
curve is the ratio of the price of tradables to the price of nontradables. We assume

Figure 8. Effect of an Oil Boom on Production and Consumption
Nontrd-bles
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that the composition of aggregate demand is unaffected by the distribution of in-
come between the public and private sectors. These assumptions generate the con-
sumption bundle at point W.-Q0 units of tradables and No units of nontradables.
If the social indifference function is homothetic, the straight line OE is the income
expansion path of the relative price given at W4

Indonesia's oil industry is capital intensive, but most of the capital was sup-
plied by foreign oil companies, and expansion of the industry drew little labor or
capital away from the nonoil sectors. The growth of the oil indusuy and the first-
price shock can be modeled as oil exports bringing a- net income equivalent tof
units of tradables. This is represented in figure 8.2 by curve BB', which is a right-
ward shift of A' by the amountf, making the production possibility frontier now
ABB', with the length ofAB equal tof. The new production possibility frntier has
the same slope as the old one for a given value of nontradables. The slope at point
X is the same as at point W.

Assuming th:at relative prices adjust with a lag, this means that at the time of
the oR boom the output mix is denoted by pointX, and the desired oonsumption
mix is denoted by point Y The results are an excess demand for nontadables, giv-
en byNt-No, and an excess supply of tradables, QI-Qo. Disequilibrium then caus-
es the prices of nontradables to rise and the prices oftradables to fall. The lowering
of the reladve prices of tradables shifts the new output mix to the left ofX and the
new demand mix to the right of or. The new equilibrium is at poirtZ with output
consisting of Q2 units of traditional tradables and N2 units of nontadables. This
shrinkage of traditional tradables (from QO to Q2), along with increased output of
nontadables, is known as the Dutch disease.

The welfare implications of an oil boom are straightforward as long as the in-
crease in income from oil exports.f, is permanent The movement from W to Z is
efficient, and the decline of the traditional tradable industries is not a cause for
concern. The only way to keep the output of the traditional tradables at QO is to

Figure 8.2 Effect of an Oil Boom on Produetion and Consumption
Nontadables
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shift the consumption possibility frontier back to the old production possibility
frontier by accumulating foreign reserves worthf every period. But this would be
irrational. There would be no welfare gain from the greater prosperity because
consumption would not change.s

The Dutch disease is a disease only if the unusual increase in income is tem-
porary. The "'disease" is theresult of the adjusunent costs incurredin the sbiftfom
Wto Z during the boom and then back to W after the boom ends. The economics
literature has so far focused only on these back-and-fort adjustment costs. The
Dutch disease, however, produces another cost when the revenue from the boom
goes to the government rather than to the private sector. This additional cost comes
from intertemporal inefficiency in consumption.

Consumption theory holds that temporary increases in income result in less
than equivalent increases in consumption because private consumers reaHle that
the increase in income is temporary and hence spread the temporary income over
the rest of their life spans. This means that the consumption possbilitty frontier is
found between the old and the new production possibiity frontiers (see figure 83).
The costs incurred in changing fte product mix mean that private consumers will
further contract the consumption possibilty frontier from ABB'. In generaL te
shorter the duration of the increase in income and the larger the adjustment costs,
the closer the consumption possibility frontier will be to the original production
possibility frontie. Figure 83 shows point CC to be the efficient consumption
possibility frntier and point V to be the sustainable equilbrium if the oil income
had accrued to private agents.

In indonesia, however, all oil income net of payments to the foreign oil com-
pamies and net of the gnficant) payments to domestic labor goes to the gov-
emment. It was natural for the various intes groups discussed in chapter 5 to
argue for a consu mption possibility frontier higher than CC because no group
could be assured ta the future distribution of power (and hence income) would

Figure 8.3 Efficiency In the Case of a Tomporary Resource Boom
Nonbradables . :

&Wce:Authces cakdlcltons. C rdbe
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be to its advantage. As a result, Indonesia's absorption level was much closer to,
if not actually at, AMB'.

The two costs imposed by the oil boom were consumption inefficiency caused
by distortion of intertemporal allocation and the cost of adjusting to shifts in the
product mix. These two costs are positively correlated. The farther away from CC'
the actual consumption possibility frontier is, the larger the iniertemporal ineffi-
ciency and the larger the adjustnent cost

The Transmission Mechanisms of the Oil Boom

The extent of the Dutch disease could have been reduced if the govemment had
exercised greater control over the money stock. Intertemporal consumption and
production efficiency both require that national (private and public) absorption
during the oil boom be lower than the maximum level possible. Since the govem-
ment was unwilling to reduce public absorption (fiscal policy), one alternative
would have been to use monetary policy to lower private absorption.

The chief instrument of monetary control before April 1974 was the alloca-
tion of direct Central Bank credit to state and private enterprises. Since these cred-
its were extended for a contacaily fixed period of time, however, there was no
way to reduce the money supply quickly. When the oil boom began and the gov-
ernment financed the ensuing incmase in expenditure by converting the dollar
earnngs from oil exports into rupiahs at the fixed exchange rate, the domestic
money stock exploded. Oil revenue in 1972 increased by 90 billion rupiahs (a 64
Pent icrease), and reserves grew 46 percent (see table 8.2).

The pice of oil then increased sharply at the end of 1973, eacouraging the
govemment to further increase its spending Reserves grew 57 percent in 1974,
and the inflation rate for that year was 41 percent. The Central Bank responded to
this situation in April 1974 by setting credit ceilings, but the ceilings did not cut
the link between the reserve base and the money suppl;- Reserve money grew 33
percent in 1975, and M1 grew 35 percent M1 growth slowed in 1977 and 1978,
but this was probably because of the slowdown in oil revenue increases rather than
the working of the credit ceilings..

The credit ceilings were ineffective because of their complexity. Tere were
separate ceilings for each kdnd of credit, the ceilings in credit categories varied
from bank to bank, and changes in the ceilings could be made only after each bank 
consulted with the govemment. This made it impossible for the Central Bank to
reset the aggregate credit ceiing at short notice, since any attempt to do so was
likely to confront some banks with problems that might lead to bankruptcy.

During times of low demand, the credit ceilings were operative by default; de-
mand was lower than supply. But when demand exceeded the aggregate ceHing,
the excess demand would be relieved by a rise in the interest rates, occasional re-
laxation of the ceilings, and credit from abroad.6 Since the 1966 stabilization
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Table 8.2 Monetary Indicators, 1969486

Central Bank
foreign assets Change (billions of rupiahs) Rate of growth
as proportion Reserve Reserve

Year of total assets money Ml money M,

1969 183 60.0 67.0 60.0 57.8
1970 21.3 47.0 67.0 29A 36.6
1971 17.7 60.0 69.0 29.0 27.6
1972 38.9 122.0 155.0 45.7 48.6
1973 41.7 153.0 197.0 39.3 41.6
1974 49.0 308.0 271.0 56.8 40A
1975 120 282.0 332.0 332 352
1976 22.7 248.0 327.0 219 25.7
1977 31.2 340.0 405.0 24.6 25.3
1978 32.3 165.0 482.0 9.6 24.0
1979 39.3 593.0 828.0 315 33.3
1980 46.1 897.0 1,695.0 362 51.1
1981 39.6 545.0 1,463.0 16.1 292
1982 28.4 187.0 646.0 4.8 10.0
1983 34.5 1,031.0 456.0 25.1 6.4
1984 39.0 563.0 1,005.0 11.0 1323
1985 39.8 1,020.0 1,543.0 17.9 18.0
1986 32.1 1,449.0 1,507.0 21.6 14.9

Source: ns. interionallFincalStics (various yes).

progrm had removed controls on capital account Unsactions, large firms could
obtain loans from international banks when domestic bank loans became hard to
geL Conversion of this private extemal credit automatically increased the domes-
tic money supply, but sterilization of these additional fumds through open-market
opertions was not possible because of the absence of the necessary financial in-
struments. It is important to note that when the credit ceiling was binding, private
capital inflows increased the money supply only by the amount of the increase in
the monetary base- The money multiplierhad a value of only one because the ceil-
ings prevented the banks from expanding credit in line with the rise in deposits.

It is well known that if privat agents regard domestic and foreign financial
assets as imperfect substitutes for each other, domestic interest rates will not equal
foreign intert rates even if there are no barriers to borrowing from abroad. In this
case, the private capital flow is a positive function of the domestic interst rate and
a negative function of the foreign interest rate. But even if private agents had re-'
garded Indonesian and foreign financial assets as perfect substitutes, the flow of
private capital into Indonesia in the 1970s would have been insufficient to bring
about interest rate equalization. With credit ceilings in place, the domestic banks
had no interest in bonrowing cheaper funds from abroad. (Small and medium-size
firms had no access to the international credit market.)

. . .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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In short, a tight credit policy would have deflated the economy, even if perfect
substitutability had existed, because of the inability of small businesses to obtain
extemal credit. The Central Bank's reluctance to reset credit ceilings downward
meant that private capital flows endogenized the money supply, but these flows
were not large enough to equalize domestic and foreign interest rates?7

Other evidence of the ineffectiveness of the credit ceilings is the finding that
Indonesian data for this period characterized a model which assumes a positive re-
lationship between the money supply and the balance of payments (Nasution
1983). The government could have controlled the money supply more closely, but
it chose not to do so.

The Link between Monetary Control and the Dutch Disease

This link can be fonnally represented by the follnoing money supply equation:

din 
(8.1) dt lIM,[k+x+d]

where
m = log of money supply
MO = the level of money supply at beginning of period
k = capital account position in the baLnce of payments with private

caoitai flows responding positively (negatively) to increases in
domestic interest rate r (foreign interest rate t). for example,
k (,r,)

x = trade account balance (detailed in equation 8A below)
d = increase in money due to Centrl Bank actio

Tbere is a limit to the use ofd to offset the monetary consequences of the bal-
ance of payments position, given the finite stock of foreign reserves. The money
supply, m, can be kept constant only as long as the sustained balance of payments
disequilibrium is the result of surpluses and not deficits. Given the govenmnent's
inability at that time to conduct open-market operations, reset- credit ceilings
quickly, or manipulate direct Central Bank credit in response to capital flows, d=O.
'he result is that the domestic money supply is endogenous.

The relation between the-controllability of money supply and the Dutch dis-
ease can be analyzed by supplementing equation 8.1 with the following model:

(8.2) Aggregate supply - = y, 4f.
(8.3) Aggregate demand a = a(r, y,) + g +x
(8.4) Trade account balance x = Xn + x 1(c +.IP P)
(8.5) Money market equilhbnum r- = b Cr, y,n)
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Equation 8.2 is GDP by sector-y, from the nonoil sector, andf from the oil
sector. Since the oil sector employs very little labor, we assume that all labor was
engaged in prducing yn In light of the extreme flexibility of the Indonesian labor
market, as evidenced by large swings in the real wage series, we take y, to be ex-
ogenous. Aggregate demand (equation 8.3) is the sum of private absorption, gov-
ernment expenditu, and the trade balance. Private absorption, a (r, yn), is a
function of the interest rate and nonoil income. Oil income does not affect private
absorption directly because it is govenmment income.

The first component of equation 8.4, x0,- is a convenient way to model both
increases in (price-insensitive) government expenditure on imports (dr0 < 0) and
increases in oil exports (drO = df> C). The second component of equation 8.4 rep-
resents the response of the private sector to the relative prices of home goods and
foreign goods. In the analytical exercises below, this second component of equa-
tion 8.4 represents the net export of nonoil goods. The term e is the nominal ex-
change rate (rupiahs per unit of foreign ctmrency), p" is the foreign price level, and
p is the domestic price level, all expressed in log forms. The terms e and p* are
exogenous. The demand for money in equation 8.5 depends onyn and notyn +f
because oil is mined by foreign conmpanies and ported. The bulk of the demand
for the rupiah comes from transactions to produce Yr

This one-good macroeconomicmodelcannotreproducethestructuraldetais
of sectoral resource allocation in the real model. The Dutch disease has to be in-
terpreted as the shrnkage of the traditional export industries and the expansion of
imports, that is, as a diminution of traditional net exports. The real exchange rate
in this model is the national terms of trade rather than the sectoral terms of trade.
This macroeconomic model highlights the role of fiscal and monetary policies in
determining national absorption and the path of adjustment.8

The national terms of trade and sectoral terms of trade are obviously not iden-
tical. Which of these two is the better indicator of the real exchange rate is an un-
setted issue. With the present professional predilection for viewing any one
country as a small open economy, the sectoral terms of trade is the "modemr def-
inition9 In this book we take the pragmatic stance of regarding the national and
sectoral tenms of trade as competing proxies and assume that increased production
of tradables will always result in an improved trade balance.10

We will now put forward two propositions.
Proposition 1. . If the govermment were to increase its spending by the

amount of oil revenue, the ability (or willingness) to cut the link between the bal-
ance of payments position and the money supply would permit amelioration of the
Dutch disease.

Either with the existence of domestic financial markets, (which makes open-
market operations possible) or with the constant changing of credit ceilings, the
money supply could have been kept constant.

(dr) -df/(ar +x br) > 0
(dp) .bdf(ar + Xibr) > 0
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Shinkage of net traditional exports xldf7(ar + Xibr).
When the balance of payments position influences the money supply,

(dn)2 = dflxl

(dr)2 = 0
(dp)2 = dflx

Since (dp)2 - (dp)1 ar dIItXI(ar + x1br)] J 0, the Dutch disease is more se-
rious when the domestic money stock cannot be controlled.

If there is good control over the money stock, an aggressively contractionary
policy can be used to completely offset the Dutch disease effects caused by the
expanded public spending. To prevent the shrinkage of net traditional exports,
the money supply can be varied to keep p constanL It can be easily shown that
din =-(br a)df will reduce private absorption by the amount of the increase in
public absorption, df.

Proposition 2. Only if the money supply is endogenous will a nominal ex-
change rate devaluation not lead to a long-run real exchange rate depreciation.

When money supply is endogenous,

(din)3 = (df+xlde)lxl 1>°
(dr)3 =0
(dp)3 - (df+xlde)fx >0

therefored(ep)=-4d1x1. Thenetrealexchangerate movementisthesameasde=0 .
When money supply is held constmant

(dr)4 -(d=-ef+xde)I(a,.+x1br)
(dp)4 - br(df+xade)(ai.-xib,)

Therefore if we setde = br 4ar, then d(e-p) =0; that is, the Dutch Disease
is eimiinated.

An objection may be raised to our suggested method of ameiratint the ef-
fects of the Dutch disease by crowding out private absorption. Since the crowding-
out is through the interest rate mechanism the decrease in private absorption
would mainly take the form of a decline in private invesmen In short, our sug-
gested method would involve a tradeoff between maintnthe economic via-
bility of the nonoil export sector and promoting economic growth.

However, in the case of Indonesia in the 1970s, such a tradeoff could have
been avoided. This is because a large part of 'the credit was allocatad by govem-r
ment directive rather than by the market mechanism. Since only about 30 percnt
of outstanding credit was investment credit, and since more than 90 perment of in-
vestment credit was extended by the state banks, the goverment could have di-
rected the state banks to simultaneously increase the amount of investment credit
(hence boosting private investment) and reduce the totial amount of credit In short,
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the financial system of the 1970s would have allowed the government to channel
all the direct negative effects of the credit crunch to private cornsumption spend-
ing. In chapter 9 we report a model simulation of this monetary policy action. We
found that tfis type of credit tightening had only a snall impact on the capital
stock.

Documentig the Dutch Disease

Paauw (1977a and 1977b) gave one of the first wanings about the negative effects
of the appreciation in Indonesia's exchange rate on traditional exports. Taking
1971 as the base year, he calculated the purchasing power party exchange rate in
1976 to be 687 rupiahs per U.S. dollar. (The actual effective exchange mte was
382 rupiahs.)11 'iis overvaluation of 80 percent far exceeded the overvaluations
in Malaysia (9 perent), the Philippines (8 percent), and Thailand (6 prent).
Compared with the currencies of its five largest trading parters, Indonesia's cur-
rency was overvalued by 57 percent in 1976.12 The result was stagnation in the
nonextractive export industies, the export volume of which was the same in 1976
as in 1971. Using input-output coefficients, Paauw estinated that the 3.7 percent
decline in the export volume of ithe eleven biggest nonextrctive export industries
during the 1971-76 period had produced a loss of 244,000 jobs. Thanks to the cre-
ation of 184,000 new jobs by the extractive industries, however, the net job loss
was only about 60,000.

Subsequent calculations by others suggest that Paauw's estimate of no export
growth was an understatement, but his point about loss of trade competitiveness
is well supported. Table 8.3 shows that the terms of trade turned against the tradi-
tional tradable industries. In table 8.3 the output price indices of several tadable
sectors are normalized against the price of housing, a nontradable good. All senes
show a downward trend. In our opinion, the most reliable indicators of the relative
price ratio of uadables to nontadables are the normalized wholesale price indices
of imports and of nonoil exports.13

These downward movements alone do not necessarily imply that there was a
reduction in the welfare of agents in the tradable sector, since higher productvity
in the sector would have had the same effect But we reject the productivity expla-
nation because (as we wil show) there was excess capacity in all the tradable in-
dustLiesjust before the 1978 devaluation. Since there was no jump in the productivity
of the tradable sector in 1973-78, this adverse movement in sectoral terms of trade
ailAated directly into a profit sqpeeze. The pegged exchange rate fixed the rupiah

prices of tradables, while the rupiab prices ofnontrdable inputs were free to n'se with
increases in the price level caused by inceases in public expenditues. -

Our conclusion is supported by hree of the four real exchange rate indices in
table 8.3. The reason why series (f) alone showed improvement in competitive-
ness in October 1978 was that the U.S. dollar dropped precipitously apinst the



TIble 8.3 Indicators of Real Exchange Rate Movements, 197146

item 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Real exchange rate as tradable/nontradable price ratio
(a) Imports, nonpetrolcum:

wholesale pnces? 75.0 82.2 91.6 100.0 87.2 74.5 66.3 65.3b 73.7 70.5 71.9 66.1 72.6c 69.2 68.3 66.2
(b) ExporUs, nonpetmleum:

wholesale prices 63.9 65.8 91.6 100.0 66.4 65.6 71.7 70.4b 93.3 93.8 100.6 90.7 117.8'112.1 105.9 109.9"
(c) Agriculture: wholesale

pnces 63.9 74.0 88.0 100.0 93.6 93.6 97.8 97.5b102A 106.2 111.8 109.3 109.9c4108.0 105.7 107.0"
(d) Manufacturing: wholesale

prices 73.6 79.5 97.6 100.0 85.6 80.3 76.1 76.9b 80A 81.2 82.5 79.5 81.8F 79.1 79.0 80.5d

Real exchange rate as nominal exchange rate deflated by domestic andforeign general price level
t (e) Morgan Guaranty's compet-

itiveness measure 114.1 127.1 120,3 100.0 :87.3 74.8 74.2 79.6b111.3 101.1 89.0 79.5 98.4c 91.8 92.7 109.7d:

Oct. Nov. June.
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1978 1979

(I) Vis-&-vis major trading
partners 116.3 132.6 122.1 100.0. 91,9 80.2 82.6 108.1 162.8 119.8

(g) VIS-&-viS ASEAN
competitors 116.3 124.4 114.0 100.0 88.4 73.3 72.1 76.7 115.1 96.5

(h) Vis-&-vis the Rep. of Korea,
Taiwan (China), and Singapore 114.9 117.2 106.9 100.0 88.5 75.9 73.6 79.3 119.5 103.4

Note: AEAN, Association of Southeast Asian Nations.
a. Price snres normalized by housing component in Jakarla c-.
b. January through October (pre-devaluation).
c. AprilthwughlDeccmber(post.devaluation).
d. Januaiy through August (pre-devaluation).
Source: Wawr (1986); Ganaut (1979); and authors' estimates,
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other major currencies that month Since the values of series (a) ffirough (e) are
the averages of January to October 1978, they give a more balanced picture of rel-
ative prices. This can be seen in the small improvement of the real exchange rate
in October against the currencies of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(AsEAN) countries, and against those of the Republic of Korea, Taiwan (China),
and Singapore. This was because those currencies were more or less pegged to the
U.S. dollar. Although the depreciation of the dollar may have caused Indonesian
manufactures to become more competitive agant German and Japanese manufac-
rues, they did not become much more competitive against ASEAN manufactures

It maust be admitted, however, that the effects of the Dutch disease on Indone-
sia's nonoil export sector were not obvious. Nonoil non-LNG exports, whether
measured in physical units, in dolars, or in units of imports, showed steady
growth throughout the 1972-78 period (see table 8.4). The 1975 dip in export
earings was a result of recession in the industrial countries rather than a fll in
domestic producdon.

'The disincentive faoed by the nonoil export industries becomes apparent only
when one measures the amount of local purchasing power that their exports were
able to command. Even though the income from nonoil exports was paying for in-
creasing amounts of foreign goods, the sdady real appreciation of the exchange
rate meant that the nonoil export indusrie? were not earning more in terms of the
market basket of goods typically consumed by Indonesians (rupiah.value deflated

Table 8.4 Index of Nouoo. Non-LNG Exports, 1969-80
(1974 = 100)

Foreign Domestic
Physical Millions purchasing purchasing

Year volume of dollars power power

1969 0.0 28,6 52.2 51.6
1970 0.0 33.6 58.5 60.1
1971 73.9 36.0 59.4 66.9
1972 83.4 40.0 60.2 73.7
1973 96.3 :-73.2 91.1 103.2
1974 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1975 99.6 826 74.2 69.5
1976 111.9 115.2 103.8 80.8
1977 121.0 159.7 133.0 100.9
1978 118.0. . 166.4 123.0 103.6
1979 160.0 253.7 1624 184.6 
1980 144.5 276.4 155.9 170.8

Note: Physical volume from deflating rupiah value series by nonoil export price indx. Foreig
purcsing power fron deflatn US. dollar value series by export uit value of indusl coties.
Local purchasing power from deflating rupiah value series by Indonesian . v -

So=e: Cental Burau of SEistics; IwU Intrernaon Fintncial Stautcs (Various yeas).
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by Indonesian cr). The first the measures show that total export eamings in
1976 and 1977 reached unprecedented heights, whereas the fourth measure puts
those eamnings figures below that for 1973. In terms of forrign purchasing powez
the nnooil export industries increased their revenues by 32 percentage points be-
tween 1973 and 1978. But measured as local purchasing power, their revenues did
notchange-

Another indicator of Dutch disewas Indonesia's export growth perfor-
mance compared to those of Malaysia and Thailand, which exported simiar prod-
ucs The annual avge growth rates ofnonoil exports duing the 1973-78 period
for Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailmd were 16 32, and 20 perce respectively.

The Decision to Devalue

One explanation for the 1978 devaluation is tha it was done in on of an
inevitable decline in oil export earnings as a result of resoure depletion14 One
analyst, forexample, bad concluded that on the basis of existing consumption and
production rates, Indo:nesia would cease to be an oil-exporting country by 1992
(Wijarso 1977). In otherwords, the argument was that it was better to devalue be-
fore a balance of payments crisis ocured, thereby peventing the financial chaos
atendant on a speculative outflow of domestic capitaL Moreover, the argument
went, a devaluation durng such a crsis would have to be larger than one made in
advance ofthe crsis in order to have any immediate beneficial effects. given lags
inprices.

An altenave explanation for the devaluation emphasizes the economic dif
ficulties and poltical tensions arising from the reallocatio of resources producd
by the overvalued exchange rate As therate appreiated, ther were reports of in-
creasing economic hardship in the tradable industries, particuladrly the labor-inten-
stve agricultal export sectoc This was worisomc becausc these labor-intensive
industries were looked on as a way of soakdng up increases in the labor for
Sinee the oil industry had minimal linkages to the rest of the economy, the stedy
movement of resources into the service (nontradable) industries was a threat to
long-run growth.

The movement of resources out of the rural secor was hastened as nontariff
protecfion was increasingly granted to import-competing industies in orderto off-
set the profit squeeze caused by the overvalued rupiah. In 1974 Indonesia banned
the import of assembled cas, and this was folowed by quotas orbans on such in-
dustrial goods as newsprint and' motorcycles This increasing protconism is
cleady shown in table 85. The big jump in the protection of iportables occured
mainly through increases in nontariff barers.ie

Protectionism intensified after 1975. In December 1976 the government in-
troduced four rules to discourage erta imports if estg domestic capacity was
deemed sufficient to meet demand. Inporters of these goods were declared
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Tatble US5 Effective Rates of Protection in the Manufacturing Sector

Type f traable1971 .1975.

All nadables ... 33. 392
Expoctables .-11. ~~~~~-6.4

Impocrables 65 97.6
Jnport-cconpehin 66 108.6

Nouxnpedug ~~~15 9.2

Sow r Pitt(19811);VWbddBank (1981).

ineligitble forban finacingand wereTrequired to payl100percent (rather than te
Usual 40 percent) on opening a letter of crdit. Also required were payment of a
100 percentpenalty guaratee and total prepayment of imiport duties. Estimates of
the effedctierates of protecion for tenaimport-competing industries in 171,1975,
and 1978 areshown intable .6. Of the ten industries,seven showed ahigherlevel
of protecdion in 1978 than in 1975-15 The three. that experieced a decline still had
effective rates of protection exceeding 100 percent This escalationL of protecton-
ism weakeedthe ruraltmbanterms of tade, inturn exaerbating political tension'
on the OuterlIslands, which depended heavily on export of agricultunal products
The- 1978 devaluation. was therefore no surprise, dsiethe asneOf a balajice
of payments criss.1

-Both inqtrpeatiomsgivenaabovecould be correct They do not contradict
each othe It should be- mentioned, howeveir. that anticipatory devaluaios r
extrmely rar e-vents. Devaluations usually.occur in. the midst of a balance of 

Table BA Effective Rate of Protection for Ten Import-Compeftig Sectors

Selected Years

se-C 9n ns i

Spinning .134 56 71.'
Weaving .... -192 117
Batik -38. -35-2
Knitting 331 . 403
Wearing appare 17 1 124

Pulp,.paper and cardboard 67 46 s0
Tires and tubes 4,315 1,415

-Other rUbberprodoCts 195 406' 226
Cutlery, hand tools, and

guemal hardware 77 36 85
Other fhbricated metal products 50 66, 76-
Accumultos and dry batteries 193' 11612

-ow r-- Word Bank(1981).
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payments probIem or when one is immient, but Indonesia had no such problem
Moreover; as Cooper (1971:3) noted, fomal devaluation is not something that is
underuken lightly.

Currency devaluation is one of the most dramatic-even raumatic-
- - measures of economic policy ta a government may undertake...

- Because of the associated uraua, which arises becaus so many eco-
nomic adjustments to a drete change in the exchange rate are
crowded into areladvely short peiod, currency devaluation has come
to be regarded as a measur of last resort, with couness partI sub-
stitutes adopted before devaluation is finally undertaken ... The re-
Iuctance of officials ariss in large measure om e [fact that a
devaation will disturb an implicit social amodifferent
segments of society-or at least wi jar some groups out of their ac-
quiescence in the existing stat of affais, with its numerous mplicit
-compromises-anofficials are understandably anxious about- dis-
tmbing the social equilbriu

Cooper also noted that a devaluation appeared to double te probabWy that
aruling group wouldberemovedfrom power; andtotriplethe odds thataminister-
of fiance would be ousted? This explans why one of the first appraisals of the
1978 devaluation called it -acourageous decisio (ik 1979). Butilight of the
corporatist natre of the Indonesian state. we would say that it would have been
even more courageous (but foolishy so) if the goveument -had chosen not to
devalue- in the face of worsenig conditon in the strongholds of agrarima
radicaIism and secession.'-

The Efficacy of the Devaluation

The firs thoughtfu analyses of the 1978 devaluation, written before reliable data
were aviable, showed tt th degree to whichLthe tdable sector was affeted
by the Dutch disease wa -(Dick 1979, and Booth and Tyabji
1979).- Athough most observers were awareof8the decline in the relaive prices of
nonoil trables, they also noted the upward trends in the dollar earnigs and vol-
ume of nonol exports. Neglect of the fact that export earnings, measured ir terms
of domestic purhasing power, had sagnated meant that they were unaware of ex-

cess capacity in the tradable secor, especially in the ee crop secto The eady
analyses were geneally skeptical about whether devaluation would boos nono.l
-eo, on the grounds thatsupply was inelasc. provemetindonesia's
payments was attibuted to favorable n movements m world prices.

The-initial daseemedtppo this skepticism. Garmait (1979) attacked
the November 1978 devuaion as "per"behavior that would inevitably fall

- a ,- . . - .- - - -. . . - f 7 . - S~~~~~
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and extolled the "value of stable and credible exchange rare arangementsr We
will use four of Garnas criticisms to organize our discussion of the efficacy of
the devaluation.

Cririasm l- The rise in the value of agricultural exports after the devaluation
was mainly attrbutable to unmrlated world price ires, and only in manufac-
tur exports did the devaluation cause expansion in export-volume.

Assessmen' This inplied that the 36 percent incrase in the volume of nonoil
exports in 1979 reported in table 8.4 came entirely from manucted exports
Table 8.7 examines this argmentwith the use of data. (he dataare
f- m a differen source and are available only in fiscal yearformn7at) Exceptfor tin-
in 197940, every nonoil export showedvolumegrowth in 1978-79 and 1979-80 :
The rubber industry, which was the biggest employer of rura labor ater rice, in-
creased its exportvolumenby 6percentin 1978-79 and 11 prent in 1979-80. The
-other agrculture category, consisting lrgely of palm oil, tea, tobaco, and pep-
per, eperenced the biggest expansion of agricltral export volume: 18 percent
in 178-779 and28 percentin 1979-80. Sinmcetesewrecrops withlong gestaton.
periods (five to seven years in the case of rubber and palm oil), the gains in export
volume after the devaluation were more likely to bave been a result of the exist-
ence of excess capacity hn of random prodctivity increases:

Additional support for the Dutch disease in is garered from the
fact d iheexportvolume increase occurreddespieadvers changes in world rel-
ative pre& Most obsvers saw favorable chges in woDd rlae prices be-
cause they were lookig at US. dollar prices. But if the dollar price changes
merely reflected the generl inflation ofthis period andthe depreciation of the dol-
lar against the other major currencies, one could not claim that they reflectedfia-
vorable shifts in the terms of tradN i the dollar pces of Indonesa's
nonoii exports by the -export unit vale of the industrial countries (also measured
in U.S. dollars), as is done in table 8.7, gives a better idication of exogenou

- 3word latiVe pnce movements We see that coffce and "other agricultura prd-
ucts, whichshowedthebiggestexportgrowthaullysufLredrealpnrcedeclies
in 1978-79 and 1979-0. Exportvolume went up because the 50 percent devalu-

- ation caused the rupiahprices of these co odities to nse more than the dom estic
r inflation rate, more than offsetting the adverse etral relative price movement

Cr&icism2 Itisnotclearhowmuchofthinreae eintevalueoftnonoilex-
ports was a-result of the devaluation because a "strong upward trend in the value
of nonoil exports had been seen just prior to the devaluatio:.

Assesment. We reject,-for obvious reasons, any conclusions about upward-
-trend if they were based an earnings dennted in nominal US. dollars. Al-
though the real value of nonoil exports had been rising since 1975, it was not in-
creasing to historically unprecedented levels in terms of domestic puirchasing
power, itwent from anindex value of 695 in1975 to 103.6 in 1978, butte index
value had been 103.2 in 1973 and 100 in 1974. Furthermore, therise in real nonoiI
expor earnings immediately before the devaluation was attributable to pnce in-
creases andnottovolumeicreases.Therewasnoupwardiendmexportvolume'

.. = .................................. .



Table 8,7 Nonoll, Non-LNG Ex~ports, 1974844

* Ty~.7pe of -export 1974-75 '1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79. 19,79-80 1980-81 1981-82 /92823 1983-84

Export volume index (1974-75 =100)
* Timber 100,~~~~~~~ ~~~0 68.2 102.0 96' 113.8 123.7 79.1 -47.7 36.1 34A4
RubWe 100.0 99.9 114.4 114.2 120.8 134.2 115.1 106,9 106.7 111.0
CeffcQ: 100.0 136.6 183.2 208.1 244.7 329.2 301.9 213.0 232.9 255.3
Other agriculture .100.0 1 13.8 125.7. 134.6 158,3 203,3 144.7 .156.9 210.3 211.4

Tin ~~~~~~ ~~~100.0 87.3 '92.7 90.2 96.5 96.5 103.5 118.4 103.3 103 .3
Other metals and minerals 100.0 87.8 127.0 98.0 99.3 150.7. 194.6 215.5 258.8 370.9
Manufactures .100.0 111.4 149.2 171.5 214.5. 238.9 266,3 353,9 451.8 792.7,

%. Tola1ncnol1oixports I100.0 8$9.0 .114,0 113.7 130.3 150.8 122.2 112.1 115.8 :144.6

Raue of growl/i In export volume (percenti)
Timber - -31.8 49.5 -5.5 17.9 .8,8 -36,0 -39.7 -24.2. -4.9
Rubber -- 0. 1 14.6 40,2 5.8 11.0 -14.2 -7.1 -0.? 4.0
Coffee. -36,6 343 .13 6 17.6 34.5 -8.3 -19.4 . M 9.6
Othier agriculture -13.8 10.¶ 7 1 17.6 . 28A4 -28,8 ' 8.4 34.1' 0,5
Ti n - -12,1 6.2 -2.6 6.0 0.0 7.3 14.4 -12,8 0M0
Other mctals and minerals -12,2 44.6 -22.9 * , 17 *2, 08 *2. 3.
Manufactures -11.4 34.0 14.9 25.1 *11.4 11.5 32.9 27.7 75.5

All nonoll exports - -11,0 28.1 -0,2 :14.6 *15.7 *-19,0 *-8.3 3.3 24,9

(tablk consntbes on next page.)



'IbbIe 117 (continued) ___________

¶lypeof export 1974 -75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979480 1980-81 1981482 1982483 1983-U4

Price of export Ietem expressed In exports of Industrial c'ounttries (1974-75 100)
Timber 100.0 116.1 -. 128.1 132.0 118.2 181.3 201.2 156.1 158.5 158,3
Rubber 100.0 83.0 .107.7 104.1 , 110.4 123,1 129.1 103.2 85.5 .114.6
co ffee, 100,0 82.7 178.4 272.4, 165.6 i 150,8 124.3. 106.8. 1.07.3 138.0
Other agriculture 300.0 74.8 81.6 90.5 740 7. 70 68.4. 59.5 65.7
T1n. 100,0 100.6 106.9 140.2 148.0 154.3 154.9 135.3 127.5 125.7
Other metals and minerals 100.0 79.8 .76.4 71.7-. 64.0 71.6 73.9 69.2 65.9 68,0
Manufactures .100.0 105.0 104.7 "104.1 107.9 104.7 104.2 103.2 104.7 104,7

Price of export Item expressed in U.S. dollars. (I1974-75- 100)
Timber 100,0 125,6 3~~~~~~~41.0 159.0 115 284.6 343.6 256.4 251. 246

i'l7imber~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tol 12'.:3 24.

Rubber 100.0 89,8 118.6 125.4 150.8 193.2 220.3 169.5 135,6 176.3
Coffee. 100.0 89.5 1965,5 328.1 226.3 236.8 212.3 .154 7,2 223
Otheraigriculture . 00.0 80.9 89.9, 109.0 t01,1 113,5 '131,5 112.4 94 101.1
'tin 300.0 108.9 117.8 168.9 202,2 242.2 264.4 222.2 202.2 193,3
other metals and minerals 100.0 86.4 84,1 86.4 8745 112.5 126.1 113,6 .1045 105
Manufactures .100.0 1 13.6 115.3 125.4 147.3 1364.4 178,0 169.5 166.1 161,0

Note: "Othkr agricultu ow"consists mainly of palm oil, tea, tobacco. and pepper,
-Surce Catlculated from World Hank data.

: .

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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just prior to the devaluation. The volume index in table 8.7 reports 114 for both
1976-f7 and 1977-78

Criticisn 3. The strong upward trend mentioned in critcism 2 came about be-
case of a large deprciation in the Indonesian rea exchange raze from 1976 and
the decline of the competitiveness of labor-intensive industries located in Taiwan
(China) and Korea for product cycle reasons. The favorable real exchange raze
movemem was pardy the result of lower domestic inflatimoandpardy theresult of
fallig producdton costs.

Assessment. Sinmce there was no upwardtrend mthe volume ofnonoll exports,
the "large deprocatou that occurred pnor to tIe devaluation has to be examined.
The reported lage depreciation since 1976 can be seem in only one of the three real
exchange rate series given im Ganaut's artcle (and shown in table 83), and it is
an rrelevant series. The rea exchange rat values in October 1978 revealed that
Indonesian goods were more competitive aga goods from Germany or Japan,
but not agaist goods from other countries in Asia. ln fact, the October 1978 value
of the real exchange rate shows a 20 percent loss in competiieness against the
Pacific Asiancountries when 1974 (the yeartbat theDutch diseasebegan to be ev-
ident) is used as the base year-

We have no basis for .ejecig Gauts reasons (product cycle and the leam-.
ing curve phenomenon applied to Indonesian labor) for the sharp depreciation of
series (f in table 83 between 1977 and October1978. But, on the basis ofall three
Of Gamnaus reaexchtange ate series, we wish to add a thirdreason.A lapart
of the deciatio ocurred becase of the big depciation of the U.S. dolar (to

which the currencies of Indonesia, the AEAN countie Taiwan (China), and Ko-
rea were pegged) agaist the Japanese yen and the German m scemid-1976
Atthe end ofthe second quart of 1976 the rate was 257 DNVdoUar and.297 yeW-
doll; and at the end of the third quarter of 1978. it was L94 DMdollar and 189
yenadolla -

Cricismn 4. The inflation esulting from- he devaluation would inevitably
make any gain in competieness tmpory. As most of the competitve gain had
been wiped out within seven months of the devaluation, it was predicted to be
completey elminaed by the end of 1980. This temporary competitive edge was -
s at the cost of a period of high inflation andpolidcal-uncerainty.7
Assessment. ln our analysis of the ansmission mechanisms, we showed that

a nominal devaluation would cause a temporary devaluation -i Indonesia only if
the goverment-we unable to control the money supply effectvely (assuming
that contractionry fiscal policy could not be undertaken). If the credit ceiings had
been replaced by open-mket opeations as the instrument of monetary contlrol
the erosion in the real exchange rate devaluation would have been prevented. The
duration of the effects of a nominal exchge rate devaluation cannot be discussed
without refernce to otherm omic policies and to the structual character-
istics of the economy. There is nothing inevitable about the real exchag rate re-.
turning to its predevaluation value.
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Warr (1984,1986) made an importntpoint on the issue of duration of a real
exchange rate devaluafion. He showed that the usuaI real exchange rate constuct-
ed by deflating the nominal exchange rate with the general price indexes of the
countries concened seriously misrepresented the movements of the ratio of trad-
able to nontadable prices if the 'law of one price" did not hold at evey point in
time. He called the tnt measure the competitiveness index and the second mea-
sure the relative price index. The relative price index was the relevant measure of
the incentive to produce tadables.

Figure 8A reports the movements of these two indexes before and after the
November 1978 devaluation. The index first overst the speed.
and magnitude of the increm in th inmcentive to prnce tdables and then great
ly exa ates the speed and magnitude ofthe decline in this inceniv Tbhecom-
peftiveness index rose to 145 very shordy after the devaluation and fell to 123
five months after the devaluation. By the end of 1982 the competiveness index
was back to the predcvaluauion level the erosion process showed. a half4ife of
onlyfivemonthsTherelativepriceind ,bycontrpeaked at 123 five moanth
after the devaluation, and the subsequent decay showed ahalf-lfe of twent-wfive
months.t 8 The result was that byMarch 1983 the incentive to produce radbles
was sti 25 percent above the October 1978 leveL

-Gamaut was conc abouttthe erosion of the rea excag rate devaluation,
given the inbfiLy of the indonesian Central Bank to quidy sterilize balance of
payments surpluses. But the peitiveness measure he used ovrstated. the
speed at which the incentive to produce adables diminished The compettive-
ness measure was misleading because the prices of tradabies did not leap up imn-
mediaely afterthe devaluation. When thse prices did nse in response to ar-bitrag
activities, they caused the cr to increase; gving the impression ht the costs of
domestic inputs were rnsimg and thus reducing the incentive to produce tmdables,

-Fgure &4 Aggregate Ratio of Prices of Tradabl:s -

and of Noradables and CompetIveness
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when in fact this increase in the cpT was widening the profit margin of the tradable
goods industriesJ.9

Our argument that the 1978 devaluation increased the volume of nonoil ex-
ports is supported by the formal econometric work of Kncaid (1984); Kobayashi,
Tampubolon, and Ezakl (1985); and M. Pangestu (1986). Tey-all found te cod-
ficient of the real exchange rate vaiable to be statstcally significant in their non-
oil export volume equations or in the net nonoil trade equation. Kincaid reported
a short-ran elasticity of 0.6 and a long-ron elasticity of 6.0, and Kobayashi and his
colleagues reported an elasticity of 03. The low elasticity in the Kobayashi equa-
tion was likely to be the result of severe specification Unlike Kincaid's vriables,
the Kobayasbi vaiables were expressed in rates of change instead of levels,and
they did not include any lagged variables.

In te simulation of her macroeconometrc model Pangestm found evidence
of excess capacity in the tradable sector The leap in the production level of the
tradable indutries after devaluation was not accompanied by any nodiceable fall
in the prducdon level of nonradables The fIis big incrase in the production of
tradables in response to the devaluation came in 1979, about the dmthat WaW's
relativeprice index (figure 8t4) reached its peak. Theproduction effects grew lag-
er over time- Pangestu concluded that without a devaluation the supply of Wad-
ables would have been 30 percent lower per quarte between the third quarter of
1980 and the fourth quarter of 1982.

Monetary Poicy After the Devaluation

Since a devaluation ordinarily causes the tradable sectr to expand at the expen
of the nontradable sctor; it is usually followed by tansitional unemployment..
Henceacasecanbemadefortemporarilyincr gthemoneysupplyafterade-
valuation to minimize unemployment until export growth resume.

Such a policy, however, runs the risk of undeng the goal of the devalu-
ationby causing a steep rise in inflation. Unless the govemment maintains the new
real excange rate, economic agents will be reluctant to invest in the tradable sec-
tor. So the first issue in assessing the approprateness of postdevaluation monetary
policy is how much credibility the private sector attached to the new policy objec-
tive of the goenment The lower the creibility, the tighter the subsequenfnon-
etary policy ought to have been.

The second issue in assessmg monetuay policy is how fast to effect the struc-
tural transformation. Since the tradable sector could increase production only witl
a lag, a policy ofminimal infaton would cause a sharp slump, but thei the sarper
the slump, the faster would be the resource shift fli nontradable to tradable
industres.

In the Indonesian --ediere is a third issue. An active contraconary
monetary policy after a devaluation to furmter squeeze the nontradable sector by
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lowering domestis demand would squeeze the tradable sector dtrough an wuex;
pectd channeL With total credit lower after the devaluation than before, the ex-
pansion of the tradable sector would be inhibited not by lower aggregate demnmd
but by the lack of access to working capital. Most of the producers of traditional
agriculural ex'ports in Indonesia would not be able to avoid such a credit cnmch
by borrowingfrom abroad.

Table 8.8 showvs monetary change in the 1972-83 period. M1 grew 34 percnt
in 1979 and 43 percent in 1980, significantly above the rate of growth in 1978.
While it is not possible, for the reasons given, to say whether the 1979 and 1980
money growth rates were excessive, the resulting nse in inflaton (21 percent in
1979 and 19 percent in 1980) did not cause the increased incentve to produce
tadables to disappear faster than occurred after the devaluations of other develop-
img countries Edwards (1985:163-464), after analyzing fit-two devaluation epi-
sodes, concluded that -

in more ta three-quarters of the cases, the real rate was signficantly
higher (that is, more competitive) two yeas after the crisis than the
quarter before the crsis ... [and] tham most cases the real quantity
of money, defined both in a narrow and in a broad sense, increased
during the years following the devaluation- :

In 1981 Indonesia's realaexhage rate series (see table 83) were still more com-
petitive than prior to devaluation. Smce the real increases m money reported in.
table 8.8 werenornal, itiS hard to faultindonesian policymakers for such a typical
outcome. -

Even if the 1979-81 money gwth rates were deemed to be excessive, the -
surge could have been unintentionaL By te first quarter of 1980 the price of oil

Table 8.8 Monetay Changes, L972-43
-> ~prer)

Money
dejfinon 1972 1973: 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Reserve
money 389 37.0 49.1 42.1 262 28.7 55 32.1 34.9 195 1.3 125

N!1 - :33.5 S0.6 39.6 37.7 29.4 293. 17.8 33.7 42-5 33.0 23 55
- 2 449 47.0 48.6 3821 331 25.8 i9A 32.8 467 305 245 19.1

stimulus 19 1.7 1.3 2.7 3A 2.5 2.0 1.9 1.4 13 1.2 2.0

-Woec: Many growth ar calcuGted as aveages of the.quamy Mes Fisa stimulu is caI-
cuatedby (a) cwverting fiscalycar dtainto caldaryearda (b) subracting tal domesticrevnue
and toul debtsevice payments fom cxpenditue; and (c) expressing tc ultas a perceata of Dt.

Sowrr-: Departent of Finmce. Goverment of Indcnsia.
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was double the price in the first quarter of 1979. The net foreign asset position of
Indonesiaes Central Bank had also doubled. The rise in the money growth rate was
more a result of the ineffectiveness of credit ceilings as mstruments of monetary
control than of the governent's desire to miniimize unemployment in the
nontradable sector. It would be incore to conclude that the devaluation and the
monetary accommodation were the biggest contributors to inflation in 1979 and
1980. Tne l50 percentriseintheprice of oilbetweenNovember1978 andDecem-
ber 1980 pushed prices up frm the supply side, and the resultant incrme in Ml
pushed prices up from the demandside-

The posture of fiscal policy seems consistent with the objective of exchange
rate devaluation. Fiscal stimulus, measured as budget deficit minus total debt ser-
vice expressed as a percntage of GDP, was substantially lower in 1980-81 (13
percent) than in 1978-79 (2 perent). Very soon after the 1978 devaluation, the
government sought to further improve the competitveness of the tradable sector
by cuttig tariffs on 966 categories of imported inputs and by escinding the pro-
tectionist measures adopted-in December 1976.

Cooper (1971) found thatthe price of imports tended to rise shaply for three
t four months after devaluation and then to fal substatialy. He wamed agist
allowing this tempory price peak to be integrated ito the domestic wage4prce
mechanism. Ihe Indonesian experience is interesting on this score. Ther was an
almost irmnediate 50 pect increase ia the pices of many imported goods, and
the prices of many importables rose signfifcantl e gvr entrespondedwith
a pince freeze on manyconsumer goods and ordered public enterprses not to in-
crease their prices. Well-publicized "jawboning" led to price rollbacks by several
large private firms. The pnce controls succeeded im holding down prices; the CI
climbed only.2.4 percent in November and 1.6 pec in Deember In January
1979 the major controls were relaxed and the cPi surged.4.4 percentbeforedeclin
i ag to 1.9 percent in February and 2.3 percent in March.-Judging by these pince
movements, it appes tha the controls might have reduced the tefmporar
overshootingof prices reported by Cooper

The only signs of real wage resistance occurred at foreign-Owned finms and
were short lived. The government-not opposed to:wage incases but eager to
-moderate themdeclared that the appropiat range of such increases was 10 to
15 percent. The head of the Indonesian labor movement bad asked for wage
increases in the 25 to 30 percent range.

The governments actions immediately after the 1978 devaluation were not at-
ways consistent with the goal of raising the levd of nonoll exports. The goverm-
ment went abead with a planmed increase in the export tax on palm oil and imposed
export quotas on twenty iems, mostly agricultural products. But laejumps im c-
port volme (see table 8.4) suggest that the quotas were ineffecdve. These incre-
ments m export volume also imply that the imposition of price controls did not
disrupt the production of tradables. The main effect of the price controls on trad-
ables was to encouge finns to sell more abroad at the higher extenal prices.
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An Assessment of the 1978 Devaluation

In a way, the 1978 devaluation could not have come at a worse time, chiefly be-
cause inflationary pressures intensified in 19179. But it is'clear that erosion of the
tradable secor would have been greater if the second OPEC price shock had oc-,
curred without the prio'r devaluation. We argue in chapter 10 that the. 1978 deval-
uation was irmportant to long-term growth becaue it helped Indonesia avoid the
debt crisis tha engulfed Mexico. The export sector was able to earn enough for-
eign exchange during the early 1980s to service 1indonesia's external debts. Even
though the average 1980-81 debt service/GNP ratios.forlIndonesia and Mexico dif-
fered by less than 8 percentage points, the debt service-to-export ratio (DSXR.) for
Mexico was more tha 78 pretage points greater than tha for Indonesia.1



Chapter Nine

The Fourth Crisis: Negative External
Shocks in the 1980s

The oil price increase of 1979, and high pries for its other export commodities,
gave Indonesia a temporary shield against the world recession that began in 1980.
While world GDP growth dropped from 3 percentii 1979 to2mpeenti 1980 and
1981, Indonesia's GDP-rose from 6 percent in 1979 to 8 percent in 1980 mid 7 per-.
cent m 1981. When theaworld slump hit Indonesia in 1982, its gwthrate fell to
-0.3 percent and the current account deficit rose from 1 percent of GDP to 6 per-
cent (see tahles A.1 and A.6).

'The nrse in the current account deficit was, in part, a result of bigher borrow-:
-ng rates. But most of Indonesia's offiil ext debts were medium-term and
long-erm debts with fixed interestrates, andtheinterestrate impactwas relatively
minor. Changes in the terms of tade and the interest wit together, however, raised
the debt service-to-export rafio from 82 percent in 1981 to 14.7 percent in -1984.;

When the Japanese yen started appreciating againstthe U.S. doLar from -1985-
onward, Indonesia's exermal (public) debt service then jumped from $33 billion
in -1984 to $4.4 billion in 1986 because over 40 percent of the extemal debt was
denominated in yen. This change, together with the fail in the ofl price in 1986,
caUsed the DSXR to soar to 29 pert. The exteal debt situafion had become se-- .
rnous, although not critical '

The biggest shocks in the 1983-88 period occurred after 1985. The effects of
the interest rate and exchange rate shocks were small compared with the sharp,
drop in the price of oil in 1986 (Ahmed 1989). Average values forthe period- ex-
pressed in terms of GNP, were 0.1 percentfor the change in interest rates, 0.3 per-
cent for the changein the exchange rate, and 89 percentfr fallin the oil pce
The plunge in the oil price cost Indonesia almost 16,percent of GNP in 1986.;

97
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Invoking Efficiency on the Slippery Slope

When external shocks widened the Inidonesian current account deficit enormously
in 1982 and 1983 (see table 9. 1), Indonesia took several steps to avert a possible bal-
anice of paymnents crisis. It slashed public investment programs, tightened monetary
policy, devalued the rupiah by 38 percent in March 1983, imposed imnport restric-
dions, and introuced some export-promoting measures Resource mobilzation was
also stbussed as a way to reduce balance of payments pressure. The financial system
was deregulated in order to narrow the gap between savings and investment and dis-'
courage capital flight. The tax system was reorganized to raise more revenue.

Table 9.1' Changes in Government RevenuesandExpendture,1980-87.
(billions of 1980 rupiksx)

Percentage change

Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal Fiscal
J908 984487 1980-87 1980-84 1984-871907

The change in total revenue and expenditre
& GDP 8,414.2 5,9988. 14,402-5 17.2 10O4 29.4

Total state revenue 169.1 741.0 910.1 1.7 7.1 8.9
Total expeniditur 951:2' 1,765.3 2Z716A 8.1 1389 23.2

Debt service 1,029.9 2,577.9 3,607.8 131.2 142.1. 459.7
Curent expenditure -397.8 . 287.0 -110.8 ~.-6.2 4.8 .- 1.7-
Capital expenditur 319.0 -1,099.6 -780.6 7.0 -22-5 -1-7.1

Components of current expendfwr
Education and health -139.7 19.3 -120.4 -169 2.8 -14.5
Other wage and salaries 364.8 655.1- 1,0 199 13.9 2189 38.8
Other goods and servic;es 175.1 --237.1 -62.0 13.7- -16.3 .-4.8.
Subsidies -777.9 -189.4 --967.3 -49.0 -23.4 -6.
Other -20.1 39.1 19.0 -48.3 182.1 45.8

Components of capital expenditure
Tranfer to private sector -198.2, -72.8 -Z709.9 -:,50.9 -38.1 -67
Investment .517.2 -1,026.8 -509.7 124 -2 .9 -12.2

Agriculture -11.8 -23.6 -35.4 -2.2 -4.4 -6.5 -

Industry and mining 48.4: -280.3 -231.9 11.7 -60.6 -56.0
Electric power 138.8 23.8' 162.6. 38.2- :4.7. 44.7,
Transport and tourism 129.4 -115.7 13.7 19.7: -14.7 2.1.
Edlucation 193;8 -146.1 4.7.6 39.9 ~-21.5 9.8
Health -73 -67.3 -74.7 -4.1 -38.1 --40.6'
Housing and water supply -37.6 .91.4 . 53.7 -23.3 7389 33.3
Genera public services -60W.8 --157.5 '-218.3- -18.0 ~'-56.8 -64.5'

Othe promm. 124.5 1-350.6 -226.1 12.2 -30.6 ~-22.1.

Source: Thorbeck (1991). 
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When the price of oil plunged in 1986 from $28 per barrel in January to less
than $10 per barrel in August, the government responded with additional adjust-
ment measures. The rupiah was devalued by 45 percent, the development of a do-
mestic capital market was speeded up, and three policy changes were made. The
first was to abandon the quantitative restrictions (QRs) on imports to improve -th
balance of payments and put greater emphasis on export promodon. The second
was to fuither reduce public investment, which dropped from 10.2 percent ofGDP
in 1984 to 8.5 percent in 1986 and 7.9 percent in 1987. The third was to allow a
larger degree of foreign portfolio and die investment in Indonesia.

The chief difference between the refomns of 1983485 and those of 1986-0
was in their approach to trade. The wide use of import restdctions (QRs) constitut-
ed a negative supply-side factor because many of them were placed on imported
intermediate inputs. Since many of these intermediate inputs were used intensive-
ly by the tradable sector, the QRs were iirectly promoting the production of non-
tradables, hence undermining the goal of reducing the trade defcit. The first
senous reversal of this discriminaton againsthe tradable sector began with aMay
1986 decision to allow exporters topuc inputs at worldprices. The QR system
was then drastically reduced, notably by the October 1986 and November 1988
trade reforms.

Redu&u State Ependituresto Cope with Revenue Shortfall

We have chosen to focus on the expendiue pattens in the fiscal periods
1980484, 198487, and 198047 in order to deduce expenditureportie during
times of revenue boom and revenue shortage Fiscal 1980 was the yea immedi-
ately afterthe second OPEC price increase, and fiscal 1984 and 1987 were the years
immediately after each phase of the oil prce collapse.

The salient point about the I bilon'rupiah increase in total expenditures be-
tween 1980 and 1984 was that it came entirely from inceased debt service pay-'
ments, wbich went up by 131 percent (see table 9.1). Cue expeditre during
the 198084 period was cut by lA billion rupiabs, but capital expenditur was in-
creased by 0.3 billion rupiahs. The latter fact suggests ta the insinctive response
Of the govermment was to keep economic growt on track by continuing to make
infrastucture investments. Sincerevenue had ieased by less than 0.2 biionru-
piahs, this continuadon of infrastruct investment revealed a decision to pay for
the increase in external debt service by bonowing more from abroad. 4'

The external debt situaton worsened drastcaRy between 1984 and 1987, in
large part because of the appreciation of the yen and because debt service in the
1984-87 period was 2.5 billion rupiahs (or 142 pent) higher than in 198084.
The clear need for more conservatve external debt management meant that the
-goverment could no longer maintain investment spending through foreign
borrowng. Capital expenditure in the latter period was 1.1 billion mupiahs (23
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percent) lower, with only two types of investment prec (electric power, and
housing and water supply) receiving increased funding.

S'ome observers have claimed that the budget "cutbacks [m the 1980s] were
done selectively to moderate the effect on the poo" (World Bank 1990:19). The
most comprehensive evidence in support of this claim was presented by Thor-
becke (1991), who computed the ratio of actul expenditure in each category to
the planned expenditure annoumced in the five-year plant He found that, com-
pared to the ratio for total cument expenditure, the ratio for acrent expenditure on
educaton and health was higher in 1984 (0.9 versus 0.8) and equal in 1987 (0.7)
(see table A. 27). Furthermore, compared with the ratio for total capital expendi-
ture, the raio for irvestment m agricultur was bigher in both 1984 and 1987 (13
versus 0.9, and 0.8 versus 0.5, respectively). Thorbecke concluded that the Indo-
nesian government had made special efforts to shelter vulnerable groups f
lare cuts in discretionary expdieunditu

We agree with Thorbecke's conclusion, but we want to add that, by his crite-
nion, the goverment was even more adamant about increasing the pay of person-
nel not in the education and heath sector, and aboutmaining investment mi
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), electric poe and tansport The ratios for
these epnditure categories were much larger.

Poverty was an important concem, but it was by no means the dominating
concen (see table A. 7). The fact that the total 1987 funding for the three most
significant programs targeted at rural poverty- (Inpres triisfs to Kabup e and
villages, sectoral Ipres expenditure, and fertilizer subsidies) was the samre as in
1980 cannot be seen as evidence of an antipoverty bias because it accounted for
only 7 percent of thetotal budget-

The combined evidence suggests that the mantnance of r in-
vestment and the improvemen of civil service pay were even more important p-i-
orities. One could argue that frm a longer-run perpectve, infrastructure
investment, by hastening economic growth, may be a:more effecdve antipoverty
program th any of those identified by Thorbecke or by us.

Consequences or Financial Rpressiono

The most significant characteristic of the Indonesian financial system is the over-
whelming domiance of the state-owned bankL Throughout the.1970s the five
state commercial banks and the state development bank (Bapindo) accounted for
approximately 80 percent of the total assets, total deposits, and total loan of the
deposit money banks. These six banks dwarfed their private sector and foreign
bank competitors in every category of crediL In December 1982 they supplied 72
percent of the working capital lent by the entire banking system, 95 percent of the
investment capital, and 57 percent of the consumption lans. The main reason for
the strong position of the state banks was tha they were the insuments through

.. = - z = . . - .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
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which Bank Indonesia disbursed credit to twgeted groups. They received liquid-
ity credits" from the Central Bani at very low rates of irest and re-lent them at
higher interest rates set by the Central Bank.

In addition to this guanted profit margin for being the disbursement agents
of Central Bank credit, the smte banks were designated as the only financial isti-
tutions in which ste enterprises could deposit their workng balances. The dom-
inant poston of the state banks was further entrenched by a policy of favoring
state banks in applications for establisbing new branches.

The allocation of direct Central Bank credit in the late 1970s and early 1980s
was strongly influenced by political concern about agrarian radicalism andregon-
alisntL The proportion of that credit directed to the agricultural sector in 1979 (25
percent) was greaterthan that dieted to the manufacuring sector (8 percent). The
sum of manufacuring credits and investment credits equaled agricultunal setr
credit only in the 1980s. Throughout the secondhalf of the 1970s, the Central Bank
favored only the oil sector above the agricuurl sector m its crd allocation.

To ensure the rapid growth of targeted activities, the lending rates of the state
commercial. banks were always set wel below those of the domestic private
banks. Some 93 percent ofthe credit exteded by the state commercial banks was
at or below an interest rate of 13.5 percent, while only 9 percent of domesticpri-
vate bank aedit and 3 percent of foreign bank credit were at or below that rate.
OnlyO05percentofstebankloanscaried inteestrates above21 perct, where-
as 79 pecent of private domestic bank loans and 66 percent of foreign bank loans
did. The real interest rate on loans to the BMLAS and INAs food production pro-
grams averaged -5.5 perceat from mid-1972 to the end of 1978, while the real in-
terest rate for nonpriority borrowing averaged 53 percenL

Stt bank loans were not only extended at lowerrates, they were aLso con-
sciously extended to borrowers who were deemedcreditrnsks by normal appraisal
procdrs The rationale was that

[the state] banks should be agents of developmeuL What was-meant
was that sometimes these Ste banks, because of the role assieby
the Government and the expectations of the business community, had
to be more pioneering dt a normal bank would be: that the! had to
take more risks tha a normal bank would be wiling to take..

The combination of four factorsa guaranteed income to the state banks for
their disbursement function, the imposition oY entry barriers to protect the domi- -
nant posifion ofthe statebaks, the subsidizedinterestloans, and the dective that
normal risk appraisal procedures be waived-produced a chaotic and inefficient

.financial system The state banks were not interested in traditional banking activ-
ities-mobilizing savings, maldng loans (least of all, sound ones), or collecfing
repayments.

The credits extended t the food production sector were vitually grants. giv-
en the high defauk rate. The 1980-81 default rate on BIMAS loans was 60 percent
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for the rice program and 82 percent for the secondary crops program. The opera-
tion of the B2i4AS andIMAs progams actually promoted default TheWorldBank
(1982:54-55) reported that

The [BmAs] program provides no incentive to repay because the re-
payment record of an individual faamer does not affect either the
amount or the terms under which he can borrow. The only reward for

yment is that he can borrow the same aioun: again and at the
same terns . ..The readiness of the governrent to reschedule repay-
ments orwriteoff debts has succeeded ingnvingthejustiflableimpres-
sion to farm&rs that sooner or lat unrepaid loans will be granted a.
moratorium. Ihis has been the foremostreasonrtr the high rate of de-
falts. The approach of being conciliatoy towards defaulters and the
wiingns to reschedule loans or give moratoriaseveral times resuls
in the borrowertreating the loans under the BIMAS program as govern-
ment grants rather than as bank loans . Moratoy measures of one
forn or anotber have been announced for almost every year between 1

1970 and 1977.

An estimate in 1978 put 30 percent of the outstanding loans at some state
banks as either overdue or uncollectible (he Far EeF Economc Review, Au-
gust 18, 1978). This was not surprsing, given that the chief shareholder was not
putting pressure on the state banks to maxmize profits. In the lax atmosphere of
oil-generated wealth, the state banks (unlike the private banks) seldom loaned up
to their prescribed ceilings. There were thee reasons for this.

The first was that even though loan demand was high, the st banks yer-
reluctant to lend to small customers-such operations were cumbersome,, and
profit per customer was low. Tne second was the inabiity. of the state banks' of-
ficers to select projects that were both economically and politically acceptable-
Many loan programs wererestricted to indigenous Indonesia The third was that
bank officers often demanded side payments fim prospective bonowers that
:made the seemingly subsidized loans less attractive than loans frm private and
offshore banks. It has been suggested (Nasution 1983) hat graft was sometimes
as much as 15 percent of the size of the loanL

Despite the favored position of the state banks, they were not profitable. The
chief causes were mismanagmentand highdefaultrates.TheWorldBank(1981)
cstimated that in 1976 the state banks had a zero rate of retrn to capitaL. Bank
BumiDaya,tprimary bankforlargeesteshadtobe.balledoutbythegovem-
ment in 1977 after suffering big losses. Several ofthe managing directors were lat-
er tried for conruption.

In an attempt to increase the profitability of fte state banks, in 1977 the Cc-
tralBankdecreasedthereserverequirementratiofrom 30to 15percent.rsmea-
-uwre based on the experience of developed countries, would have succeeded had
it not been for the fact that the domestic banking ystem was subjected to ce
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ceings. The system already had chronic excess reserves. The only income from
these funds came from the interest eamed by depositing some of the reserves in
offshore banks (and later; fom the intrest which the Central Bank sXted paying
on excess reserves in January 1978 to deter capital outflows).

The 1983 Financial Market Reforms

When the price of oil stared falling in 1982, the Central Bank sought to reduce
domestic absorption by reducing the flow of liquidity credits to the state banks.
This action decreased the profits of the state banks in two ways. Firt it cut into
the guarmteed profit margin for the disbursement of targeted credit- This was a
large loss because "priorto theAugust 1982 reguladon, less than 1 pert of sta't
bank credit was not refinanced by liquidity credits" (World Bank 1983). Second,
the deposit and lending rates of tie stare banks were controlled, while thosc of pri-
vate banks were not. The privae banks took advantage of the liqdiy squeezc by
raiig their depositrates, which produced a lairge tansfer of funds from the stare
banks to private banks.

Tn March 1983 the government responded to the plight of the state banks by
decontrolling interest rates on deposit certificates of less than six months. But the
inancial problems of the baning system intensified. leaing the government only

two options-either subsidize the state banks or restucture the industry to make
the banks self-supporting. The government could not afford the former, and fur-.
thennore, the threat of a balance of payments csis argued s y for a greater
effortto mobilie savings The fadig of te prospenty fostered by oil revenue cn-
phasized the importance of encouraging economic growth. trough efficient allo-
cationof-investmentfunds.

; The outcome was a sweeping reform packge in June 1983. The credit cei-
ings were abolished, deposit and lending rates wedegulae and the number
of programs eligible for direct Central Bank credits was cut Total excess reserves
asa percent of current rupiah liabilities averaged 10 percent in 198346, com-
pared with 18 percent in 1978-8 At the same time a sigicant increme i nom-
inmaL mtt rates substanally raised rea interest rates, encouaging saving.

The reforms necsary for the Central Bank to ecexcise better control over the
money supply came in February 1984 The CentralBanik started weekly auctions
of its own debt certificates, SerrifikatBanklndonesia (SRI), and opened adiscount
window to allow financial institufions to borrow during temporary shortfalls in re-
serves. Borrowing at the discount window was limited to 5 percen of deposits-
The Central Bank subsequently endedinterestpayments on excess reserves to en-
courage the banks to use the reserves to buy s551.

But the introduction of the cerdficates was insufficient to control bank r-
serves. In September and October 1984 there wer massive withdrawals of rupiah
deposits from commecal banks on the expectation that there would be a devalui-
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ation to cope with the deteriorating balance of payments. The capital outflow was
so large that the loss of reserves from tfie commercial banks exceeded the amount
of credit that could be liquidated immediately. Since the amount of reserves
needed to meet the legal reserve requiemmet exceeded the legal limit on discount
window borrowing, the interbank. interest rate soared. In the absece of govem-
mentinteentiona, equilibrium would be restored only when the new domestic in-
terest rate was equal to or greathm the sum of the foreiga intrt rate and the
amount of expected depreciation. At this rate of interest, there would be a capital
inflow that would increase the reserves of the banking system and so enable the
banks to meet theirreservem requiements.

When the interbank interest rate reached-80 pent (on an annual basis) on
September 7, the govement decided against allowing the reserve requiement to
be restored by the wodring of the interest rate mechanism, fearng that too many
firms would not be able to cope with the temporary high cost of working capital
and would be forced into bankruptcy. The Central Bank opened a special credit
facility to pump reserves int the acial system, and the interbank interest rate
felL

Expansion of liquidity atatime of cital flightwiIin general not be enough
to stabflize interest rates. We suspect that it worked in Indonesia in September
1984 only because private agents were prsuaded by the govenmnent's argument
that capital flight was notjustified by fimdametas. If these private agents had
not been convinced by other signals that the government was serious about fight-
ing inlkation, this increase inbank reseves would have worsened mattes.

The e monety policy wouldhave been interpreted as a desire to
maintain the high domestic absorption that made the curent value ofthe exchange
rate incompatible with balance of-payments equilibria Such an inteprettion
would have magnfied capital fight and caused domestic interest rates to acceler-
ate upwar The government therefore chose notto replcate this "easy money" re-
sponse when capital flight again occurred in June 1987 and February 1991.
Instad, it engineered abrupt contractions of the-money supply to drive interest
rates even higher in order to halt the capital flight.

The fact that a special credi facility had to be esublished in 1984 to increaser-
the amount of reserves in the banking system, revealed that the Central Bank still
did not have an institutonalzed procedure to quickly control the money supply.-
The amount of outstanding Central Bank-issued debt certificates was too small for
the Cental Bank to be able to increase reserves significantl The October 1984
experience convinced Bank Indonesia that it should establish a money market fa-
cility whereby it could buy and sell commercial bilLs held by the commercial
banks, giving it another instrumentto control tbe amount of resves Accordingly,
anew money maret instrument calledsBPu (Suratharga Pasar Uang) was cre-
ated in Febray 1985.

An SBPU is essentially a bankers' acceptance.Indonesia cread three types:
promissory notes issued by eligible financial institutions; promissory notes.issued
by customers of eligible finncial institutions' when borrowing fro them and
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bills of exchange issued by third pardes and endorsed by eligible financial institu-t
tions. The maturity of sBpus was initially set at one to three months and later at
six months. In the end, however 9g8 percent of the sBPus were in the form of prom-
issory notes with matrity dates of one to fourteen days.

The 198890 Fancial Reform Packages

Ocher financial reforms were presented in October 1988, December 1988, and
March 1989, with a common objective of increasing bank competition. The entry
of new private banks was permitted, the setting up of branches in other cities by
domestic private and foreign banks was, no longer delayed by adminisave de-
vices, state entis were allowed to deposit up to 50 percent of their money in
private fincial institutions, and nonbank financial instuios wer allowed to
issue certificates of deposit.

The mobilization of savings and the promotion of investment were enhanced
by maling it easier for firms to be listed on-the Jakrta Stock Exchange; stopping
heavy-banded intervetions by Pr Danareksa to stabrize sbarprices; establshing
an over-the-counter equity market for small firms; smplifying the entry require-
ments for insuran, brokerage, vente capital, and consumer finance activities;
and granting the privat sector the nght to operate stock exchanges- The govern-
ment also deepened the market for monetary instruments by incresg the matu-
rities o these instruments and developing asecondary market for them. These last
named measues are necessary if market-oriented forms of monetary control are
to be effective.

In January 1990 the coverage of the liquidity credit system was sharply de-
creased, and lending and rediscountrats wre brought closer to marketrates. Li-
quidity credits were tD be available. only. to farmers for woring capital to
coopertives for food purchases; to the national rce agency for stabiizing food
prices; and to development banks, nonbank fincial insdtutions, and estates for
investment crdits. To ease t reduction- of liquidity credits to small enteprises,
the banks were ordered to allocate 20 percent of their loan portfolios to such
enterprises:

Assessing the Post-1982 Financial Reform Packages.

The SBI and sBPu still did notrprvde sufficient control over the monetary aggre-
gates because the markets for them were too shallow. This was revealed bythe
way that the money supply was contracted in response to speculative runs on the:
rupiah in 1987 and 1991.
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Capital flight began in the second quarter of 1987, when a higher4han-ex-
pected current account deficit was reported. In June, the minister of planning or-:
dered state-owned enterprises to withdraw 1.3 trilion rupiahs from the state banks
and place the funds in Central Bank securities. This action, together with the sale
Of 800 billion rupiahs of open-market instruments to banks, sharply reduced bank
liquidity and caused the interbank rate to rise to 46 percent in early July. The li-
quidity shortage then forced banks to seU foreign assets to mect their rpiah re-
serve requirements, and other domestic corporaions soo beganrepatriating
capital to meet their current opeating needs. The severe credit squee convinced
private agents that the government was prepared to ensure the viability of the ecx-
isting exchange rate, and speculation against the rupiah cane to an end.5

The methods used to end capital flight in 1984 and in 1987 could not have
been more differenL In 1984 the supply of credit was increased; in 1987 it was de-
creased. In our opinon, both methods succeeded because the overal policy pos-
ture and market developments convinced agents that the existing value of the
exchange rate was compatible with balance of payments equilium. Interest
rates retuned to normal Ievels ody because agents corety antiipated improve-
ments in the current account position and the inflation rate. The current account
deficit dropped from $6.4 billion in 1983 to $2.0 bilion in 1984, and ftom $4.1
billion in 1986 to $2.3 bilion in 1987. The iation rate dropped from 12 percent
in 1983 to 9.1 percentin 1984, andfrom9.2percentin 1986and 1987 to 5.6 per-
cent in 1988. -

There is no doubt that open-market operafions are needed forbetereconomic
-mnagement since they alow the govent to have greacontol over interst
rates, whereas the nonmarket method of ordering state entises to withdraw
specific amounts firom the commercial banking system can lead to aa interestrame
above a critical level that may threaten the stabfilty of the economy. Only the use
of the market-based method can guaantee ta tinterest rate wil not overshoot
and inadvertently cause a stock market crashX

The cutback of liquidity credits has made the development of an efficient cap-
ital market a necessity. The private banks have never been important sources of
long-term credit and are unlikely to become so in the near futue.The immediate
impact of the fincial deregulation has been in fact to reduce the amount of long-
tenr credit. The banks are stil unse how to deal with the resulting volatity of
sources and cost of funds, and they have reactedby increasing the she of short-
termassetintheirportfolios.

Although there are still serious imperfections in the financial systm, it is
clear that the financial dereuatio measures enacted since March 1983 have
brought great changes. The fincial system is now more competitive, provides a
more extensive range of services, and is more creatrve in the development of new
financial instruments. The large amount of financial deepeng since 1983 is wel
captured by the behavior f the ratio of quasi-money to GDm (an indicator of finan-
cial market sophistication). The ratio rose from 1.8 percent in 1969 to49 percent
in 1972, 6.3 percentin 1982and23.2percentin 1989. The 17pepentage:p-inc
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leap in the indicator between 1982 anzd 1989 was unprecedented and was mdtca-
tive of the range of new financial instuments.

It should be srsed, however, that the removal of government regulations is
not enough to bring vibrant financial markets into existence. Deregulation has not
been accompanied by better supervision of financial institutions, thus rendering
the financial system more susceptible to collapse. Revelations of a foreign ex-
change market loss of $420 million at Bank Duta througb off-balance sheet vans-
actions from 1989 to 1990 provided a waming of what can go wrong when
optimism prevails over caution6

Mobilizing Public Resources

The Indonesian tax system was ripe for the fundamental reforms introduced in
three steps in the mid-1980--an income tax overhal in December 1983, a new
value added tax in April 1985, and a consolidated property tax in January 1986.
The collection of taxes prior to these reforms had little relation to the tax Iaws and
a shortage of compctent personnel made enforcement of the highly complicated
tax code impossible. Tbe result was "tiat the tax revenue targes published in the
budgets detined the amoumts which administrators felt obliged to collect"
(Boot and McCawley 1981)- Since the amount of tax paid was nearly always a
negotiated outcome, annual changes in revenuesbor little relation to marinal tax
rates. - , , ,, ,0,

The mot striking fe of t tax system before Demberi983 was the de-
pedence of the central government on oiI tax revenue. Oil revenue as a share of
total federal revenue rose from 26 percent in 1969-70 to SS percent in 1974-75.
and peaked at 71 percent in 1981-82 The risks inherent in such a narrow tax base
were demonstated in 1982, when the global recession caused oil prices to cco-
.lapse. Oilrevenue, expressed in 1980 prices, fell from 7.8 billionrpa 1981-
82 to 6.9 bIllion rupiabs in 1982-83, causing real total revenue to fall for the first
-time simce 1966. The continuedreal revenue decline in succeeding years wreaked
havoc with the financing of goverment expenditure.

Greater intemal resource mobiizaion was necessary to compensate for the
revenue shortfall, and it was clear that more revenue could be extracted from the
nonpetrolewn sector drough better enforcem Only 60 percent of the taxpayers
who filed returns in 1979480 did so the following year Furtemore, nonol reve-
nueno d by G fell from an average of 8 percent in 1969-71 to an average
of 6 percent in 1980-82.-

The weak tax system can be attributed to the oil booms. Indonesiaes substan-
tia oil rvesalowed it easy access to foreign credit, and this obviated the need
for the unpopular measures of making tax collection broader and more effective
The "underxatio of the nonoil sctorcan be seen by comparing Indonesias tax
efforts with those of similar countries (see table 92). OnlyNigeria had a weaker
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Table92 Comparison orthe TaxEffort between Indonesia
and other Countries

Nonoil taxws
GNPper aspertenage

COUntY Year - capita ofnonoil GDP

Oil exporrers
[ndoo:sia 1980 370 : 8.6
Nigeria - 1978 670 69
Mxco-. 1979 1,640 133
Algria 1979 1,590 262

Oil inrponers
Tha--and 1979 - 590 12.3-
Philippines 1979 600 115
Pa-istan 1979 260 12.2
India 1979 -190 12.0
SriLan:a- 17 - 230 213

Sauce WorldBank da:-.

tx efft Pakit lndia and Sr lanka had lower per capita income tha Indo-
nesia but higher ratos of nonoil tax to GDP.

The Tax Reforms

In December 1983 the governmt announced a drastic revision of the personal
and corporate income tax codes that would take effec in January1984. The com-
plicated and steeply pmgressive inome tax structure was simplified to three,
rates-5, 25, and 35 percent-which appled to both personal and corporate 

- payers. To make. enforcement- easier, the cutoff point for iaxable iCOme was
* doubled, leaving only 10 to 15 percent of the population subject to mncome tax.

Witolding by employers was instituted to collect personal imcome taxes.
Corporations were required to widhhold 15 percent of interest, rtats, royalties, and
dividends to domestic residens and 20 percent of such payments to foreigners.
The time-consuming practice of collecting corporate taxes by negotiating individ-
-ually with firms was replaced by self-assesments that were subject to audit. A ..
commitment to efficiency was emphasized by specifying time'limits for payment
of tax refunds and for govemmentm responses in tax appeal cases.

In April l985 the sales tax (which had seven different cagoies) was re-
placed by a single value added tax (wvA) of 10 percent (There was an additional
* tax of 10 to 20 percent on luxury goods.) The value added tax was much more.
.broadly based than the oldsales taxes. In J y 1986 anewopertyalaw 

es.- .96 taxlaw. ..s
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Table 93 Government Revenue before and after Tax Reform

Prereform Postreform
Composidon of revenue 1974-75 to 1983-84 1984-8 to 198647

Perrentage of GDP
Nonoil tax revenue 6.0 8.2

Incomne tx revenue 2.6 2.9
Consumption tax revenue 2.2 -- 4.0
Extemnal wade tax revenue 0.9 1.1

Real growtk (pecent peryear)
Nonol tax revenue" 5.9 -16.7

Income tax revenue 8.8 9.0
Consmption tax revenue 6.5 29.4
External trade tax revenue -1.2 10.0

Tax buoyancy
Nonoil taxes 09 2.1

bIcome tax 1= 1 1.4
consumption tax 1.0 -3.3
External trade tax 0.615

a. Tax =venue deflated by conmer price dexi.d
-b. NonoilGDPasraxb. -e.
Source: World Bank data.

introduced which consolidated the old land tax with six other property taxes into
a single tax rate of 0.5 percent The taxable amount was a proportion of the market
value of the land and strucftues.

The revenue-raising ability of the new tax system was impressive. Real no-
ol incometaxrevenue(in 1980prices) rosefron 13 trUlionrupiabsin fiscal 1983
to 1.7 trillion rupiahs in fiscal 1986, and the value added tax boosted revenue from
domestc consumption by 94 percent in the frst year of its intduon.The rev--
enue impact of the tax reform is sunmarized in table 93. Nonoil taxes went from

-6 percent of GDa before the refoms to 8.2 percent after the reforms. The biggest
revenue increase came from the value added tax, which accounted for 82 percent
of the rise in the ratio of nonoil tax to GDR. The sensitivity of nonoil tax revenues
to the growth of nonoil economic activity was also greatly enhanced; tax buoyan-
c 9(the elasticity of tax revenue to income) rose from 0.9 to 2.1.

A Serious Remaining Problem in Public Resource Mobilization

The reforms in the mid-1980s produced an impressive mcrease in the size of the
tax base. The tax register showed 643,000 (self-assessing) personal income tax-
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payers and 157,600 corporate taxpayers in 1986, compared with 327,500 (self-
assessing) persoal income taxpayers and 83,600 corporate taxpayers in 1983.
The numnber ofregistered vA payers rose from 25,100 in 1985 to 75,900 in 1987
and to 149,900 im 1990. These numbers, however, overstate the success of base-
broadening. The rate of compliance remained appalFagly low. The proportion of
those subject to taxes who filed returs in 1989 was 72 percent for the personal
income tax, 60 percent for the corporate income tax, and 43 perent for the VAt

The Wodd Bank estmated that the actual amount of tax revenue collected in
fiscal 1985 was only 50 percent of the total tax revenue due the govenment. The
procedural reforms and simpler tax code reduced the administatve burden and
the incentive to cheat but the biggest problem of the ta system sti remained-
a shortage of trained personneL.

Management of the Exchange Rate

Managemen t of the exchange rate after the 1978 devaluation was much more flex-
ble, and the rupiah glided gradualy downward to compensa for the higher in-
flation in Indonesia. But in November 1979 the second oil shock unleashed
external and internal forces that led to a- 38 percent devaluation in March 1983.
Because of the primitive state of domestic financial markets, conversion of the
dolar-denominated oil revenue into rupiah e ditures led to an explosion of the,
money supply. As in the aftermath of the fir oil shock, Bank Indonesia tempo-..
rarily lost control of the money supply. Reserve money gmew by 28 percentin 1979 
and 40 percent in 1980. As a result, the expected one-time prce level increase
brought about by the November 1978 devaluation was given new mome and
the ihflationrateroseto185percentinl979and 12.2percentinl198O Theimport
price index (normalize by housing cost) went from 74 to 66 in the 1979-82 peri-
od, while the Morgan Guaranty competitivencss index declined from 111 to 80 -
these were falls of 10 and 20 peret, rspectively (see table 83).-

High inflation and low growth in the developed countriess weakned the balance
of payments. The volume and real:domestic value of nonol or in 1982 wer-
only halfof their 1979 levels and the currt account.deficit was a record 6 percent
of GDP, with reserves falling to ten weeks of imports. The grm balaice of payments
picture was the reason for the 38 percent devaluation inMarch 1983. That the econ-
omy had grown only 2.2 percent in 1982 was an added incentive to devalue.-

:The govemment supported the 1983 exchange rate devaluation with conser-
vative macroeconomic policies. Fiscal policy was tightened through posone
-ment of numerous capital-intensive (hence, imprintensive) projects, bringing
the government budget deficit dowi from 13 billion rupiahs in 1982 to 10 bilion
ruiahs in 1983 and 0.5 billion rupiahs in 1984. Meanwhile, conservative macro--
economic policies suceeded in kping inflation to sightly above 10 percent in
1983 and 1984.:
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The 1983 devaluation restored the tradable-to-nontradable price rtio to the.
level produced by the November 1978 devaluation. Exports expanded 26 percent
in physical volume and 58 percent in local purchasing power. The reason why
1983 nonoil export levels (in real terms) were significantly lower than the 1979
levels, even though the value of the real exchange rate was the same in both in-
stances, was that foreign demand was much lower in 1983 than in 1979. The real
GDP of industrial countries grew only 2.7 percent in 1983, compared with 3A per-
cent in 1979, but the increase in Indonesia's nonoil exports was nonetheless large
enough to shrink the current account deficit to 2.2 percent of ODP in 1984.

Manufacturing exports grew espeally rapidly-from $850 milion in i
1982 to $1,480 million in fiscal 1983 and $2,166 million in fiscal 1984. This indi-
cated that export-oriented industrialization could be successful when favorable rel-
adve pnces were mntined through appropriate exchange rate and trade policies.

The September 1986 Devaluation

The world economy showed no signs of retrning to sustined economic growth
after the deep 1982 recession. For Indonesia this translated into uncharacterisfical-
ly low oil and commodity pricese avere oil price in fiscal 1985 was $25 per
ebanrl;infiscall986itfellto$13perbarrel. Ihenonoiltermsoftradealsoturned
harshly against Indonesia. The value of nonoil exports fell- 5 percent i terms of
foreign purchasing power, even though nonoil exports increased by 10 percent in
physical volume. Despite the adoption of stringent macroeconomic policies and a
steady floating down of the exchange rate from 970 rupiahs per dollar early in -
1983 to 1,131 rupiahs per dollar in mid-1986, the curent account deficit doubled
to 5.2 percent of GDP in 1986.

Added to the balance of payments problems in 1986 was the quickening of
the rise in the external public (medium- and long-term) debt service ratio after
1984. The 1986 debt service rato stood at 29 percent, the same level as the Mex--
ican debt service ratio in 1981. The primary factors behind this drastic rise were
the export collapse, which decreaied the denominator, and-"uncontrollable7 in-
creased debt payments, which increased the numeator The increased debt sercvic
payments were termed "unconmollable" because less thaxi 30 percent of Indone-
sia's extemal debt was denominated in U.S. dollars, and the drastic drop of the
dollar against other currencies accounted for more tha 70 percent of the $1 .1 bil-
lionincreas in annual debt service overthe l984-86 period.

The worsening of the trade balance, the large national debt, and a slowing of
domestic economic activity made the September 1986 devaluation of 45 percent
the single most effective step Indonesia could have tae to improve its capacity
to earn foreign exchange and stimulate its economy.
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Was Revenue Enhancement the Motivation for Devaluation?

We have argued that the 1978, 1983, and 1986 devaluations were attempts to pro-
mote the nonoil tradable sector, either for political reasons (the 1978 devaluation)
or out of concem about the balance of payments (the 1983 and 1986 devaluations).
The possibility of a different motivation was suggested by Amdt (1983:3) who, -in
discussing the 1983 devaluation, pointed out that

In Indonesia's circumstances, where a considerable part of the coun-
try's export earnings accrue directly to the government, a devaluation
operates in effect as a tax, the. easiest and in the short run the most ef-
fective tax instrument at the government's disposal. -

It is important to stress that Amdt was refering to the direct revenue increase
* coming from xevaluation of oil taxes.at a new exchange rate and not the indirect

revenue increases which usually appear in the medium run as the results of the
higher income and exporis induced by devaluation!

A belief in the primacy of the revenue enhancement factor may explain why
many economists reacted negatively to the 1986 devaluation. For example, two -of
the three nonofficial observers interviewed by the Jakarta Post on the day of the
event "considered the devaluation as a drastic action to save the budget."-The first:
observer questioned "whether ffie government [had] studied thoroughly other op.
idons short of the drastic monetary measure," and thea second viewed the govem-_ .

ment as tending "to come up with surprises without considerng their impact on.
the business worW" The 1986 devaluation differed from the earlier devaluations:
i that many commentatosrs xressed not only the usual pessinidsm about the abilily
of devaluation'to boost exports but also outrage over this metiod of raising taxes.

The observation that the rupiah value of oi taxes increases at ft time -of a
devaluation is correct However, Indonesia also has substantial routine expendi--
tures denominated in foreign currency, notably extenmal debt service payments.
The claim that a devaluation will ease budgetary pressures is correct only-if the oil
tax revenues exceed debt service; otherwise, the reverse is true.10 Table A. 28
shows that the budget deficit was reduced by the 1978 and 1983 devaluationis but
was widened by the 1986 devaluation. If we rule out technocratic incompetence,
the 1986 devaluation could not have been motivated by revenue ecement
considerations.

Although the net revenue effects were positive in the 1978 and. 1983 cases,
we see them more as side effects than as motivaing variables. This is because we .
reject the implicit view of the Indonesian' stata. that lies behind: the. revenue en-
hancement argument thatofan avaricious state constantly appropriating resourc-
es by "nonvisible" means. Our discussion of the political economy factors m
chapter 4 leads us to conclude that these factors would constrain the state from
doingso evenfitreallywished.:
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The Prolifiertion of Import Licensing, 1985-

Wben export eanmings stagnated in late 1981, an unusual "New Trade Polihcy
package was passed in January 1982, inspired by the Eastm European practice bf
countertrade (countepurchase). This new rule required foreign and joint venture
firms that were bidding for govemment-sponsored construction and procurement
contrac in excess of 500 million rupiahs ($720,000) to guartee purchases of
nonoil exports from Indonesia equivalent in value to the importedmateril needed
to fulfill the contract (Dick 1982). Countertade, however, failed to reduce the
trade deficit and may have caused Indonesia to export at less than international
prices and to pay for imports at prices higher than the international price. Under
this program, for example, Indonesia barered rubber for fetilizer from Singapore
and railcas fm Romania. Since Singapore had no fertilize plant, it must have
bought the feraizer from a third county and charged a price that included its own
purchase costs as weU as a premium. Since Romania bought more rubber than it
needed, it sold the excess to a third party at the world price, implying that it had
obtained thrubberatadiscountfrom Indonesia.-

The govemmmnt also sought to improve the trade balance diptty in 1982 by
rapidly expanding the list of import items subject to quotas. By 1985 quantitafive
restrictions (QRs) werethe dominant form of protection iIndonesia. Ofthe5,229
items imported in 1985,1,484 required import license and 296 were.under quo-
tat The import licenses were usiially given to no more than two or three traders
or to the few firms producing the competing goods domestically; this method of
issuance effectively conferred monopoly stats on the recipient of a license. The
quotas ranged from zero to a quantity specified by a bureaucrat atnei time the im-
port applicadon was submitted. License resctions covered 30 percent of total
import value. The activities potected by import licenrses accounted for 32 percent
of total domestic value added (excluding construction and services).?-If the pe-
troleum sector. which required no protecion, is eccluded, dte coverage wvas 53
percent of total domestic value added.

Although the technicians at the Ministry of Trade contrled the use of quan-
titative restrictions, the technocrats at the Ministry of Fiance controlled taris.
Andjust wh_n QR pmtection was reaching its peak, the technocrats implemented
an acros-the-board cut in taf ta brought the weighted avenge tariff me
down from 22 to 13,percent This was an irrelevant exrcise, however, since many
imports were already subject to import licensing.
: The most effectixe trade-lberalizing measure in the 1983-85 perod may
have been the presidential order issued in April 1985 that placed virtually the en-
tie asoms service on leave. The Socidtd GEnEral de Surveilance (sos), a Swiw
firm, was given the contract to inspect exports to Eindonesia at ports of dpartre.

-- Since the arbitrary bariers and delays imosed by Indonesiaes customs service for,
rent-seekdng purposes were legendary, this change considerably expedited the
movement of goods. -
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The tp of goods under QRS were diverse-ranging frmraw materials to
consumption goods-and included cold-rolled steel sheets, key chemicals for
makdng plastics, and tin plate. It is clear that protectionism was not always extend-
ed for infant industry reasons; for example, there was no domestic producer of
cold-rolled steel In the case of plastic inputs (there was only one domestc pro-
ducer), the monopoly importer imposed an "administratvc :efW for each raw ma-
terial which amounted to about 18 percent of its value, resulling in a.30 to 40
: percentise in CoSt to end-uses13

The implications of these microeconomic distortions for exchange rate man-
agement were profound and make it invalid to draw conclusions based on move-,
ments of macreconomic prxies for the wadable-to-nont-adableprice ratio, as we
did in analyzing the Dutch disease in chapter 8.14 This view follows from our
judgrneLt that the imported inputs covered by QRs 'ftar 1982 constituted a minor
part of the cost of producng nontadables The rise in the prices ofthese pardcular
inputs caused ondy smaUll creases m the prices of nItadables Theprices of
tradables were set by international competition, whle -the prices of nontradables
(which are generally labor-intensive) were set by the domestic cost structur
whose level was determined pimarly by domestic wages on the supply side and
by domestic macroeconomic conditions on the demand side. Hence, th&eintroduc-
tion of aquotaonanimportedinputreducedthe profitabilityof th tradablesector
without any near proportonal change in the pro for the trdable-to-nontrad-
able price ratio. -

The fact that in table 83 the two proxies f the tdbtonontradable price
-rato inpredevaluati 1986 were at eas as favorable as in postdevaluation 1979
does not imply that the production incentive (measied in tems of local purchas-;
ing power) hadnot worsened if we abstrctfrom demand conditions. Ourpointis:
that the introduction of QRs on the importe minputs of the tradables sector trans-
ferred part of the profits received by the producrs of tradables to holders of fte
input'quota Qumtitaverestictions oninputsandreal exchangerate appreciation
are sim'ilar in this case-they both cause a profit squeeze ir. the radables secto=

The economic effiects of a QRi; can be modeledby the addition of another cost
(or, rent) to the production costs of the good. This rent imposes a potential check

ton he usefuess of devaluatior 'is a means of storng tnatioal competitive-
ness. This is because the effectiveness of devaluation in boosting the production:
of tradablesdepends on its ability to raisethe domestic ouputpce without a cor-
esponding rise in the domestic costs of nontraded domestic inputs. As a first ap -
proximation, a devaluation works by micreasing the real profits of the tradable
sector by cutting the real wage (which is easier to achieve if austere macroeco-
nomic policies are undertaken simultaneously).

We can think of the QR-introduced rent as a payment for a nontradable input
service. Since there is-no competitive deterination othis rent, its level is at the
dscretion of the monopoly import license holder. How the license holder reacts to
a devaluation determines the effectiveness of the devaluation i boostig produc-

: --tion of tradables. If the license holder keeps the rent consnt either in nominal
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terms or in local purchasing power, production of tradables w increase as long
as the costs of other nontraded inputs fall in terms of local purchasing power
However, if the license holder increases the rent so that the loss of the other non-
traded inputs is entirely transfered to hin or her, the production level will remain
unchanged.

As a practical matter, it is.reasonable to assme hat the lcense holder -is not
able to colect all the "released payments" and that hence devaluatio w lin most
cases increase the output of tradables. This means that a devaluation in the pres-
ence of QRS will have to be larger than one undertaken in their absence in order to
achieve the same outputresponse. We can say that the August 1986 rea exchange
rate was overvalued in the sense that the introduction of QRS caused a drop in the
supply of noloo exportables which would have been offset by devaluation.

Therfore, although the Morgan Guaanty competitiveness index in predeval-
uaion 1986 showed almost th samne value as in postdevaluation 1979 (110 versus
ill), it did not indicate dhatthe August 1986 exchange rate was not overvalued.
In orderto have the 1986 nonoll exportsupply schedule in the same position rwit-
in the familiar Marshallian price-quantity space as ia: 1979, a devaluation was
clearly waranted in light of the sbrunken gap between output and input pricesY
it is an empirical question as to how much the ,iditional nonoil export earins
would have been in the absence of QRs, especially in comparson with the fall in
oil export earnings. Given the extemrl circumstanices,enlargement..ofthe current
accountrdeficit in 1986 was inevitable, butitsjumlp from 2 to 5 percent of GDP

might not have been inevitable.

Trade-Liberaliziu Measures, 1986-90

The rent-seeking motives behind the QRs and their deleterious consequences on
nonoil, non-LNG exports had become so clear by 1986 tht their supposed use for
balance, of payments reasons became indefensible. In May 1986 the government
insituted a duty exempt/duty drawback mechism for inputs inportd by export-
ers to offset the antiexport bias of the trade When it appeard that this ac-
tion might not be adequate, the government devalued the rupiah by 45 percent in
September 1986.-

A tade degulation package wasintroducedin Octoberl984 follwed by a
series of libealzing measures. Some 544 items were exempted from the import
license requirement, restrictions on certain exports were lifted, and acce to the
May 6 inxmcnves waseased. By theend of 1987 theproportion ofcccxwitemnscov-
ered by importlicensinghadfalentof 2percentfrom 32percent imrnid-1976. But
the change in the proportion of tota doraestic production covered was negligi-
ble-frm 41 to 38 peret To many, the allegations that fanily members of high
state officials were holders of important import licenses suggested that the techno-
crats had bumped up against an absolute political constraint
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Table 9.4 Trade Liberalization, 1986-89 -

Coverage of iTmport licensing Mid-1986 End of 1987 En,dof.[1988-

Percenof CCCNi emns 31.5 21.7 163
Percent of import value 42.9 25.2 20.8
Percent of total domestic production 41.4 37.6 28.9

Seoaltarff Pre-1985. 1985 .1989

Weightedaverage tarff rate
Avicul~~~~~~~ -. ~~2.9 4.2
Mining - ~~~~~~~~~~1.0 1.0
Manuf~~~~ctunng -~~~13.8 15SA

Overall 22.0 13.0 14.5

-Agricutir 69.1 69.3
WMiing - 8.6 9.7

hManfacturing -106.6 82.9
Overall 61.5 10429 84.4

Sowure: W,ddBank datn.

Amid an atmosphere of pessnimim a: sweepig trade deregulation package
was unveiled in Novvember 1988. The licenseson many "big-ticket" import items

* ~. -weWl evoked. The outcome was tha at the end of 198 the proportion Of CCCN
* ~~itms covered was -reduced to 16 percet: and the proportion of domestic podc

tion covered to. 29 percent Revision of the tariff schedule followed in Januay
* ~~1989. th aim being to render protection more uniform-tatis,to reduce the dis-
* ~~PerSIOn of tariff rates while leaving the average taiff rme unchianged. (The effiect

of this tariff revision ar summaized in table 9.4) The agricultural and minin
* ~~sectors were relatively unaffected. The nmain change was that the indlex of tariff.

dispersion for the mnfcuigsector decreased from 107 to 83.
Mnother trade librlzio package was indroduced in May 199L- Impo= li-

censingrestrictions- on about 335 products (including fertllizer, machinery, and 
electronic products) were removed, lowering the proprtion of domnestic produc-.
tion covered by NTBs 10 25 percent. There was also-an across-the-board reduction
in most nomina taIff to accompany the anoneetthat Indonesia intended
to:move toward a tariff ceiling of 40 percent.
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Table 935 Change in Employment, 1971-48
(rowusand olprsoa)

Period Agricultural MwU(Wtacrring Torn!

1971-75 -171 76 297
1975-80 -151 465 909
1980485 -384 -1684 1,785
1985-88 341 5,380

Sow- Azis (1989)-

The Economic Respomse to the Devabations and Wade Deregulation

Indonesias 5.7 percent output growth in 1988 is ressive by the standard set
between 1968 and 1981, but itconfirmed the sustained natue of the recovey tbat
began in 1986. The btight spot was that the right structural cages were bppen-
ng. The nonoil, non-o manufacrig sector grew 7 peent in 1987 and 9 per-

cent in 1988 after averaging a sluggish annual 4 percent rate in' 1981-86.
The response of the nonoiL non-LNG export sector was more notworthy. The,

value ofnononl, non-LNG exports rosefrom $3.9 billion in 198243 to $5.4bllion
in 1983-84 after the 1983 devaluation; to $6.7 billion in 1986487 after the 1986
devaluatiom and tbe first two trade reform packages; and to $14.3 bilion in 1989-
90 afttbe major tradeliberalization in Novmber 1988. The success of these po1-
icies in promoting nonoiL non-LNG exports can also be seen in thc rise of expoMrts
as apropction of GDP: 4.2 percent in 198283,7.7 percent in1983-84,94 per-
cent in 1986-87, and 15.9 percent in 1989-0.- - -

Tracng the changes in the input-output coefficients ofthe Indonesia' econ-
om* Azis (1989) has shown that the surge in manufactured exports bas been good
for employment (see table 9.5). The dereguation packages and the devalatons-
appeard to have gready increased the labor ieoity of export Each additional
mlionrupiahs ofmanufactured exports (at 1980 prices) required anadditional in-
put of 02 personin 1975 compared with 1970.05 pson in 90 compared wit
1975,0.6 person in 1985 compared with 1980, and 1.6 persons i 1988 compared
with 1985. The bigmncrease in the labor-intensiveness of production minhe1985-
88 period may be the prmary reason for the rise in the rcal wage reported. m
chater 10.

-1 . , -,. 



Chapter Ten:

The Impact of Macroeconomic
Policies on Growth

The standard is-nL macroeconomic apparats shows that even whe involury

unemployment exists, an increasem government expendime wHiise the real m-
terest rate and thus lower spending on private investment.

Lesson 1. The tot capital stock is mre lieytobereducedifpublfic- exe:
diture takes the form of public copion her dthan public investment

-Although evidc on then ofther-acipbewepubliandpivatein-
vesmnt is mixed (see, fr exampl, the o ictry condusions in Ascaer 1987 -

and 1988), itsee resonable to bliee ethacrowd-ng-outw oc puic apub ::nd
prvatehinvestments are substitutes,and crWding-inwehyaecmlmns:~~p at Ye ax es g-mwbenfiyaeA&qI P 
Lesson 2. Investmsinstateenterprearemorelikelytocrowdoutprit -e

investments a arivesmets in is

Aggres m Microeconoic Poildes and Growth

The Closed-Economy Case.' The accelerator model of imetment holds that
there is a uniue desired capital stock for each oput leveL Ths model imples
that aggressve macroeconomic policies which show less tolerance for output de-
viations below-rend than for output deviatons above tred ate favorable to
growth. The consequence of this asymmetc maccniic policy is
the creation of an infatonay tendency within the economy. The notion that cap-
ital dqepening is enhanced by inflation has been formalized in a celebrated article
by Tobin (1965). By asming tha money and equity were competing assets for
the storage of wealt he showed that a higher inflation rate woudd increase the
proportion of savings that wold go to capital formation. Thus, the best monetary
policy for growth is an inaonary one.

' - .: : f- , . ,_ '-,:. 
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However, Tobin's result is nt a robust one. Sidrauski (1967) has shown that
the money growth rate has no effect on the growth path if savings behavior is not
characterize by an invariant savings rame but is the outcome of intcrtemporal op-
rimization. Friedman (1977) has argued tha if the tax system was not indexed for
iflaton, then the resulting effciency losses would actualy reduce OutpUL'

Lesson 3.. What is imporiafor growth is the division oftoutput between con-
sumption and saving, but there is no clear answer in the closed-economy case Of
how expeansionay macweomic policies affect this division.

-The Open-Economy Case If we take the fixed exchange rate reinl of an
-open economy as given, we have a scrious objection to the asymmetrical use of
aggrssive macroeomic policies to spu growt inflation resulting froii the.
: ammetrical macronomic policies shrinks the size of the tradable goods sec-
tor. Sincethe outputprices ofthis sectorarekept fixedby external competitionand
the exchange rate, its profit margin is squeed as domestic input prices rise with
inflation. The resulting switch in output composition away from tradables toward
nontradables makes the country vulnerable to a balance of payments cnsis when-
ever a negative extemal shockc continues for a protracted period.

The welfbr costs of balance of payments cnrses are considerable. The neces-
sary adjustment usually involves the genertion of unemployment in the nontrad-
able sectr in order to hasten the resource shift to the tradable sector, and massive-
cutbacks in public investrenrLThe sectoral transfer of resources:is often ham-
pred, however; because new investments are needed in the tradable sector but
new external loans are usualy unavaiable during a balance of payments crisis.

-Lesson 4. Aggressive macicpolicies should be avoided in an open
economy with a fixed exchange rate regime because such policies hurt gowth
though the balance of payments crises rated by the shrnking of the tradable
secor.

Te Rekvant Questisfor in doneu--

The above review yields two conclusions Fis the traditibnal view tha how in-
come is apportioned beween savings and consumpion is fundamental im deter-
mining growth is adequat only for a closed economy. Second, in an -open
economy that maintains a fixed exchange rat and experiences exteral shocks al-
most as fiequently as intemal ones, the division of output between tradablcs and
nontradables is pivotal in determining whether sustained growth is possible. In a
world with imperfct international and domestic financial marets, the savings.
rate in an open economy is still the fumdamental deterinant of the trend growth
:.t2 But the extent to which a country canweather extemal shocks will deter-
mine how fast it will retn O its growth path.

We therefore pay particula attention to the following two-questions in ana-
lyzing Indonesia'sgowth:Howsuccessfulhavelndonesianmacroeconomicpol-
icies be:n in raising the trend growth path? How successful have lndonesian.

- ~ ~ ~ ~ . -. :-- 
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macroeconomic policies been in nminiMizing the effect of negalive foreign ishocks
on gmwth?

The Ihdonesia Growth Record

We can identify four economic subperiods i Indonesia during 1960-90: the peri-
od of the guided economy, 1960-66 the stabilization and rehabilition period,
1967-72 the period of oil-fueled gowth spurt, 1973481; and the period of exer-r
nal shocks, 1982-0?3 The salient featu of the fbur periods are shown in table
10.1 . f. ..... ..............

Both the savings and the investment rates in over tue. Each rate in-
creased by moe than 21 percentage points between 1960-66 and 198249. The
surge in.the domestic investment rMe in the 198249 period wscawsed by a tre-
mendous incr i ivate investment, frm17 percent of GDP in 198286 to 24
perct in 1987-89. The government, however, reduced public investment qite-
sharply after 1985 in response to the revenue shortfalL created by the oil price de-.
cline. Public investment averaged 11 percent of GDP in 198285, compared with
8 percentin 1986-89.

The upshotof these oppositetrends invprate and public invcstmcntsding
was thatthe capital stockexpanded only 8 patent auaUlly during 1982-88 com- - -
paredwith11 percentanmallyduring l973-SI.nthegrowrthaccountiingexercse-
shown in table 102, we find that this decline in apia formation was the most im-
port reason for the slowdown'in the growth rate of the nonoil secoe The in-
vestment cuts accounted for 1.7pecentapointsofthe3.4pcntagepoint drop
m the nonoil GDP growth rate.

Everything appears to have conspired to lower the growth rate in the 1982-
88 period. Even the contributio of labor fel Total ftr produccdvity (iF)
plunged and took 1.6 perentage points off the nonoll grwth rae The collapse of
TIP need not be troubling becu it could merly indicate cyclical factors What

Table 101 Charcteristics of Four Specified Periods

-Vauiond Domestc Factorincome
savings rate nvestmnent rate paid abroad Real GD?-
(pementeerege (percentage (percentage growth

Period of GDP) of GDP) of GDP) (percent)

1960-66 4.7 7.9 1.1 2.0
1967-72: 6.6 12.8 1.8 7.2
1973-81 228 22.3 38 27.7

: 198289 26.4 -29.6 4.4 4.0-

. Souracw Audhos' calculahons.
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Table 10.2 Decomposition of Growth in Nonoil GDP, 1973-88

Item 1973~~~~~~-81 1982--88

Growth rate of nonoil GDP (percent)' S.O 4.6

Comribudon (pecetage points)
Labor 1.413
Capital 5.7 4..
Total factor productivity 09 -0._7

Growth rate (percent)
Labor 3.0 2.8.
Ca-pita. 11.0 7.5

Source: Autos' calcula-io-s.

- -is of concern was that T contrbuted so little too during the 1973-81 boom

peiod. The 11 pecentcontribuion of TFP tD growth was low because itwas usual

for7rFP to account for nearly 50 percent of the growth rate; lhe low TFP value sug-

gests that gross-inefficiency existed i the ndonesian econoMY.

Depressed oil prices were not the only negative external shock in the ;198s.

Indonesia was also paying a la proportion of its output for debt servicing be-

cause of high real interest rates andthe strongyen (hi.ch oi a1azge part

of Indonesia's extemra debt). Interest payments on t external. debt were almost-
5 percent of GDP m 1987-89, compareidwith 3.8 pertin -1973481. However.'

unlike Mexico and Nigeria (both also populous oil-exporting countries), Indone-
sia did not have to reschedule its external debts when the exernal shockisihbii Thi

suggests that Indonesia did so right prior O the occurnc of the extrnal

shocks. To anticipate the discussion below, we suggest that dirigiste microeco-

nomic policies created large inefficiencies (low TFP), which resultd in a lower'

growth rate, but hat responsible management of the budget and the exchange rate

imparted to the economy a high degree of resilience to external shocks.

-Sectoral Performance

The sectorl composition of growth is summarized in table 103 and elaborated in

table A. 29. The agriculttur sector gew steadily and impressively after 1967, ex-

panding about 4 percent evey year during 1967-81 The averag for low-income

countries in 1965-SO was 2.7 percent, and for lower-middle-income countries 33

percent. Agriculturll growth was concentrated in rice cultivation. Indonesia:,

changed from being the world's biggest nce impot in 1970 to being practically

self-sufficient in rice in 1985.
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Table 103 Sectoral Contnbutions to Growth of GDP

Sha of GDP An ggrowth raes- Contribution to growt
Sector 1973 1981 1967-73 1973-81 1967-73 197341

Agricultr 40.1 23A4 4.1 3.6 223 1.23
Mhing 1 22.6 18.1 3.2 1.01 0.37
Manufacturing 9.6 12.1 9.6 142 0.79 1.72
Utilities 0.5 0.5 :10.9 14.5 0.0O5 0.08
Construction 3.9 6.0 24.2. 135 058 0.66
Trade 16.6 15.3 11.7 7.8 2.01 1.29
Trasportai 3.8 4.1 10.8 12.9 0.33 0.60
FInance 1.2 2.7 285 13.7 0.34 021:
Dwellings 2.1 2.6 7.2 122 0.13 032
Pubic admiisation 6.0 72 4.9 13.0 0.30 0.95
Other services 33 3.6 2.3 2.4 0.13 0.08

Total 100.0 100.1 7.9 7.5 7.90 7.51

Sosace Auos' calcuation

This solid performance in the agricultral sector can be attributed to macro-
economic policy in considerable degree, specifically the relaxation of constaints
on theinformalfi cialsectorthesubsidizedcreditprograms,ithenps subvea-.
dions to local governments, and government investments in irigation and rual-
infrstructue (Glassbuner 1985). Moreover the libealized exchange and
trade regimes encouraged investment by farmers by expanding the opportunities.
for agicultural trade. We should note dtat t use of alarge part of the oil revenue
to expand the agrcultural sector contnruted to the blunting of the Dutch disease.

--Manucturingstarted to be a engine ofgrwth in the 1973-81 period. Both
the public and private sectors responded to the rapid rise in demand and the ready
availability of finacial capital, and the domestic oil and gas industries wereinte-
grated with refining Unforunately, much of the mang growth in 1973-
81 was purchased at the price of prtectionisn and monopoly privileges. The real
flowering of the manuacting sector came in the 1980s, following the two deval-.
uafions and the deregulaton of the economy. The nonoil, non-LNG manufing
sector was the impetus behind growth in the. 1983-89 period, accounting for 25
percent of output growth The value din no non-N manufactur output in
1989 was 15.2 percent of GDP, maldng this sector almost as important as theener-
gy sector

The contribution of the trade'sector rivaled that of agricut largely for the
same rasons-the rehalitation and impn vement of the instructure and te -
availabiW of commercidal capital. The trade sector.-however, did nothaveicom-
parable subsidies for inputs nor the direct support in reseach and extension made
available to agricultural producers.

- , - - . =, ., -- f -- 0 - ;- - - D ................................................................................................................... s -~~~~~~~I
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Fialy. the large expansion of te public sector after 1973 gave the appear-
ance of a sizable contribution to real growdt It should be borne in mind, however,
that public administration resources were evaluated in GDP accounting at CostL
This means that increases in the wages of government employees automatically
raised GDP comn suraty, whatver the increased contribution of the govem-
ment apparatus.

The Growth Implications of the 1966 Stabilization Program

The 1966 program laid the foundation for economic growth in the 1970s and
1980s. It raised the trend national savings rate by2 pe tae po and the tend
domestic investment rate by 5 percentage points. The renewed public investment
expenditure was more likely to have crowded-in, rather than crowded-out, private
investment because it was mainly investment i inastructure Private inestment
was also helped by changes in icntives that encouraged output expansion. The
Shift of the agrculura sector away from subsistnce famiing (mduced:by the
overvalued exchange rate) increased the size of the tradable sector tmndously.
The 1967-72 rehabilitation of the economy boosted the annual growth at S per-

* centage points above the 1960-6 period.
* : - = -- - These acievemens were pardy the result of the replacementofthe inflaion-

ary and dirigiste economic policies of Soekamo with a iiore orlhodox develop-
ment strategy and pardy the result of the growth of the oil sector The success of
-te 1966 program established the cdentials of the technocas as competent eco-
nomic managers and teir presence at the highest level of policymaking offered'
opportmtes to moderate the proliferation of economically inefficient but politi-
cally expedient projects.

The Soekarno yeas clearly imprssed three principles on the insit al
memory. Thise prnciples, when violated, would generate economic, and conse-.
quently social, instality. The first principle learned was the need to maintain a-
competitive exchange rate. An overvalued exchange rate:would worsen the exter-
nal balmce directy through lowerexports andhigherimports andwosen the bud- :
get position directly thmugh lower export taxes. Perhaps even more importwan s -w
that an overvalued exchamge rate reduced the economic welfae of the Outer -
Islands and hence encouraged regional discontent

The second principle was the avoidance of prnting money to finance budget
deficits. Any expenditure exceeding the amount of domestic revenue collected
was allowed only if it could be flmded by foreign credit. Although dtis "babanced"

* : budget principle did not put an effective limit on government spending in the
1970s, when foreig credit was easily avaiable, it did enforc austerity when there
was a foreign credit crunch in the 1980s. It was the austerity argument that enabled
:the tehnocrats to overcome entrenched interests and intrdue -financial deregu-
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lation as part of the structral adjustmet padcage.6 The absence of thi inftion
tax also made the maintenance of a competitive exchange rate aswer -

The third principle was that market-oriented measures ar more efficient than
controls in achieving most objectives. The 1966 70 experence of exchange rate -

unification trade deregulation. and pricedecontrol confirmed the veracity of dtis
pnnciple. This third pincipk however, has been the one that the New Ordergov-
erment has found the most diffcult to implementca of the large rents gen-
erated through its violation and a lingering distaste for "fee-fight capitalism."

-~ g Many inentbrs of the Indonesian elite, while conceding the efficiency of market-
: < anoriented measures, questioned the faimess of the outcome. This idversejudgment

of the market principle, coupled with rent-sekding motives. explains the creeig-
back of quantive restrictions after the 1974 Malar riots and their metastasis in
the- 198245 perod, as well as the prolonged use of credit ceilings to control het
money supply. But when times were difficult and efficiency was importanta this
third principle was embraced.

In sum, the ensconcing of the tecnocrats in influential positions and theirrec-
ognition of.these three princpls were the most valuable lasting influences of thie
1966 prograZ7 Wlthout them, it is likey that Indonesia would have suffered an
extemal debt erisis in he 1980s and fallen into economic stUgnation. -

The Growth Imptioius of the Pertanima Afair and the 1973 Devakuation

The Peina emt was a major setback to the militay advisers who'
favored the nationalist zabau approacirto ccoLumic management Pertamina
was divested of its nonoll acivities and was placedunder the ontrol of army of-

*t ;- t = ficers who had worked closely with the tchnoats at the Ministry of Fmance.-
Furtherme, the technocrats were graited contol over alL exteral borrowing4
state enterprises. Trmoug the technocrats' a tuse of externaly iposd con-
straints (that is, the mu borrowing ceiings), lare-scle,- import-substituing in-
dustriaiation (is) was cotained, and a relatively orthodox economic program.
with an emphasis on agricultural deve r ed in place8-

-The Pertaminia cnrsis was favorle to long-n growth in another way. It
made the govemment extremey extal borowing. 
avoided short-term external financing of its development poject, p
fixed-rate over variable-reloans. Table 10.4 reveals that management of the
strucure of exterml debt was mor conservate in Indonesia than in Mexico or
Brazil. ai 1980 only 13 pcent of Indonesias exteral debt was short tem, com-
pared with 19 percent for Brazil nd 28 pcent for Mexicon, and oily 16 perent
of Indonesia's external public long-term debt had variable rates, m jard With
61 percent for Brazil'and 72 percent for Mexico. This conservatiie management -
ofthedebtstructmeelteredIndonesislong-termgrowthfrom theighinterest

-rate shocks of the 1980s-
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Table 1OA Debt Chaaceristics of Mexico, Drail~ and Indonesia, 197-845
(perent)

item 1978 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984' 1985

All short-nm wand long-term debt service as sham of GNPP
:Mexico 12.0 14.1 15.5 24.8 17.4 13.9 11W8
Brazil 7.5 11.0 11.6 12.8 -13.0 11.0 10.2
Indonesia 9.3' 7.5 7 9.2 10.7 iLl1 13.0

All short-nm and long-te debt mrice as share of exports
Mexico 105.8 103.6 117.1 138.9 80.8 69.0 66.5
Brazil 106.5 114.5 113.6 146.0 104.5 72.1 72.6
Indonesia 40.8 25.1 26.1 39.0 41.7 43.3 51.6

Public and private long-term debt service as share ofexports
Mlexico 62.4 38.0 35.0 44.6 45.4' 49.2 482
Brazil 57.6: 56.4 56.8 71.7 46.2 34.1 34.9
Indonesia 25.0 12.7 12. 16.5 18.4 19.0 25.2

Proportion of debt that is short term
Mexico 14.0 28.3 32.1 30-5 lIE1 6.8 5.8
BrazIl 132 19.3 19.2 19.3 14.9 lIL6A 10.8-'-
Indonesia 9.9 13.3. 14.4 11.1 15.6 16.8 -14.8 -

Proportion of publicly guaranteed long-ter debt with variable rate,
-Mexico 59.5 -71.5 75.4 76.7 82.7 83.6 80.1 -

Brazil -56.8 61.0 67.1 69.3 70. 73.1' 71.5
Indonesial 15.0 16.2 17.8*~ 20.0; 22.8 23.7. 21.7

Effective iotnee rate for all long-term debt
Mexico ~~23.4 22.8 201.1 20.8. 15.9 18.0 161

Brazi 18.0 23.3 23.7 23.0. 13.9 117. 11.2
Indonesia 17.5 15.5 16.6 16.1 14.6 '13.8 16.6

Memorandum items.
ExLportO-to-N ratio

Mexico 11.3 13.7 .13.2 17.9. 21.5 .20.1 17.8
Brzil 7.1 9.6 -10.2 8.7 12.4 15.3 '14.0
Indonesia 22.8- 29.7. 27.9 23.6 25.8 25.7 25.1

-One-yeaLr wf
for dollar deposits 93. 13.4 .16.1 13.7 10.2 11.8 9.1

Nate: Effiective interest rate calculated by ratio of debt servce to debt.'
Source: World Bank. World Debt Tables (various yeas).
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Evren more important, however, was Indonesia's ability to eam foreign ex-
change. In the short and medium run, when resources could not bec easily reallo-
cated between the wadable and nontradable sectors, the level of domestic output
was -not a good indicator of the amount of foreign exchange that a country could
cain. The output level only showed maximum long-mn foreign exchange earning
potential. With limited sectoral mobility, the larger the tradable sector in an eoon-
omy the greater was its ability to generate foreign exchange at short notice by re-
ducing imports and increasing exports.

The relative size of the tradable and nontradable sectors was determined not
only by the resource endowment but also by past economic policies toward the
tradable sector, which was why the 50 percent devaluation undertaken in 1978 was
inportant The tradable sector would certinly have been smaller if there bad been
no devaluation in 1978. Because of that devaluation, the export sector was able to
eam enough foreign exchange during the early 1980s to service Indonesia's exter-
nal debts. Even though the average 1980-81 debt service-toGNP ratios for Indo-
nesia and Mexico differed by less than 8 percentage-points, the debt service-to-
export ratio (DSXR) for Mexico waS more than 78 percentage poinss greater than
that for Indonesia.

Woo (1992) has identified three factors as responsible for Indonesia's lower.
ratio: concessionary loans, prudent management of the maturity structure,-and
high export orientation. The first factor was that a high proportion of Indonesia's
external debt was borrowed at fixed concessionary rates fromAhe Inter--
Governmental Group for Indonesia (IC;G), which was .why the ecveinterest
rat on Indonesia's long-un debt averaged 16 percent against the 20 percent paid
by Mexico. Another effect of IGCI borrowing was that only about one-tird of
Indonesia's debt was denoinaed in dollars, compar with 90 percent for
Mexico. This meant that the big appreciation of the dollar during 1979 to 1982 did'
not raise the effective interest rate for Indonesia as much asit did for Mexico.

The second factor in the favorable debt outcome in Indonesia was prudent
-managementof the maturity strucure as a result of the 1975 Pertamina crisis. The-
third factor was the high degee of export orientation in Indonesia. The average
1980-82 export-to-oiP ratio was 27 percent for Indonesia but only 14 percent.for
Mexico. Political considerations no doubt helped to maintain the observed export
orientation.

.The decomosition in Woo (1992) identified export orientation as the most
ddcisive factor in keeping Indonesia's total debt service-toort:rtio so low, .
compared with that of Mexico. Export orientation explained 31 points of the 54
percentage-point difference (accounting for 57 percen of the gap). The Pertamina
Iegacy was of moderate importance, contributing 18 percentage points (account-
ing for almost a fird of the gap). Concessionary interest rates and the ccy
composition of the debt played only a minor role in reducing the debt-service ra-
tio, less than 6 -percentage points. Tiis last finding is surpnsmg, because most -
bankers, governent economists, and academic observers have attibuted thei fa;-

- { : svorable debt outcome to the fact that a significant porton of the exta public*~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o th ex ,pub,li.c',, '
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debt (37 percent) consisted of long-urm concessionary loans from foreign gov-
ernments and intemational ager !S.

The conclusion which emnerges from our anslysis is that the Pertamina affair
and the 1978 devaluation were major reasons for Indonesias continued growth in
the 1980s. Although the Pertaunina affair did not lead to total elimination of di-
rigiste strategy, it did stop Indonesia from adopting an even stronger form of im-
port-bubstiting industrialization. The 1978 devaluation increased the resilience
of the economy to negative balance of payments shocks by keeping the traditional
export sector alive.

The contnbution to growth of the policies undertaken in response to the Per-
tamina crisis and the Dutch disease was revealed when the price of oil started fall-
ing in 1982. The earlier policies impartcd a resilience to the economy that allowed
Indonesia to enjoy higher growtd up t 1984 than did most other oil-exporting de-
veloping countries (see table 10.5).

The Growth Implications of the Structural Adjustment Program of the 1980s

Erlier, we showed that investment cuts accounted for 1.7 percentage points of the
3.4 percentage point drop in the nonoil GDP growth rate from -the -1970s to the
1980s. Table 10.6 shows that public investment fell at an annual average rate of 2= 
percent during 1981-88 and that privateinvestment grw at the weak rate of 0.7
percent Although fiscal austerity to ensure financial stability is a prerequisite-for
successful economic ftstucing, the data suggest that the tadeoff between if-
nancial stability (viable long-term growth) and- short-run growth performance-
could have been improved. If public consumption had been kept constant rater
than allowed to expand 2 percent annually over the 1981-88 period, the cuts in
public investment could have been kept smaller. Such an expenditme switch

Table 10.5 Nonmining Sector Growth Trends in Oif-Exporting Developing
Coauntriesj, 1967-4-
(awrage annual percentage change)

Country - 1967-72 1972- - 198

Idonesia 85 82 4.8
Algeria RS9 8.6 7.0
Ecuador . - 4.7 7.6 -1.0
Nigeria 9.2 53 -S-:
Trinidad and Tobago 53 54 -S29 -

Venezuela 65 5.1 --. 0

Source: Wold BanEdata.

f . . - ~ - ' '- . , ,
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Table 10.6 Economic Performance, 1973-.6
(average annual percentage chane)

Aggrrgare incators 19734) 1981-88. 1987 1988

OWDP -7.5 33 3.9 .47
Nonoi GDP 8.0 43 4.6 5.6

'Agriculure 3.4 2.9 1.8 3..
Mantfatring 14.1 52 7.1 9.0
Services 10.0 5.0 5.6 - .6

Consumption 82 3.3 - 22: 4.0
Public 10.1 2.2 -3.7 :: 1i.
Private 7.8 3A: 3.3 4.4

Investment 11.7 -05 1.9 7.0-
Public 11.0 -2.0 -1.7 6.3
Private 12.3 0.7 4.9 7.6

PercapitaGDP 5;2 1.3 1.9 2.7
Percapitaprivate consumption 5.5 'A . 13- 2.4

197:-81 1982485 1986-88
Rate of rtur on investment 31A4 13.1 21.8
Incrementl capital-to-

output raio (IcoR) 2.8- 7.8 5.:
Contnbution of fabs---

Labor 1.4- 1.3 1.3
Capital . 5.7 5.2 2.8
T- FP 0.9 '-2.5 10"O

Raz ofgrowth
Labor 3.0 2.2 - 2.8
Capital 10.7 9. - 5 -2

Sov.rcc World Bank (1989) -

would have modeatd the fal in gross domestic capital fonnation froni 30 percent
of GDP in 1981 to 23 percent in 1986.

The deregulation measures of the 1980s confirm the point iade earlier that
the market principle was invoked only under economic duress. Given the extra-
ordinarily low contribution of total factor productvity to nonoil growth 0.9 0
-perentage points in 1973-81, when the growth rate was 8 percent), there werem
grss inefficiencies to be eliminated. The efficiency imdicators in table 10.6 sup-
port the view that deregulation rendered the economy more efficient Total factor
productivity (TFP) incrsed from an average-25 percentin 1982-5 to, 1 percent
in 1986-88, and the rate of retum on investment rose from 13 to 22 petcent; The
in--mcremental capital-to-output ratio (ICOR) fell from 7.8 i the frst period to 5.2in
the second period.

Since it takes time for factor reallocation,- a structural adjustmentprogram
is unlikely to overcome the negative consequences of an external shock in the
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short run. It is therefore remarkable that Indonesia had only one year with neg-
ative GDP gmwth (1982) between 1966 and 1990 and that GDP growth in every
year after 1982 exceeded the annual population growth rate of 2.2 percent.
What is even more remarkable is that the poverty rate continued to decline
throughout the 1980-87 period of structural adjustment (see table 10.7). The
urban poverty rate went from 29 percent in 1980 to 23 percent in 1984 and to
20 percent in 1987, while the rural poverty rate went fromn 28 to 21 percent and
nen to 16 percenL Economic conditions improved so much in rural areas dur-

ing this structural adjustment period that the number of rural poor fell by 12-
million. The reduction in the incidence of poverty was a geneal phenomenon
throughout the country; the lava-Bali poverty rate fell from 24 percent in 1984
to 19 percent in 1987, and the poverty rate for the Outer Islands fell from 17
to 15 percent. This improvement of the poverty rate is corroborated by the dis-
tribution of expenditure: the poorest 20 percent accounted for 6.9 percent of :
total expenditure in 1970, 7.7 percent in 1980, and 9.2 percent in 1987 (see

Table 10.7 :Incdence of Poverty

: trnm . . Urban Rural Totlt

Poor as share ofpopuidaon
1980 29.0 -28.4A 28.6
1984 23.1 2L2 21.6
1987 20.1- 16.4 17.4

Number ofpoor (mllions)
1980 9.5 32.8 42.3
1984 -- 9.3 25.7 35D0
1987 9.7 ; 20.3 30.0

By region (percnt)
1984

Java and Bali 25.0 23.6 24.0
Outr Islands 13.4 .16.6 16.9-

Westeret 14.0 9.6 105 
- Ea51elll ; - . 30.3 29.7 29.8

1987
Java and Bali 21.0 17.8 -18 :
Outer Islands 17.6 14.0 14.8

Westernt, 13.7 8.3 9.5
Eas-P - -28.4 24.2 24.9

Notec Esdimats based on official poverty line
L. Includes provinces in Sumatra and Kal.mantan.
b. Includes the islands of Sulawesi. East Nusa Teggmmp WestNusa Tapgara, East rnfn

Maluku. and hian Jaya.
Sowuce: WorldBank(l99Oand 1991).
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Table 10.8 Expenditure by Income Decile, Selected Years

Decie- 1970 I980 1987

Lowest 2-83 328 : 3.72
Second 4.11 4.44 5.48
Thind 5.46 5.40 5.67
Fourth 6.29 6.43 . 600
Fifth 7.34 7.63 7.82
Sixth 8.71 8.32 7.82
Seventh 10.07 9.9 10.88
Eighth . 1224 12.32 10.95
Nirth 15.47 .14.44 14.61
Tenth 27.47 27.83 Z7.04.

Gini coefficient 035. 0.34 032

S-ce: Centra Bureau oSea:iicsw.

table 10.8). The respecive values of the Gini coefficient were 035.0.34, and
0.32.-

Ravallion and Huppi (1991) computed three altnative measures forthe pov-
erty rate in 1984 and 1987 from the SUSENAS (atonal Socioeconomic Surveys)
dat used in creaing the official poverty rates reported in table 10.7. All thre of
their altnatve measus replicated the remarkable drop in the official poverty
rate. Theirhead-count index showed thatthe size of the poverty group shrcnk from
33 percentofthepopulationin 1984to 22percentin 1987.

Recenlyreleased 1990 SUSENAS datashowedafiurtherdecline in thenumber;
of poor and the poverty raes in rurAl and urban areas from 1987 to 1990. TIs is
extraordiny, since we know dt the governmentdecreased capital expelditure
after 1986 instead of maintaining it as was done after 1983. The official pover-y
rate for 199O, however, cannot be accepteduncritically. Azis (1992) computed
fouraltemative measures ofthe povertyrateandfound tatthey all wentup inthe
1987-90 period (see table 10.9).

Table 1039 Number and PercentageofIdoesin below Poverty Lime

1984 1987 1990
Method .NrberPercnage RNwberPerrentage NumberPeremage

Official figures 35.0 21.6 30.0 17.4 27.2 15.1
AzisBI method 56.8 363: 37.1 22.1 41.1 23.3
AzisB4 method 49A 31.6 34.0 20.3 39.1- 22.1
AzisClmnethod 40.9 26.1 22.1 132 24.0 13.6
AzisC4method 37.0 23.6 19.7 - 11.8 23.0 13.0

Sue- Sc:.- is (1992). : -.
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The official poverty rate declined by 2.3 percentage points in the 1987-90 pe-
riod, but Azis's measures show increases ranging from 0.4 to 1.8 percentage
points. But even if Azis's worst-case scenario were true-that is, even if the offi-
cial poverty rate in 1990 was actually 1.8 percentage points higherthan in 1987-
it was still lower than the 1984 poverty rate. AU four of Azis's measures show a
decline in the poverty raze between 1984 and 1990. Given the severity of the
extenal shocks and the extent of fiscal restraint, a decline of 9 (assunmng 1990
poverty rate same as 1987) to 14 percentage points in the official poverty rate be-
tween 1980 and 1990 is a remarkable achievement.

We attribute this salutary reduction in poverty to the rural development pro-
grmns implemented in the 1970s and to some of the policies adopted since 1982
that shifted the economy to a more labor-intensive form ofgrowth and thus boost-
ed the earings of unskied labor. The reason for the dramatic drop in rurl Pov-
erty was that during most of the adjustment period the government spared rual-
oriented investment programs from the Idnds of cts experienced by other catego-
ries of development spengdin The programs targeted at the poor, in general, were
cut less. We consider the continued improvement of the rural standard of living to
be an imporutt prerequisie for future growth. Given the political constrints on
policy imposed by Javaes peasants and Outer Lsland agricukual interests, no
structural adjustment program could be canied to completion if it caused pro-
longed hardship for these two groups.

Assesing Fiscal and Monetary Policy during the Oil Boom

In the preeding section we concluded that Indonesia continued to grw in the
1980s because it did not allow its nonoil tradable sectorto be weakened during the
oil-boom years. Given the important mle of the output mix, we focus here on how
fiscal and monetary policies affected the compositioa of production.

Fiscal Policy

To see how the oil windfalls affected the demand strucure of the economy, we use
a decomposition based on Gelb (1988). We start wit this definition of cGD

(10.1) Y+Z=C÷JI.R

where
Y = nonmining GDP
Z . minng GDP
C consumption
I i nvestment
R = balance of tde in merchandise and in nonfactor services..
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Nomalizing equation 10.1 by nonining GDP. we get

(102) 1+z=c+i+r.

Using equation 10.2, we define
(103) Dz=Dc+Di+Dr

where

Dx = (pi2_po)
X= quantity ofx after OPEC windfal
x = quantity ofx if OPEC windfall had not occurred (cowmterfact-al)
p = price oft after OPEC windfall exwessed in tms of

nonmining GDP
=-y pince ofx if opEc windfal bad not occurred expressed in terms of

nonmining GDP (counterfactual).

ln shor.Dxisthe difecebetween the actaw value ofx and the counter-
factual value of x in the absence of the oPEc shoct- The assumptions behind the
genertion of x are

.(I) A Z .PandrParefixedatthebase percd(1970-72)value_.
(2) Althoughc iarefledby assu1pion(1),-c anditoareallowedto vary

over time as projected by Chenery and Syrquin (1975). -

Since the oil sector was under tle cotol of the government, Dz represets
the govremment revenue wind and the terms on. the right-band side of equationm
103 are the uses to which the winfall was put The sign, Drindicates whether
thegovernment was using the windfa to reduce (Dr> 0) orincease (Drc 0). its
external borrowing relative to -natural" evolution -

Table 10.10 shows the size of the variables in equation 103 for four lage
(population gre terthan o milion) oil-exprtingbut capital-deficitcountries. Be-
cause Nigeria is the country most like Indonesia in terms of GNP per capita and
population, the comparison between these two is particularly istrucve.

In response to the 1974-78 windfall, Indonesia reduced its reliance on exter-
nal borrowing by5.3 perent of noniningGDP, comparedwith2.8 percentforNii--
geari This is surpnsmg, sice Indonesia was both the lgest and the opoorest of
the four countries described in table 10.10, and hence had the highest capacity to
absorb resources. This conservative strategy of using one-third of the windfall to
cut dependence on foreign funds may reflect the institutiona.memory of thec
Soekamo debt ciisis of 1965-66 and the Peramina cnsis of 1975_It is particularly
srildng in light of the heady projections of the period about teftuture coue of
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Table 1010 oil Wmndfajls and Their Uses, 1974-81
(plwemage of nonmning GDP)

Disibutdon Algeria tndonesia Nigeria Veneula

The first windl, 1974-78
Domestic oil windfall - 27.1 15.9 22.8 10.8
Trade and nonfactor services -43 53 28 -tO
Private consumption 3.6 2.1 . 2.9 - 9
Public consumption 1A 2.4 4.2 1.6
Private investent - -1.7 -6.6 3.3
Public nvestment -26.4 739 19.5 4.9

The second windfall. 1979481
Domestic oil windfal - 29.7 22.7 21.9 - 7
Trade and nonfactor services 8.9 9.6 0.1 . Li
Privateconsmtpdon 4.6 1.2 4.1. 9.4
Public consumption 3.2 3.7 5.6 0.7
Total invesment [2.9 8.1 17.1 -2'5

Memorandun iems-
Gw per capita, 1979 (dollars) 1.770 370 910 3.440
Population, 1979 (millions) 18.3 143.9 82.6 14.4

Soart G(db (1988).

oil prices. Both Algeria and Venezuela took advantage of the bankers' opfimism
abouttheirfiueto increase theirexteal borrowing.

In absolute terms, the increases in public expendite (for example,..public=
consumption plus public investment) for Indonesia and Nigeria (103 and 23.7
percent, respectively) were Luge compared with the increase of 6.5 percent for
Venezuela. The fall in private investment in Indonesia and Nigeria may have been'
due to crowding-out, but this could not be confinued. - -

rndonesia adopted the same consevative approach to exemal debt manage-
ment during the second oil price windfalL It- diverted 42 percent of the windfall to
reduce external borrowing, compared with 0.5 percent for N-igeia, 13 percent for
Venezuela, and 30 percent for Algeria. The rise-in public consumption was com-
paratively high, but it was still much lower than Nigeria's.

Since the severity of the Dutch disease depends on the increase in absorption1,
Indonesia's conservative external borrowing suggests that its case of Dutch dis-:
ease was much milder than those of Algea Nigeria, andVenezuela. Geib (1988)
notes that

[more] than any other exporter, Indonesia directed a high proportion
of its development spending to rural areas for irrgation.works, roads,-
schools and other small-scale inftastructural improvements.
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TablelIOU SectoralDisrbution ofPublic investment
(percent)

Agriculuwe Economic Social Admini-
Hydra- and inra- infra - urot on

Country Industry whabo, fisheries sxaretr inscwrtb and ddefieu Othzer

Algeria
1970-73 53-2 25.0 8.5 9. 21.7 7.1 -

1974~-fl5335 25.9 5.5 10.3 253 5.4 -

1978-79 56.5 263 3.3 892635 4.8 
19808414 38.6 15.7 6.0 13.6 36.2 5.6 -

Indone.ia
1969-fl 7.6 3.3 22.4 46.2 -1235 2.1 8.9
1974-78 19.2 8.8 12.8 42.8 15.4 6.7 3.1
1979481 17.0 8.6 ion0 31.7 22.5 '12.2 6.7
1982484 '17.4 1417 8.5 32.0 24.7 6.7 '10.6

Nigeria 
1970-74 1035 4.7 19.9 33.3 27.9 1435 0.9
197580, 13.7 5.0 7.2 37.5 24.3 .173 
1981-85 18.8 7.7 126 26.0 33.7 8.8

Venezuela
M97-74 22.5 6.3 832129.2- 81

1976-80 41.3 20.6 7A4 36.6 141 7 
1981-85 31.8 24.9 6.4 31.2 283 5 2.1

a. 7anspfaiioandcomiaos
b. Educatin housing, and health.
Sourcc Gelb (1938).

That meant that incentives for the productiotn of traditional export industLies
were enhanced in the case of Indonesia. Table 10.11 shows that the agricultural
and fisheries sector received 12.percent of Inodonesian public investment during
1974-78. 7A4 percent of Venezuelan public investment during 1976-80, 72 per-
cent of N-igerian. public investmnent during 1975480, and 5-5 percen of Algerian
public investment during. 1974-77. htis reasonable to conclude that fiscal polic-y
in Indonesia during this period tilted domestic production toward the.production
of nontradables to a much smaller extent than did fiscal policies in'Algeria, NIfge-
ria, or Venezuela.

Monetar Policy

Although Indonesia's fiscal policy was more conservative (relative to trend) tha
those of Algeria, Nigeri'a, and Venezuela, this was not true of its monetary policy.
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Table 1012 Mioney Growth and Inflation In Four Oil-Exporting Countries,
1971480

Iern Algeria Jndonesia Nigeria Venezuela

-MoneY gmwth rate (M2. percent)
1971 6.4 43.1 219 11.0
1972 24.6 47.8 10.5 20.9
1973 243. 45.1 20.1 20.4
- .1974 - 17.6 . 489 47.1 272
1975 27.9 375 75.3 44.7
1976 23.8 33.8 48.9 33.3
1977 302 24.9 355 30.0
1978 24.2 17.5 15.1 17.6
1979 17.9 A294 18.6 9.4
1980 202 46i5 30.8 12.4

Average 1973-80. 233 355- 36A 24.4

Infaon rate (CPI. percent)
1971 2.6 4.4 16.1 3.2
1972 3.7 6.4 2.7 .2-
1973 6. 2 31.0 5.7 4.1
1974 . -4.7 -40.6 12 - 8.3
1975 9.0 19.1 33.6. :10.3f
1976 8.9 B 19.8 22.0 7.6
1977 1ml 11.0 -21.4 7.8
1L978 172 8.1 21.7 7.1
1979 11-5 20.6 11.7 12.4
1980 95 18.5 10.0 21-5

Averagc 1973-80 939- 21.1- 173 939

Sworue: RAF, Inmernauionl FiWCsGI Siaffsics (various years)-.

Indonesias money supply, like that of Nigeria, grew at an annual aveage rat of
about 36 prent between 1973 and 1980. Those of Algeria and Venezuela grew
about 24 percent in the same period (see table 10.1 2). The resulting average ar -u-
al inflation rates were 21 percent for Indonesia, 17 percentforNigera, and 10 per-
cent for Algeria and Venezuela.

If credit had been kept constant in the fce of increased govemment spending,
the fall in private absorpion might not have taken the; fonn of lower private
investment spending. Since more than 90 pect of all investment credit was
extended by state banks, the govemmment could have directed the banks to increase
the amount of investment ciit (hence boosting private investment) while reduc-: :
ing the total amount of crediL In short, the financial system of the 1970s would

0 . -- -. t . --
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have allowed the govemrnment to channel all the direct negative effects of the credit
crunch to private consumption spending.

We now investigate how monetary policy affected the production mix be-
tween tradable and nontradable goods.'0 We do this by considering the counter-
factual scenario of an annual 20 percent money growth rle over the 1973-80
period with the effects of (aominal) credit availability on investmentkept the same
in the counitfacual case as in the actual case.11 The counterfactual analysis is
conducted using amacmeconometnc model of Indonesia estimated by economists-
at the National Planning Body (Bappenas). (The Kubayashi, Tampubolon, and
-Ezali (1985) model is described in the appendix.)

Item (a) in column II of table 10.13 shows that if a 20 percent money growth
rule had been implemented, the price level in 1980 would have been less than half
its actual value; lower iflation would have boosted exports and discouraged im-
ports. Throughout the 1975-79 period, real nonoil, non-LNG exports would have
been at least 12 percent higher each ye with the counterfactual figure in 1980'-
being 21 percent higher. Real imports would have been 26 percent lower in the.
1975-SO period.

Would Indonesia have been better off if it had maintained a tight monetary
policy with no subsequent devaluation? Column m of table 10.13 shows that the
volume and dollarearnings ofnonoil, non-LNG exports undersuch a"tightmoney,
no devaluation" scenario would have been higher than the actual levels in the
1978-80 period. The additional nonoil, non-LNG exports of the 197380 period
would have enlarged the foreign exchange Teserves by $3,037 million, or 56 per-
cen: t of Indonesia's nongold reserves in 1980. Counterfactual real imports in
1978-80 would still have been lower'than the actual level achieved duough
devaluation.

What would have been the cost Of strengthening the trade sector thrugh tight
mnetary policy? Specifically, how much wod growthhave been stunted? Table
10.14 suggests that the economic costs would have been smalL Annual real GM
would have been only half a percent lower, and the number of unemployed (but
not the unemployment rate) would have incrased by about 1 percent-Because of
the maintenance of investment credit availability, the reduced absorption caused
by the 20 pecent money growth rule would have resulted from the fall in private
: consumptio. For example, in -1976 the: counterfactal private conmption was
340 bllilon rupiahs (1973 prices) lower, while counterfactua private investment
was only 20 billion rupiahs (1973 prices) lower. (Real public consumption and
real public investment are assumed exogenous in the modeL) The total real capital-
stock in 1980 would at most have been 0.8 percent lower than the actual value.

Tables 10f.13 and 10.14 show that the loose monetary policydi te oil-
boom hurt the tradable sector. The 1978 devalution was a much-needed move.
Table 10.14 reveals ta the costs of using devaluation to strengthen the tradable
sector were a 6 percent dop in real private consumption ard a 0A4dpercet drop i
real priate investment. -
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Table 10.13 The Effects of a 20 Percent Money Growth Rule
on the Trade Sectoi, 197340

Effect of tight
fl-ght money wkh Effect of money and no

Base/fit 7gh on no devatua0 fl 0 e uizhrraonet i978 devalation4

(a) GDP' deflato
1973 10083.1 83.1 -16.9 -16.9
1974 120.3 83.3 83.3 -30.8 -30.8
1975 .133.2 8537 85.7 -36.6-3.
1976 1269. 90.3 -40.9 -0
1977 159.9 .99.5 99.5 -37.8 -37.8
1978 168.4 106.6 106.1 -36.7 -37.0
1979 1982 11337 110.2 -42. -44.
1980 2573. 123.8 117.0- -51.9 -5415

(b) Redl nonoiU. son-LNTG eaporz
1973 651.3 694.9 684.9 52 5.2
1974 721.6 793.1 793: 9.9 9.9
1975 719.8 809.7 793.1 2. .12.5
1976 767.6 881.2 881.2 14.8 14.8
1977. 849.7 961.5 961.5 13.2 132-
1978 871.8 98337 968.1 12.8 11L0
1979 1,022.9 1893.2 1I068. 15.7 4.5"
1980 972.3 1,180.4 1,071.8 21.4 . 10.2

(0) Nonoid, non-LNPG exports in million of do/fu
1973 1,569.4 1,650.3 1,650.3 52 5.2
1974 2-333.3 2,564.5 2,564.5 9.9 9.9
1975 2.10.55 2369.4 2.368,4 12.5 12-5
1976 2.739.3 -3,144.6 3,144.6 14.8 14.8
1977 4222. 4,551.8. 4,551.8 132 . 132
1978 4.114.2 4.4642.1 4,5841. 11.0
1979 7,00.7 8,105.7 '7,321.9 15.7~, .45 -
1980 7,418.6 90062. .8,177.4 21.4 102

(d) Real imports-
1973 .1268.6 1,095.5 -1.095.5 -11.6 -13.6
1974 1,326 1,032.3 1.032.3 -23.7 -23.7
1975 1382. 1,036.6 1,3.M6 -25.0 -25.0
1976 .1,675.0 1,270.8 lV127.8 -24.1 -24.1
1977. 4.CQ225 1.5%63' .1,96.3 -60f.3 -0
1978 2.346.0 1,911.6 1,963.8 -185 -16.3
1979 2,566.7 271.71 2416.7 -193 - -5.8
1980 3.3313 2.2628.0 3,003.3 211 -9.8

a. Actual money growth and actual exchange rawe
b. 'rigbt money growth and actual exchange rate.

c.Tight money growth and exchmnge rate set at 415 for 1978-80. 
d Prccntagc of baseline.
Soumec Authors' calculatons
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Table 1014 The Costs ora 20Percent Money Growth Rule.

Effect of tight
light money with Efeta of money and no

BAweline right money' now devaluadonf tight mon~ed 1978 devaluajioni

RientGOP (973 prcer)
1973 6,4643 6,4643 6.4643 0.0 0.0
1974 6,9416 6912.2 6.912.2 -CA -0C4
1975 7,456.6 7.420.3 7,420.3 -5-0.5
1976- 8.013 3,02 8.002.2 -CA -C4
.1977 8,724.1 9fa39A &S9A -0.4 -OA
197h 9.49739 .947141 9.4714 -1 -03
1979 10362.0 10,320.0 10.3200 -0.4 -CA
1930 11,276.0 11334.0 11236.0 -CA -CA4

Nwner ofmnauployed
im ~1.10335 1.1035 14103.5 0.0 0.0

1974 1.145.9 1.155.3 1.155.1 0.9 039
1975 1.1662 I1Jf7lA 1,178.4 1.0 LU0
1976 1.16 1.9 1.171.7 . 171,7 0O8 0A
1977 1.131.0 1,142.6- 1,142. 1.0 1.0
1978 IM079 1,05.0 1,088.0 0.8 0
1979 999A 1,013.6 1,013.6 .1.4 1.4
.1980 91337 927.7 9Z71 335 13

Realprfvate cansumptio
1973 4.437.3 4,34339 4343.9 -I-24
1974 4339.3 4482438.2 - 83-

1975 5.071.4. 4.5714 ,51. -10,0 -1l.0
1976' 5.4132 4,87.1 4,877.1 -9.9 9.93
1977 5.6.90510.5 5.11035 -10.2 -102
197 6.444A4 539151 5,982.9 -82 -72.
1979 7.1789 6,.462.7 6.9162 -10.0 -3.7
1930 7994.6 7.0535 7.569.5 -11.2 -5.3

Realpri raf iavezflnen
1973 828.7 713.1 -. 713.1 -1339 -139

:1974 82L.7 7952 795.2 ~3.2 -32
1975 852.3 879.2 8792. :32 32
1976 987.9 9665 966.5 .- 22 -22
1977 1.023A 1,051A4 1,051.4 7.7 2.7
1978 .1,21338 1468 J1.157 -&7 . -4.6
1979 1.2833 1,M285 1.290.3 0.1 0.5
1930 INM06 1,427.9 1.43739 -5.2 -4.6

Redl capital stock. -

1973 16,893.0 16.7T770 16,777.0 .-0.7 -0.7
.1974 17,792.0 17,653.0 1765.0D -0.8 -0.8
1975 12845.0 18,735.0 1I,735.0 -0.6 -0.6
.1976 20,212.0 20,033.0 20,093.0 -.0.6 4
1977 21,753Th 21,654.0 - 21.6540 *.-05 45
1978 23,494.0 23,340.0; 23341.0 --0.7 -0.7
1979 . 25,251I.0 25,0.10 3.0 030-.6 -46
1930 27,537.0 V7.363.0 27373. -0.8 -0.8

a. Acual morey growth and actal exchange rate.
b.; Tight money. growth and actual exchange rate.. 
c. Tight money growth and exchange rate set at 4.15 for 1978-80.
d. Percentaep o. ~baseline.
Somoe: Authors'calculations.
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The tradeoffrevealed by the tables is expected in theory. A loose money-cum-
devaluation strategy yields higher output, consumption, and investment, while
tight money strategy yields lower inflation and lower current account deficits.
Simulations of a computable general equilibrium (CGE) model calibrated on
1983-88 data by Thorbecke (199I) confirmed the existence of this tradeoff for
Indonesia."

Prospects: Indonesia at the Crossroad

-The deleterious effects of Indonesia's monetay policy on its -traditional tradable
sector were eased by its fiscal and exchange-rate policies. The result was that the
traditional export industies in Indonesia survived the oil boom better than those
in Ageria, Nigeria or Venezuela. When the xTenal shocks hit in 1982-83,
Indonesia's agricultural output index was 127, compared with 109 for 1974-78,
while the change elsewhere was 3 index points lower in Venezuela, 7 points lower
in Nigeria, and 19 points lower in Algeria (see table 10.15).

Table 10.15 Agriwlturul Output Per Capita, 1974-83

Cowunry 1974-78 197941U 1982483

Algria 89 83 : 70-
Indonesia 109 123 127 -
Nigeria 91 91 84
Veneuela 104 102 101 -

Soure: Gelb (1988) -

Our conclusion that the overall effect of macoeconomic policies on the pro-
duction mix in Indonesia was atpical for an o-il-eportig country can also be
seen by comparing Indonesia and Mexico. The Indonesian oil boom strted in
1972, while the Mexican boom only began in 1977. Since Indonesia suffered five
more years of the Dutch disease, one would expect the ratio of Mexican to Indo-
nesian nonoil, non-LNG exports to have increaed from 1971 to 1980. The opposite
happened; the ratio went from 1-9 in 1971 to 0.93 in 1980 (see table 10.16). The
consequence of maintaining a diverse bundle of exports was ftat the extemal
shocks of the 1980s did not drag Indonesia as far off its growth path as they
dragged Algeria, Mexico, Nigeria, and Venezuela off theirs.

Our finding of beneficial effects from the offsettig of antiexport bias is not a
new one. Multicountry studies published by Litde, Scott; and Scitovsky (1970);
Krueger(1978); and Balassa (1982) have alreay arrived at this concliusion They-
found that the countries which developed successfully were those that kept the rcl-
-ative price ratios among domestically produced tradable goods close to intena-
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Table 10.16 -Indonesian and Mexican Exports, 1971.41

year Mexico Indonesia

Nonoil, non-LNG exports (millions of dollars)
1971 1,37737 721.6
1972 1,695.3 864.6
1973 2,116.1 1,602.1
1974 2,874.8 2,214.9
1975 24546.6. 1,791.7
1976 2,921.1 2,542.4
1977 3,687.1 3,474.5
1978 4,446.5 3,657.8
1979 5,401.5 5,426.3
1980 5,760.6 6,167.3

Nonoil. non-LNG exports (percentage of GDP)
.1971 3.5 7.7
1972 3.8 7.9

1973 ~~~~~~3.8 .9.8
1974 4.0 8.6
.1975 2.9. 5.9
1976 3.3 ... .6.8

1977 4.5 7.6
1978 - .4.3 7.1,
1979 4.0 10.6-
1980 , .3.1 8.5

Net oil andLNYG exports (millions of dollars)
1971 -6. . 451.4
1972 .- 105.7 874.5
1973 -253.8 14567.6
1974 -278-5 5,0283.3
1975 137.8 5,085.0
19176 226.95,72
1977 760.6 6,646.1

.1978 ,699-7,405.7
1979 3,637.6 9,369.6
.1980 - 10,013.6 m13,996.9

Source: United Nations data.

tional relative price ratios. The similarity in relative Price mrtios was not cdue to
open-trade plces but to the tariffs-cum-export subsidieslimposed by. the state.
The tariffs and export subsidies were ~applied to -nearly, all goods more or~-less
equally, and targeting -of specific. products was seldom pefnedL In.,short, the
successfu countries were those that intervened to promote the production of rand- 
ables in at market-compatible mann-er. Market-compatible means that the govern-
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ment allowed market forces (that is, international prices) to detemiine the
composition of the tradables produced.

The link dth Balassa found between growth of the tradable sector and high
income growth in Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan (China) is still open to
question.13 Woo (1990) has suggested that the growth effects of these market-
compatible interventionist policies arise from putting these countries in an advan-
tageous position in the intemational product cycle. By making conditions favor-
ible to the production of tradables, domestic entrepreneurs were willing to risk
investing in simplifying the production techniques of new products developed in
the technologically advanced countries. With simplified techniques, the less-
educated but lower-cost labor in Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan (China) was then
able to produce these new products. These private efforts to hasten the product cy-
cle ensured increningly higher value added products in the countries prwacticing
market-compatible trade policies.

This discussion leads us to suggest that the microeconomic rationalization
thatwas startedin 1983 needsto besupporredbyaspecificmacroeconomicpolicy:
measurem The lowering of trade barriers has reduced the antiexport bias within the
economy. To equalize the price ratio of domestically produced t-adable goods at
the producer level to the intemational price ratio would require the introduction of
general export subsidies. In the case of Indonesia, such a generalized taris-cum-
subsidies scheme would be an adminis ve impossibity given the low skill
leveL The easier way to promote the production of tradables in a market-compat-
-ible fashion would be to replace the tariff system with a uniform low tariff rate and
then devalue the real exchange rate. The fact that the 1983 and 1986 devaluations
and the trade reforms creaed a wide variety of new manufactured exports is proof
of the soundness of this method of market-based indusializatin.

The program of market-based industrialiaton appears to have put Indonesia
on a new growth path. The new engine of growth is labor-intensive manufacturing

Table 10.17 Industrial Output, Exports, and Imports, by Factor Intensity,
-1977 and 1988
(percem)

Output Exporns inpors
Sector 9-- 77 1988 1977 1988 1977 1988 -

Resource-based 592 54.0 89.5 63.1 -272 142-
Agriculture 46.2 30.1 67.3 15.6 20.5: 64
T-iber products 4.6 16.0 4.8: 32.5 2.2 ;3.7
Mineads: 8.4 7.9 17A4--: 15.0 45 4.1

Unskiiled labor 22.9 26.2 1.8 22.9 9.6 10.7
Technology 69 10.7 4.3 6.8 28.6 405
Sidlled labor 11.0 1:9.0 4.5, 7.2 ; .345 34.6_

Sure: , - Bank (1991). -
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activities. Table 10.17 compames the factor intensity of Indonesia's industial out-
put, exports, and imports in 1977 and 1988. It sbows that in every case unskilled
labor was used more intensively in production in 1988 than in 1977. The change
was most dramatic in exports. Unskldled labor accounted for 23 percent of te in-
puts used in producing the 1988 exports, compared with the 2 percent used in the
1977 exports, while resource-intensity dropped from 90 to 63 percent This shift
had its parallels in the shift at th aggregate level to a point where the manufctur-
ing sector in 1989 almost equaled t agriaulml sectr in size; and in the leap in
nonoil, non-LNG exports from 4.7 pernt of GoDP in fiscal 1981, to 7.7 percent in
fiscal 1985, and to 15.5 perent in fiscal 1990.

The result of this switch to a more labor-intensive economy was that the real
wages of unsklled wodrerse over the peiod of extmal shocks (table 10.18).
Agriculturalwages rose an annuAl average of 2.3 percent between 1983 and 1990,
and industril wages rose 3.4 percent These wage inases might have been the
primary reason for the decline in poverty and the improvement in expenditure dis-
iribution. lTese wages had fallen after the 1986 shock, but they sted going up
im 1988 when th nonoil, non-LNG-manufactufing sector started to expand rapidly.

Table 10.18 Trends in Real Wages, 19W3-90
fihzdexnmbr.!'983=iOO)

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 199CF 1983-90"

-- Agricultu 100.0O105.4 115.9 117.1 115.9 112.9 1149 117.0 2.3
WestJava 100.0 105.7 112.4 114.9 115.9 113.1 115.8 117.6 -23
Centrl Java 100.0 12O. 113.5: 115.4 115.1 :1113 112.9 115.1 2.0
-ogyakau 100.0 99.9 1153 128.6 -125.5 122.8 128.0 129.7 3.8
EastJava 100.0 108A.4 1212- 1195 115.6 113.3 114.6 116.8 2.2-

:nduszry 100.0 105.2 115.2 120.4 1203 1187 122.4 - 3.4 :

a. Estmarad.
.b. Avcmpgrowth rae c(peat ayear).
Soare. World Bank (1991).

t~ ~~~ .- -
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Summary and Conclusions

Indonesia was m economic chaos when Soeharto assumed executive power in
Match 1966. Percapitaincome had declined steadily overthe 1960-65 period, and
the annual infltion rate had exceeded tOO percent since 1961. The central plank
of the stabilization component of the October 1966 progamm was an unequivocal
commitnent to end the printing of money to finance government budget deficits.
The goal of the rehabiitation component was to aflow market forces a greater rc.4
in resource allocation. The. most aTesting *eature-of.the stabilization experience.
was the behavior of money holdings. Shift in the velocity of money suggest 'IrAt

i took two years of baanced macroeconomic policies, market-oriented micrco-
nomic polices, and lae foreign aid inflows befocre privtie agents were cor,nvnc&d
that a pernmnent shift had occued in dte policy regine This meant that. th low
output loss associated with the subduing of inflatio came prmarly frin the flex-
ibility of Ilonesia's labor market and from the debt relief and foreign aid granted
by the interational commuity. The t announcement effcts" of the stabilization
program were of secondayimportance in keeping the cost of defladon low.

We concluded in chapter 10 that the successful resolution of the first crisis
helped long-run growth not only by estoring m oeconmic baance but also by
ensconcing a team of capable economists in key positions. This produced an msti-
tutional memory which understood that prolonged high budget deficits would Iead
to macroeconomic instability, that direct controls were generally inefficient and
ineffectivr, and that a misaligned real exchange rate had widespread deleterious
effects. The stabilization experience showed that it was not only good politics but
also good economics to respect the economic interest of the Outcr Islands and the
agricultural sector It was good politics because of the history-of secessions and
agrarian rdicalism, and it-was good economics because both were major eamers
of foreign exchange, We would the opinion that there has been greater
political and econiomic stability uder the New Order regme because Soharto,
unlike his predecesson has not repeatedly violated the economic interests oftiese
two groups.:-

: :-- : .: :Z143
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The important point to note conceming the development of the oil iector is
that oil mining was a state-controlled activity and a low labor-intensity one. All
oil income went to the public and not the private sector. The government was
awash with oil revenue in the mid-i 970s, and the result was an ecplosion in public
spending. Real expenditure of the central government, in 1975 prices, leaped frm
1.1 billion mpiahs in 1970 to 2.5 billion rupiahs in 1975. These expenditre fig- -
ures equaled 13 and 20 percent of GDP, respectively. It was this fast acquisition of
enormous purchasing power by the state that contained the seeds of the second and
third economic crises.

The second crisis episode (the Pertamina affair) consisted of two crises, the
major crisis being the rise of Pertamina as an independently financed development:
agency and the minor crisis being the external debt default by Pertanina in 1975.
Our conclusion was that the resolution of the minor crisis also resolved the major
cnrsis by ending an economically inefficientbut politically expedient development
program. The Pertamina crisis prevented the advocates of a more dirigiste pro-
gram from climing the dominant role in pollcymaking Although dirigiste senti-
ments remained strong, the dirigiste program of large-scale -import-sustituting
industialization was blunted. Since the Ministry of Fmance was given total con-
trol over foreign borrowing by state-owned entprises in the afterma of the Per-
tamina crisis, Indonesia entered the 1980s with a smaller external debt tanif the
1975 crisis bad not occurred.

The third crisis was the Dutch disease, which caused a profit squeeze in the- :
nonoil tradable sector. The profit squeeze was more severe in the nonoil export-

- able sector because parts of the importable sector successflly lobbied for otc-
- don.agL The nonoil tradable sector was in distress but, thanks tothe larg oil export-

earnings, the blance of payme still showed substantial surpluses.-
In chapter5 we identified an important political constituency (onsisting of

Javanese peasants and Outer Island residents) that was opposed to the mainte-:
nance of an overvalued exchange raze. The potency of change in the exchangerate
in effecting economywide resource reallocation and income redistrbution during.
the 1966 economic rehabilitation program helped to strengthen the argument 
a devaluation whenever the balance of payments situation demanded it In chapter:
8 we demonstrated that these factors imposed an asymmetry in thepolicy rsponse:
to changes in the balance of payments. It made good economic sense to devalue
the real exchange rate when a balance of payments deficit occurred, but because
of the existence of thisimportant e constituency, it made god potical sense not to
allow the real exchange rate to revalue when a surplus appeared.
- It would appear that this a rgidity of the exchange rate decreased eco $-

nomic efficiency, since it deprived the economy of-an important mechanism for
adjusting to new circumstances. In the case of iidonesia it tumed out that this po-
litically imposed asymmetry geneated a second-best response to the Dutch- dis-
ease. The best response would have been for the govemment to save the bulk of
thle temporry inwcrase in-income, but this policy was untenable given the need to
accommodate rent-seekdng demands. The second-best rsonse to the distress of

- 0. - - . - : . . . . . ,:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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the agiicultral sector came in November 1978, when the government devalued
the rupiah by 50 pcent even though the stock of nongold reserves was at a his-
tonc high.

Our simulation ofa macroeonomic model to assess the conduct of fiscal and
monetmy policies in the 1973-80 period revealed thatthe 1978 devaluation was a
much-needed response to the Dutch disease. The devaluation kept enough of the
exportable sector alive and able to eam enough foreign exchange to service exter-
nal debt when the price ofoil collapsed after 1981. Our decomposition of the debt-
service-to-export ratio suppots this conclusion. The moderate export oriaenadon
ofthe Indonesian economy was more important than the prudent borrowing policy
in averting a debt crisis in the early 1980s.

The fourth crisis had two actst a steep decline in oil prices in 1983, and an
even steeper declne in 1986. The structural adjustment packages ented smce
1983 appear to be succeeding in replacing oil wit nonoil, non-LNG maubtrn
as the engine of growth Nonoll and noa-LNG export measured as a percec -ge
ofGDP, grewfrom42 percnin fiscal -1982 to 9.4pmcein fiscal 1986 and 15.9
percent in fiscal 1989. Income distribution should improve, since a market-based
industrialion will take advantage of Indonesia's resource"endowment-and be.-
labor-intensive in nae This may be the primary reason why the labor intensity
of indusial output in -1988 was higherthan in 1977, and why th real wage has
been rising since 1988.

I In our analysis- of these crsis episdes, we found four themes that explain-
Indonesia7s impressive growth.

Relatively orthodox macroeconomic policies. lnflaton control was taken vely
seriously-so seriously that the New Ordergovemment which took power in 1966
was commited to never monefizing its budget deficits. When extern revenue
shocks occurred, the government nearly always opted for keeping the bWdget def-
icit under controlby reducing expenditure rather.than by borrwing more f.ro

abroad.
Active exckhnge rate management. Concern about potential bala of-pay-

ments difficulties made the government quick to idertake cutency devaluations.
The nominal cxchange rate was devalued by -50 percent in 1978 to offset the ex-
pansionary macroeconomic policies of the- 1973-77 perod, even though there
were no signs of an imminent balance of payments crisis.The government also de-
valued quicldy whenever unfavorable external conditions appeared.

Prudent mangement ofpubcty guwanteed eternal debt. From the vr be-
ginnimg of the New Order government the economic leadership paid particular at-
tention to the accumulation of pubi;cly guaned exeral debL We sawthat-
Permina's external debt crisis in 1975 was triggered.by actions taken by teMin-*
istry of Fmance to ctub Perminas borrwing. In the aftermath of the Peramina
cnsis, state-owned enterprises (SoEs) could borrow frm- the international credit
maet only afer receiving approval from the Cental Bank and the Ministry of
Fnance. In 1991 a committee was setup attic highestministeial level to tighten
control on external borrowing by SOEs. 'The commite approved three projects

*~~~~~~~~~~~~cmit ap-e -tre proj -- 
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that required $1.5 bilion in foreign exchange funding and postponed four project
-tha required $93 billion in foreign exchange funding. The postponement oc-
curred despite skepticism based on the political connections of the domestic pri-
vat finns that were co-investors in these projects.

Willingness to implement bold measures and comprehensive marM-oriented
reforms. This willingness was first revealed in the stabilization and rehabilitation
program of 1966. In 1983, when increased economic efficiency was crucial to re-
ducing macroeconomic imbalances, the government devalued the exchange rate,
hiberaiized the tightdy rgulated financial system, and overhauled the complex tax
system.

Policy Mistakes

Indonesia also made cemin policy mistakes duing the study period. Those that
remained uncoreced for a significant length of time were

La- cano ls on SOEs. This was particularly true before 1975, when the gover-n
ment had no idea of the ac amount of oil revenue collected ont behalf by Per-
tamina The flrincial discretion givento Pertaminaenabled-itto embark on awide
range of investment acvities that effectively made ita second development agen-
cy. Lax supervision of the state-owned commercial banks in the 1970s also result-
ed in much ismanagement. Despite the dominant and favored position of'the
state banks, accoding to World Bank estimates they had a zero rate.of return to
capital in 1976.

The use of credit ceilings to comnrol the money supply in the 1974-83 period.
Because of aministive difficulties in setting a credit ceiling for each bank.
Bank Indonesia changed the ceilings only once a year. This nonaggressive man-
agement of credit ceilings meant that the money stock fluctuated with changes in
capt flows (or more precisely, wih changes in the balance of payments posi-
tion). The inefecbtiveness of the credit ceilings in resrinng monetary rowth
meant that the equilibrium price level- was not lowered by the use of credit ceil-
ings. The Indonsian government erred in not developig more effective instru- :
mentsofmonetarycontroL.

The use of selectve credit allocaton in the 1974-83 period. With the inflow of
oil revenue, Indonesia created subsidized loan programs to increase the number of
indigenous (non-Chinese Indonesian) entrepreneurs and to accelerate industrial-
ization. The state-ownedbanks werchargedwi-implementingtthese loan pro-
grams, even though they lacked the &ex to &aluate the economic merits of- -
investment projects. The results were not only many cases of bad loais but also a
bias toward lending to SOEs because they were deemed to be less risky.
---Te use of import quots to improve the trade accowt balance in 1982. This -

action st edthe case of the infait industry advocates and the rn-seekers.
The result was a floodof restcons (QRs).'Since a significa number

,; ,, f ~~.0d quantitavl- d,, 
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of restrictions were imposed on imported intemediate inputs the effect was a
policy-effected supply-side shortage, reducing output and raising prices. Furth-
more. because many of these intermediate inputs were used intesively by the
tradable sector, the restictions undermined their original purpose of reducing the
trade deficit

Corrective Actions

When the govemment reacted to these mistakes, it did so in line with what we
have descrbed as a willingness to undertake bold and comprehensive measures.
More stringent fincial controls were imposed on many SOE, and subsidies to the
firms werereduced by allowing them to price their products closer to intemrational
levels. Bank Indonesia has been taking the first steps toward eventual control of
the money stock thmugh open-market means, and most of the subsidized selective
credit programs have been eliminatd in stages since 1983. On the trade firont,
since 1986 the government has been first replacing the quantitatve restrictions
with triffs and then reducing the tariffs. All of these actions in the 1980s also fol-
low the theme of relatively orthodox economic policies.

Our cnnclusion is that Indonesian macroeconomic management has been a
success on the whole. Indonesia did not experience an external debt cisis as Max-
ico andNigeria did. Growth was lowerin the 1980s, butit was stll positive, with
investment increasng as a proportion of total expendime (from 24 percent ofGDP
in 1980 to 35 percent in 1990). The two most impressive features of Indoness
structura adjustment in the 1980s were these:

* Thepoorestsegmnentofthepopition continued to eincea rise in income,
and the disibution ofincome continued to improve. The consumptionshare of the
bottom 20 percentof the pop on wentfrom 6.9 ntin 1970 to -7.7 percent
in 1980 and 92 percent in 1987. The Gini coefficient for the distribution of con-
sumption was 035 in l970, 034 in 1980. and 032 in 1987. These figures n con-
mption were consistent with a drop in the number of people below the official

poverty line (54 million in 1976,42 million m 1980. and 30 million n 1987) and
a rise in the real wage (with the 1983 value set at 100, the agrcultuna real wage
was 117 in 1990 and the industrial real wage was 122 in 1989).

A dramatic surge of the nonoil, non-INCG manurmg sector. The sector's
share of output went from lOApe pen of GDP in 1980 to 15.2 percent in 1989.
Nonoil, non-LNG manu exports leaped from $03 billion in fiscal 1981 to
$6 billion in fiscal 1989. There is no question that this rise in nonoiL non-LNG
manufactured exports warded off the need to reduce imports to match the fall in
oil and LNG exports, which went fom $9.7 billion in fiscal 1981 to $4.0 billion in
fiscal 1989. (Agricultural exports wentfom $2.9 billionto $7.0 billion in the same
period.)
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We want to reiterate ourjudgment that the succes avoidance of a debt cri-
sis, the reduction of poverty in the years of austere fiscal policy. and the rapid :
growth of the nonoil, non-LNG manufacturing sector should be attiuted not only
to the timely adoption of adjustment measures but also to the relatively prudent
fiscaL extenal debt, and exchange-rate policies of the 1970s. The absence of ex-
isting macroeconomic imbalances at the ime of negative extemal shocks in the
1980s meant that the adjustment measures did not have to be so draconia as to
montract output in order to grea;tl reduce imports and to hasten resource reallocati.i:

The pre-1983 emphasis on agricdulul developmentwas maintained durng th -ad-
justmentperiod, and the result was a contined reduction in the incidw ofpoverty.

Enhanced Economic Management

To.be anaytically complete, we must add ta there were featrs about t Indo-
nesian economy that enbanced economic managnt These were.

Thefiexbiity of the Indonesin labor market Real wages coud adjustdown-
ward to absor'b decreases in aggregate demand and preserve employment. There
was great mobiity between rural and urban areas because the sklill reirements-
for most jobs were low. The result was that the distribution of output acrmss
economic sectors could be changed without much open and prolonged -
unemployment.

The geographic openness of dis county of 13,000 islands and its pmximiy to
Sin gapore, an internatonalfinanci sector. Caital controls could not be made to
work effectivelyin such a settin and this was the main reason why Indonesiahas
mainted ano capital account policy sinc 1967. The implication of this fi--
nancial opemness was that unless the exchange rate was kept at a level that wras
deemed compatible with extemal equilibrium, heavy captal outflows would
occn. Financial openness was one of the reasons why Indonesia did not refrain
from devaluing the rupiah immediately when changes in extenal conditions
necessitated it.

The polkkial necessity to push agricukzdal development. Indonesia before 1966
had the largest Commist party outside of te Communist bloc,-and most of the
party's membes were peasants. The economies of the Outer Islands were heavily
dependent on earnings from agricultal expor So, a development strategy that
had agriculturl development as an importnt component would defuse rura and
regional unrest The fortuitous falout of this politcal necessity to push agricultur-
al development was that the competitive real exchange rate benefited the entire
tradable sector; to which the nonoil, non-LG manufacng ildusies belongedL

The presence ofan able economic team that was experinced in crisis manage-
mefland ao had the trust of hepresident. he economic team that designed and
implemented the rehabilitation and stabilization program in i966 was still very
-influenil in policymaking in 1990. Their proven record of successfl eoomic

.. : ,... ....... .:-~ C 
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management had earned them the support of the president and thus parfially insu-
lated them firom pressures from advocates of less-orthodox economic policies.

Four General Theoretical Issues

Our study raises four generl theoretical issues that are of concen to the field of
economics. The first issue is the applicability of the literature on the optimal se-
quencing of economic refms. The conventional sequence is, firs, the liberaliza-
tion of current account transactions (that is, liberalization of the goods market),
then the liberalzaton of dtc domesfic fincial syrstem, and, finally, the liberaliza-
tion of capital acut tansactions. But Indonesia implemented its reforms in the
reverse sequence (capital account hlbralization in 1967, domestic financial mar-
ket lberalization in 1983, and current account liberalization in 1986), and it is not
clear that this affected economic performance negatively. Our conclusion is that
the open capital accomt policy had the desired effect of ensuring that the govem--
ment had to naintain a competitve real exchange rate.

The second issue is whether, as Indonesia7s experience suggests, the speed at
which expectations are changed depends on the variable in question. The slow de-
celeaion in the velocity of money in 1967 and 1968 on theiimplementation of the.
1966 sabilization program shows that expectations of inflation changed quite
sluggishly. In short, the country's willigness to believe that the government was
able to control inflation had to be earned ratherthan assumed. Expecttions about
future exchange rate movements, however, bave been surprisingly accurate. The
quick return of mterest rates to nonnal levels after the monetary interventions in:
1984 and 1987 suggest that agents were able to correctly antici improvement
of the curent account and the inflaton rate in 1985 and 1988. The good under-
standing that Indonesian agents have of exchange rate determination may reflect
a necessity bom of experience with the devaluations of 1978, 1983, and 1986.

The third issue concems the contnbution of expectatons to the atainmment of
policy goats This issue follows from the assumption that te expectation-forma-
tion process may differ according to the variable in question. The 1966 stabiza-
tion episode suggestshdtn expectations do generate forces which reinforce
corrective economic policies, as suggested by the "radical stabilization" branch of
the rational-expectations lieatr, but that these forces are generated only after a
lag? This means that macroeconomic policies that seek to end inflation very
quickdy in a country in which nominal wages are set on the basis of expected in-
flation will inevitably incur large output costs, even if the macroeconomic policies
are credibly anmounced and enforced.

The lesson from the capital flight episodes is that any attempt to maintain an
exchange rate which is incompatible with balance of payments equilibrium will
generateIigh inrerestratesmutiladevaluationis undertaken oruntlnmonetary-and

-- --...::- -.] .-~ 
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fiscal conflition have made the existing exchange rate compatible with balance
of payments equilibrium.

On the contribution of expectations to the attiment of policy goals im gen-
eral, Indonesia's experienoe suggests dtat expectations do not create perverse out-
comes independently; they only exemplify perverse policies. Of course, the
experience of Indonesia does not show that perverse expectations are nonexistent;
it only suggests tint they are rt -:

The fourth theoretical issue raised by our study concens the modeling of the
economic policymaldng process. We found many instances in which the selection
of development strategy (agricultural versus industrial emphasis), the choice of
policy instrument (credit ceilings versus the development of open-markt opera-
tions capbiity), and the fiming of a policy action (devalue now rate than deval-
ue later) depended heavily on political considerations. We believe that economists
should pay more attention to ng political constraints because this
would not only mean more rmalisc policy recommendations in the short run but
would also raise the possibility in the long rum of introducing institutional features
that could change the polidcal incentive structe to make it more supportive of
economic growth. In short we should progress from atbuting a successfl out-
come to the wiingness of the goverment to implement decisive and comprehen-
sive refoms to understnding the circumstances that allow a govement to have
the polital capacity to undertake measures that "step on many influential toes."



Notes

Chapter I

1. Conty to the official data an poverty in 1990. a preminry reansmthas suggsted that
povery may hae nrased between 1987 and 1990 (see table 10.9). Nonetheless de eassss-
meat also states that the 1990 poverty level was definitely below the level in 1984.

Chapter2

1. A mort detailed trafination of labor mart issues can be found in Jones (193 1).
2. Business Week 11 November 199 L
3. TheZ7 provinc and 368 municWal and local govanments alsoownawiderangeof companics.
4. Penrnina's production of cmde petroleum and peroleum products is small compared with that

of foreign oiH companies.
5. The term "Finacial Notegrealy understmts tie size and compreiensiveness ofthis document.

Chapter 3

1. To be more accurae. this was tie fist declaredm inly adventum Sockarno had been funding
guerila activities for four years prworto the invasion.

2 q Djuandes cabinet was commonly refered to as te "business cab ineC butuse af the word.-busi-
ness" here is not meant to imply a pm-business posaure-

3. This ban was revoked in December 1966.
4. TIhe most well known are the Istiqlal Mosque (the world's largest mosque), the solid gold flume

on top of the National Monument, and th gigantic West Irian statue of a in breaking fice front
his chains.

S. Berdihari is an abbreviation of berdlin di-atas kaki smndin, which means standing on one's own
fest."

Chapter 4

1. his figur is calculad frn the real GDP series measured at 1973 prices.
2. The sGs inspects imports at thU country of orgin.
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Chapter 5

1. Fora review oFthe competing models of be ldoresistat seeWoo (199lb).1he impications
of our dtretical model of the Indonesan stae for the pattern of govenme yn expendinire are
subjected to econometric esting in Woo and Kristov (1991).

2. GOLcUR is an abbreviation for Gofongare Karya, which means functional groups. For an author-
itative study onoours-R, see Reeve (1985).

3. See Liddlce (1988). Although the existing campaign mls may work to the advantag of the in-
cumbent there have been few challs to the integrity of the voting proce.

4. We ncognize that ourdiscussion in the preceding paragraph makesourhypotbesisof an implicit
corporatist stae almost obsenwionafly equivalent to the competing hypothesis of a benevoent-
dictoc In short, the reacdon function we have ideniied can be intepreted as t result of the
activity of a nrler who is maxiunming the longevity of bis administration subject to tde political
limits imposed by the different constituencies, rars the result of the activity of a thoroughly be-
nevolent rukr who has interaiUmd the demands of dte differentgroups and is maximizing tis
social welfare finction subject to the technical limits of policy instruments. We hold the fist in-
terpretation to be more plausibk. Recent revelations of how members of the presidentia family
have been enriching thmselves t grough monopoly licenses and state conats tend to support
the self-interestrather than the social interest padigm:

£. This figure is not strictly accurate, since;multiple official exchange rates sl existed at at timne. 
6. ti Carodirdjo (1972:72) found -so many instances of millenarian agmrian uptising that we can

speakof a tradition of revolt."
7. This is the official casualty figure Some unofficial reports put te number much highe of those

killed in 1965-66 following the abortiv coup. See McDonad (198) and Ransom (15).
&. Suggested by Williamn Lkdde and David Dapice in private c ati:-s.
9. Pangestu and Palmer (1969, prefce) wrte Urdnm the liimite. indigeo managerial esoure--

esat psent available to the publc sector are concen d in lagecorportions. th ineIn-
donesian community will merety acquire the dominaing fluence over former overseas firms
andbterebystrngthen itsholdontheeconomy... The csrablishientof apubli, or semi-public.
sector in which Indonesians can become experienced managrs, assisd by goverment con-
--ts and credit schemes, is an obvious way of develWping a nucleus of competent managcrC

10. Dwifung.i, a trsliteration of "dual function" refers to the anny's dual role in defeme and eco-
nonic development Couch (1978) cites official statemts in L969 and 1970 that the arned
forces budget covered only 30 to 50 percent of expes suggesting d the rest were coverd
by econonmic enteprise controlled by tbe army.

11. For example, be maintains a. woring farm for recreational purposes. See Roeder (1970).
12 Because of their influential foreign constuenc)y their lack ofideological avertion to foreign i-

vestment, and the fact that seveal of tenbad received degrees from the Univesity of Califor-
nia, the tecnocrts have often been caUed the. "Berkley Mafia." They include Widjojo
Nitisastro (Ph.D. 1961),AliWadhana (Ph. 1962), SalchAfiff (MBA 1961).Jobannes Sumar-
lin (MA 1960), and Emil Salim (Ph.D. 1964). See rons (1992).

Chapter 6

1. Thiscanbe seenby theslowdown inthe anountofnewmedium-and ;ong-term cieditreceived

75O milUion in l96S$lO min im l963.$310 mimillin 1964,andS21l milliosia 1l965.Data
are based on table 29 m Magkusuwondo (1974).

2. See Amdt(19.

3. The level oftariffprotection was still higb even aftertheabolition of th importlicening system
in Octolber 1966.

:4. The Bonus Ekspor (sE) percentage for mlorexportswas 10 wben the B system ws introduced
in Febuyl 1966 -.
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5. Theeffective exchaneraereported intable AS includes the incenveeffectsofits cbeclpice/
overprice mechaism.

6. An exception is Pitt (1991).
7. Thi is equivalent to making the mistake oftkg the rue ofreal mney growth during infdaon-

-ty periods as the measure of aedit avulabity.
8. We thus disagree with Sundrmm (1973), who saw no link between the expected inflation ae and

fth stance of monctauy policy. He anl acknowledged a link between the actual iftion rte and
the actual money gwth rae.m

9. Sundrmn(1973:81) gve a different explanatiowt "[fI seem reaonable to infer from itnpms-
sionistic evidence that since 1969. long-n tr nds of moneion and structural clmage, other
-tn short-team changes in pnce ations. have be prmainly responibk Wfor the decline
in velocityl." Sundmm's conclusion followed fomm his neglect of a liink bctween the expected
inflaon rte mld e monetar -regime.

Chapter 7

1. One could axgue thit was asolvencycrisis underthe old mangent and was unsformed, in
th eyes of the financial market ino aliquidity crsis the moment Perminawas tud over tD
compe ds. hands.

2- According to Glasumer (1976), the power insladon at the Kcakat Stel Mill cost dtr
times moe than a similar istalion in in (China).

3. Thi view is develped in I. Pagesu (1973).
4. For details e Robison (1986).
-5. -The ca ste of Ptniina's n rcors was sugged by th repon of an in i

banker who saw a Peamina fiig cabinet stuffed with promissr noous whi bad boee cmu-
aly. thrown in (see ipaky 1978).

6. Quoted in Robisor (1986), pp- 237-38.
7. Thefiguresaeonlygssesbecausethbcsamitefromtheirmofficialsources--thebalance'

of payments. the goverment debt record, and the goemment budget-sometimes shows large

S. Dale and attone'(1983), using data fion the Bank of lIternational Settlements, show a switch
- by Mexw to short-term financing in the early 1980s.
9. Thereae no estims f wbat is cosderd to be a mre satisfactry imlicaof the stance a:of

- fiscal poliy. the ful-employment budget deficiLt
o10. Iheacceleatormodel of investmentsts dtathe investnentlevel is deninedby psentand-

lgged changes in thevolum of sales'-
- Ilt. This terms of trade effect on consumption is opposite to that aued by larsen and Metier

(195) The general invalidity of the Lasaen-Mezler cffect within an cptimizing intermpoal
framework is shown in Obsd (1982a). See also Obstfeld (1982b) and Sacbs (1982).

Chapter 8

1. The low 6.4-week figure for 1975 was not bcauseof a sharp - in expots or a big incrase in
imports itwas bauseofeftraitional financiDng ofPe:nmina's debts whie negotiations were
under way to covem Petamin's shar-ten debts to long-tam debts.

i An xample is Amdt(1978).
3. 'W owe this expository device to McCawley (1980D) and Corden and Wanr (1981) The notable

conibuns to tebooming sector l uare Corden atandeary (1982) and Corden (1984).
4. wIf ve assume that nontrdabes refers to luxury goods the consumption of whicb inases dis-

proporionately with arse in uicome, thn OE would be a curve with an increasing siope.

:. . = ~~~-, -'-:.: -'::' .
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S. 1fgoes ID the government, anodherway to keep the product mix at Wis to spend the new revenue
on vadables, but our assumption that the government mimics private expenditure in order to
maximize consumcr welfare rules out this possibility.

6. The deposit and lending rates of the state banks were controlled by dhe government, and those of
private and foreign barks were not The state banking system dwarfed its competilors in both
business volume and number of branches.:

7. Balino and Sundnjan (1986) also concluded thatstrctural features segmented the domestic f-
naucial market frm the foreign ones. One rigorous way to decide the depe of endogeneity In
the money supply is to investigate whether capital flows have systematically offset changes in
the volume of domestically creaed credits-that is, to esimate the offset coeflicient. Fry (1988)
has done this, but his evidence is only suggestive because he grouped Indonesia with the Repub-
lic or Koma, Malysia, the Philippines, and Thailand in the estimalion. He found the offset coef-
ficient ofthe grup to be 0.6, a sign that the credit ceilings did not fuly shelterthe oney supply
form captal flows. A zero value comotes totdal control over the money stock and a unity value
connotes complete lack of control. In a fixed exchange rare seting, a nonunity value also Means
that domestic finamcia assets are not regurded as perfect substitutes for foreig financial assets.

S. For dynamic analysis, the additional assumptions are that dpdtd = c (y -9 and that equation 8.5
always holds.

9. Harbegea (1986) argued that the national terms of trade (withp being the comsumer pnice index
and p the index of the world price of tradables) is the best practical proxy for the most theoret-
ically sadsfying definition of the real exchange rate. ByHarbeger's criterion, te best rcal ex-
change rate is the one which woud most closely "replicate simpk textbook cases of exchange
rate detemnination" in the face of differenttypes of real and nominal shocks. Haberger found the
s-ctor atenns of tade to be the most rnisleading of the six mal exchange:rate definitions he
worked with.

1Q In Woo (1991a), the author shows that these vo defnitdons of the tems of trade have a one-to-
one relationship under the modem definition, which assumes the law of one prec.

11. The acbual rafe is the market exchange rate adjusted by export taxes and subsidies.
12. We calculated the average by applying the 1978 weights in'table 7 of Garnaut (1979) to Pawuw's

fi-gurs.
13. These are the reasons for this. (a) Beginnng in l974, quantitaive restrictions were placed on

some imports to protect dnestic industries'hurt by the real appreciation and to pronote import-
substitution. Goods sheltred by quandtative restricdons are effectively nontradabis fram the
anaytical viewpoint. This is because impors cannot enter regardless of the spread between do-
mestic and intenaional prices. With a given quota, prices of the domesticaly produced subst-
bntes are insulated from international price movements and move only in response to chawes in
domestic demand and cost conditions (b) Rice accounts for a very larg pordon of domestic ag-
ricultural out, and its price has been deliberatey set to nmease slighty moLr than consumer
price index (cri) movements in order to promote the g- of sdf-suffciency in rice. Pdces of a
nmnberof otherfoodcropssuch ascon,soybeans, and s ramalsoproccted from external cam-
pedt Thismeans ditatmecrps constitute the maintadablcompent of the gicutu sector.-

14. An exponent of this view is Kincaid (1984).-
15. The effective razes of prottion for 1980 reported in table 1.7 of K Pangestu and Boenod-o

(1986) differ frnt ours. K Pangestu andBoediono used only the tariff sedule and did nat at-
tempt to incorporate protection from nontariff barniers-

16.- Corden (192) aptly labels the we of the exchange rate to protect the tradable sector for reasons
. unrelated to balance of payments considerions as "exchange rate protection."

17. Conofly and Taylr (1976) and Denoon (1986) are alsocomparative studies of devaluation expe-
riences. The donesia case in Denoon's book is actualy the unification of exchange rates at the-
free market value in Apri 1970. The bulk of th tnsctions in 1970 were conducted at the free
market rate, and the "devaluation" did not cause the free marlst rate to chage.-

18. The relative price index had a lower nmmmum value than the ccinpetitiveness index becuise the.
price level of nontradables was higher five months after the devaluation than in the-first week
afterward.:
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19. War (1984) provides a numercal illustradon of this.
20. It is hard to clairn that the conduct of monetary poliy after fth second Oec price shock was more

satisfactory than after the first shock. The money growth rats were lower and the duration of the
high rates shorter after the second shock, but that price rise only doubled the prim of oil, whereas
the fist shock quadrupled it.

21. The Dsx would show a much bigger diffemnce if the debt service were nomalized by nonoil
expors instad.

Chapter 9

1. For a detailed assessment of how the financially repressed financial system affected resource al-
location during the 1974483 period, see Woo (1991c) He found thatthe bulk of bank credits went
to SOEs.

2. See the FarEastern EconomicReview, 18 Aupg 1978: 18; statement by the govemorof the Ce-
tral Bank

3. See page 106 in Nasudon (1983X; the Far Eastern Economic Rnview. 18 August 1978, pvc an
estimate of 10 percent.

4. We thrs disagree with Booth (1984) who wrot: "If thc problem of high interest rates is seen es-
sentiully in terms of supply and demand, then the solution is to increa the supply of fupds."
Booth (1984) also attibuted a significant part of the liquidity shortagc to the oacionary fiscal
policy. We would argue that in the absesce of a contactionary fisc policy agents in the foreign
exchange market would have considerd the expansion of bank rseves i lationazy and accel-
erated capiald outflow, thus further rusing domestic interest rates.

5. For an excellent discussion of ct February -1991 speulative attack on the exchage rate, see
Parker (1991).

6. On BankDmua's loss, see theAsian allSttreetJAn-nal WeekId 8 October 1990, and the FarEast-
ern Economic Review, 20 Scptember 1990.

7. Even after taddng into account the fall in import prices the real price of oil measured in terms of.
foreign purchasing power fell 40 perent in fiscal 1986.

11. Thesc indirst re venues can appear iumediately if an overvalued official rate has prompted sub-
stantial smuggling, Adevaluatim reduces the incentive to snggle and thus nises ext taxes.
Jakara Pos 13 September1986.

10. This point is also made by Frnsm Soda (Kompas, 13 September 1986), Mohammed Sadli (olm-
- pas. 30 September 1986). and Anne Booth (1986).
!A1. See Nasudon (1989).

12. Ibis is not the total levd of protection. since this figure does not tak into account activities pro-
tected by quotas or tiffs.

13. See the Asian Wall SreerJournal Weekly. 24 November 1986, and 1 Decemiber 1986.
14. In this section we confine our attention to the consequences of quotas on the supply of exporta-

bles within a smtic seing. For an excelent discussion of the impact of ptection on growth, see
Cordtn (1972).

15. We are abstracting frn naural gmwth considerations here to make this point within a static
contcXL

Chapter 10

1. The empirical record does not supportFredman's hypothesis.Bruno and Sachs (1985) show tha
such a relationship did not exist when one looks at the collective experience of the Ofpnization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (oEcD) countries over the postwar period.
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2. A rise in the savings rate affects only the trend growth path and not the trend grwth rae. The
laner is affected orly if the savings rate is somehow affects the rate of ological innovation.

3. The use of 1973 as the beginning of the oil-led growth period comes momn from a statistical break
in GOP and its corrspondence with the OPEc price increase than from a strict analytical definition.
Real oDp (in 1960 prices) grew 7 pcxent every yefron 1970 to 1972 and jumped to 8 perces
in 1973. However, the break in the oh output dat occured earlier High inflation ended in 1970.
The analytical difficulty Lies in allocating 1971 and 1972.

4. bhe growth accounting exercise was computed using weights inlerred firm Wodd Bank (1989).
5. See, for example. Denison (1967) and Ho (1978).
&6 The argument was that Indonesia could no longer afford the subsidies of the liquidity credit

program.
7. The applicability of these principles is not unique to Indonesia's circumstaces. Taiwan (Cina)

independently enshrined thse principles after its own experience with hyperinion in the early
1950s. See Tsiang (1980).

& A forceful stuement of the case agaist market intrvention as a gwh strategy is Lal (1985). 
Corden (1972) gives a balanced survey of the argmients on this issu. 'Wbrld Bank (1983)
presents evidence showing ageneral negative correlation between growth and market distortion.

9. The ratios would have shown a much bigger difference if the debt srvice had been normalized
by nonoil expors. Por a loger exposition, see Woo and Nasution (1989).

10. The analysis here draws upon Woo (forthcoming).
11. Tne imposition of this equirmen does not mean that the counterfactuD level of investmemn

would equal the actual level. Privat nuvestment spending depenxed on other variables besides
the amount of allocated credit (see eqaion R.12 in the appendix).

12. The cGE simulations revealed tha tight monry policy would have increased the income share
of thre riculum population and the high-income nural nonag acutura population at the ex-.
pense of the low-income nmral nonagculural population and the utban population. However. a
tight money policy wol have meant lower total income, with the magnitude depending on the
degree of monerary tightnes-:

13. For a recent theoretical exploration of this link. see Grossman and Helpman (1991). For airent
survey of the empirical litur sec Roberts and T1ybout (1991). See also Rajapatirana (198.

Chapter 11

1. There was. in fact, no shot-runtradeoffbetween the inflation rat and the output kvl; ther was
only a small tradeoff between the inflation mte and the output grwth ratc.

2. The help in this cas was the fal in the velocity of money.
3. The classic sttement on the nonexistence of perverse (destabilizing) expecai s is Friedman

(1953). Friedmans hypothesis is empirically disputed in Woo (1987). However, we did find that
destablizing expectations occurred only infrequently.



Appendix

Macroeconomic Model Used to Generate
Counterfactual Scenarios

(Model is from Kobayashi, Tampubolon, and Ezaki l985)

Notation

Variables in te Real Sector

Exogenons variables are identified by the superscript a. Variables endogenized in
the monetary sector are identified by the superscript b. :

C Nominal oonsumption expenditure
CG Nominal government consumon expenditre0
-CGR Real government consumption expenditurtA
CP Nominal private consumption expenditure
CPR Real private consumption expenditure-
CR Real -consumption expenditure
CRPMS Amount of credit supply to private sector by monetary systemb
DEP Nominal depreciation
DEPR Real depreciation
EMP Total employment
GDP Nominal gross domestic product
GDPR -Real gross domestic product
GDPRCp Real desired aggregate demand
GNP Nominal gross national product
GNPR Real gross national product,
I Nominal gross domestic government fixed capital formation
IGR Real gross domestic government fixed capital formationa
IPIR - Real gross domestc privae fixed capital formation:

157
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IR Real gross domestic fixed capital formation
KR Real total capital stock
LABF Total labor force
M Nominal total import
MC Nominal imports of consumption goods
MCR Real imports of consumption goods
Ml Nominal imports of investrnent goods
MlR Real imports of investment goods
MR : -Real total imports
MRM Nominal imports of raw materals and int te goods
MRNoR Real imports of raw materials and intermediate goods
MSD eNomnal statisfical discrepanc for imnport setor 
MSDR Real statistical discrepancy for import sector
N Populationa
NF TA Nominal net factor income from abroad'
NFTAR Real net factor income finm abroad'
NNP Nominal net national product
NNPR Real net national product
PC Consumption deflator
PCG Govenunmet consumpton deflator
PCP Private consumption deflator
PC?! Consumer pnce index
PDROL Price of refined oil for domestic consumptiot
-PGDP GDP deflator -r

Pi. Capital formation deflator
PM Imnport deflator
PMC Import deflator for consumption goods
PMC ' Dollar pce index for consumption good import?.
PMI Import deflator for investment goods.
PMI $ Dollar price index for investment g imports
PMRM Import deflator for raw materials and intermediate goods
PMRM$ Dollarprce indexforrawmaterialsandintermediategoodimport?
PMSD Import deflator for services and statistical discrepancya.
PX Export deflator
PXGAS. Price index of LNG exprts in dollarsa
PXNOS Price index of nonoil and non-LNG exports in dollars'
PXOIL Price of crude oil exports in dollars per barrel'
QDOIL Quantity ofcrude oil for domestic consumption in millions ofbarels
:QDROL Quantty ofrefined oil for domestic consumption in nfilions of liters:
QMOIL Quantity of crude oilimports in millionsof barel?
QMROL Quantity of refined ofl imports in millions of barresa
QOIL Quantit of oil productionr
:QXOJL Q of crude oil exports in milions of barrels
QXOSD Statcal discrepancy for the quantity of oil exports
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RFEX Rate of foreign exchange8

SMB Nominal supply of broad moneyyb
TI Nominal indirect taxe
TIME mxne trend
TIR Real indirect £:x
UNEM Unemployment
X Nowmnal total exports
XGAS Nomiral value of LNG exports in billions of rupiahs
XGAS $ Nominal value of LNG exports in dollars'
XGASR Real LNG exports in billions of rupiahs.
XNVOS Nominalvalue of nonoil and non-UNGexports inblionsof rupiabs
XNOS $ Nominal value of nonoil and non-LNG exports in millions of dollars
XNOSR Real nonoil and non-LNG exports in billions of rupiabs
XOIL Nominal value of crude oil exports in billions of rupiahs
XOIL $ Nominal value of crude oil exports in millions of dollars
XOILR Real oil exports in billions of rpiabs
XR Total zeal exports in billions of rupiahs
XSD Nominal value of statistical discrepancy in exports in billions

of rupiahse
XSDR Real statistical discrepancy in exports in billions of rupiabse

Variables in the Monet Sector

MA Monetary authonities
...MdB : -... ,Deposi moneybanks
;MS ... , Monetary systemr.

BMAMB Borrowings from Bank Indonesia by MBa
BMBSD Staistical discrepan,; -between CMBMA andBMA MB"
Bfop Balanceofpayments(overalbalance)
BOPSD Statistical disrepancy in balance of payments"
CAP Net capital inflow"
CMBMA Claims on MB by MA
COR Currency outside banks and govrmment, MA
CRCMA Net claims on government by MA"-
CRCMB- Net claims on government by MB"
CRGMS Net claims on government by MS'
CROMA - Net claims on official entities and public enterprises by MA"
CROMB. Net claims on official entities and public enterprises by MB"
CROMS: Net claims on official entities and public enterprises by MS
CRPMA Net claims on private sector by MA"
CRPMB Net claims on private sector by MB
CRPMS Net claims on private sector by MS
DD - Demand deposits at MB
DDPMA Private sector demand deposits at A"
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FCD Foreign currency deposits at MB'
FODMA Foreign cunrency and other deposits at MA'
MMB Money multiplier, broad, MS
MFAMA Net foreign assets in MA
NFAMB Net foreign assets in MB
NFAMS Net foreign assets in MS
NOIMA Net other items in MAa
NOIMB Net other items in MB'
NOIMS Net other items in MS
RID CR Rate of interest on domestic credits'
RIF Foreign rate of intestac
RITSD Rate of interest on time and savings deposits'
RM Reserve money, MA
RMB- Reserves, MB-
RMBSD Statistical discrepancy between-RMO and RHBI
RMO Reserve money other an FODMA MA
RRMB Required reserves. MB
RRR Required reserve ratio, MB'
SMB Supply of money, broad, M::S
TSD Tme and savings deposits at MB

Sysotm Of Equations

Real Sector

The estimate method is OLS. Figures in parentheses are i-ratios. The last line for
each of the estimated equations indicates, from left to right, the coefficient of dev-
termination adjusted by degree of freedom, the standard deviation of dependent
variable, the Durbin-Watson ratio, and the estimation period.

(R.1) og(GDPR) -0.6 *lg(KRPD-0.022 *TJME=-33823 +0923 log(EM) i
(338) (6.38)

0.7991/0.0304V0.5698 19704-0

CR-2) GNPR =GDPR + NFL4R.

(R.3) NNPR = GNPR - DEPR - TIR

CR4) EMP =2,705.8031 + 0.3363 *GDPR + 0.8700 *LABF

(3.14) (4.20) (29.01)
0,9999/43/3,22r1348 1970-80
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(R.5) LAF = -4,127.9864 + 0.2341 * N + 0.4679 * LABF[1]
(1.39) (2.20) (1.98)

0.9966/287.3927/1.3266 1970-80
(K6) UNEM L4BF -EMP

(R.7) KR= R[1] + IR-DEPR

(K8) DEPR = -418.4221 + 960.3380 * GDPR l KR[ + 0.02828 * KR[l]
(M.51) (33.43) (121.81)

0.9997/1.8479/2.2895 1970480

(K9) CR = CPR - CGR

(KID) CPR =GPDR-(CGR + IR + XR-MR)

-(KIl) IR=IPR IGR-

(KL12) lgFR) =-0.05662 +23462 lCg(GDPR[lD- 1.4914 * Iog(KRI1D l +.12I9
(0.019) (3.79) (1.80) (1.57)

t Iog((CRPMS-CRPMSE1])IPGDP)
0.9194/0.09317/1.7695 197040

(K 13) XR =XOILR + XGASR +XNOSR + XSDR

(1. 14) XOLR =XOLD *4151 (PXOILI4.0094) ((11,000)

(RK15) XOILD=QXOIL PXOIL

(KL16) QXOIL= QOIL + QMOIL - QDOIL + QXOSD

(R17) QDOCL (1/0.7) * (((11158.99) * QDROL) - QMROL)

(R 18) lg(QDROL-=594Q9680*1PO+ 1.7007log(GDPR)
(5.90) (0.87) (22.67)

0S9924t0.04079AL9365 1969-80

-(R19) XGASR XGASD * 415 PXGAS * (1/1,000)

(R.20) log(XIVOSR,XNOSR(1J) -0.003711 +0.2718
- (0.044) (2.72)

*Iog((PXlOS*REXIPGDP)1(PYOSEIJ *RFEX[]tPGDP[1]00+ 13115
(1.26)
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* log(GDPRIGDPR 1]) -0.01684 * TIME
(2.60)

0.562010.05606/2.9838 1971-80

(R.21) XNOSD =XNOSR *PXNOS 1,000 /415
(R.22) MR =MCR + MIR + MRMR + MSDR

(R.23) log(MCR) = 0.8964- 17137 * log(PMCIPC) + 0.5085 * log(CR)
(0.27) (4.03) (1.38)

0.9163/0.161311.6865 1970-80

(R.24) log(MJ = 0.02837 - 1.3873 * log(PMI/PJ) + 0.7236 * logCIR)
(0.049) (5A45) (4.54)

+ 0.1653 * log(MIR[1)D
(1.24)

0.9453/0.0991111.6669 1970-80

(R25) MRMR =-775312-194.2540 *PMRM PGDP + 0.09778 * GDPR
(0.42) (1.84)- (8.38) -

'' 9596/44.1542/1.6009 1970-SO

(R26) log (MSDR =-21.4547 +3.1147 * log(GDPR)
(5.91) - (7.68) . .- . : - -- 

0.8529(0.3137/1.6014 1970480

(R.27) GDPRCP= (CGR+JIR +XR) 1035-MR

mR28) log(PGDPIPGDP[l]) -0.3558 + 0.6175 * log(GDPRCPIGDPR)
(2.30) (2.96)

+ 1.0735 * log(SMBlSMB[1D)
(3.07)

0-5084/0.0724012.1361 197-80

(R-29) log(PCG) --1.2671 + 0.6426 * log(PGDP) + 0.1807 * og(SMB)
(2.22) (4.78) (2.16)

0.9970/0.03181/1.7879 1970-80

ULM'30) loPI) = -1.6534 + 0.4934 * log(PGDP) + 0.2406 * log(SMB)-
(1.94) (2.45) (1.92)

0.9926/0.04753/2.4478 1970-80

(R31) CP=PCP*CPR
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(R.32) log(PCP)=-0.8223+0.6265*log(PGDP)+0.1213*log(SMB)
(1.62) (5.23) (1.62)

0.9969/0.07525/0.9039 1970-80

(R33) log(PCPJ) = 3.7933 + 0.8815 * log(PGDP)
(138.08) (23.32)

0.9819/0.07525/0.9039 1970-80
(R34) PX=X/XR

CR35) PM= M MR

(R.36) PMC =PMCD *RFEX/415

(R.37) PMI=PMD *REX t415

(L38) PMRM =PMRMD * RFEX /415

CR39) GDP =PGDP *GDPR

(R.40) GNP = GDP + NFIA

(R.41) NNP = GNP -DEP -Ti

CR42) DEP PGDP "DEPR

( L43) C=CP-.-CG

(RL44) PC=CICR

(-45) CG =PCG *CGR

(R046) i=PI*IR

(R.47) X=XOIL XGAS+XOS+XSD

(R-48) XOIL =XOID * RFEX* (1/1)

: CR49) XGAS -XGASD * RFEX* (1/1 00)

(RS0) XNOS =XNOSD * RFEX * (11100)

(R.5l) M=MC+MI+ARM'+MSD

(R52) MC PMC * MCR
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(R.53) M =PM* MIR

(R.54) MRM = PMRM MRMfR

(R.55) MSD = PMSD * MSDR

Mondary Sector

(M.1) OP =X-M+NFIA+CAP

(M.2) NFAMS=NFAMS[1] +BOP+BOPSD

(M.3) SMB =NFAMS + CRGMS + CROMS + CRPMS -NOIMS

M4) CRGMS = CRGMA + CRGMB0

(M.5) CROMS = CROMA + CR0OM2

(M-6) CRPMS= CRPMA + CRPMB-

.(17) NOIMS = NOIMA + NOIMB -(CMBMA -BMAM) +(RMO - RiB)

(MB) NFAMA =NFAHS - NFAHBE

(M9) RM =NFAMA + CRGMA + CROMA + CRPMA + CMBMA
--FODMA - NOIMA

(M10) CMBMA =-19.6462+1.0471 *BMAMB
(1.73) (68.27)

0.9965/19.6249/1.2591 1970-80

(Ml) RMO=14.9351+0.9238*RMB
(159) (53.70)

0.9965119.6249/1.2591 19 70-80

(1412) CUR =SMB -(DDPHA + FODMA) -(DD + TSD + FCD)

(1413) NFAMB BMAMB +DD + TSD + FCD + NOIMB- CRGMB
-CROMB -CRPMB -RMB :
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(M.14) log(CRPMB/CRPMB[1J) = -0.4094 + 1.5495 * Iog((DD + TSD
(3.08) (5.09)

+FCD +BMAMB -RMB) / (DDEII + TSD[1] + FCD[I] +sGMAMB[1]
- RMB[1l))
- 0.4479 * log((CRGMB + CROMB) / (CRGMB[1] + CROMBE1]))
(5.07)

+ .02592 *RIDCR * (1.0- D880) + 0.05734* (RIDCR-RJF)
(5.05) (3.28)

* D7880 - 27.9780 4 (RIDCR - RIF) * D7880
0.7877/0.06444/2.7398 1972-80

(ML15) RMB= 385.7137 + 1.0953 *RRMhB -20.8916 *RIDCR *(1.0 - D7880)
(3.61) (7.01) (5.13)

27.9780 * (RJDCR-RIF) * D7880
(2.04)

0.9780/51.1562/2.3254 1972-80

(M.16) RRA1B=RR *(DD + TSD)

CML17) log(DDIPGDP)= --:5.7272 + 0.9794 * log(GDPR - 0.2693 *log(PGDPI
(1.-06) (1.18) (0.77) -

PGDDP[1]) + 0.5020 *log(DD[1yPGDP[l])-
(1.36)

0.9656/0.09602/1.8233 -1970-80

(1418) log(TSDIPGDP) =-2.2924 + 03611* log(GDPR) -0.4560 * log(PGDP/
(0.91) (1.03) -(136)

PGDP[l]) + 0.03674 * RJSD + 0.7487 * log(SD [JIPGDP[l])
(294) (4.89)

0.9399/O.09849/3,1753 197040 -
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ErrorAnalysis, Rootf Mean Square Percentge Error (RMSPE), 197280

GDPR 2.8 MRMR 9.9 XGAS 0.0
GNPR 3.0 MSDR 32.8 XNOS 3.5
NNPR 3.2 GDPRCP 1.5 M 5.6
EMP 0.5 PGDP 6.0 MC 23.1
LABF 0.5 PCG 5.8 Ml 14.6
UNEM 4.7 PI 5.2 MRM- 9.9
KR 0.8 CP- 9.8 MSD 33.8
DEPR 24 PCP) 7.8 -BOP 74.1
CR 4.3 PC)I 7.0 NFAMS :147.2
CPR 4.9 PX 0.7 SMB 15.5
IR 4.3 PM 3.0 CRGMS 0.0
IPR 7.2 PMC 0.0 CROMS 0.0
XR 1.5 PMI 0.0 CRIPMS 8.6
XOlLR 1.3 - PMRM 0.0 NOlMS 1.3
XOILD 1.3 GDP) 7.0 NFA MA 116.3
QXOJL 1.3 GBNP 7A. RM 30.9
QDOIL 4.9 BWP 7.8 B 0.0
QDROL 3.9 DEP 6.8 RMO 14.0
XGASR 0.0 C 9.1 CUR 51.7
XNOSR. 3.5 PC, 7.3 NFAMB 1233
XNOSD- 3.5 CG 5.8 CRPMB 8.6
MR 5.8 1 6.9 RMB 13.8
MCR .23.1 X 1.0 ) : tA( 7.8
MIR 14.6 XOIL 1.3 DD 10.9

=;R.: - :- : - .T-S-0 : IED 7.6
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Table A1 Change In Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 19SO-90

Year Percent Year Percent Year Percent Year Percent

1950 - 1960 2.0 1970 6.5 .1980 7.9
1951 63 1961 5.7 .1971 7.0 1981 7.4
1952 3.1 1962 1.8 1972 9.4 1982 -0.3 -
1953 6.5 1963 -2.2 1973 11.3 . 1983 3.3
1954 6.9 1964 3.5 1974 7.6 1984 6.0
1955 5.8 1965 1.1 1975 5.0 1985 2.4
1956 2.6 1966 -2.3 1976 -69 1986 4.0
1957 7.1 1967 2.3 :977 8.9 1987 3.9
1958 -4.1 1968 11.1 1978 7.7 1988 5.7
1959 2.4 .1969 7.1 1979 6.3 1989 7.4

.1990 7.1

Note: 1960-65from 1960 weights, 1966-77from 1973 weghts. 1978-90from 1983 weights.
Source: WrldB ank dataL

Table A2 Rate of Inflation, L950-90

Year Percent Year Percent Year Percent Year Percent

1950 21.4 1960 20.0 1970 12.3 1980 18.5
1951 64.7 1961 76.7 1971 4.4 1981 12.2
1952 6.0 - 1962 155.9 1972 -6A 1982 9.5
1953 - 5.6 1963 128.8 1973 31.0; 1983 11.8
1954 6.4 1964. 135.3. 1974 40.6. 1984 10.5
1955 35.0 1965 593.7 -. 1975 19.1 1985 4.7
1956 -1.5 1966 635.4 1976 19.8 1986 5.9
1957 54.9 1967 112.2 1977 11.0 1987 9.1
1958 18.0 1968. 84.8 1978 8.81. 1988 5.8 -
1959 13.2 - 1969 17.4 1979 20.6, 1989 6.0

1990' 10.0

Source: World Bank dataE
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Table A.3 All Exports, 1965489

Billions of Pemcevage Millions
Year current rupiahs of GDP of dollars

1965 I 4.2 708
1966 40 12.7 679
1967 74 8.7 665
1968 .228- 10.9 731
1969 245 9.0 854
1970 429 12.8 1,108
1971 530 14.4 1.234
1972 754 16.5 1,777
1973 1,354 . 20.1 3,211
1974 3,105 29.0 7,426
1975 2,851 22.6 7,102
1976 3,340. 22.2 8,547
1977 4,466 .23.5 10,853
1978 .4.935 . 21.7 11,643.
1979 9,629 30.1 15,591,
14980. 13,849 30.5 21 1409

1981. 16,177 .. 27.8 22,260
1982 15,103 24.2 '22,293
1983. 20,488 27.8 '21,152
.1984 22,985 26.4 21,I902.
1985 21,534 '22.9 1,9
1986 20,010. 14,824
1987 .29,874' 23.7 -18,271
1988. 34,666 24.9 '20,725
1989 42,503 25.3 .24,965

Source. IM (1988); World Bank data..L
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Table A.4 All Import, 1965-89

Billions of Pencentage millions
Year current rupiahs of GDP of dollars

1965 I 4.2 695
1966 70. 22.2 527
1967 143 16.9 . 649
1968 327 15.6 716
1969 - 403 14.8 781
1970 529 15.8 1,002
1971 611 16.6 1,103
1972- 862 18.9 1,562
1973 1316 19.5 2,729
1974 2,294 21.4 3,842
1975 2,778 22.0 4,770
1976 3,222 20.8 5,673
1977 3,817 . 20.1 : - -16,230
1978 .3,370 14.8 6,690
1979 7,iS5 - 23.6 7,202
1980 - . 10.080 22.2 :10,834
1981 14.119 24.3 13,272
1982 15,186 24.3 16, 59
1983 21,2 5. 28.8 16,352
1984 : 18,627 21.4 13,882
1985 19,835 21.1 10,259-
1986 21,036 10,724
1987 27,956 21.1 16,972
1988 31,171 21.4A 18,341
1989 : 38,395 . 22.2 21,439

S-orue: nm (1988), World Bank dauL :
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Table A.S-Part A Effective Exchange Rate, 1950-72
(export exchanDe rate after taking various export subsidies and FEC incenives inta account)

Rupiahs Rupiahs Rupiaks Rupiahs
Year per dollar Year per dollar Year per dollar Year per dollar

-1950 7.08 1956 11.84 1962 136.50 1968 269.00
1951 7.60 1957 17.33 1963 320.55 1969 318.20
1952 9.44 1958 29.55 1964 788.35 1970 333.70
1953 11.60 1959 3Z21 1965 2,683.00 1971 353.90
1954 12.52 1960 37.52 1966 36.00 1972 373.50
1955 11.07 1961 40.50 1967 103.40

Table A.-Part B The Free Market Exchange Rate, 1950-86

Rupiahs Rupiahs Rupiahs Rupiahs
Year per dollar Year per dollar Year per dollar Year per dollaw

1950 24.65 1959 130.82 1968 386.70 1977 415.00 
1951 16.17 1960 285.17 1969 408.40 1978 -625.00
1952 19.63 1961 186.67 1970 388.60 1979 627.00
1953 27.32 1962 760.42 1971 397.30 1980 627.00
1954 31.98 1963 1,456.00 1972 415.00 1981: 644.00
1955 39.13 1964 3,004.00 1973 415.00 1982 692.00..-
1956 33.33 1965 14,083.00 1974 415.00 1983 994.00
1957 43.65 1966 105.70 1975 415.00 1984 1,074.00
1958t 71.74 1967 172.30 1976- 415.00 1985 1,125.00

1986 1,641.00

Note: 1950-65 in "old' rupiahs; 1966-46 in 'new" rupiahs; 1 new rupiah - 1,000 old rupiahs.
Source: nuw(1988); Pin (1991); Wold Bankdata.,

Table A£6 Current Account Balance, 1965489

Millions Millions Millions
.Year of dollars Year of dollars Year of dollars

1965 -222 1974 +598 1983 -6,338'
1966 -108. 1975 -1,109 -1984 -1,856
1967 -254 1976 -907.- 1985 -1,923
1968 -255 1977 -51 1986 -3,911
1969 -336 1978 -1,413 1987 -2,098
-1970 -- 310 1979 +980 1988 -1, 189
1971 -372 1980 1989 -1,721 -
1972 -334 1981 -566
1973 -476 1982 -5,324

Sown.: World Ban ldatam

t;0 t;; ;':.;' 0'00,:'00000 '.7R0 0t 
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Tlble A.7 Nonoll, Non-LNG Exports, 1971---

Millions Permenage
Year of dollars of GDP

1971 721 7.7
1972 864 7.9
1973 1,602 9.8
1974 2,214 8.6
1975 1,791 5.9
1976 2,542 6.8
1977 3,474 7.6
1978 3,657 7.1
1979 5,426 10.6
1980 6,167 8.5
1981 -4,200: 4.7 -

1982 3,900 - 4.2
1983 5,400 7.7
1984 5,900 7.5
1985 6200 7.7
1986 6,700 9A:
1987 9,500 13.0 -
1988 12,200.: 14.8
19899 14,300 15.9
1990 15,500 15.5

Sa-5ce: Werld Bark da 

Table A.8 Oil and LNG Exports, 196S4-6
(fmllionsofdollars)J

-Year Exports Year E -ou

1965' 272 1976 6,004
1966 - 203 1977 7,298
1967 240 1978- 7,439

.1968 298 1979 8,871
1969 383 1980 12,850
1970 446 1981 14,390
1971 565 1982 14,861
1972 913 1983 13,478
1973 1 : l,609 1984 12,097
1974. - 5,211 .1985 7,670
1975 5,311 1986 5,167

Sowc: obw (198C); World Bank data.'
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Table AS Gross DomesticlInvestment asPermeutapeor GDP, 196549

Year Percent year Percet

1965 8.3 1978 26.6
1966 4.4 14979 23.4
1967 8.0 1980 29.6
1968 8.8 1981 27.5
1969 .14.6 1982 29.4
.1970 13.6 1983 25.5
1971. 15.8 1984 -26.4

1972. 18.8 1985 26.2
1973 17.9 1986
1974 16.8 1987 22.5
1975 20.3 1988 22.2
1976 19.3 1989 23.5
1977 20.2

source: Government of Indonesia..

Table A.1S Govern-m ent Expenditure as Percentage of GD?, 1965-89

Year Percent Year Percent

1965 12.5 1978 19.6
1966 9.2 1979 .22.4
1967 IDA4 1980 25.3.
1968 8.8 1981 ,25.7

1969 :12.8 1982 23.0
1970 13.8. 1983 22.5:
1971: 14.5 -1984 .20.6.
1972 16.0 1985 22.4
1973 1.19622.7.
1974 17.7 1987 20.2
1975.. 21.2' 1988 19.7
1976 20.6 1989- -19.8
1977 18.1

Source: Depaflmen a(flFnance, Goverment of lindonesia. 
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Table AM Macroeconomic Indicators 1965489
(billions of c-urrent ruplahus)

Total
consumption Private Government Gross capital

Year: GDP guenditww consumption consumption formadion

1965 24 22. 21 12
1966 316 331.. 303 28 14
1967 848 849 786 63 68
1968: 2,097 2,010 1,854 156 185
1969 2,718 2,559 .2,360 199 317-
1970 3,340 . 2,986 2,693 293 . 455
1971 3,672 .3,174 2,833 341 580

:1972 .44564 3,816 3,402 414 857
.1973 6,753. 5,507 4,791 716 1,20
1974 10,708 . 8,136 7,295 841 1,797
1975 12,643 9,999 8,745 1,254 2,572
1976 . 15,467 12,055 10441,591 3,205
1977 19,011 14,535 12,458 2,077 3,826
1978 22,746 16,510 13,851 2,59 4,671
1979 -32,025 23,687' 19,954 3,733. C704
1980 45,446 32,191 27,503 .. 4,688 . 9,485
1981 58,127 38,745 32,293 6,452 '17,324

1982 62,476 . 45,153 -37,924 729 .1,0

1983 73,698 52,816 44,739 8,077 21,668
1984 897,055 60,521 .51,399 9,122 - 22,177
1985 96,997 -. 68,094- 57201 10,893. 2237
1986 102,683 74,684' 603355 11,329 24,782
1987 124,817 -, 3,753 71,989 11,764 30,980
1988- 142,020 93,801 81,045 12,756 36,803
1989 166,330 104,450 88,75 15,698 45,650-

Soaurer mr International Financial Seaisfics Yearbook (1988): Centmul Bureu of Statisdcs

1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f
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Thble A.12 Central GoverMMent EXpemditures, 1969170 to 199192:
(billionsoaf current rupiahs)

[ten 1969170 1970171 1971172 1972173 1923174 1974/75 1975176 1976177

Personnel 103.8 131.4 1633 200.4 268.9 420.1 593.9 636.6
Debt service 14A 25.6 4646 53.4 70.7 73.7 78.5 189.5

Exterral debtiservice 12.7 23.6 37.2 44.1 62.6 67.3 71.7 165.1
Jnfteral debt smvice 1.7 2.0 8.4 5.3 .11.1 6G4 668 24A

Subsidies to regions 44. 56.2 66.8 83.9 108.6 201.9 284.5 313.0
Food subsidy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 141.0 50.0 39.0
Oil subsidy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Other mrtune

expenditure . 542 75.0 72.4 100D4 265.1 179.4 325.7 451.7
Stmndardexpendiutm 216.5 288.2 349.1 438.1 713.3 1.01..1332.6 1,629.8
Regonal development 12.6 43.5 49.6 55.7 70.1 136.0 173.0. 190.0
Fertilizer subsidy 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 33.0 227.2 1134.0 107.0
Agricuftar and

irrigation, excluding
fertilizer subsidy -25.0 32.1 46.6 39.6 45.0 74.8 123.0 249.0

industry and mining 5.8 1.8 8.1 4.7 5.3 71.0 124.0 195.0
Electric power. 4.1 7. 41 16.2 21.6 .'79.0 128.0 .218.0
Transportation, tourism,

andcomrnunications 25.3 17.7 42.4 44.0 57.0 124.0 312.0 429.0
Manpower and. 

u,ransigration .0.1 1.0 0.7 - 0.3 0.0 5.0 12.0 27.0
Education and culture 9.1 8.9. 10.9 I62 29.9 47.0 114.0 136.0
He.lthand socialwelfrm 4.5 3.5 4.6 .7.3 1(.4 25.0 .38.0 48.0.
Housingand water uuply .. 1.2 2.6 2.4: 4.4 5.3 7.0 :13.0 30.0
Ucnramlpublic secwcc 11.3 14.6 11.9 16.0 '78.0 49.0. 72.0' 114.0:
Govennmt capital

participation 0.0 1.0 .7.0 24.7 0.0 98.0 115.0 225.0
Other items in.

develpmet budget 0.9 1.2 L6 1.9 0.0 19.0 410.0 8.
Unknown allocation

of projecraid .25.: 44.6 8.0 67.2 - 91.3~ 0.0 0.0 0.0
Developmentexpendituze 1262 179.6' 207.9 298.2 450.9 961.8 1,397.7 2.054.5

Tota expenditure 342.7 467.8- 557.0 736.3 1.164.2 1,97.9 2,730.3 3,6543
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Item 1977178 1978179 1979180 1980/81 19811782 1982183 1983A84 1984/85

Personnel 893.2 1,001.6 1,419.9 2.023 2,277.7 2,418.1 2,757.0 3,046.3
Debtsaevice 2283 534.5 684.1 784.8 931.0 12245 2,102,7 776.5

Extemuldebt service 220.9 525.7 647.6 754.0 915,0 1204.7 20729 2,737.2
Intemal dek service 7.4: 8.8 36.5 30.8 16.0 19.8 293 39.3

Subsidies tDogions 478.4 5223 669.9 976.1 1.209.4 1,315.4 1,5469 1,883.3
Food subsidy 0.0 43.5 124.9 281.6 224.0 1.0 o0. ao

Oil subsidy 65.1 197.0 534.9 1.0 1316.0 962.0 928.1 506.7
Odter routine

expenditures . 483.9 444.8 628.1 712.2 1.0195 1,0753 1,077.1 1,215.6

Swdadexpenditum -2,148.9 2,743.7 4,061.8 5,800.0 6,977.6 696.3 8,411.8 9,428.9
Regional development .251.0 275.0 336.0 4320 616.0 711.0 749.0 791.0
Fardli2ersubsidy 32.0 83.0 85.0 283.0 371.0 420.0- 324.0 732.0
AgriCUtum and

irrigation excluding
ferilizer subsidy 348.0 367.0 423.0 646.0- 583.0 511.0 589.0. 967.

Indust" and mining 139.0 205.0 -356.0 491.0 827.0 913.0" 2,153.0 839D
Elearic power 223.0 -272.0 376.0 431.0 530.0 7S8.0 66D.0 911D.

Transportation. toudsm - -
a canduomcakioas 355.0 413.0 466.0 780.0 807.0 876.0 1.S27.0 1,428.0

Manpower and
uanigaio 61.0 95.0- 162.0 :326.0 417.0 436.0 456.0 422.0

Educaiou and culture 211.0 251.0 362.0 575.0 - 726.0 703.0 1.032.0 1231.0
Heah and social welfare 71.0 79.0 -142.0 218.0 286.0 - 259.0 279.0 320.0
Housing and watersupply 90D. 56.0 117.0 191.0 166.0 151.0 221.0 224.0
General public services 123D 225.0 473.0 700.0 800.0 785.0. 899.0 927.0
Goverment capita

participadon 190.D 1620 466.0 389.0 389.0 281.0 234.0 292.0
Otherites il in

developmet budget 63D 73.0 250.0 404.0 422.0 556.0 176.0 86W
Unknown allocation of

projea aid o0. .O 0.0 0.0 O 11O .0O 0.0
Developnteexpendiwre 2156.8 255.6 4.0142 5916.1 63940. 7359.6 9.8992 9.9519

Total expenditu 4305.7 5,299.3 3,076.0 11.716.1 13,917.6 14,355.9 18,311.0 19.380.8
-. . .-t : (Table eadnxus on ne page.)
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'Table A.12 continued

kent ~~~~~~~1985/86 19786187 1987/88 1988/89' J989190 1990(91 1991192

Personnel 4.018.3 4311.0 4,617.0 4.998.0 6,220 6,909. 7,753.0
Debuutvc 3.323.1 5,058.0 3,25. 10,940.0 11,99.0 12,984.0 14,381.0

External debt service 3.303.1 5.058.0 3,.166.0 10,86.0 11,790.0 12,739.0 14,130.0
linetns! debt service 20.0 0.0 39.0 78.0' 149.0 245.0 251.0

Subsidies to regons 2,499.0 .2,650.0 2,316.0 3,08.0 3,566. 4,227.0 4,660.0
Food subsidy 0.0 29.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Oil subsidy .374.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 627.0 1,187.0
Other routinem expenditure 1,746.9 1,511.0 1344.0 3,763.0 2,624. 1901.0 2,577.
Standard expenditures 11,95 1.5 13,559.0 17,482. 20,739.0 24,331.0 26,648.0 30,558.0
Regona developmnent 850.0 939.0 930.0 1,337.0 1,369.0 1.873.0 2,409.0
Fertilizersubsidy 477.1 467.0 756.0 200.0 278. 155.0 175.0
Agricdumu and irrigation,

excluding ferTtilzr
subsidy 660.9 423.0 .1181.0 1I414.0 1,771.0 2,237.0 2Z641.0

Tadustry and mhiing 1,139.0 681.0 335.0 565.0 420.0 661.0 728.0
Eecric power 1,447.0 960.0 1,035.0 1,955.0 1,397.0 .1,759.0- 2,210.0
Transpanation, turism.

and cofmmunications 1.484.0 1,131.0 1,593.0 2.011.0 3,006. 3,042.0 3,96.0
Manpower an

trnmlipratkmn 665.0 292.0 200.0 266.0 231.0 556. 745.0
Education and culture 1,413.0 1,184.0 1,'181.0 1,606.0 1,507.0 2,065. 2,503.0.
Health and social velfare 393.0 326.0* 225.0 339.0 ,470.0 592.0 7831)
Housig an water supply 335.0. 337.0 . 432.0 481.0 495.0 729.0 333.0
Genera public steries 977.0 '769.0 '652.0'- 733.0: -909.0 1,166.0 1,376.0

Governientcapital
pmnicipatia 221.0 2110 219.0 233.0 625.0 :339.0 378.0

Otbeairernin
develoMpmeitbudget 753.0 1.0781) 684.0 130.C 1,306.0 1.051A) 1I25.0

Unknown allocation of~
project aid 0.0~~~o 0.0O '0.0- 0.0 0. 00 .

Developnmetexediture 10,873.1 %,3fl.0 9,477.0 12,21.0 13,8331.0 1622.0 19.998.0

Total expenditare 22824.6 21,891.0 26,950.0 32,990.0 33.16510 42M.830 50.356.0

Note: GDP defltior (1980 =100).

Source: DepartimenofFinance,Govemnmentof Indonesia.
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Table A.13 Government Revenues, 1969170 to 1991/92
(billions of curent rupiahs)

Tax category 1969J70 1970/71 1971172 1972173 1973/74 1974M 1975/76 1976177

Rneenu soaes
Tax oa nonoil income 42.9 52.8 67A 84.6 135A 217.8 287.2 359.8
Tax an oil and LNG 65.8 992 140.1 2305 - 382.2 957.2 1U28.0 1.6353
Tax n nOno;I domestic

conwmpdon S0.8 6138 -72.5 92.1 1333 284.3 253.6 328.9
Tax on intmadonal nude 81.0 117.8 119.9 133.7 2475 299.8 308.1 421.3
Tax on popey 8.0 10.0 12.0 15.1 193 28.0 34.6 42.2
Nowxm miphu 3.1 13.1 27.5 34.6 49.8 66.6 IIOA 1I8.5

TOWl - 251.6 354.7 440.0 590.6 967.7 1.753.7 2,241.9 2906.0

Perrentage of total revenw-
Tax onOnilI icotn 17.1 14.9 1S3 143 1411 12.4 12.8 12.4
Tax on il nd LNG 26.2 25. 32.0 39.0 395 54.6 5.5.7 56.3
Tax on noil domedc

conmunptdon 20.2 17A 16.5 1516 13.8 105 113 113-
Taxu on inationlt tade 32.2 332 27.3 22.6 25.6 17.1 13.7 14.5
Taxaproperty 3.2 2.8 2.7 2.6 2.0 L6 1.5 I5
N-ntx eceipu II 3.7 6.3 -5.9 5.1 3.8 49 4A

-t-ee coadwes on osw paveJ
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Table A.13 conginued

Tax categoy 297717 1978179 1979180 1980181 19811752 1982/83 1983(84 1984185

Revenue :awrres

Taxson nonoil income 475.8 581.2 73635 1,045.3 1.279.3 1,605.2 1,784.3 2Z121.0
Tax on oN and LNG 1,948.7 2,308.7 4,259.6 7,019.6 8,627.8 8,170.4 9,520.2 10,429.9
Tax on nonoil domesttic

consumption 432.1 534.7 599.0 811.1 986.7. 1,2-6635 1,5603. 1,648.2

Tax on intermidonal trade 481.7 537.0 343.0 948.1 887.9 835.4 916.0 861.9

Tax anupmopey 52.5 63.1 71A 87.2 94.5 105.2 132.4 157.2

Nontax rcipts .143.6. 191A4 187.3 313.7 3364 435,6 519.5 687.3
Total 3,534.4 4,266.1 6,696.8 10,227.0 12,212.6 12,418.3 14A432.7 15,905.5

Percentage of total revenue
Tax an nonoil income 13.5 13.6 11.0 10.2 10.5 12.9 -12.4 13.3
Taxonoffland LNG 55.1 54.1 63.6 68.6 70.6 65.8 66.0 -65.6

Tax on nonoil domestic
COnsumption 12.2 125 8.9. 7.9 8.1 10.2 10.8 10.

Tax on international trad 13.6 13.8 12±6 9.3 7.3 6.7 6.3 5.4
Tax on property 1.5 1.5 1.U 09 0.8 0.8 0.9 LU

Nontax receipts . 4.1 43 2.8 3.1 2.8 3.5 3.6 4.3
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Tax LWItgry 1985186 19786187 1987/88 1988/89 198990 1990191 1991/92

Revenue SoWures
Tax on nonoil income 2,313.0 2,271.0 2663.0 3,949.0 5,488.0 6,516.0 8,021.0
Tax on oil and LNG 11.144.4 7.348.0 10,047.0 9,527.0 11,252.0 10.783.0 15,009.0
Tax on nonoil domestic

conswnpdon 3,478.6 4,146.0 4,719.0 6,187.0 7,589.0 9,025.0 10,790.0
Tax on inernadomnl tade 657.8 1,039.0 1,122.0 1,348.0 1.759.0 2,080.0 2.695.0
Tax on property 167.5 190.0 275.0 424.0 590.0 620.0 839.0
Nonax rtceiprs 1,491.5 1,147.0 1,977.0 1,569.0 2,062.0 2,560.0 2,831.0

Total 19,5Z28 16,141.0 20,803.0 23,004.0 28,740.0 31,584.0 40,185.0

Percentage of rtata ewnue
Tax on nonoil income 12.0 14.1 12.8 17.2 19.1 20.6 20,0
Tax on oil ad LNG 57.9 45.5 483 41.4 39.2 34.1 37.3
Tax on nonoil domesti. -

conswnpdon 18.1 25.7 22.7 26.9 26.4 28.6 26.9
Taxoninternationaltrade 3.4 6.4 S4 5.9 6.1 6.6 6.7
Taxonpropery 0.9 1.2 13 1.8 2.1 2.0 - 2.1
Nontax receipts 7.7 7.1 9.5 6.8 7.2 8.1 -7.0

Source: Department of.Fmance, Govemment of Indonesia.-
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Ibble A.14 National Income Staistics
(constan prices; 1968-77, 1976 prices; 19786. 1983 price.,)

-Total Private Government Gross Gross Expoh Imports
conswmp- conmswp- consamp- domestic domestic of goods of goods

Year don tion rionl investnentb .sWngb and serviceeand servicet

1968 6,823 6,090 733 775 530. 1.459 811
1969 7,288 6,537 751 983 600 1,674 982
1970 7,604 6,728 876 1,305 -1,097 1,961 1,100
1971 7,882 6,935 947. 1,588 1.427 2,144 1,209
1972 8,357 7,427 930 1,891. 1,698 2,703 1,531
1973 9,543 8,273 1,270 2,213 2,278 3,258 2,177
1974 10,483 9,108 1,375 2,638 3,617 3,377 2,762
1975 11,295 9,813 1,482 3,023- 3,102 3,048 2,980
1976 12,082 10,491 1,591 3,205 3,412 :3,430 3,222
1977 12,705 10,860 .1,845 3,368 3,854 3,801 3,252
1978 34,976 29,848 5,128 11,153 12665 24,255 12,194
1979 38,235 32,491 5,743 12,279 16,478 24,801 13447
1980 42,911 36,037 6,847 12,448 21,886 26,182 14,866
1981 . 47,250 39,699 7S551 22,797 26,152 21,457 19,890
1982 50,402 42,172 8,230 21,622 21,961 19,524 20,171
1983 52817 44,739 8,077 21,669 20,881- 20,448 21,235
1984 55,251 46,898 8,353 18,875 22,745 20,563 16,544
1985 57,016 48,041 8,75 21,079 22546 18,915 16,996
1986 58,879 49,638 9,241 21,462 17,941- 21,637 18,198

a. Centml government only.
b. Not disaWegated.
C. onfaco :'
Soutc: Mbrld Bank data.

Table AdS Expenditure on GDP at Constant 1983 Market Price, 19854-9
(billions ofrupiaks)

temn 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

Private consumption 49,448 50,530 52,200 54225 56,476
Government consumption 8.991 9,241 9,226 9,924. 10,965
Gross fixed investment 19,616 21,422 22,597 25,201 28,568
Changes in stock 6,641 6.333 5,049 1.075. 1,230.
Exports of goods and

noQ factor services' 19,495 22,460 25,745 26,010 27,851
Less imports of goods"
and nonfactor services 19,109 19,906 20,299 16,504 17,768

Gross domestic product 85,082 90,081 94,518 f .99,936 107,321.

Sowr: Centrl Bureau of Statistcs.
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Takble A.16 Mometar,r Variables
-(billions of rupiahs)

Domestic
Reserve credftpri- Domestic credit public sector

Year ml 2 money vae sector Government Other Thtal

1965 3 3 2 I1 17 -

1966 22' 23: 18 7 29--
1967 52 54 45 .32 . 38--
1968 116. 128 100 60 43 37 80
1969 183 233 160 159 41 73 114
1970 250 330 207 287 48 63 .111
1971 319 468 267 405 62 .73 135
1972 .474 .696 389 597 9 115 124
1973 671 994 542 954 -16 249 233
1974 942 1,454 850 1,385 -137 428, 291
1975 1,274 2,022 1.132 1,124 5 1 1,263 1,314
.1976 1.601 2Z651 1,380 1,420 -287. 1,755 1,468
1977 2,006 3,133 1,720 271 -407 1,834 . 1,427
1978 2,488 3,822 1,885 2,205 -462 2,610 2,148
1979 3,316 5,159 2,478 2,900 -1,163 .3,024 1,861
1980 5,011 7,707 3,375 4,323 -2,746 .3,729 983
1981 6,474 9,705 3,920 -6,049 -4,691. 4,258 -433
1982 7, 120 11,074 4,107 8,515 -5,195 4,879 -316
1983 7,576 14,670 5,138. 10,934 -4,938 4,682 -5
1984 8,58 1 17,937 5,701- 14,737 -8,031~ 4,717 -3,314
1985 10,124 23,177 6,721 18,104, -9,087 -5,013. -4,074.
1986 11.631 27,615 8,170. 22,864 4,-8541 5,104- -3,437

Sow-re:- Depanment of Finance, Governmnt of Indonesia: mw, Internatonal Financial S&atscics.
Yearbook (1988).
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Table A.1'7 Interest Rates, 1965-86

Money Deposit
market rate interest rate

Year (percent) (percent)

1965
1966-
1967
1968---
1969 
1970
1971 -21

1972 21
1973 15
1974 11.4 12 
1975 13.4 12
1976 14.2 12
1977 7.2, 12
1978 7.3 9
1979 13.2 6'

* 1980 12.9 6
1981 16.3 6

* 1982 17.2 6
1983 - 13.2 6..
1984 18.6 16
1985 *10.3 18
1986 13.0

Source: tMP, Infernational Financial Statistics Yearbook (198S).



lible A.18 Exports, 1974/75 to 198318
(millions of dollars)

Product 1974175 1975176 1976177 1977/78 1978/79 1979180 1980181 1981182 1982183 1983184

Timbee 615 527 885 943 1,130 2,166 1,672 752 559 514
Rubber 425 381 577 608 774 1,101 1,078 770 614 829
Coffee 92 112 330 626 308 715 588 343 364 496
Other agricultural exports

PaImoil 184 142 147 202 221 257 178 79 103 146
Ta 50 SO 64 120 98 91 97 94 116 148
Tobacco 36 40 41 59 58 60 69 49 37 72
Pepper 22 25 55 62 66 46 51 49 41 66
Others 199 195 248 278 344 679 540 595 502 618

Subtottal apiculturm 1,623 1,472 2,347 2,898 3,199 5.115 4.273 2,731 2,336 2,889

Tin 166 158 181 253 324 388 454 437 349 331
Other metals and minerals

,>, Nickel - - - - - 95 165 145 139 174
t Aluminum - - - - - - - - 48 173

Copper 102 74 95 74 64 95 115 133 115 89
Oders 28 25 44 36 49 31 40 41 25 60

Subtotal metals and mineals 296 257 320 363 437 609 774 756 676 827

Manufactures
Plywood - - - - - - - 199 324 574
Others 114 144 196 245 360 447 540 484 538 880

Subtotal manufactures 114 144 196 245 360 447 540 683 882 1,454

Total nonoil exports 2,033 1,873 2,863 3,507 3,979 6,171 5,587 4,170 3,894 5,170
Oil and oil products 4,548 5,410 6,350 7,192 6,858 10.995 15,187 16,482 12,282 12,330
,so - - - 162 516 1,345 2,111 2,342 2,461 2.230
Total oil and Enn 4,548 5,410 6.350 7,354 7,374 12,340 17,298 18,824 14,743 14,560

a. Includes plywood up to 1980/81,
Soua: Woild Batik estimates.
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Table A19 Types of External Public Debt Outstanding (Disbursed)
as of December 31, 1990, by Country or Institution
(miltions of dollars)

Suppliers' credits Bilateral loans
Finland 10,808 Austrlia 273.683
France 38 Austria 57,138
Japan 2.661,129 Belgium 100,283
Korea. Republic of 9,795 Brune 100.000
Pakistan 5.073 Bulgaria 995
Switzerlmnd 1,258 Canada 339,260
YugoslcAia 1,383 China 26,901

Total 2,689,484 Czechoslovakia! 33,173
Denmark 30,710

Financial insdnutions Egypt, Aab Republic of 1,433
Frnce 129,319 France 708,888
Germany' 5.239 Gemany' 1,974,645
Hong Kong 954,370 Hungary 8,275
Italy 2,685 India 18,61
Japan 3,199,385 Italy 53,616
Multiple lenders 281,250 Japan 10,821,334
th Neherlands 2,869 Kuwait 73,582
Singapor 114,202 the Netherlands 1.155,608
United Kingdom 270,710 Ncw Zealand 1,046
United States 505,439 Other 20,000
Ohft 20,000 Pakistan 3,483

Total 5,465,470 Poland 46,595
Romania 6,680

Bonds Saudi Ambia 76,109
G;ermany 200,803 Spain 128
Kuwait 6.864 Switzerland 286
the Netherlands 17,751 Uniied Arab Emirates 5,015
Switzrland 82.500 Unitdo Kingdom 49A80
United Kingdom 88,100 United States 2,365.039
Unitd States 300,000 U.S.SRY 445,655
Yugoslavia! 55,849 Yugoslavia' 55,849

Total 66019 Total 18,53.541

Natfonal&atian Eqport credrs
Austria 139,337 Austria 139,337
theNethcrlands 133,491 Belgium 118,998

Total 133,491 Frimce 854,Z79
Gamany' - 226,692

Muldiateral loans Japan 191,353
Asian Development Bank 3,138,614 the Netherlands 275;279
EC" 4,297 Norway 4,297
IBRDb 9,542,63 Singaporm 6,143
IDA' 842.438 Sweden 179,649
IFAD" 44,176 Switzerland 70,121
Islamic Development Bank - 691 United Kingdom 772,514
Nordic nvestmen Bank 26,000 Total Z838,663

Total 13.598.480 Total extenal public debt 44,275,147

a European Cwomuni.ty
b. Intenional Bank for Reconstruction cnd Development
c. Interaonal Development Association.
d. lternional Fumd for Agricultural Development.
c. Country nas correct for th period when data for this table wer collected.
Souce: Depamen of Fmane, Govrnment of Indonesia.
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Table A.20 Intermational Reserves and Debt Service by Category, 1965486
(millions of dollars)

International Interest service
Year reserves' Principal payments Total

1965 17
1966 19 - - -
1967 2 66 22 88
1968 83 111 41 152
1969 118 169 56 225
1970 156 235 85 320
1971 1ss 365 138 503
1972 572 699 162 861
1973 805 755 226 981
1974 1,490 1,269 304 1,572
1975 584 717 239 956
1976 1,497 641 232 874
1977 2,509 601 289 890
1978 2,626 1.548 514 2,062
1979 4,062 1,328 771 2,099
1980 5,392 935 823 1,758
1981 54014 1,052 994 2,047
1982 3,144 1.103 1,146 2,249
1983 3,718 1.287 1,255 2,542
1984 4,773 1,613 1.628 3,240
1985 4,974 2,347 1.644 3,991
1986 4,051 2.334 2,04 4,378

a Total rserves minus gold.
Source: Ibf Itrernadoal Financia Staistics Yearbook (1988): World Bank dam; World Bank.
aorld Debt Tables (1976 and 1980).
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Table A.21 Liquidity Credits of Bank Indonesia, 198043
(billions of rupiah)

1980 1981 1982 1983
March March March March

State banks 1,333 1,769 Z769 3,876

Investment credit 414 623 987 1,S50
Medium-term credit 29 84 267 561
Loxa cost project aid 37 60 69 91
Replanting, rehabilitation, and 10 11 34 75

development of export
commodities

Nucleus estate and development - I 10 31
projects

Inpres pasar 29 33 45 56
Resettlement of transmigration 6 7 9 5

area

Peute 51 65 86 100
Bank's office building constnucon 2 5 8 14
yr Krakatau steelsteel production 250 58 460 568

Woddng capital 275 470 756 1,113

Food 8 19 19 25
Bimnas/mass guidance 128 144 133 139
Flour 18 14 14 59
Export 19 58 88 163
Ferdlizers 16 12 5 82
Prductionrindustry 52 116 188 99
Suga stock - 8 40 120

Domestic trade 3 15 52 30
Sugar production - 67 55 82

Others 30 28 162 314
KIK/KPIsmnall-scale 210 397 738 850

enterprise
DK - inveatment 80 148 302 282
KMKP - woring capitaE 130 248 437 568

Feasiblity credits - - 42 35

Keppmes 14Acontractor - 17 95 25
Kredit midi - - 24 37

Motorxycles for teachers - - - 11

Studentloans - - 15
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1980 1981 1982 1983
March March March March

Liquidilycreditforgovenmnest 119 175 100
paipon

Others:

Temporwy liqudity crdit
Old (3 peront) 315 51 -
New (I2 prcent) - - 264

Accrued intrest - 27 Z7 26

Local development banks 8 35 67 119

Private natonal banks 46 75 119 208

Toad 1,387 1,$79 2,954 4,23
Saoure: Bmnk Indomsia.
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Table A22 The Revolving Cabinets in the Pre-1960 Period

Dominant
politicalparty
in governing

Prime minister coalition Duration
The Period of Constitutional Democracy, 1949-57

Mobanumad Hatta nonparty December 1949 to August 1950
MohammadNatsir Masjumi September 1950 to March 1951
Sukcm Wirjosandjojo Masjumi April 1952 to June 1953
Wilopo PI April 1951 toJune 1953

All Sastromidjojo PNI July 1953 to July 1955

Burhanuddin Harhap Masjumi August 1955 to Marcb 1956
All Sastromidjoio PNI March 1956 to March 1957

The Period of Guided Democracy, 1957-65

Djuanda Kartwidjaja nonparty April 1957 to March 1957
Now6: Parties whichv wee tdominantpnrs in dintcabits were the Pad Nionahs-

maudonesia(NI). theNaistPartryoflidonesua.tthePart Socialismadcsia.SI. the
Sociali Parry of bidonusa _isjumi and the Muslim Party. Iuly 1959 Pesidt Soekamo dis-
solved the clected Constitent Assembly and assumed the post ofpuime miniscm

Sowurce: Feith C1962) and Glassbusmer (1971).
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Table A.23 Cause of Changes in Money Supply

Change in
Enterprises Foreign narrow

Date Government Public Private assets Other money (Ml)

1955 1.6 0.2 -1.3 1.0 -0.4 1.1

1956 2.5 -0.2 1.0 -1.8 -0.3 1.2

1957 5.8 0.1 2.2 -1.0 -1.5 5.6

1958 9.5 1.3 -0.9 0.6 -0.1 10.4

1959 3.4 5.3 1.1 14.0 -18.2 5.6

1960 -0.8 3.3 -1.2 4.5 7.2 13.0

1961 23.4 3.1 7.1 -6.8 -7.0 19.8

1962 53.6 12.8 5.1 -9.4 6.1 68.2

1963 122.8 23.6 10.0 -11.0 -17.9 127.5

1964 369.7 81.7 32.5 -7.2 -37.0 439.8

1965 1,464.0 395.5 237.3 -6.8 -17.6 2,072.3

1966 12-5 0.0 5.9 -0.3 1S5 19.6

1967 8.3 0.0 24.7 2.7 -6.4 29.3

1968 5.4 37.3 57.4 44.6 -80.0 64.7

1969 -1.7 35.9 83.9 -4.5 -46.4 67.2

1970 6.5 -10.3 143.3 -43 -68.4 66.8

Now: 1955-65 dama in old n,pis. 196670 in new upiahs; 1,000 cdd upiahs I new rupiab.
Source: 1955.63: Avidt (1971); 196465: Pitt (1991); 1966-70 :[ Ieatnio rl Fiwcrial Siads-

t= 1988 Yearbook



Table A.24 Structure of Real GDP (1960 prices), 1960-71
(billions of rupiah)_

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
E.rpendJlture Structure 2
Private consumption 311 336 359 345 348 356 350 382 417 442 455 474

expenditure
Govemment consumption 45 42 34 34 40 29 40 36 41 42 49 53
Gross domestic capital 31 44 40 31 35 36 41 33 41 52 69 84

formation 0

Expouts 52 57 52 49 55 56 56 56 61 70 82 92
Imports -49 -6 -65 -48 -52 -48 -46 -58 -62 -7S 84 -92
Grossdomestlcproduct 390 413 420 411 425 430 442 448 497 531 571 611

Contrlbution to GDP growth rate -

Private consumption - 6.4 5.6 -3.3 0.7 1,9 -1.4 7.2 7.8 5.0 2.4 3.3 n
expenditure *

Govemnient consumption - -0,8 -1.9 0.0 1.5 -2.6 2.6 -0.9 1.1 0.2 1.3 0.7
Grossdomesticcapital - 3.3 -1,0 -2.1 1,0 0.2 1.2 -1.8 1.8 2.2 3.2 2.6

fornation
Exports - 1.3 -1,2 -0.7 1.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.8 2.3 1.8
imports - 4.4 0.2 4.0 -1.0 0.9 0.5 -2.7 -0.9 -2.6 -1.7 -1.4
Gross domestic product 5.9 I.7 -2.1 3.4 1,2 2.8 1.4 10.9 6.8 7.5 7.0

Production Structure
Agriculture, forestry and 210.4 213.9 220.9 212.7 223.6 225.3 236.1 232.1 255,2 260.1 270.7 280.5

fisheries



1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971
Mining and quanying 14.4 14.6 ISA 14.9 15,6 16.0 IS.4 16.7 22.8 27.7 32,2 34.0
Manufacturing 32.6 36.6 37.1 36.4 35.9 35.6 36.3 37.5 40.8 46.6 51.1 O.7
Construction 7.9 10.2 8.6 6.5 6.5 7.4 8.4 7.3 9.2 12.1 15.2 17.1
Electricity, gas and water 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.7 2.2 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.3

supply
Transport and 14.5 14.5 14.9 15.3 14.8 15.1 35.2 35.6 15.9 16.5 17.4 22.1

communications
Wholesale and retail trade 55.8 64.7 64A 66.2 68.1 67.4 64.5 70.8 78.8 88.8 100,2 108.5
Banking and other financial 3.9 4.9 4.2 3.5 4.3 4.3 3.4 3.5 4.0 6.6 8.6 11.3

institutions
Owncrship of dwellings 7.7 8.1 8.2 8.1 8.3 8.4 8.7 8.8 9.7 IDA 11.2 11.9
Public adminisiralion and 17.6 19.2 19.6 19.8 19.9 21.3 24.3 24.7 28.8 29.3 30.4 31.8

defense
Services 24.3 24.7 26.6 25.9 26.6 27.4 27.9 28.8 29A 30.1 30.9 31.7
Gross domestic product 390.2 412.6 420.2 410,8 425,3 429.9 441.9 448 496.9 530.8 570.9 608.9

Contribution to GDP growth rate
Agriculture, forestry and - 0.90 1.70 -1.95 2.65 0.40 2.51 -0.91 5.16 0.99 2.00 1.72

fisheries
Mining and quarying - 0,05 0.19 -0.12 0.17 0.09 -0.14 0.29 1.36 0.99 0.85 0.32
Manufacturing - 1.03 0.12 -0.17 -0.12 -0.07 0.16 0.27 0.74 1.17 0.85 0.98
Construction - 0.59 -0.39 -0.50 0.00 0.21 0.23 -0.25 0.42 0.58 0.58 0.33
Electricity, gas and water - 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.05

supply
'IO

(Table continuas on net page.)



Table A.24 confinued

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 '966 1967 1968 IY69 1970 1971
Transport and - 0.00 0,10 0.10 -0.12 0.07 0.02 0.09 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.82

communications
Wholesale and retail trade - 2.28 -0.07 0.43 0.46 -0.16 -0.67 1.43 1.79 2.01 2.15 1.45
Bankingandotherfinancial - 0.26 -0.17 -04.17 0.19 0.00 -0.21 0.02 0.11 0.52 0.38 0.47

institutions

Ownership of dwellings - 0.10 0.02 -0.02 0.05 0.02 0.07 0.02 0.20 0.14 0.15 0.12
Public administration and - 0.41 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.33 0.70 0.09 0.92 0.10 0.21 0.25

defense -

Services - 0.10 0.46 -0.17 0.17 0.19 0.12 0.20 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.14
Gross domestic product - 5.74 1.84 -2.24 3.53 1.08 2.79 1.38 10.92 6.82 7.55 6.66

Soawe: Data hre fam tables 2.2 and 2.5 in Wbid Bank (1975).

v
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Table AZS External Resource Availability
(millions of US dollars)

Annual amount of
foreign aid

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Total amount committed - 183 369 549 610 646

Amount from IGcI 0 167 361 S0S 610 634

Total amount used 128 219 231 282 373 291

Program aid - 195 245 249 383 300

Project aid 78 61 73 56 90

Debt repayment - -54 -75 -40 - 99

Privte capital
flows

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971

Officiat 9 6 84 27 51 89 144
estmate

Rosendale's 9 6 108 99 178 497 818
estimate

Capital - - 68 35 12 18 0
repatriation

Sectorat dimnibudon of
foreign investment

Sector 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

Agriculture - 8.2 1 1.3 22 3

Forestry 0.6 2.7 10.8 322 30.6 37.6

Fishery 3.1 3.8 6.7 6.5

Mining - 0.9 3.8 34.4 101.6 9.1

Manufacturing 0.1 10.4 20.9 41.1 81 192.8

Constucion - 0.3 1.4 1.2 1.1

Trade & Hotels - 0.2 1.3 4.3 6.3 5.8

Transportation and
Communication - 2.3 2 1.6 0.9 0.7

Social & Personal Services - 1.1 1.5 2.3 1.8 1.1'

Total 0.7 25.8 44.7 122.4 2323 257.7

Source: Wodd Bank (1975) Indonesia: Deveopnent Prospeas andNeeds: Basic Ecwonmic
Reportm ale 10.14 in Staisdc Annex.



Table A.26 External Public and Publicly-Guaranteed Debt of Indnes.ia
(end of period. millions of US dollars

Structure of debt 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1986

Debt outstanding and undisbuuseA 6,693.6 9,060.9 11,741.2 14,572.5 16,134.6 19,037.3 21,199.8 48_712_0

Debt outstanding and disbursed (DOD) 5,243.8 6,358.2 7,994.0 10,001.6 11,658.3 13,149.7 13,277.b 32,119.0

Private creditors 1,218.9 1,739.4 2,990.1 4,089.1 4,583.1 4,761.1 4,767.3 14,556.0

'Ital debt service (TDS) 207.5 291.6 523.5 760.6 1,261.7 2,062.1 2,099.6 4,401.0

Private creditors 114.8 168.4 388.9 573.6 985.3 1,632.9 1,535.7 2,549.0
N

Principal ratios (percent) C

DOD/XGS 158.8 85.2 113.8 114.0 106.7 116.3 85.5 212.8

DODIGNP 33.5 258 27,4 27.7 26.4 26.6 27.1 482

TDS/XGS 6.3 3.9 7.5 8.7 11.5 18.2 13.5 29.2

TDS/GNP - 1.3 1.2 1.8 2.1 2.9 4.2 4.3 6.6

Proportion of DOD

Concessionary 75.3 71.3 60.8 53A 52.2 53.2 51.5

Bears variabk i-rates 4.5 6.8 19A 20.7 18.7 15.0 14.5 -

From private creditors 23.2 27.4 37.4 40.9 39.3 36.2 35.9 45-3

Proportion of debt service paid to
private creditors 55.3 57.8 74.3 75.4 78.1 79.2 73.1 57.9



Distribudlon of external soverign
debt by sectors 1973/74 197417$ 1975176 1976177 1977/78 1978179 1979)80 1986187

Government sector

Net drawings 562.0 571.0 1,918.0 1,657.0 1,345.0 1A45.0 1,263.0 3,134.0

Adjustment - - - - - 571.0 -975.0 3,603.0

Outstanding debt 3,979.0 4,550.0 6,468.0 8,125.0 9,470.0 11,466.0 11,754.0 34,081.0

Public enterprises

Net drawings 352.6 555.2 -109.3 50.7 -327.1 -10.0 -73.0 -383.0
Adjustment - - - - - 0.0 -17.0 18.0

Outstanding debt 1,665.5 2,220.7 2,111.4 2,162.1 1,835.0 1,825.0 1,735.0 2,526.0

Unaltributable dawings or adjustments -1l8.3 -3.6 -83.5 128.0 726.1 - - -
during 1973-77

Total public sector

Net drawings 914.6 1,126.2 1,808.7 1,707.7 1,017.9 1,415.0 1,190.0 Z751.0

Adjustment and unattributed sums -118.3 -3.6 -83.5 128.0 726.1 571.0 -992.0 3,621.0

Outstanding debt 5,526.2 6,767.1 8,495.9 10.415.1 12,031.1 13,291.0 13,489.0 36,67.0

Ratio of public enterprise to total public 30.1 32.8 24.9 20.8 15.3 13.7 t2.9 6.9
sector debt, percent

Note: For th ealier yes, net drawing of public sector Is from Warld Bank World Debt Tables and net drawing of govenment sector is fhom the bahac of pay-
monts. The difrevence between dle two numbeus is attributed to net drawing by public entcrpuics. Thedifference betveen the cmnluzed flows and the sloch in World
Debt Tables is reported in the "Unatuibutable drawings.." item.

Source: World Bank Warld Debt Tables and IMP.
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Table A.27 State Expenditure In Times orScarcity

Ratio of actual expendiuire to planned
expenditure in repellia

J980 1984 1987

Total expenditure 1.5 0.9 0.7

Debt service 1.2 1.9 1.5

Current expenditure 1.8 0.8 0.7

Capital expenditure Ii 0.9 0.5

Components of current expendture

Education and health 1.51 0.88 0.73

Other wages and salaries 1.20 1.01 0.85

Other goods and services 1.24 0.97 0.56

Subsidies 1.P7 0.70 0.43

Others 1.00 0.96 0.99

Components of capital expenditure

Transfer to private sector 6.10 1.24 0.55

Investment

Agriculture 1.87 1.29 0.80

Industry and mining 1.20 0.87 0.25

Electric power 1.46 0.85 0.49

Transport and tourism 128 0.98 0.63

Education 1Al 0.79 0.43

Health 1.48 0.75 0.28

Housing and water supply 1.98 0.50 0.68

General public services 1.59 0.96 0.31

Other programs 1.35 0.90 0.48

(Table conthiues an ne*pae.J
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Table A27 corlnued

Programs identifiable as exclusively antipoverty

Rp. billions Pexrenage change

Fiscal Year 1980/ 1984/ 19801 19801 19841 19801
84 87 87 84 87 87

Change in

Inprestokabupatenand 18.2 7.2 25.4 10.7 3.8 14.9
viag

Sectoral inpres 161.6 -297.1 -135.6 42.9 -55.2 -36.0

Fenilizer subsidy 194A -73.7 120.7 68.5 -15A 42.5

Sum of above duec 374.2 -363.6 10.6 45.0 -30.2 1.3
items

Sum of above dthee 1980 1984 1987
hems as percentage 7.6 11.1 7.1
(of total expenditum-
debt serice)

a. 1980 prices
Source: Expenditum clusification schem and data arc from table 3 in Thorbeck (1991). Our

definition of turrcnt and capia! expenJilurm differ orom Thborbcke in tiat they are net of debt ser-
vice paymens The data for curat and capital expenditr bave been adjused to fit our usage
GDP and rvenue dat wer convened to 1980 psices with implicit deflator in Thorbeck (1991).
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Table A.28 Revenue as a Motivation for Devaluation, Actual and
Counterfactual Data
(billions of rupiahs)

Part A: Revenue consequences of exchange rate realignments

Total Oil tax revenue if exchange rate were:
domestic
revenue Oil tax Rp415 Rp7O8 RpI131

1978 4,266.1 2,308.7 1,975.5 - -

1979 6,696.8 4,259.6 2,828.4 -

1980 10,227.0 7,019.6 4,636.9 - -

1981 12,212.6 8,627.8 5,601.2 - -

1982 12,4183 8,170.4 5,061.7 -

1983 14,432.7 9,520.2 4,031.5 6,800.1 -

1984 15,905.5 10,429.9 4,133.1 6,971.5

1985 19,252.8 11,144.4 4,147.0 6,994.9 -

1986 16,140.6 6,337.6 1,897.6 3,200.8 5,171.6

1987 20,8033 10,047.2 2,520.1 4,250.9 6,868.2

1988 21,803.0 8,855.8 2,153.1 3,631.7 5,867.8

1989 25,249.8 7,899.7 1,831.5 3,089.3 4,991.4

Part B: External debt service consequences of exchange rate realignments

External debt service
External fexchange rate were:

Total debt
expenditure service Rp4I5 Rp7O8 RpII31

1978 5,299.3 525.7 449.8 - -

1979 8,076.0 647.6 430.0 - -

1980 11,716.0 754.0 498.1 - -

1981 13,917.6 915.0 594.0 - -

1982 14,355.9 1,204.7 746.3 - -
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1983 18,311.0 2,072.9 877.8 1,480.6

1984 19,380.8 2,737.2 1,084.7 1,829.6

1985 22,824.6 3,303.1 1,229.1 2,073.2 -

1986 21,891.3 5,058.1 1,514.5 2,554.6 4,127.5

1987 26,958.9 8,1653 2,048.2 3,454.7 5,581.9.

1988 28,963.6 10,608.0 2,579.1 4,350.3 7,028.8

1989 36,574.9 12,088.0 2,802.5 4,727.2 7,637.7

Part C: Revenue minus expenditure

Oil reve-
nue mnus Oil revenue minus external debt service

Overall external if exchange rate were:
budget debt
deficit service Rp4I5 Rp708 RplI31

1978 -1,033.2 1,783.0 1,525.7

1979 -1,379.2 3,612.0 2,398.4 - -

1980 -1,489.0 6,265.6 4,138.8

1981 -13705.0 7,712.8 5007.1 - -

1982 -1,937.6 6,965.7 4,315.4 - -

1983 -3,8783 7,447.3 3,153.7 53195 -

1984 -3,475.3 7,692.7 3,048.4 5,141.9 -

1985 -3,571.8 7,841.3 2,917.9 4,921.7 -

1986 -5,750.7 1,279.5 383.1 646.2 1,044.1

1987 -6,155.6 1,881.7 472.0 796.1 1,286.3

1988 -7,160.6 -1,752.2 -426.0 -718.6 -1,161.0

1989 -11,325.1 -4,188.3 -971.0 -1,637.9 -2,646.4

More: Devaluations: a. November 1978:415 to 625: b. March 1983:700 to 970; and c. Septem-
ber 1986: 1131 to 1641.

Soawr: Author's calculations
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Table A.29 Sectoal Composition of Gross Domestic Product at Constant
Prices

Share ofGDP (percentage) 1960 1967 1973 1983 1989

Agriculture, livestock, etc 53.9 51.8 40.1 22.8 20.6

Mining and quarrying 3.7 3.7 12.3 20.7 15.6

Manufacturing industies 8A 8A 9.6 12.7 18.5

Electricity. gas, and water 0.3 05 OS OA 0.6
supply

Construction 2.0 1.6 3.9 5.9 5.5

Trade, hotel, and 143 15.8 16.6 14.9 16.1
restaurant

Transport and 3.7 35 3.8 5.3 53
communicaion

Bankig and otber 1.0 0.8 1.2 3.0 4.0
financial intemediaries

Ownership of dwdling 2.0 2.0 2.1 3.0 2.7

Public adminisration 4.5 55 6.0 7A 7.8
and defense

Services 62 6A 3.9 3.9 35

Average annm growth rat in period
(perenage) 1960-6 1967-fl 1973-81 1983-89

Agriculturelivestocketc. 1.9 4.3 3.6 3.8

Mlningandquaurying 1.1 19.7 3.2 0.6

Manufacting industies 1.8 10.2 14.2 12.3

Electricity, gs, and water 75 12.7 145 1L9
supply

Construction 1.0 24.7 135 4.2

Trade,hotetand 2.4 11.9 7.8 6.9
restaurant

Transport and 0.8 9.9 12-9 5.6
communication

Baking and other -2.3 -27.9 133 105
financial intaemediaries

Ownership of dwelling 2.1 8.1 122 3.4
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Public administration and 5,5 6.0 13.0 6.6
defense

Services 2.3 2.1 2.4 3.6

Gross domestic product 2.1 7.9 75 55

Contribution to growth in period
(percentage of tora)

1960-6 1.967-72 1973 -1 1983489

Agriculture, livestock,etr 49.7 26.7 16.7 14.8

Mining and quariying 1.9 11.8 4.5 2.1

Manufacturing industries 7.2 11.4 23.2 335

Eecticity, gas. and water 12 0.9 1.1 1.0
supply

Construction 1.0 7.1 8.6 4.3

Trade, hotel, and 16.1 25.8 17.4 19.2
restaurant

Transport and 1.4 4.6 7.9 53
commuiation

Banking and other -1.0 41 28 65
fir-anciaI intemedaries

Ownership of dwelling 19 2.0 4.1 1.8

Public administrmon 13.0 4.0 12.7 9.1
and defense

Services 7.0 1.6 1.0 2.4

memo izem 1960-66 1967-72 1973-81 1982-89

Ppulation growth rate 2.6 2.6 0 2.1
in period

level in 1983 pices Average Contrb

1983 1989 nu:al ution to
growth growth
rate in in 1983-
1983- 89,%
89.7%

Nonoil non-LNG
manufacturing sector 7,666.0 15,181.0 12.1 253

Note: 1960-72 data wCe based on 1960 prics, 1973-81 data an 1973 prices, and 1934-9 data
cn 1983 prices. 1982 was not used because comparable dat did ancxtnd over relevant period.
Avea annual gruwth rate is compound rate calcuaed fom the nra end poin

Source: Calulated fom Biro Pusat Statistical data.
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